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PREFACE
Two of the most baffling biblical passages, a fragment
from the “Book of the Wars of Yahweh” in Num 21:15 and
the “Song of Deborah” in Jud 5:1–31, can now be read with
clarity thanks to philological tools readily available to interpreters of the Hebrew text.1 Nine of the sixteen words making
up the “Book of the Wars of Yahweh” fragment were misunderstood by the later scribes and /or lexicographers. Similarly, of the three hundred eighty-four words in the original
“Song of Deborah,” sixty-eight of them went unrecognized in
exegetical tradition. Now all the words in these two poetic
texts have been recognized. It is only a matter of time before
the recovered words—a number of which were noted in the
Hebrew lexicons of earlier centuries— will be included in the
standard Hebrew lexicons of the twenty-first century.
The philological methodology employed in clarifying the
enigmas of the “Song of Deborah” and the “Book of the Wars
of Yahweh,” when used to interpret other enigmatic texts in
Biblical Hebrew—or even Greek texts having had a Hebrew
Vorlage—has proven to be very useful. The thirty-five chapters of this volume are a demonstration of its benefits.

See T. F. McDaniel, The Song of Deborah. Poetry in Dialect
:
A Philological Study of Judges 5 with Translation and Commentary, available at http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmc
daniel.Deborah.pdf. The first edition, Deborah Never Sang:
A Philological Study of the Song of Deborah [Judges V], was
published in 1983 (Jerusalem: Makor Publishing Ltd.).
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Through a judicious use of Semitic cognates it is possible
to reconstruct the Vorlage of the most baffling biblical texts
and to enlarge the lexicon of Biblical Hebrew with words
from non-Judean dialects, as well as rare words in the Judean
dialect. Whereas it was once common for biblical scholars to
emend freely any text which did not conform to the lexicons,
it now seems wiser to modify the lexicons—informed by
cognates—to accommodate the texts. The cautious emendation of the Hebrew text remains a necessary option, but restoring and expanding the entries in standard Hebrew lexicons
is far more essential to clarify the meaning of most baffling
biblical passages.
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INTRODUCTION

In the thirty-five chapters of this study nine emendations are
proposed which involve the confusion of a y and a w or the
confusion of a k(= k) and a m (= ~ ), or the like. More serious scribal problems were encountered in Ezekiel 13 and 28,
requiring the rearrangement of many verses and/or words or
phrases within each chapter, similar to the proposed rearrangement of verses in Judges 5 (see note 1, above) and in
Zechariah 3–4 (see Chapter XXII, below).
In comparison to the nine proposed emendations in the fiftyfive verses which are the foci in the following chapters, fiftyfive Hebrew words rarely appearing in the extant Hebrew
literature—and consequently not cited in the current Hebrew
lexicons—have been recovered. In addition, nineteen nuances
of words currently in our Hebrew lexicons need to be added
to the recognized definitions. Fifty-eight of these rediscovered
words or nuances have well attested Arabic cognates.
James Barr (1968), in Comparative Philology and the Text
of the Old Testament, included an “Index of Examples”
(pages 320–337) in which he cited three hundred-thirty-four
selected philological proposals made by numerous scholars.
Of these proposals one hundred sixty-five were based upon
Arabic cognates. John Kaltner (1996), in The Use of Arabic
in Biblical Hebrew Lexicography, provided another list
(pages 119–120) of sixty Arabic cognates to which other
scholars have appealed in order to clarify baffling biblical
passages. The seventy plus proposed definitions of Hebrew
words made in the following chapters in this study should be
added to the lists cited by Barr and Kaltner and become
candidates for inclusion in subsequent ventures in Hebrew
lexicography.
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The baffling biblical passages needing clarification start in
Chapter I with Gen 3:14 and Isa 65:25, which deal with the
serpent’s being cursed to eat dust. But it is common knowledge that serpents, snakes, and reptiles are carnivores—which
makes the curse meaningless. However, the Hebrew rp[,
which can mean “dust,” is a homograph of several other
words which, according to their with Arabic cognates, realistically correspond to the staple of a serpent’s diet. By enlarging the lexicon of Biblical Hebrew to include rp[ “small
animal” and rp[ “small herbage,” the cognates of the Arabic
(g'ifar) and
(g'afar), the curse of Gen 3:14 corresponds
to reality; and Isa 65:25 envisions that time when reptiles will
become herbivores.
The roots of Eph 5:22 “wives, be subject to your husbands”
go back to Gen 3:16, “your desire shall be for your husband
and he shall rule over you ( %B'-lv'm)' .” However, Hebrew
lXm, which is discussed in Chapter II, is a homograph of two
verbs, one meaning “to be similar” and one meaning “to rule.”
The traditions about men “ruling over” women may reflect a
gender-biased selection of the lexical options made by male
interpreters, rather than an unbiased effort to reflect the intention of the author of the Eden narrative who wrote about the
sorrow that would come equally/similarly to Adam and Eve.
In Chapter III, the disparaging announcement to Hagar in
Gen 16:10–12 that Ishmael would be a ~da arp “wild ass
of a man” is scrutinized, and a number of alternative translations of ~da and arp are proposed which transform the
text into a multi-layered laudatory affirmation of Ishmael.

?d`

?d`
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The name change of Abram to Abraham is the focus of
Chapter IV. Three meanings of Abram are cited, followed by
two distinctive definitions of Abraham—with an element of
truth in all five definitions as they relate to the patriarch. A
closing comment deals with the change of Sarai’s name to
Sarah which makes Sarah a parallel of Abraham, both of
which refer to their offspring becoming numerous.
The assertion in Exo 4:24 that God wanted to kill Moses on
the first night of his return to Egypt to lead the Hebrews out
of bondage is examined in Chapter V. Traditional interpretations are reviewed but they are of little benefit. Clarification
comes only by recognizing the verb wtymh is a homograph
which can mean (1) “to make him die,” or (2) “to bond a
relationship with him.” Unfortunately, tradition settled on the
first of these definitions and ignored the second. Similarly,
@ryw is a homograph of verbs meaning (1) “to withdraw” or
(2) “to become bonded in marriage, to be united in purpose.”
This second definition has been missed by commentators and
Hebrew lexicographers. Once the second definition of these
two homographs comes into focus, contextually appropriate
statements emerge, and the baffling statements disappear.
The notorious Azazel mentioned only in Lev 16:8, 10, and
26 receives attention in Chapter VI. Azazel has been identified as (1) a noun meaning “sending away” (Septuagint), (2)
a compound noun “hard and rough” (Talmud), (3) a place
name for a rocky precipice (Targum), or (4) the name of a
demon or a demoted deity (the favored interpretation of recent
commentators). Philological evidence is provided to support
the traditions in the Talmud and Targum that Azazel is a
place name rather than a demon’s name.

xiv
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The statement that “the man Moses was more meek than
any man on earth” (Num 12:3) is an embarrassment for those
who would make Moses the author of everything in the Pentateuch. In Chapter VII this verse is reinterpreted in light of (1)
Xyah being a homograph for “the man” and for the verb “he
was brought to despair,” and (2) in light of wn[ / wyn[ being a
homograph meaning either “to be meek/mild” or “to be distressed.” Interpreting the homographs according to the second
definition of each word indicates that sibling rivalry made
Moses “to despair and be depressed ” more than anyone else
on earth. It is a confession that could be made by Moses or
about Moses with all due humility.
Chapter VIII addresses the tension between Deu 15:4,
“there will be no poor among you” and Deu 15:11, “for the
poor will never cease out of the land.” The only problematic
word in these two phrases is ldx “to cease” because it is also
a homograph of two other verbs—with Arabic cognates—
meaning (a) “to treat unjustly,” (b) “to refuse to help.” The
intended statement of Deu 15:11 was “the poor from the
midst of the land must not be denied aid.” Alternative interpretations, which ignore or misinterpret the Arabic cognates
of ldx, are in fairness also presented even though they fail
to alleviate the tensions in the texts.
Without a doubt, Rahab of Jericho was a hnwz. But “harlot”
is only one of ten possible definitions of hnwz. In Chapter IX
all ten possibilities are presented and support is given for the
understanding found in the Targum and in Josephus that
Rahab was not a harlot but an inn-keeper. She provided her
guests with “bed and breakfast”—not her bed.
The brief quotation in Jos 10: 7–15 from the “Book of the
Wars of Yahweh,” coupled with Joshua’s call for the sun to
xv
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“be still” and for the moon to “stand” are the focus of Chapter
X. As the text now stands, Joshua’s command to the sun and
moon came after the enemy had already been defeated thanks
to deadly hail stones from heaven. An Arabic cognate suggests that Joshua’s commands to the sun and moon were
made prior to his overnight march so that his troops could
move in the stealth of a prolonged moonless night. He was
granted not only a “blackout” but a solar eclipse as well—
with the earth and moon continuously orbiting the sun which
had never moved in the first place.
Although Huldah’s name can mean “ageless” and “unforgettable,” this prophetess, mentioned in II Kings 22:14 and II
Chron 34:22, receives scant attention by the commentators. In
Chapter XI the meanings of Huldah’s name, her status, function, and “residence” are examined. All the evidence supports the translation of the Septuagint in II Chron 22:14 that
Huldah was “the (woman) guarding the commandments.” As
the guardian of the oral tradition she was consulted by king
and high priest to validate or discredit the integrity of a newly
discovered Torah scroll.
While the prophetess Huldah was demeaned in tradition as
the “weasel woman,” the Samaritan prophet Oded is all but
ignored. In Chapter XII the account about Oded in II Chron
28:5–15 is studied, with the unbelievably high casualty figures of 120,000 dead and 200,000 captured being reinterpreted as 120 units killed and 200 bands captured. Phoenician
and Arabic cognates suggest four definitions for Oded’s name
which were probably recognized by his contemporaries: (1)
compassionate (2) aged (3) prophet, and (4) restorer.
The brief study in Chapter XIII explores the etymology of
the sP;r>K; “cotton” in Esther 1:6 and its relationship to similar
xvi
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sounding words in Greek which became associated with
Joseph’s famed tunic. The effort is made to determine how
celery and parsley became symbolic reminders of Joseph’s
tunic when celebrating the Passover Seder.
Chapter XIV deals with three problematic words in Psalm
2:11b–12a. Seven of the ancient versions translated the three
words four different ways. Modern translations are equally
diverse, having everything from “kiss the Chosen One” to
“kiss his feet.” The translations of Jerome and Symmachus,
“worship in purity” find support from three Arabic cognates,
with the only emendation being the reading of wlygw as wlgw
and rb as yrb, i.e., shifting a y from one word to another.
The puzzle addressed in Chapter XV concerns, in part, the
five names in Prov 30:1 (RSV) for which there are no corresponding names in the Septuagint. The apparent names are
better read as: (1) a passive participle, (2) a noun, (3) an
active participle, (4) a three-element phrase, and (5) a verb.
Arabic cognates provide the clues for defining six words in
addition to the sixteen words in Prov 1:1–5 having previously
recognized Arabic cognates.
In Chapter XVI Qoheleth’s chauvinism, as expressed in
Eccles 7:26–28, comes under scrutiny. Once the relative pronoun rXa is recognized as the homograph of rXa “selfconceited,” Qoheleth’s chauvinism is diminished to the point
that he dislikes conceited women, not women in general.
Three of the ten words in the Hebrew of Song of Solomon
1:3—dealing with perfume—were misunderstood by the Septuagint translators and the Masoretes who pointed the Hebrew
text. These three words are examined in Chapter XVII, where
the case is made, in light of contextually appropriate Arabic
cognates, for repointing one sibilant and modifying four
xvii
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vowels. The result of these changes brings sense to a statement about a scent.
A sexually explicit two-word Hebrew phrase is hidden in
Jer 5:8a. There are five different spellings in the Hebrew
manuscripts for one of the two words, and the etymology of
both words has been uncertain until now. In Chapter XVIII
these two words are identified with two Arabic cognates
which, having slightly different pronunciations than their
Hebrew counterparts, were overlooked in other studies of this
phrase.
In Chapter XIX the enigmatic statement in Jer 31:21–22
about a reversal of sexual roles is examined. It has long been
recognized that twenty-eight of the thirty-three lexemes in
these two verses have Arabic cognates; but seven nuances of
these Arabic cognates have been recognized only in Castell’s
Semitic Lexicon of 1669. Appeal to these nuances and an
additional Arabic cognate brings clarity to the Septuagintal
variants in these verses and the layered levels of meaning
embedded in the Hebrew text.
To the surprise of the reader of Ezek 3:14, the “hand of the
LORD ” seemingly made Ezekiel “bitter” rather than ecstatic
when the spirit/wind lifted him up and carried him to the
Chebar River. In Chapter XX two Arabic cognates are introduced which permit this verse to be read as a simple statement
about Ezekiel’s mode of transport rather than being a statement about his emotional response or spiritual condition.
Ezek 13:17–23 has been a riddle for the best of commentators who have guessed about the meaning of “women sewing cushions to all armholes” or “pillows under every elbow?”
In Chapter XXI the riddle is solved by recognizing that two
oracles have been interwoven. Once the oracles are separated
xviii
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and the poetic lines are reordered, Ezekiel’s denouncement of
(1) false prophetesses and of (2) women administering firstaid in the ruins of Zion can be recovered. The exact meaning
of six Hebrew words are clarified by Arabic cognates which
leave no doubt that Ezekiel addressed women doing triage to
save the wicked while the righteous were left to die.
Ezekiel 28 is even more disordered than Ezekiel 13. In
Chapter XXII order is restored in Ezekiel 28 by a major
reordering of the poetic lines, coupled with minimal emendation of several words—like reading tyyh as scriptio defectiva for the customary ytyyh “I was.” Thus, the King of Tyre
asserted, “I was in Eden, the Garden of God,” rather than
having, with the Masoretic text, Yahweh telling the King of
Tyre through the prophet, “you were in Eden,” as if Yahweh
were validating the king’s claim of being a god.
In Chapter XXIII the statement in Joel 2:31 that “the moon
will turn into blood” ( ~dl) is interpreted as meaning “the
moon will turn to darkness,” with the Hebrew ~d being a
variant form of ~hd, the Arabic cognate of which means “it
became black, dark.”
A résumé of the prophet Amos, gleaned from the book
which bears his name, is examined in Chapter XXIV. One
way of reading the résumé makes Amos a lowly herdsman
and a dresser of sycamores; but another way of reading the
same résumé would make him an affluent rancher, an investigator / examiner of what was happening in his world. He
may even have affirmed, “I am indeed a prophet”
Zechariah’s vision, as traditionally interpreted, of a wicked
woman sitting in a covered basket (Zec 5:5–11) is examined
in Chapter XXV. The interpretation made by Marenof in 1931,
that the “basket” is actually a “shrine,” is revived and fully
xix
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endorsed. The “woman” in the shrine is probably an image of
a goddess.” Consequently, Zechariah’s vision was not about
all women being wicked, but about idolatry in Jerusalem.
Eight texts from the Gospels are studied in Chapters XXVI–
XXXIII. A reconstruction of the Hebrew Vorlage of a Gospel
text, or an appeal to the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew published
by Shem Tob Ibn Shaprut (c. 1400), provides exegetical options unavailable when one is restricted to the Greek texts.
The “standing” of a star over Bethlehem, as stated in Matt
2:9, is the focus of Chapter XXVI. Syriac and Arabic cognates
would permit the Hebrew dm[ bkwkh to be translated as
“the star stood” or “the star set.”
The five different traditions about Jesus’ statement concerning the placement of a lamp are examined in Chapter
XXVII. The variations apparently stem from Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlagen having either rws or rys or dys or dws or
some combination of these which eventuated into doublets.
Chapter XXVIII, dealing with Matt 7:6 and its prohibition
against “casting pearls before swine,” is the longest chapter in
the book. The Hebrew and Aramaic reconstructions of this
verse are easy enough to make, but the interpretation of the
unpointed reconstructions is difficult, thanks to homographs
which do not distinguish between “dogs” and “dog-keepers”
or “swine” and “swineherds,” and the like. What appears in
Greek to be a riddle of sorts was in Hebrew Jesus’ building a
fence around the Torah and his Halakah.
Another of Jesus’ enigmatic statements, “Let the dead bury
the dead” (Matt 8:22), is dealt with in Chapter XXIX. The
repetition of nekrou.j “dead” in the Greek reflects a Hebrew
Vorlage with homographs, namely ~ytm “dead” and ~ytm
“next-of-kin.” Jesus’ use of paronomasia, when misread as
xx
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simple repetition transformed a common-sense word of advise
to his disciple into a senseless riddle for the reader of Greek.
The report in Matt 10:34–36 that the “Prince of Peace”
stated, “I have not come to bring peace but a sword,” is
critically examined in Chapter XXX. If the Hebrew Vorlage
for “peace” was ~lX (shalom), it was a homograph used for
three other words; and if @lx (h. alif) was in the Vorlage for
“sword,” it was a homograph with thirteen other definitions.
The homographs are spelled out and it may well have been
that Jesus stated, “I have not come to bring the end, but a
change.”
Chapter XXXI addresses the conflicting statements of Jesus
(a) that loving one’s neighbor / kith-and-kin (Lev 19:18) is the
second greatest commandment (Matt 22:39) and (b) if wouldbe disciples do not hate their family members they cannot
become disciples (Luke 14:26). Evidence is presented that a
Hebrew Vorlage having hnX or anX could have been translated into Greek as either “hate” or “forsake”—or a number
of other ways, depending on one’s choice of cognates and
whether the X is read as a v or a f.
In Chapter XXXII eight derivations of the names Miriam
and Mary are presented and six definitions of Magdalene are
cited. In dealing with the lexicons and literature on these three
names, the meaning of ten other names in the Bible or in the
Talmud are clarified through Arabic, Aramaic, Greek, Persian, and Syriac cognates or loanwords.
The Gospel of John concludes (21:15–23) with the final
conversation between Jesus and Peter. In Chapter XXXIII this
dialogue is analyzed, assuming Hebrew was the language of
discourse. The reconstructed exchange between Jesus and
Peter transforms the indefinite, “Do you love me more than
xxi
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these” into the definite, “do you love me more than kith-andkin.” Peter’s response to Jesus’ thrice asking, “Do you love
me?” was thrice an emphatic, “I cherish you!” Subtle nuances
in Hebrew were lost when the conversation was translated
into Greek.
The last two chapters deal with problems in extra-canonical
literature. Chapter XXXIV addresses the crux in the Psalms of
Solomon 2:26–27, which states that Pompey was “pierced
through on the mountains of Egypt,” in disagreement with
classical sources which tell of his being assassinated in a boat
offshore in Egyptian waters. A Hebrew Vorlage with yrx,
recognized as the cognate of an Arabic word meaning “inlet,”
misread as yrh, can easily account for the errors in the Greek
and Syriac texts of the Psalms of Solomon.
Chapter XXXV, like Chapter XXXII, deals primarily with the
derivation of names. Arabic cognates of Hebrew ~Xx suggest
multiple layers of meaning for Hasmonean, including (a)
angry, (b) lion, (c) feared, and (d) held in awe. Arabic
cognates also contribute to clarifying (1) the title “Thracida”
(“Banisher-of-the-Enemy”) given to Alexander Jannaeus, and
(2) the reference in 4Q169 to “those seeking secession” (a
phrase mistakenly rendered by some scholars as “the seekers
of flattery”).
These introductory comments to the following thirty-five
chapters contain over twenty references to Arabic cognates.
The reader unacquainted with the prominence of Arabic
cognates in Hebrew philological studies may benefit from a
preliminary look at the Addendum in Chapter XIX (180–181)
where, in a random selection of Jer31:21–22, twenty-eight of
the thirty-three Hebrew lexemes cited in the Hebrew lexicons
have well recognized Arabic cognates.
xxii

I
REPTILE RATIONS IN
GENESIS 3:14 AND ISAIAH 65:25
INTRODUCTION

In Akkadian “eating dust” to indicate humiliation or defeat
has essentially the same meaning as Hebrew “licking the
dust” or putting one’s face or mouth in the dust, as in Isa. 49:
23, Wkxel;y> %yIlg; >r; rp;[]w: . . . #r,a, ~yIP;a; “with their faces to
the ground . . . they shall lick the dust of your feet,” and Lam
3:29, WhyPi rp'['B, !TeyI “let him put his mouth in the dust.”
Seven examples are cited in CAD1 under eperu, including,
“let our enemies see (this) and eat dust (i.e., be defeated),”
“dust shall be their food, pitch their ointment, sheep’s urine
their drink,” and “. . . (in the nether world) where their
sustenance is dust (and clay their food).” But in Hebrew rp[
lka “eating dust” was not the equivalent of “licking the
dust” or “biting the dust.” Hebrew rp[ lka pertained to a
diet, and early translators understood it quite literally. The
curse in Gen 3:14, lk;aTo rp'['w> , became kai. gh/n fa,g h| in
the Septuagint, and the Targums have simply lWkyTe ar"p.[;w>
(Pseudo-Jonathan and Onkelos) or arp[w $nwzm ywhy
(Neophyti). Likewise, in Isa 65:25 MT Amx.l; rp'[' vx'n"w> “a
serpent dust (is) his food” became o; f ij de. gh/ n w`j a; r ton
in the Septuagint, and Targum Jonathan rendered the phrase
hyneAzm. ar"p.[; ay"w>xwe > .2
However, when rp[ lka is taken literally rather than being read as an expression of humiliation, the texts under
review become problematic since snakes, being carnivores, do
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not diet on dust. The rodents or insects snakes ingest may be
dirty or dusty, but no dirtier than the hay oxen eat or the grass
cows chew. Dirt and dust were never the serpent’s “daily
bread.” The audience for whom Gen 3:14 was first intended
would have surely concluded that the serpent had proven
itself immune from the curse of eating dust since it was
obviously a carnivorous creature.
Moreover, there is tension, if not contradiction, between the
curse in Gen 3:14 requiring snakes to eat rp[ and the assertion in Isa 65:25 that in the coming peaceable kingdom snakes
will be able to eat rp[. Although van Ruiten (1992: 31–42)3
has argued that the expression “eating dust,” like the expression “licking the dust,” contains an element of curse,
there is no evidence to support the claim that Trito-Isaiah
wanted to perpetuate the curse about the serpent’s food and
introduce a new curse making lions into straw-eating herbivores.4 Hos 2:20 (English 2:18) makes it quite clear that the
new covenant of peace would be a blessing for every creature,
including the hm'd'a]h' fm,r, “creeping creature”(which surely
included snakes) and the hd,F'h; tY:x; “beast of the field”
(which, according to Gen 3:1, included the serpent).
Given these difficulties, which cannot be dismissed simply
by claiming that Isa 65:25c is a gloss (see BHS), the question
to be addressed is whether there is another possible way of
understanding rp[ other than “dust” which would permit a
better interpretation of Gen 3:14, Isa 11:7, and Isa 65:25, as
well as help in a reassessment of critical conclusions about
the integrity of Isa 65:25c.
The commentators have not addressed the fact that the
serpent’s diet of rp'[' did not reflect the real world in the
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same way in which the curse of !AbC'[i “sorrow, pain”
reflected the reality of Adam and Eve’s progeny in their
productive and reproductive endeavors. The possibility of
rp[ having some other meaning in these texts was never
broached, as a sampling of critical opinion on Gen 3:14 and
Isa 65:25 demonstrates.5
In reference to Gen 3:14, Skinner (1930: 79) cited Mic
7:17, #r,a, ylex]zOK. vx'N "K; rp'[' Wkx]l;y> “they shall lick the dust
like a serpent, like the crawling things of the earth” and Isa
65:25, Amx.l; rp'[' vx'n"w> !b,T,-lk;ayO rq'B'K; hyEr>aw; > “the lion
shall eat straw like the ox, and dust shall be the serpent’s
food.” Disagreeing with other critics, he preferred a literal
meaning, stating:
It is a prosaic explanation to say that the serpent, crawling on
the ground, inadvertently swallows a good deal of dust (Boch.
Hieroz. iii. 245; Di. al.); and a mere metaphor for humiliation
(like Ass. ti-ka-lu ip-ra; KIB, v. 232f.) is too weak a sense for
this passage. Probably it is a piece of ancient superstition, like
the Arabian notion that the g4 inn eat dirt (We. Heid. 150).6

Speiser (1964: 22) translated “on dirt shall you feed” (as
though there were a preposition in the clause) but offered no
comment as to whether he meant “dirt you shall feed on” or
if he was changing rp'[' from being the serpent’s diet to the
place where the serpent ate. Similarly, von Rad (1961b: 89)
noted, “It [the serpent] appears to live from the dust in which
it hisses,” thereby dismissing the diet of dust in exchange for
the serpent’s dusty habitat.7 Sarna (1989: 27) also called
attention to Mic 7:17, Psa 72:9, and Isa 49:2–3 (“He made my
mouth like a sharp sword . . . ”), stating in light of these texts,
“. . . [the serpent’s] flickering tongue appears to lick dust,” as
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if “licking dust” were the same as “swallowing dust” or
“speaking” with a sharp tongue.
The commentators on Isaiah 65 have not been any more
helpful in addressing the issues raised.8 Torrey (1928: 470–
471) argued that Isa 11:7 borrowed from Isa 65:25, commenting
the parenthetical allusion to the serpent’s food (!) is another
example of the writer’s sly humor which is likely to appear
suddenly. As he thinks here of the improved diet of once dangerous beasts, Gen 3:14 comes into his mind and he adds the
reflection ‘No change for the old serpent!’

Smart (1965: 281) side stepped the issue by making Isa 65:
25 a gloss from 11:7, asserting that 65:24 was the conclusion
of the chapter since
it seems more likely that Second Isaiah would have concluded
the picture of the servants’ felicity with a promise of God’s
readiness to help rather than with a general description of
wild beasts at peace with each other in all Palestine.

Westermann (1969: 410) similarly concluded
The passage might well have ended with v. 24. Verse 25 follows on somewhat abruptly and does not entirely suit what
precedes it . . . . There [Isaiah xi 6–9], the peace among the
animal-world is depicted with broader strokes of the brush
and in greater detail; it is generally assumed that 65:25 is a
quotation of Isa. 11.

Young (1972: 517) observed only, “[the] Serpent on this construction is a casus pendens. B [Codex Vaticanus =] o;fij de.
gh/n w`j a;rton.” Whybray (1975: 278–279) provided the
lengthiest commentary, stating
This [v. 25] is a condensed version of 11:6–9. . . . and dust
shall be the serpent’s food: it is probably useless to seek a
logical link between this phrase and the rest of the verse. It
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impairs the metrical structure, and its allusion to the eating
habits of animals seems to be its only link with the context. It
is a gloss based on Gen 3:14.

Ridderbos (1985: 572) conjectured, “The allusion [of dust
being the serpent’s food] is evidently to Genesis 3:14; the
implication seems to be that the serpent will submit to its
curse without hurting human beings anymore.” But this interpretation, which follows several nineteenth-century proposals
cited by Alexander (1875: 455), begs the question for the enmity between snakes and humans was very real long before
post-exilic times, but snakes subsisting on rp'[' “dust” was as
unreal then as now.
CLUES FROM ARABIC COGNATES

Two unrecognized Arabic cognates of rp[ provide a more
reasonable interpretation of Gen 3:14 and Isa 65:25. Hebrew
lexicographers have long recognized the stems rp[ I “dry
earth, dust” and rp[ II “young hart, stag” (the former being
cognate to Arabic ?d\ (cafar) and the latter to ?d` (g'ufr). But
until now they have not recognized rp[ III, cognate with
Arabic ?d` (g'fr), which Lane (1867: 842; 1877: 2274) defined
as “[the ?d` (g'ifr) is] a certain Ç$ªÜÖ< (duwaybbat) [by which
may be meant a small beast or creeping thing, or an insect]”
i.e., a synonym of Ç#!< (da)bbat) about which Lane noted “The
dim. [signifying Any small animal that walks or creeps or
crawls upon the earth, a small beast, a small reptile or
creeping thing, a creeping insect, and any insect, and also a
mollusk, . . .] is Ç$ªÜ Ö< (duwaybbat).”
This definition of ?d` (g'ifr) certainly fits the Hebrew rp[
in Gen 3:14. Although a few snakes can swallow a small stag
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or young hart (= rp[ II), many more can devour smaller
creatures like rabbits, rodents, or insects (= rp[ III = Ç$ÜÖ<
duwaybbat). Consequently, in light of the Arabic cognate ?d`
(g'ifr) it seems reasonable to translate lk;aTo rp'['w> in Gen 3:
14 as “rodents shall you eat,” or the like, a translation which
corresponds to reality and indicates an etiological element in
the narrative.
In addition, Arabic ?d` (g'fr) may be read not only as g'ifr
but also as g'afar, the Hebrew cognate of which can be labeled
as rp[ IV. Lane defines ?d` (g'afar) as
Small herbage . . . [or] a sort of small sprouting herbage, of
the [season called] ]á#@ (rabî c ) growing in plain, or soft, land,
and upon the [eminences termed] uèkå (cakâm) . . . (which)
when green, resembling green passerine birds standing; and
when it is dried up, resembling such as are red, not standing.

This definition of ?d` (g'afar) (= rp[ IV) fits well the cognate
rp[ in Isa 65:25.
Since some may consider these suggestions for Hebrew
stems rp[ III and IV the result of “fishing about” in the
Arabic lexicon,9 traditions in Megillah 18a–b and Rosh Hashanah 26a–b need to be kept in mind. They speak of biblical
and Mishnaic words “of which our teachers did not know the
meaning . . . (yam !nbr y[dy wwh al)” until the words
were heard being used by Arabs in the marketplace and by
handmaids in the household of the Rabbi.10
If therp[ in Isa 65:25 is stem IV and cognate with Arabic
?d` (g'afar), the phrase Amx.l; rp'[' vx'n"w> can be translated
“sprouts (will be) the serpent’s food,” or the like. Thus, the
prophetic vision of the peaceable kingdom anticipated lions
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and snakes being transformed from carnivores to herbivores,
admitting that some of the plants may have animal-like or
bird-like appearances— if the Arabic nuances of ?d` (g'afar)
were also true of Trito-Isaiah’s rp[. For Trito-Isaiah, all
creatures—serpents, snakes, and reptiles included—would be
free from the curse of their own predacious behavior and the
predatoriness of others.
If the poetry of Trito-Isaiah was originally oral poetry, free
from the ambiguities of homographs, an effective wordplay
would have been transparent: serpents which ordinarily
feasted on ~yrIp.[i “small creatures” would dine in the new
age only on ~yrIp.[; “sprouting vegetation.” Unfortunately, the
voiced velar fricative ( = [) was lost in the spelling —even
if retained in speech— having merged with the voiced
pharyngal fricative ( = [),11 resulting in the homophones
rp'[' “dust,” and rp'[' “sprouting plant” and the homographs
rp[, stems I, II, III, and IV, noted already. Had the poet been
controlled by post-exilic orthographic canons, it seems very
unlikely that the ambiguous rp[ would have been used without a clarifying modifier.
With the ?d` (g'f r) and ?d\ (c f r) Arabic cognates in mind, we
can prepare a more realistic menu for the serpent mentioned
in Gen 3:14 and in Isa 65:25. Since Hebrew rp[ can equal
the Arabic ?d` (g'f r) as well as ?d\ (c f r), it could have meant
dirt, dust, crawling creatures, or sprouting vegetation. However, contextually, the rp[ “entrée” in Gen 3:14 is best
understood as a collective noun meaning “small crawling or
creeping creatures.” But the context of Isa 65:25 suggests that
the “entrée” there was some sort of “sprouting vegetation.”12
When so read, these verses are no longer at odds with each
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other, and Gen 3:14 is consistent with the observable eating
habits of snakes and reptiles.
The question of the priority of Isa 11:7 or 65:25 remains
open. I agree with van Ruiten and others who have argued for
the priority of Isa 11:7. However, there is no longer sufficient
justification to isolate Isa 65:25c as a late addition. When read
as a term for sprouting vegetation, rp[ (stem IV) is the
synonymous parallel of !b,T, “straw,” matching the parallelism of the lion and the serpent. Since glossators seldom
transformed bi-colons into fully synonymous tri-colons, the
third colon was no doubt in the original poetic line. TritoIsaiah’s point in 65:25 appears to have been that the transformation of all carnivores into herbivores will restore Eden’s
harmonious coexistence for all creatures. Serpents will participate in the restoration of the Edenic vegetarian diet (Gen 1
29a) by shifting, so to speak, from eating hares to eating
herbs.
NOTES
1. CAD 4: 184–190, especially 186. For studies which focus on
dust, see Hillers (1987: 105–109) and Rainey (1974: 77–83).
2. For the Septuagint references see Zeigler (1939: 365) and
Wevers (1974: 92); for the Targums see Berliner (1884: 2);
Stenning (1949: 218–219); Díez Macho (1968: 15); Wevers (1974:
92); Aberbach, M. and B. Grossfeld (1982: 37); Clarke and
Aufrecht (1984: 4); and The Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch:
Codex Vatican (Neofiti 1), Jerusalem: Makor, 1979, Volume I: 7.
3. See especially van Ruiten 1992: 41–42.
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4. van Ruiten (1992: 41) concluded,
The grazing of the wolf, the eating straw of the lion can be
interpreted as curses for these predatory animals. At the same
time these curses are blessings for the domesticated animals,
the lamb and the ox. . . . It is not the harmony between the
strong and the weak, which is the most important point In
(sic) Isa 65, 25, but the righteous judgment in which the curse
for the strong will be a blessing for the weak.
However, van Ruiten introduced his study with the assertion,
“. . . the harmonious state of the animal world reflects the perfect
relationship between YHWH and his servants, described in v. 24.
This relationship results in the disappearance of evil and ruin from
the holy mountain.” One must ask, therefore, how the perfect relationship of the new cosmos can be structured— without evil—on
a paradigm of curses for the strong and blessings for the weak? The
tension between Isa 11:7 and 65:25 was removed by van Ruiten,
but in the process Trito-Isaiah is made to envision a new cosmos
which is less than perfect.
5. See van Ruiten 1992: 31–32 for bibliography and a summary of
critical opinion on redactional issues relative to Isa 11:6–9 and
65:25.
6. The abbreviations used by Skinner are for S. Bochartus, Hierozoicon, sive bipertitum opus de animalibus Sacræ Scripturæ, edited
by E. F. K. Rosenmüller (1793–1796, vol. 3, p. 245); A. Dillmann,
Die Genesis, Kurtzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum Alten
Testament, sixth edition, 1892: 533; E. Schrader, Keilinschriftliche
Bibliothek, 1889: 232–233; and J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen
Heidentums, second edition, 1897: 150.
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7. von Rad (1961a: 74) stated, “Woher diese Lebensweise; vom
Staube, in dem sie züngelt, scheint sie sich zu nähren (Jes. 65,25;
Mi 7,17).”
8. See note 5, above.
9. Compare L. E. Stager (1986: 225) who critiqued Craigie’s
translation (1971: 349–352) of !Azr"p in Jud 5:7 as “warrior.”
Stager noted in disagreement, “Craigie has gone fishing for
etymologies in the vast reservoir of Arabic and hooked a root
(baraza, ‘going forth to battle’). . . .”

.

10. Babylonian Talmud: Megillah 18a–b (Epstein 1938: 111–112)
and Rosh Hashanah 26a–b (Epstein 1938: 118–119). For other examples, see Barr (1968: 56–58, 268), noting especially his statement that
. . . the ancient translators did their task remarkably well,
considering the circumstances. Their grasp of Hebrew, however, was very often a grasp of that which is average and customary in Hebrew. . . . there was a strong tendency towards
the levelling of the vocabulary and the interpretation of that
which was rare as if it was that which was more normal.
Barr’s words are true for many more recent interpretations and
translations. For other examples of using Arabic cognates to resolve long-standing cruces in the Biblical text, see McDaniel 1983:
262–264 and 397–398; McDaniel 2002: 236–237 and 339–341,
and the following chapters in this volume.
11. Sáenz-Badillos (1993: 69) noted that the date of the neutralization of velar and pharyngeal phonemes, including cayin ( ) and
g' ayin ( ), is unclear since the difference between these phonemes
was still felt at the time of the Septuagint translation.
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12. The possible cognates are not exhausted by the definitions
cited here. See Lane 1877: 2089 for
(cipr) “a boar, a swine”
and
(cipir) “wicked, crafty, evil” and 1874: 2274 for
(g' ifr)
“the young of a cow” and
/
(mig' fir / mag' âfir) “mellon,
manna, honey,” with the latter meanings being attractive alternatives for Isa 65:25.

?d\

?d\

?d_s ?ácè_s

?d`

II
“HE SHALL BE LIKE YOU”
GENESIS 3 :16

%nêEroh ew> %nEAbC.[ i hB,r>a ; hB'r>h ; rm;a' hV'aih '- la,
~yn=Ib' ydIl.Te bc,[B, .
`%B'- lv'm.y I aWhw> %têeq 'WvT. %vey ai-la,w>
Unto the woman he said, I will greatly multiply your sorrow
and your conception;
in sorrow you shall bring forth children;
and your desire shall be to your husband,
and he shall be just like you.
(McDaniel)
AN ALTERNATIVE READING OF A VERB

The verb lo$:mIy in Gen 3:16 is from la$fm stem I, “to be like,
to be similar,” rather than la$fm stem II, “to rule, to reign,” as
traditionally interpreted and translated. As noted in the
Hebrew lexicons (BDB 605), la$fm stem I, “to be like” is not
attested in the simple Qal form. However, in light of the the
Aramaic lat:m “to be comparable,”1 which is well attested in
the simple Pe7 cal form and corresponds to the Hebrew Qal
form (Jastrow 862), there is good reason to assume that the
Hebrew verb la$fm stem I was also used in the simple Qal
form, meaning “to be like, to be comparable.” This would
mean that lexicographers, along with translators and commentators, erred in assigning the Qal lo$:mIy in Gen 3:16 to
stem II, rather than to stem I. Recognition of a Qal for la$fm
stem I would permit the retention of lo$:mIy as the correct
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vocalization. But this would require giving la$fm in 3:16 a
different definition than the one found in Rabbinic and Christian tradition.
It is also possible that the scribes mis-vocalized l$my as
lo$:mIy , having wrongly assumed that the word was from la$fm
stem II “to rule” because it was so widely attested in the Qal.
The l$my could actually be an intensive Pi cel form of the verb
to be vocalized l"<am:y meaning “he will be just like (you).” 2
Were the original word l$my in Gen 3:16 an intensive Pi cel
verb, confusion would not have occurred in the oral tradition
since the intensive l"<am:y and the simple form lo$:mIy are clearly
dissimilar in speech. Confusion would have come only with
a written text where l$my could have been read as either
lo$:mIy or l"<am:y .3
The widespread use of the suffixed preposition |aB with la$fm
stem II, is not decisive in support of the traditional translation
of Gen 3:16 as “he shall rule over you.” The Arabic cognate
of la$fm “to be like” also takes the preposition :B as, for
example, !=l# q,t' (tama.t.tala bikad.â) “he affected to be
like such a thing” (Lane 1893: 3017c). Thus, :B was probably
used in Hebrew with la$fm stem I “to be like unto,” as well as
la$fm stem II “to rule over.”
SHARING THE SAME SORROW

The }ObfCi( “sorrow” and bece( “sorrow” in 3:16 are balanced
by the repetition of }ObfCi( in 3:17, indicating that the curse for
the man and the woman were similar, although not identical
since the }ObfCi( was gender specific.4 The sorrow would come
to the woman through the fruit of the womb when death could
rob her of her joy over the new life. The sorrow of the man
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would come through the fruit of the field which he would
produce, for thorns and thistles could preclude adequate food
to sustain the new life. The penalty for each was essentially
the same. Consequently, it is not surprising that the woman
was told |aB l"<am:y “he will be just like you!” rather than lo$:mIy
|aB “he will rule over you!”
The }ObfCi( “sorrow” common to the man and the woman
was explicitly spelled out; but the mutual hfqU$:T “sexual
desire,” explicitly expressed in Song of Songs 7:11 (“for me
is his desire”), was only implicitly addressed in Gen 3:16.
If the early Greek translation of the |"nor"h “your conceiving”
in Gen 3:16 as “your moaning”5 has any merit, it would well
demonstrate another similarity in the gender specific curses.
The women’s lamentation would be matched by the man’s
grief evidenced by a “running nose” mentioned in 3:19. The
^yP,a ; t[;zEB ., commonly translated “sweat of your brow,” is
literally “the dripping of your nostrils.”6 The dripping nose
could speak of crying due to the sorrow which comes when
even hard work leaves one fruitless and one’s progeny starving.
The man and the woman would have their equal share of
grief. This shared grief was not to rob them of the blessing of
labor itself, i.e., the blessing of a progeny and produce. The
tfBa$ “Sabbath rest” would provide relief for them both from
the fatigue and pain of labor, but there would be no respite for
their aching hearts in a struggle with nature, a struggle for
survival, and a struggle for life. The }ObfCi( “sorrow” was the
reality of human mortality. (The opportunity to eat of the tree
of life in Eden was forever gone.) Birth would be overshadowed by death and the sorrow it produces.
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GENDER EQUALITY

The equality of the man and the woman fashioned in
creation survived the fall. Death and sorrow were not respecters of person or gender. Thus, it was well said to the woman
concerning he man, “He will be just like you!” A hierarchy of
men over women is not required by the Hebrew |aB lo$:mIy of
Gen 3:16, even though the pervasive patriarchal hierarchy
insinuated itself into the translations of and traditions about
this text. These traditions and translations added another
dimension to the sorrow — the sorrow of the man and the
woman became the grief between the man and the woman
once a hierarchy was introduced when \b l$my was misunderstood to mean “he will rule over you” rather than “he
will be like you.”
The Genesis creation accounts clearly affirm the equality of
the man and the woman. The male {fdf) (Adam = “Earthling”), though created before the female hfUax ( = Eve =
“Life”), could not claim “first come, first served” since he
was created from the feminine hfmfdA) “earth” which was made
before him and from which he received his name. As the man
({fdf) = “earthling”) came from the earth (hfmfdA)), the woman
(hf<i)) came from the man ($yi) / $OnE)). The narrator
carefully balanced (1) the priority of the feminine before the
masculine and (2) the priority of the male before the female
to make a clear the gender equality.
The translations of ADg>nK
< . rz<[e in Gen 2:18 as “an help meet
for him”(KJV) or “a helper fit for him” (RSV) are misleading
in that they suggests a subordinate role as a “helpmate.”
Actually, both words indicate an elevated role for the woman.
The word rz<[ e means a “savior” or a “rescuer” and was used
to describe God’s being the savior of Israel (Psa 20:3,
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121:1–2, 124:8). When Adam was the lone human, he could
not procreate by himself. He needed someone who could
deliver him from his aloneness. The woman saved him not
simply by her presence, but by their progeny— and in progeny
there was a kind of immortality.
Moreover, the second word in the phrase, ADg>nK
< ,. is a
composite of (1) the preposition K. “as,” (2) the substantive
dg<n< “front,” and (3) the suffix A “his,” which together mean
literally “as his front-one.” For the theologians of Genesis, the
woman was not beneath or behind the man; she was designed
to be ahead of him. The noun of the stem dgn is dygIn" meaning
“the one in front” or “the leader,” which was used as a title for
Saul, David, Solomon, and other rulers of Israel and other
nations.
NOTES

1. The t appears in place of the $ as expected since the original
phoneme was the inter-dental fricative .t which survives in the
Arabic cognate
(ma.t ala / mi.t l) “to resemble / a similar person
or thing” (Lane 1893: 3017; Wehr 1979: 1046–1048). The .t
shifted to a $ in Hebrew and to a t in Aramaic.

q,s

2. Since the Hithpa cel (the reflexive of the intensive Pi cel) or its
equivalent is attested in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic, the Pi c el
must also have been used in Hebrew, along with the other forms
cited in the lexicons.

3. An original Pi cel l"<am:y — which is not attested for la$fm stem
II—would have avoided the ambiguity of the Qal lo$:mIy which
could have been from either stem I “to be like” or stem II “to rule.
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4. It is important to note that }ObfCi( is correctly translated by
“sorrow” since it speaks of emotional rather than physical pain.
See BDB 781–782 for all occurrences of bece( in the Bible.
5. As noted by Katherine Bushnell (1923, ¶ 134–144) the majority
of early Greek translations and other versions of Gen 3:16 have
“turning” rather than “desire.” These translations reflect a Vorlage
with hb' W vT. or hg" WfT. (= hg"W sT.) rather than hq' W vT.— an error
in which there was an misreading of the q of hq' WvT . as a b or the
dialectal interchange of the q and g (comparable to the Hebrew
dqev ' “almond” and the Aramaic aD"gy> vi “almond”). Thus, the
difference between “your turning” and “your desire” was not a
matter of different ways in which %teq ' WvT . was translated. It was
simply a misreading of the %teq ' WvT . “your desire” as %teb ' WvT .
“your turning” or equating the stems qwX and gwX . The Vulgate’s
potestate “power” reflects the stem qWv which was the cognate of
the Arabic

jÖD (sawwaq) “he made such a one to have the ruling

of his affair” (Lane, 1872: 1471). In Walton’s London Polyglot of
1657 the text has
(qayacduki) “your submission,” which
reflects a similar derivation (Lane, 1885: 2573). The feminine
aT'bW. aTi “desire” in Targum Onkelos could be confused easily

n<"ág

with the masculine aY"b ; WaT. “returning” (Jastrow, 1903: 1641).

6. Reading perhaps \nyghw “and your moaning” for \nrhw “and
your conceiving.”

7. Hebrew Va) “nose” and the dual {iyaPa) “nostrils” can also be
used for “face,” as reflected in the Septuagintal evn i`drw/ti tou/
prosw,pou sou “in the sweat of your face.” The Hebrew word for
“brow” or “forehead” is xac"m.

III
ISHMAEL : A PEACE MAKER
GENESIS 16:10 –12
INTRODUCTION
. . . la[emv
' .yI

Amv. tar'q'w> !Be T.d>l;ywO >
~d'a' ar,P, hy<h.yI aWh
AB lKo dy:w> lKob; Ady"
`!Kovy. I wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[;w>

You shall bear a son and call his name Ishmael . . .
He shall be a wild ass of a man,
his hand against every man
and every man’s hand against him;
and he shall dwell over against all his kinsmen.
(KJV, RSV)

The translations of Gen 16:10–12 and Gen 25:17–18, cited
below, illustrate the widely divergent interpretations of the
texts dealing with Ishmael’s character and lifestyle. Traditional Jewish and Christian interpretations considered Ishmael
to have been predestined to become an internecine fighter, as
though he were some wild animal devouring his own kind.
Ishmael’s descendants were similarly destined to make raids
against members of their extended family which would be
scattered from the borders of Assyria to the borders of Egypt.
The translation presented in this study departs radically
from these traditions. With the help of Arabic cognates a
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number of Hebrew words can be recovered which permit (1)
the angel’s announcement to Hagar about Ishmael (16:10–12)
to be read as absolutely good news for everyone, and permit
(2) Ishmael’s death-bed scene and family history (25:12–18)
to speak of congenial family relationships, evidenced by
Ishmael’s embracing his brethren just before he died.
The attempt has been made by a number of commentators
to turn Ishmael’s label “a wild ass of a man” into some sort of
a compliment. The Arabic cognate of ar,P, “wild ass” is
(farac), about which is the saying “every kind a game is in the
belly of the wild ass,” meaning “every animal is inferior to the
wild ass,” as though the wild ass were a carnivore able to devour whatever it chooses (Lane 1877: 2357).
By making the wild ass the “king of the wastelands” it was
supposedly equal to the lion’s being the “king of the jungle.”
Skinner (1930: 287) suggested translating ~d'a' ar,P, as “the
wild ass of humanity” and, in light of Job 39:5–8 (“who has
let the wild ass go free . . .”) and Jer 2:24 (“a wild ass used to
the wilderness . . .” ), commented: “It is a fine image of the
free intractable Bedouin character which is to be manifest in
Ishmael’s descendants.” Skinner conjectured that the yneP.-l[;
wyx'a,-lk' in 16:12 “seems to express the idea of defiance (as
Jb 1:11 [&'k,r]b'y> ^yn<P.-l[; “he will ‘curse’ thee to thy face”]),
though it is not easy to connect this with the verb [!Kov.yI ‘to
dwell]’.”
Similarly, von Rad (1961: 189) noted, “He will be a real
Bedouin, a ‘wild ass of a man’ (pere’, zebra), i.e., free and
wild (cf. Job 39.5–8), eagerly spending his life in a war of all
against all—a worthy son of his rebellious and proud

ê?c
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mother!” Speiser (1964: 117–118) translated “He shall be a
wild colt of a man, His hands against everyone, And everyone’s hand against him; And in the face of all his kin he shall
camp.” Speiser identified Ishmael’s being a ar,P, with Joseph’s being a tr'Po !BiI in Gen 49:22, which he translated as
“wild colt.”1 Speiser called attention to the Akkadian lullu%awe%lu “savage of a man” as being a parallel expression.
Appealing to the rkoB.h; ha'WnF.h;-!b,; ynEP.-l[; “in disregard of
the (older) son of the unloved wife,” in Deut 21:16, Speiser
took the ynEP.-l[; (literally, “upon/ against the face of ”) in
16:18 to be an idiom meaning “in defiance/ disregard of.”
However, the Hebrew arp can also be from the stem
ar"yPe “fruit” which is the cognate of Syriac )rAf (pecrac)
“fruit.” The usual spelling in Hebrew of “fruit” and “to bear
fruit” is yrIP. and hr'P.' But in Hosea 13:15 ayrIp.y: “he will be
fruitful, have progeny” appears, as though the stem could be
arp as well as hrp).2 Instead of ~da arp meaning “wild
ass human being” it may simply be another way of stating
what appears unambiguously in Gen 17:20, “I will make him
fruitful and exceedingly numerous (with the MT ytiyreph
. iw>
equal to ytiayrep.hiw> ). He will be the father of twelve chieftains; and I will make him a great nation.”
THE SEPTUAGINT TRANSLATION

kai. te,x h| ui`o . n kai. kale, s eij to. o; n oma auv t ou/ Ismahl
. . . ou- t oj e; s tai a;g roikoj a; n qrwpoj
ai` cei/r ej auv t ou/ ev p i. pa, n taj
kai. ai` cei/rej pa,n twn evpV auvto,n
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kai. kata. pro,swpon pa,n twn tw/n avdelfw/n
auv t ou/ katoikh, s ei
You shall bear a son and call his name Ishmael . . .
He shall be a countryman, his hands on all,
and the hands of all on him,
and he shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.
This Greek translation reflects a slightly different reading
of the Hebrew. The phrase e;s tai a;groikoj a;n qrwpoj, “he
will be a countryman” (i.e. a rustic living in the wilderness)
is obviously from a Vorlage reading arb “country, forest,
prairie” (BDB 141; Jastrow 188–189) for the MT arp.3 The
Greek text made the land wild rather than Ishmael.
The option suggested by this variant in the Septuagint has
generally gone unnoticed in the commentaries. If the Vorlage
of the Septuagint had arb, instead of the MT arp, and were
arb the preferred reading, two Arabic cognates are of great
interest. The first is ?ª# (barra) “he was pious [towards his
father or parents, and towards God . . . and was kind, or good
and affectionate and gentle in behaviour, towards his kindred;
and kind, or good, in his dealings with strangers” (Lane 1863:
175). The angel’s announcement to Hagar that her son would
become arb / rb may well have assured her that her son
would show her due filial piety and manifest godly devotion.
Such a prediction would have been a welcomed promise—
compared to the bad news that her son would become a “wild
ass” who would continually fight with his brothers.
Secondly, if the Hebrew Vorlage of the Septuagint had
arb and if it was the original reading, the Arabic cognate !?ª#
(barac) “free, secure, safe, free from disease, distress or debt”
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(Lane 1863: 178–179) could provide further insight into what
may well have been a double entendre in the original tradition. For the slave woman to be promised that her son would
be free would have been great news, helping her make her
own bondage bearable.
The Septuagint translators can be faulted for reading their
text in light of the reality in their time. Because the Ishmaelites occupied the eastern rbdm “desert” they simply read
the arb / rb as the well attested synonym of rbdm, rather
than the more rare rb / arb “filial piety” and “free.”
INSIGHTS FROM ARABIC COGNATES

You shall bear a son; you shall call his name Ishmael . . .
He shall be a peacemaker, a reconciler—
his hand in everyone’s
and the hand of everyone in his;
and in the favor of all his brothers
he will dwell (in tranquility).4
(McDaniel)
The above translation recognizes the MT arp as the cog(fara ca) “he intervened, he made
nate of the Arabic verb
peace, or effected a reconciliation” and noun
(mifrac)
“one who interposes as a restrainer between persons [at variance] and makes peace or effects a reconciliation between
them” (Lane 1877: 2378, 2380; Hava 1915: 558). For the well
attested interchange of the a and the [ (which suggests that
the MT arp could equal [rp “peacemaker”), the following
examples are noteworthy:5

^?c

^?ds
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~g:a'
dWa
la;G"
ba;T'
am'G"
~aot.Pi
[;WrPe

and
and
and
and
and
and
and

~g: ['
dW[
l[;G"
b[;T'
[m;G"
[t;P,
ar,P,
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“to be sad”
“to turn”
“to pollute”
“to abhor”
“to suck”
“a moment.”6
“wild growth, wild”7

Moreover, given the interchange of a and h, the Arabic Å?c
(faruha) “he was skillful” and Å@èc (fârih) “skillful, beautiful,
comely, agile, strong” (Lane 1877: 2390) would also be a
contextually attractive alternative for the arp “wild ass.”
Support for reading the arp as a by-form of [rp “peacemaker” comes from the Arabic u<ê (cadama) “he effected a
reconciliation between them; brought them together, made
them sociable, or familiar with one another . . . or to induce
love and agreement between them” (Castell 1669: 41; Lane
1863: 35).8 Were arp “peacemaker” the intended meaning,
the ~da “reconciler” could have been added as a clarifying
gloss. Or the redundant arp “peacemaker” and ~da “reconciler” could have been used together for emphasis.
Moreover, the Arabic u!<ê (cidâm) “the aider, and manager
of the affairs . . and right order of the affairs of his people,” as
well as Çs<ê (cadamat) “the chief or provost of his people . . .
the examplar, or object of imitation, of his people or family,
by means of whom they are known” (Lane 1863: 36) could
well be the cognate of the ~da in this passage.9
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The phrase AB lKo dy:w> lKob; Ady" in Gen 16:12, when
taken literally (“his [Ishmael’s] hand in everyone’s and the
hand of everyone in his”), further supports the idea of Hagar’s
being given the good news that Ishmael would become a
congenial person active in reconciliation. There is no need to
interpret this phrase as evidence of widespread hostility in
Ishmael’s or Abraham’s extended family10—unless the narrative is interpreted in order to accommodate later historical
developments or legitimate current Near Eastern hostilities.
Were the hand movement one of hostile intent, the preposition of choice would have been l[; “against,” not B. “in.” The
“hand-in-hand” here may not be quite the same as a Western
“handshake” or a “high-five,” but it certainly can be the equivalent of @K; [q;T,' “to clap the hand”of someone as a ratifying gesture of agreement.
REARRANGING GENESIS 25:17–18

After naming the twelve sons of Ishmael in Gen 25:13–15,
the MT of 25:16 provided a summary statement:
These are the sons of Ishmael
and these are their names,
by their villages and by their encampments,
twelve princes according to their tribes.
The next statement should be the one found in MT 25:18a:
They [the sons of Ishmael ] dwelt from Havilah
(as) you go to Assyria, as far as Shur
which is just before Egypt.
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Having thus dealt with the Ishmaelites (in what is now 25:
12–16 and 25:18a), the narrator then focused on Ishmael himself in 25:17a, 18b, and 17b, as follows:
These are the years of the life of Ishmael,
a hundred and thirty-seven years.
He embraced all his brethren,11
then breathed his last and died,
and was gathered to his kindred.
The phrase lp'n" wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[; in 25:18b has been variously translated. Speiser (1964: 187) rendered it, “and each
made forays against his various kinsmen.” The Torah translation read the MT lp'n" “he fell” as a plural and settled for
“they [the Ishmaelites] made raids against all their kinsmen.”
The NRSV kept the singular and opted for “he [Ishmael]
settled down along side of all his people,” with a footnote
option for “down in opposition to” for the ynEP.-l[;.
The translation proposed here, “he embraced all his brothers,” recognizes that wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[; lp'n" , “he fell upon the
face of all his brothers,” is essentially the same idiom as that
found in Gen 45:14, wyxia'-!miy"n>bi yreaW>c;-l[; lPoYwI : “and he
embraced Benjamin his brother,” and exactly the same as that
in Gen 50:1 ybia' ynEP-l[; @seAy lPoYwi : “Joseph embraced his
father.” Were these phrases taken literally (“he fell upon the
neck / face of his brother / father”) it would mean that “Joseph
assaulted his brother / father.” Such a translation could be
lexographically correct, but otherwise ridiculous. Ishmael can
surely be extended the same courtesy given to Joseph when
the lp'n" wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[; of 25:18b is simply recognized as
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the same idiom for an affectionate embrace— but with an
inverted word order probably for emphasis.12
CONCLUSION

The angel’s word to Hagar that Ishmael would be a arP
~da may not have been understood by Hagar as meaning “an
onager man” or “wild ass human being.” It certainly did not
mean that to the Septuagint translators. Serious exegesis of
the Greek and Hebrew texts of Gen 16:10 –12 requires careful
consideration of a number Hebrew roots and definitions, most
of which have survived as cognates in classical Arabic. These
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

arb
rb
arb
arP
[rP
hrP
~da
~da
!kX

“forest, wilderness, country”
“filial piety, kind to strangers, devotion to God”
“free, secure, safe”
“to bear fruit, to have progeny”
“a peacemaker”
“beautiful, strong, comely, agile”
“a reconciler, mediator”
“a chief or provost of his people”
“quiet, calm, tranquil, peaceful”

Eight of these nine words carry explicitly positive meanings
and would have been well received by any expectant mother
as a good omen for her child. Only arb “wilderness” would
be a neutral term; and only arp “onager” would have had
definite negative connotations. Setting aside the three definitions above which are suggested by the Septuagintal variant,
it seems quite likely that the angel’s words to Hagar included
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a double entendre and carried multiple layers of meaning.
Ishmael would be prolific ( arP) and become the chief and
provost ( ~da) of his tribe, setting the example as a peacemaker ( arP = [rP) and reconciler ( ~da).
As reconstructed (25:18b followed by 17:b), Ishmael “embraced all his brethren, then breathed his last and died, and
was gathered to his kindred,” which suggests that Ishmael
had been able to maintain peace among his tribes during his
lifetime, which, no doubt, required some conciliatory efforts.
What happened after Ishmael’s death is a different story,
and the post-Ishmael enmities which arose in Abraham’s extended family contributed to those translations of Gen 16:
10–12 and 25:17–18 which were controlled by that history, so
as to assert that the inter-tribal violence was mandated from
heaven. Quite to the contrary, the brief excerpts about Ishmael
may have been designed to reshape that history of violence by
hailing Ishmael as the exemplar of peace and reconciliation.
By enlarging the lexicons of standard Biblical (Judean)
Hebrew through a study of Arabic cognates, it becomes a little
easier to understand just what the angel said to Hagar and
what it was that the narrator actually said about Ishmael. Far
from being negative, derogatory, or inflammatory, the words
about Ishmael and the Ishmaelites in Genesis were laudatory
and compatible with the divine promise to Abraham that,
through his progeny, “all the families of the earth shall be
blessed” (Gen 12:3).13
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NOTES

1. Speiser related “the whole verse to fauna and not, with tradition,

to flora.” Support for his argument comes from the Arabic *"x#
É;[L (banâtu s.a data) “wild asses” (Lane 1872: 1688) which is the
c

exact equivalent of the hd'[ ]c'

tAnB in Gen 49: 22.

2. The Septuagint of Hos 16:12 reads diastelei/ “division,” which

reflects a Vorlage with adrpy for the MT ayrpy (Wolfe 1974:
222). Compare the translation of Anderson and Freedman (1989:
625, 640), “He became the wild one among his brothers.” They
parsed ayrpy “to be wild” as an elative Hiphcîl denominative of
arp “ass,”thereby disassociating it from ayrp / yrp “progeny,
fruit.”

p and b , see Delitzsch 1920: 115, §118.
The Arabic cognate of rb “wilderness” is ?ª# (barr) “desert(s),

3. For the confusion of

waste(s), uncultivated land without herbage or water” (Lane 1863:
176–177). Assuming the Vorlage had arb , it was read as a byform of rrb , similar to the by-forms of ("( and h"l stems cited
by Gesenius (GKC §77e ). Note also the occurrence of rb in Psa
2:11, discussed below in Chapter XIV.

4. The

!Kov.yI is the cognate of Arabic ylD (sakana) “he dwelt”

and “he became calm, unruffled, peaceful” (Lane 1872: 1392–
1393; Wehr 1979: 487–488). In Gen 33:10 seeing one's “face” is
associated with being in one's “favor.”

5. The quiescence and /or the assimilation of the [ is well attested
in the name of the Phoenician goddess Tanit / Tannit, who was also
known as cAnat (tn[). The name Tanit / Tannit (tnt) was probably
spelled originally tn[t, from the stem !w[ “to save,” to which was
added a feminine t suffix and a t nominal prefix. Following the
addition of the t noun prefix, the [ was assimilated and *ta cnt
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became ta(n)nt, which, with the anaptyctic vowel, became tannit
(like *ba c l > ba c al > lb). In the El Hofra texts lab appears for
l[b “lord” (see Berthier and Charlier, 1955, text 13:2).

6. Examples of the interchange of

a and [ in Arabic include (1)

Q@! ( arad. a) “he asked for, or petitioned for, a thing he wanted”
and Q?\ ( arad. a) “he asked for, or petitioned for, a thing he
wanted” (Lane 1863: 48; 1874: 2005) and (2) É?cé ( afurrat) and
É?d\ ( afurrat) “the beginning, or first part of the heat . . . or the
c

c

c

c

vehemence thereof ” (Lane 1877: 2356).

7. Jastrow 1213 and 1221, who cited Midrash Rabbah on Gen
16:12, “‘a savage among men’ in its literal sense, for all other
plunder goods, but he (Edom-Rome) captures souls.”

8. Even the title ~da

!b, always rendered “the son of man,” may
well mean “a reconciler.” In this case, the question which Jesus
asked his disciples in Matt 16: 13 was originally not, “Who do men
say that the Son of Man is?” but “who do men say the reconciler
was?” This makes the disciples response (“some say John the
Baptist, others say Elijah, and others Jeremiah or one of the
prophets”) much more intelligible. Elijah was viewed in Mal 4:6
as the great reconciler “turning the hearts of the fathers to their
children and the hearts of the children to their fathers.” The prophets, as illustrated by Ezekiel who was called ~da !b repeatedly,
were agents of reconciliation rather than messianic figures who
were entitled “Son of Man,” as the title was employed in the intertestamental literature (for which see Klausner [1956]: 229–231,
291–292, 358–360).
9. The Hebrew

~da “provost, commander” can be found in the

Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (from around 1400 A .D .) in
8:9 where the Roman centurion said to Jesus
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tl#mm yl #yw )+wx {d) yn)w
{ybkwrw {y#rpw {y#wryp ydy txt
Although Howard (1995: 32– 33) translated this as “I am a sinful man and I have authority under the Pharisees and [I have]
horses and riders . . . ,” the text really means, “I am a provost /
centurion ( {d)), a nobleman ( )+wx); and I have authority! Under
my power are mounted-horsemen ( {y#wryp = celeres), equestrians
( {y#rp = equites), charioteers ( {ybkwr = currus) . . . .”
The ajwx does not mean “sinner” but is the cognate of Arabic
(h.awît. / h.ayyit. ) “a man who guards, protects, or defends” and
the Aramaic yjx “nobleman, one who lives in luxury” (Castell
1669: 1156; Lane 1865: 671; Jastrow 448).

UÑ/

10. Contra Ringgren (1974: 190) who stated succinctly “Ishmael
will be an enemy to his brothers (i.e., other tribes) (Gen. 9:25).”

11. See Ringgren (1974: 190) for a discussion on the use of xa for
one’s kinsmen or fellow tribesmen.

12. The Septuagint’s kata. pro,swpon pa,ntwn tw/n avdelfw/n auvtou/
katw,|khsen,, “he dwelt before all his brothers,” reflects a Vorlage
with lbz “to dwell” (so translated in the KJV of Gen 30:20) for
the MT lp'n “to fall.”

"

13. The name Esau ( wf'[ e) can also be clarified by Arabic. It is
probably a metathetic variant of [wf which would be the cognate
(sawg' ), used in the phrases (1)
(hû c aswag'a

bÑD

Å"7ê bÑD! Ñ|

c

h.âhu) which can mean either “he was born with his brother”
[which fits Esau] or “he was born after his brother” [in which case
it could only fit Jacob], and (2)
(sawwag' hu mâlin) “he
made property allowable, lawful, or free to him” (Lane 1872:
1468), which fits well Esau’s selling his birthright to Jacob.

Ý"s Ä`ÑD

IV
THE MEANING OF
ABRAM AND ABRAHAM
GENESIS 17:5
INTRODUCTION
Mrfb;)a K1m;#i-$ t)e dwO( )req@fy-I )low:
Mhfrfb;)a K1m ;#$i hyFhfw:
K1yt@itan: MyIwOg% NwOmhj-b)a yk@i
No longer shall your name be Abram,
but your name shall be Abraham;
for I have made you the father of a multitude of nations.

The name MrFb;)a is commonly recognized as a compound
of b)f “father” and MrF “exalted,” the latter of which is from
Mw@r “to be high, exalted” (BDB 4). Hollow verbs like Mw@r
often have a by-form in which a medial consonantal h or )
appears in lieu of the vowel letters w or y, such as:1
#$ w@b@
rw@d@
+w@l
+w@l
lw@m
rw@m
rw@n
Mw@r
Cw@r

thab@;
rhad@a
+half
+)alf
lhamf
rhamf
rhanF
M)arF
+har:

“shame” (Aramaic)
“long time, age” (Arabic)
“secrecy” (Exo 7:11)
“secrecy” (Jud 4:21)
“to circumcise”
“to exchange”
“light, fire” and “to shine”
“to rise” (Zech 14:10)
“to run” (Aramaic, Syriac)

Appreciation of these variants permits one to understand
the commentators who equate the meaning of Abram and
Abraham. For example, von Rad (1961: 194) concluded:
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Here P [= Priestly writer] has certainly theologized a double
tradition of the first patriarch’s name, for the name “Abraham” is linguistically nothing else than a “lengthening” of
the simpler “Abram,” which means “my father [the god] is
exalted.”

About the same time Speiser (1964: 124) stated:
Linguistically, the medial -ha- is a secondary extension in a
manner which is common in Aramaic. The underlying form
Abram and its doublet Abiram [Num 16:1] are best explained as “the (not ‘my’) father is exalted . . . .” 2
ABRAM / MrFb)
; a

Although “exalted” is one meaning of the MrF of MrFb;),a it
is not the only meaning. If the b)f of MrFb)
; a is an epithet for
God, rather than a patronym, then “exalted” is probably the
preferred definition. But not every name with b)f refers to
God. Such names as Psf)fybi)j “my father gathered” and
g#$aybi)j “my father is a wanderer” or rw@#$ybi)j “my father is a
wall” are unlikely references to God. There is a good chance
that the b)f of MrFb;)a referred to the patriarch himself, not to
his father or ancestor or to God.
The Arabic cognate of Mrf / Mw@r could well be u!@ (râm)
“he went away, or departed : and he quit a place : and he
ceased doing a thing” (Lane 1867: 1203–1204). If so, the
name would be practically synonymous with g#$aybi)j “my
father is a wanderer.” If MrFb;)a does mean “father departed,”
it would be a very fitting name for someone who obeyed the
command in Gen 12:1 tyb@emiw@ K1t@;d:lawOm@miw@ K1c;r:)ame K1l;-K7le
K1ybi)f, “go from your country and your kindred and your
father’s house.” If “father departed” was the meaning of
MrFb;),a the patriarch more than lived up to that name.
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There is yet another possible derivation suggested by the
Arabic cognate vªÜ @ (raym) “excess, superiority” (Lane 1867:
1204), which occurs in the expression !=|£p\ vªÜ @ !=}o
(lihad.â raym )alay had.â) “this has superiority over this.”
While Abraham may have been too modest to have appropriated the name “father is superior” for himself, his progeny
certainly claimed this for him (and for themselves). But
Israelites and Ishmaelites may not have been the only ones
who laid claim to superiority through an ancestor. Skinner
(1930: 292) noted, “The form MrFb;)a is an abbreviation of
MrFybi)j . . . which occurs as a personal name not only in Heb.
but also as that of an Ass. official (Abîrâmu) under Esarhaddon, B.C. 667 . . . .” Similarly, Millard (1992) recognized,
“The name ‘Aburahana’ [= Abraham] is found in the Egyptian Execration Texts of the 19th century B.C. (m and n readily
interchange in Egyptian transcriptions of Semitic names).”
ABRAHAM / Mhfrfb;)a

Just as Speiser disagreed with Skinner, as noted above,
Skinner (1930: 292) disagreed with Delitzsch (1887: 292;
1888: II: 34), making the following observations about the
Mhfrf of Mhfrfb;)a :
The nearest approach to P’s explanation would be found in
the Ar. ruha%m = ‘copious number’ (from a / descriptive of
a fine drizzling rain: Lane, s.v.). De[litzsch] thinks this the
best explanation; but the etymology is far-fetched, and apart
from the probable accidental correspondence with P’s interpretation the sense has no claim to be correct.”

However, the etymology is not as far-fetched as Skinner
thought. Long before Delitzsch, Castell (1669: 3537) cited in
his massive lexicon u"|@ (ruhâm) “numerus copiosus” as the
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cognate of Mhr “a large number,” a definition also noted by
Lane (1867: 1171–1172). No commentator has yet to suggest
that the Mhr of Mhfrfb;)a is related to the Arabic uÑ|@ (rahûm)
“a man weak in seeking, or searching, [to find what is best to
be done;] who follows mere opinion.” But there would be an
element of truth to such a derivation when it comes to
Abraham’s indecisiveness in resolving the conflict between
Sarah and Hagar.
Skinner’s objection to identifying Mhr with u"|@ (ruhâm)
stems from the fact that the word has to do primarily with a
“drizzling and lasting rain” ( = Çt|@ [rihmat]), i.e., a lot of
rain drops. However, opting for a “probable accidental correspondence” of Mharf with u"|@ (ruhâm) was itself a far-fetched
explanation. The innumerable drops of water in a drizzling
rain are like the stars mentioned in Gen 15:5 (“look toward
heaven, and number the stars, if you are able to number them
. . . so shall your descendants be”) or the sand mentioned in
Gen 22:17 (“I will indeed bless you, and I will multiply your
descendants as the stars of heaven and as the sand which is on
the seashore”). Therefore, in my opinion, the identification by
Castell and Delitzsch of Mharf with u"|@ (ruhâm) appears to be
correct.
CONCLUSIONS

Although some of the older commentators preferred to
view Abram and Abraham as two different individuals whose
traditions had been blended together—and more recent
exegetes have argued that Abram and Abraham are simply
dialectally different names for the same individual—the
proposal in this study has been to treat the names as two
distinctly different names for the same person. The meaning
of Abram can have three different meanings: (1) “father is
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exalted,” (2) “father departed,” and (3) “father is superior.”
On the other hand, the name Abraham appears to have had
two well-defined meanings—unless with some humor intended “father is a drip” is proffered as a third choice—
namely, (1) “father is indecisive in making decisions,” or (2)
“father is prolific.” When the names are interpreted as referring to the patriarch, there is an element of truth in all five.
Although the name Abram (“father is exalted”) could be a
reference to the exaltedness of God, it could have simply
meant “the patriarch departed,” or “the patriarch was superior.” The name Abraham made no reference to God since it
meant “the patriarch was indecisive” and/ or “the patriarch
was prolific.” The latter definition would have support from
Sarai’s name having been changed to Sarah—if hrX were
vocalized as hr"v' and read as the cognate of Arabic Ö?+ /£?+
(.tarrâ / .tarî) “she became great in number or quantity / many,
numerous” (Lane 1863:335), as suggested by Gen. 17:15,
~yIAgl. ht'y>h'w> “she will become nations.”
NOTES

1. See GKC 77 f and BDB, sub voce.
2. Speiser also clarified the fact that Mw@r “to exalt” and Mxar F “to
love” must not be confuse when comparing Akkadian names. In
disagreement with Skinner (cited below) Speiser noted:
the supposed Akk. cognate Abam-ra%ma% is not to be adduced, since it is unrelated and means “love the father.”
[ra%ma% = Mxr “to love”] . . . . The underlying concept was
probably much the same as in a king’s assumption of a
special throne name. The event marked a new era. Such
notices are not to be confused with frequent word plays on
original names; or P’s own paronomasia on Isaac (1964:
124, 127).

V
THE INVIOLABLE RELATIONSHIP
OF MOSES AND ZIPPORAH
EXODUS 4:24-26
INTRODUCTION

`Atymih] vQeb;y>w: hw"hy> WhveG>p.YIw: !AlM'B; %r,D,b; yhiy>w:
wyl'g>r;l. [G:T;w: Hn"B. tl;r>['-ta, trok.Tiw: rco hr'Poci xQ;Tiw:
`yli hT'a; ~ymiD'-!t;x] yKi rm,aTow:
`tl{WMl; ~ymiD' !t;x] hr'm.a' za' WNM,mi @r,YIw:
At a lodging place on the way the LORD met him and
sought to kill him. Then Zipporah took a flint and cut off
her son’s foreskin, and touched Moses’ feet with it, and
said, “Surely you are a bridegroom of blood to me!” So he
let him alone. Then it was that she said, “You are a bridegroom of blood,” because of the circumcision. (RSV)

evge,neto de. evn th/| o`dw/| evn tw/| katalu,mati sunh,nthsen
auvtw/| a;ggeloj kuri,ou kai. evzh,tei auvto.n avpoktei/nai
kai. labou/sa Sepfwra yh/fon perie,temen th.n avkrobusti,an tou/ ui`ou/ auvth/j kai. prose,pesen pro.j tou.j
po,daj kai. ei=pen e;sth to. ai-ma th/j peritomh/j tou/
paidi,ou mou
Then it happened on the way at the inn that the angel of
the Lord met him and sought to slay him; and Sepphora
having taken a stone cut off the foreskin of her son and fell
at his feet and said, “The blood of the circumcision of my
son is staunched.”

Childs (1974: 95) rightly noted that “Few texts contain
more problems for the interpreter than these few verses [4:24–
26] which have continued to baffle throughout the centuries.
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The difficulties cover the entire spectrum of possible problems.” Although the name Moses appears in the translations,
it is not in the Hebrew text. After noting the ambiguity of the
pronominal elements in the verses, Childs raised the question,
“How is one to account for the irrational, almost demonic
atmosphere in which blood seems to play an apotropaic role?”
Hyatt (1980: 87) responded to this question by simply
affirming, “It is a very ancient primitive story that pictures a
‘demonic’ Yahweh.” He suggested, “The original story may
have concerned a demon or deity of the boundary between
Midianite territory and Egypt whom Moses failed to appease.”
If this were the case, although the name Yahweh appears in
the Hebrew text, it may not have been in the original account.
Propp (1993: 505) theorized a bit more bluntly, “Yahweh’s problem is that he has two irreconcilable plans for
Moses: he wants both to dispatch him to Egypt to liberate
Israel and to punish him for his old transgression [his killing
the Egyptian]. . . . The result of this impasse is the quasischizophrenic behavior of the Deity.”1
In the Septuagint (cited above) and in Jerahmeel (cited
below) Yahweh is replace by a;ggeloj kuri,ou “the angel of
the Lord,” before whose feet Zipporah fell and reported, “The
blood of the circumcision of my son is staunched.” By contrast, the ‘demonic’ Yahweh is replaced by Satan (Mastema)
in Jubilees 48: 2–3, which reads:
And thou [Moses] thyself knowest what He [God] spake
unto thee on Mount Sinai, and what prince Mastema
desired to do with thee when thou wast returning into
Egypt +on the way when thou didst meet him in the
lodging place,. Did he [Mastema] not with all his power
seek to slay thee and deliver the Egyptians out of thy
hand?” (Charles, II: 78–79).

One alleged reason for Yahweh’s attempt on Moses’ life
is given in the Book of Jerahmeel 47:1–2,
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They lodged at a certain place, and an angel came down
and attacked him for his transgression of the covenant
which God had made with Abraham His servant, in that he
did not circumcise his eldest son, and he wanted to slay
him. Zipporah then immediately took one of the sharp flint
stones which she found there and circumcised her son, and
she rescued her husband from the power of the angel
(Gaster, 1971: 122).

In this tradition, as well as in the Targumin,2 the blood flow
from circumcision served as atoning sacrificial blood. With
variations, this interpretation satisfied many Christian and
Jewish interpreters over the centuries.
Jacob (1992: 109), called attention to an alternative interpretation which he found more convincing. He stated:
The best explanation which we have yet found was given
by Ibn Ezra [1089–1164] and Luzatto [Commentary on the
Pentateuch, 1849], who stated that God was angry because
Moses had taken his wife and children along when he
should have devoted himself completely to his mission
(compare Deut 33.8 f.) . . . [Zipporah] wishes to remain
united with her husband during the long period of separation through the blood of her son whom she has circumcised.

The long term effect of this story, according to Jacob
(1992: 110), is that “each b’rit mi-lah [covenant of circumcision] renews and reaffirms the marriage bond. In fulfilling
this command, the couple again celebrates their wedding . . . .”
Although Jacob made this claim for the close tie between
circumcision and marriage without supporting evidence, he
pointed the interpreter in the right direction. A fresh look at
Exodus 4:24 –26, free from all the traditional speculation—as
though the text had just been excavated—permits a radically
different translation.
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AN ALTERNATIVE TRANSLATION

Simply by (1) relocating the MT WNM,mi (“from him”) to the
preceding line, (2) repointing the verbs Atymih] (“to make him
die”) and @r,YIw: (“he sank, he withdrew”), (3) identifying these
two verbs with Arabic cognates which have gone unnoticed
in current Hebrew lexicons, and (4) adding one vowel letter,
the verses can be translated
At a lodging place on the way, the LORD met him and he
sought to make inviolable his relationship, whereupon
Zipporah took a flint and cut off the prepuce of her son,
touching it to Moses’ groin while saying “Indeed, you are a
blood relative to me!” (They became irrevocably bonded
when she said “You are a blood relative by circumcision!”)

The MT Atymih,] at first glance, appears to be the Hiphcîl
infinitive of twm “to die,” with a 3ms suffix. But tymh (or
tmh = scriptio defectiva), sans suffix, could be the Hiphcîl
infinitive of ttm, given the fact that ("( and w"( verbs share
a number of identical forms (GKC § 77 a-b). The proposed
stem ttm would be analogous in form to the stem ~mt / ~t
(BDB 1070), the Hiphcîl infinitive of which is ~teh' (scriptio
plene = ~yteh)' . Thus, tymeh' or tmeh' could be the Hiphcîl
infinitive of ttm, whereas tymih' or tmih' would be the
Hiphcîl infinitive of twm “to die.” The consonantal texts
would be the same.
The stem ttm is not cited in the current standard Hebrew
lexicons, but it was cited in the two folio volumes of Lexicon
Heptaglotton by Edmund Castell (1669) in column 2166. He
considered the names Ammitai (yT;mia] /Amaqi in Jonah 1:1)
and Matthew ( Maqqai/on/ hyttm in Matt 9:9) to be derived
from this stem.3 Castell cited cognates of this vocable in
Ethiopic and Arabic. The semantic range of these cognates
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includes “husband (maritus), fiancé / bride-groom (sponsus),
fiancée / bride (sponsa), i.e., the betrothed (as in Matt 1:19),
a mixed marriage (miscuit), an extended household (familiam
saturavit), and a blood relative whom one cannot marry
(gradus consanguinitatis, ob quem connubium non potest
iniri). The Arabic cognate )s (matta), according to Lane
(1885: 2687c–2688a) means “he sought to bring himself near
[to another], or to approach [to him], or to gain access [to
him], or to advance himself in [his] favour by relationship
. . . by affection, or by love.” The noun Çª'ès (mâttat) means
“anything that is sacred or inviolable . . . that which renders
one entitled to respect and reverence . . . a thing whereby one
seeks to bring himself near.” The example Lane cited was
Ç'ès v/@ èxxá# (baynanâ rahim
mâttat) “between us is a near/
.
inviolable relationship.”
These definitions survive down to the present in modern
literary Arabic, as noted by Wehr (1979: 1045) who rendered
)s (matta) as “to seek to establish a link to someone by
marriage, become related by marriage, . . . to be associated, to
be connected with, . . . to be most intimately connected with
someone.” Similarly, the noun Çª'ès (mâttat) retains the meaning of “close ties, family ties, kinship.”
In light of this evidence, it seems quite obvious the phrase
wtymh hwhy vqbyw could be translated “Yahweh sought to
make inviolable his relationship” [or “his marriage”]. The
phrase need not be read as the equivalent of %l,M,h ;vQeb;y>w:
Atymih] “the king sought to kill him” (in Jer 26:21). Given the
fact that the Midianite Zipporah would be an outsider in
Egypt—among the Hebrews as well as among the Egyptians
—her relationship to Moses could have become very tenuous,
like that of Moses’ Ethiopian wife (see Num 12:1). Thus, far
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from being a “primitive story that pictures a ‘demonic’
Yahweh” (see above), Yahweh was “angelic”— so to speak
— insuring the marital status of Zipporah once she left her
homeland.
The preposition WNM,mi “from him,” which in the MT modifies the verb @r,YIw,: (“he withdrew from him”), fits equally as
well in the preceding line as the modifier of trok.Tiw: “she cut,”
i.e., “she cut off from him.” This relocation of the modifier
makes it clear that Zipporah performed a preputiectomy rather
than a preputiotomy; i.e., it was more than just an incision.
Once the WNM,mi is removed from being the modifier of @r,YIw,:
it becomes difficult to give @r,YIw: the nuanced meaning “to
withdraw from, to let one alone” instead of its more basic
meaning “to sink, to relax” (BDB 951–952, hpr). However,
@r,YIw: is probably not from the verb hpr, but from apr, stem
II—not to be confused with apr, stem I, “to heal” and its
cognate èc@ /Ñc@ (rafâ /rafû ) “to darn, to mend, to repair”
(BDB 950; Lane 1867: 1129). The loss of the final a of
the )"l verb, resulting in @ryw instead of apryw, was quite
common (see GKC § 74 k).
The Arabic èc@ (rafâ ) also means “he effected a reconciliation, or made peace between them,” and “he married, or took
a wife.” It is used in extending a felicitous greeting to those
getting married, as in the expression “may the marriage be
with close union ( \èc@ [rifâ’un] ), etc., and constancy and the
begetting of sons not daughters” (Lane 1867: 1117–1118,
1129). Wehr (1979: 403) renders the felicitation to newlyweds
as “live in harmony and beget sons!” Lane also noted that the
reflexive form VI of èc@ /Ñc@ (rafâ /rafû ) means “they agreed
together to do the thing, they aided or assisted one another,
they were of one mind and opinion, . . . their stratagem and
their affair being one.”
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Arabic has three words for in-laws: (1) zè(7ê (’a.htân) “the
relations on the side of the wife”; (2) \ çt/! (’ahmâ’
) “rela.
tions on the side of the husband”; and (3) @è~Lê (’ashâr)
.
“relations on either side” (Lane 1865: 650, 704; 1872: 1737).
The !t;x] of ~ymiD' !t;x] is the cognate of the first of these.
Whereas !t'x' means “bridegroom” or “daughter’s husband,”
much like its Syriac cognate n+} (h. a7 tan) “in-law, to marry or
to intermarry” (J. Payne Smith 1957: 164), the Arabic cognate
y(7 (.hatana) also means “to circumcise,” suggesting that the
bride’s father circumcised the prospective bridegroom.
Zipporah’s circumcision of her son guaranteed that her son
would be recognized as a Hebrew when they (mother and son)
joined their new Hebrew relatives in Moses’ family in Egypt.
At the same time, by touching the severed prepuce to Moses’
groin, Zipporah vicariously circumcised her husband. This act
was significant not only as a religious exercise on Moses’
behalf, it was an act which also elevated her to being vicariously a “blood” relative to Moses as she ventured into Moses’
Hebrew clan. Though Midianite, she was now symbolically
a blood relative, perhaps in a way that Moses’ Cushite wife
was not. The circumcision provided her and her son with
immunity from isolation, as well as bonding her relationship
with Moses as a blood relative. Instead of interpreting Zipporah’s actions as an effort to save Moses’ life, her actions
were aimed at saving her marriage and her family.
In light of the Arabic form VI, noted above, Moses and
Zipporah were on a joint mission. Far from there being a hpr
“a withdrawal” of anyone, it was a apr “a bonding together,
a close union, a harmonious marriage,” with shared visions,
opinions, and stratagem. Such an understanding makes Zipporah’s exclamation, yli hT'a; ~ymiD'-!t;x] yKi “Surely you
are a bridegroom of blood to me,” reasonable. The redactor’s
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gloss in 4:26, tl{WMl; ~ymiD' !t;x] hr'm.a' za' Wpr>YIw: “they
became irrevocably bonded when she said ‘You are a blood
relative by circumcision,’” likewise, becomes intelligible. The
shift to the plural “they” for the singular “he” in the MT and
the versions (be it for the deity, or an angel, or for Mastema)
is a simple case of scriptio defectiva, suggesting perhaps an
early date for this tradition since final vowel letters were
customarily omitted in the oldest orthography.
CONCLUSION

Childs (1974: 98), in a critique of the proposal of Kosmala
(1962: 14 –28), asked the question, “What circle within Israel
would have treasured a ‘Zipporah cycle’?” with “its original
Midianite—that is Arabic— meaning.” The answer seems
very obvious: the children and grandchildren of Moses by
Zipporah, namely, Gershom, Eliezer, and Jonathan ben Gershom ben Mosheh. It is noted in Judges that “Jonathan and his
sons were priests to the tribe of the Danites until the day of
the captivity of the land” (Exo 2:22; 18:3; Judges 18:30 –31).
A priest with the stature of Jonathan ben Gershom ben
Mosheh could easily have introduced a tradition about his
grandmother’s inviolable relationship with his grandfather —
even in the dialect of his grandmother! 4
One need not anticipate that a tradition perpetuated at
Shiloh and Dan would have been in the Judean / Jerusalem
Hebrew dialect, which has provided the base for standard
Hebrew lexicons. Dialectal fragments survive in the Hebrew
Scriptures, with the Song of Deborah in Judges 5 (in a Kenite
dialect) being a lengthy one, and the Words of Agur in Pro 30:
1–5 (in the dialect of Massa, a tribe in Arabia) being a shorter
one. This writer would add Exodus 4:24–26 to the list of
dialectal fragments, necessitating a careful examination and
application of Arabic cognates in the interpretation and translation of the text—as offered in this study.
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“Why did Yahweh want to cause Moses to die?” and “How
could Zipporah’s actions have saved Moses?” are not the first
questions to be asked. Prior to those questions must be this
question: “What are the options for identifying all the roots /
stems in this narrative?” When the standard lexicons offer
very limited options resulting in incredulous statements and
interpretations which strain the imagination (such as those
briefly summarized and critiqued by Childs [1974: 96–98] ),
comparative philology may provide more reasonable solutions. Such is the case, I believe, in the interpretation of Exodus 4:24–26, resulting in this translation, repeated here by
way of summary:
At a lodging place on the way, Yahweh met him and he
sought to make inviolable his relationship, whereupon Zipporah took a flint and cut off the prepuce of her son, touching it to Moses’ groin while saying “Indeed, you are a blood
relative to me!” (They became irrevocably bonded when she
said “You are a blood relative by circumcision!”)

This interpretation of Exo 4:24–26 provides the requisite
support for Jacob’s contention (1992: 110, noted above) that
the long term effect of this story is that “each b’rit mi-lah
renews and reaffirms the marriage bond. In fulfilling this
command, the couple again celebrates their wedding . . . .” As
Propp noted, “In its current context, Exod. iv 24–6 describes
an awesome rite of family solidarity performed on the eve of
the Exodus. It simultaneously marks a boy’s initiation into the
people of Israel and his parents’ passage into the state of
parenthood.”5
NOTES

1. Propp further noted (1993: 505), “The logical inference is that
Moses’ attempt to return home [to Egypt] with un-expiated bloodguilt upon him elicits Yahweh’s attack.” But it seems a bit illogical
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for the Deity to hold Moses’ under a death penalty for slaying one
Egyptian in the past when Moses’ mission to free the Israelites will
eventuate shortly in the death of every firstborn in Egypt (Exo
12:30), not to mention the destruction of Pharaoh’s army at the Sea
of Reeds.

2. Targum Neophyti (Macho 1970), for example, reads as follows:
And it happened on the way, in the resting-house, that an
angel from before the Lord overtook him and sought to kill
him. And Zipporah took a flint and cut of the foreskin of her
son and brought it near the feet (Margin = “and cast it
beneath the feet of ”) the Destroyer and said: ‘In truth the
bridegroom sought to circumcise but the father-in-law did
not permit him, and now may the blood of this circumcision
atone for the sins of this (his? her? its?) bridegroom.’ And
the angel (Margin = the destroying angel; behold then [s]he
gave praise) let him alone. Then Zipporah gave praise and
said: ‘How beloved is the blood of this (circumcision) that
delivered this (his?) bridegroom from the hand(s) of the
angel of death.

3. Other lexicographers have generally derived yT;m a
i ] “Amitai”

from !ma “to confirm, to support” (which is related to the exclamatory “Amen!”) and its noun form tma “truth” (BDB 54); and
hyttm “Mattathiah / Matthew” has been derived from the verb
!tn “to give” and the noun tT;m “gift” (BDB 682).

;

4. Kosmala (1962:14), like most other scholars, never challenged
the traditional meaning of the text. He commented
However, it must be pointed out the Hebrew of the three
verses appears grammatically simple and clear, nothing is
wrong with it, nothing is wanting. The actual difficulties
come from the context in which the verses are embedded.
But he is forced to recognize the difficulty of the Hebrew, when
(on page 26) he raised the questions:
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What does the expression .h a tan-damim mean? It is unique
in Hebrew usage, it does not occur elsewhere. . . . What,
then, is the .h a tan-damim? Is he a bridegroom after all, or, if
not, how shall we understand that double expression?

5. See Propp’s article (1993: 515–516) for examples of the blending of circumcision and marriage rites and festivities in Arab lands
and in Islam. I cannot concur with Propp’s final conclusion that
“. . . Zipporah performs an act that implicitly equates father and
child, binding the generations through the bloodied organ of generation.” This is unnecessary speculation.

VI
ENDING THE ENIGMA OF AZAZEL
LEVITICUS 16: 8, 10, 26
INTRODUCTION

Noth (1965: 125) conceded that “the figure of Azazel [in
Leviticus 16] remains an enigma,” and Levine (1989: 102)
concurred stating, “The precise meaning of Hebrew cazaczel,
found nowhere else in the Bible, has been disputed since
antiquity and remains uncertain even to the present time.”
However, appeal to several Arabic cognates heretofore ignored when attempting to interpret Lev 16:8–26, may resolve
many of the difficult problems related to the etymology of
Azazel.
In the Septuagint Azazel was not read as a name but as a
common noun translated avp opompai,w | (16:8), av p opompai, o u
(16:10), and avp opomph,n (16:10), meaning “sending away,
carrying away” (Liddell and Scott 213).1 Similarly, in 16:26,
Azazel was read as a compound of lz[ “to separate” and lza
“to go away” and rendered to. n ci,m aron to. n diestalme, n on
eivj a; f esin “the goat separated for release.” Nor did the Vulgate read Azazel as a name but as z[e “goat” and lza “departing,” which became capro emissario (16:8) and caprum emissarium (16:10) “a goat [that] departs.”
The Targum Pseudo-Jonathan (Clark 1984: 138) took
Azazel to be the place name of the scapegoat’s destination:

~qwty lzaz[l 2 abd[ ywl[ qylsd arypcw
tyb am[ twnxrws l[ arpkl yyy ~dq !yyxb
@yqt rtab tmmyl hyty ardXl larXy
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yrwdh tyb awhd qwcd arbdmbd yXqw
(Lev 16:10)

ayyrwwj l[ arypc qwsyw qwcd arbdml
aqyz xwr hynyxdyw 4 yrwdh tybd
3
twmyw yyy ~dq !m
(Lev 16:22)
And the goat on which came up the lot for Azazel he shall
make to stand | alive before the Lord, to expiate for the sins
of the people of the house | of Israel, by sending him to die
in a place rough | and hard in the rocky desert which is Bethhadurey (Lev 16:10). . . . to a rocky desert; and the goat will
go up on the mountains of | Beth-hadurey, and a tempestuous wind from the presence of the Lord will carry him
away and he will die (Lev 16:22).4

The Beth-hadurey / arwdh tyb “the place of a steep hill,
spiral road” (Jastrow 1903: 332–333) is a place name analogous to the !rh tyb ( = Tel er-Râm) in Num 32:36, with the
arwdh being the singular of the ~yrwdh “hills, swelling
places, land swells” mentioned in Isa 45:2, which the Septuagint translated simply as o;rh/ “mountains,” whereas the KJV
opted for “crooked places.” 5 It would be a synonym of qAc
“peak, precipice” (Jastrow 1270). The arwdh tyb need not
mean a particular precipice, but any precipice, just as lzaz[
was considered to be any hard, rough, rocky, desert mountain
or height.
References to Azazel in the Talmud (Yoma 67 b) and Midrash (Sifra, Ah. are 2:8.) treated it as a compound noun rather
than as a name. Two phrases are quite clear: ahyX lzaz[
hXqw z[ and ~yrhbX hXq lzaz[ which were translated
by (1) Jung (1938: 316) as “Azazel – it should be hard and
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rough” and “Azazel, i.e., the hardest of mountains” and (2) by
Goldschmidt (1933: 946–947) as “Âzazel, er muss fest und
hart sein” and “Âzazel ist der höchste unter den Bergen.”
Goldschmift and Jung read the z[ of lzaz[ as z[; “strong,
firm, rough,” clarified by its synonym hXq “hard, severe,
strong” (Jastrow 1060, 1429), which required them to dismiss
the lza element of lzaz[.
CLUES FROM ARABIC COGNATES

The Arabic cognates rBé (cazala) and Ax\ (canz), not mentioned in other studies of Azazel, permit the following translation of the phrases fromYoma 67 b: (1) hXqw z[ ahyX lzaz[,
“Azazel which must be a rugged height and harsh” and (2)
~yrhbX hXq lzaz[, “Azazel is any harsh place which is
in the mountains.” These two cognates permit the interpreter
to account for Azazel being described in the MT, the Targum
and the Talmud as rbdm “wilderness,” arwdh “rugged land,
hill, precipice,” and hr"zEG> “precipice,” along with the modifiers hXq and @yqt “hard, harsh, rough, and rocky.”
Castell (1669: 73) included in his citation of Hebrew/
Aramaic lza these Arabic cognates: rBé (cazala) “in angustia
statûs, vel anni inopia verstatus fuit”; rBé (cazil) “angustia
summa, penuria & sterilitas”; and rB"s (maczil) “locus arctus
& angustus.” Lane (1863: 53–54) cited rBé (cazala) “he
became in the state of straitness, or narrowness, and suffering
from dearth, or drought or sterility,” and the nouns (1) rBé
(cazl) “straitness, distress, difficulty, drought, or want of rain,”
(2) rBé (cizl) “a calamity,” (3) rBé (cazil) “straitness, severe,
or vehement stress, distress, or great difficulty,” and (4) rBès
(mâc zil) “the place where the means of subsistence are strait,
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or narrow.” 6 The lza of lzaz[ could be the cognate of this
Arabic stem (used as a modifier of the z[ of lzaz[), as well
as the lza which was a by-form lz[ ( = rAª\ [cazala]) “he
removed, he separated,” as understood by the Septuagint
translators. Thus, lzaz[ could have had multiple meanings.
The z[ of lzaz[ has yet to be accurately identified. It
could be derived from z[o (zA[) “strength, fortitude,” or z[;
(zz[ ) “strong, firm,” or z[e (zn[) “goat.” Lane (1874: 2173)
cited Ax\ (canz) “she-goat” 7 (which with the n assimilated is
the cognate of z[e “she-goat”) and the homograph and homophone “an eminence, or hill, such as is termed Çtké (cakamat)
. . . land having in it ruggedness and sand and stones . . . .8
Both Arabic cognates may clarify the z[ of lzaz[. The first
Ax\ (canz) (= z[) is the synonym of qUè# (bât. il) “bad, worthless, useless; applied to a man and to anything.” 9 It is this z[
(= z[;) which was recognized in the Targum and Talmud as a
rbdm “desert, wilderness” or as a arwdh “rugged land, hill,
precipice.” 10 The Vulgate, as noted, read the z[ as z[e “goat.”
Elsewhere, z[; appears in Jer 51:53 as a synonym of lTe
“hill, city-mound.” The MT HZ"[u ~Arm. rCeb;t. ykiw> “though
she [Babylon] fortify the height of her strength” (KJV) would
be better translated as “though she make inaccessible the top
of her tel (i.e., HZ"[)' .”
Moreover, the yTi[i “timely” of Lev 16:21 (paraphrased
variously as “fit” [KJV], “who is in readiness” [RSV], “designated for the task” [NRS]) could well be the cognate of
Arabic £(\ (c itîy) /£(\ê (ca c tay) “a man who transgressed the
commandment of God,” as used in the Qurcan (Sura 51: 44),
“they rebelled against their Lord’s decree” and *èª\ (câti)
“inordinately proud or corrupt” (Lane 1874: 1951). Taking the
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scapegoat into the wilderness would have contaminated anyone who was righteous or purified previously. Therefore the
goat would be dispatched yti[' / yti[i vyai-dy:B. “by the hand of
an extremely corrupt man” (Lev 16:21) who would have to
“wash his clothes, and bathe his flesh in water” (Lev 16:26)
as an act of purification before he could enter the community
upon his return from the harsh rugged mountain terrain.
ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIONS

Some have proposed that Azazel can be derived from zz[,
the cognate of Arabic BéAª\ (cazâz) “hard rugged ground . . .
and the acclivities of mountains and [hills or eminences such
as are termed] uèké (cakâm)” (Lane1874: 2032). This derivation requires (1) the l of lzaz[ to be a formative addition
(like the l of lz<r.B; “iron” and lm,r.K; “garden”)11 and (2) the
a in lzaz[ to be a disposable “unessential aleph,” thus
reducing lzaz[ to zz[, which could be identified with the
#r,a, hr'zEG> “barren region” of Lev 16:22. But the elimination
of two of the five letters of lzaz[ is very problematic. A
better option would be to restore lzaz[ to lz"a' zz"[', i.e., lz"a'
“hard, harsh, difficult, distressful” and zz"[' “rugged sloping
terrain.”
Others have proposed that Azazel resulted from the metathesis of the a and the z in the name which must have been
written originally as lazz[ “fierce god,” a spelling which appears in the Qumran texts. This “fierce god” became identified with the name Azmaveth ( tw<m'z>[; ) of 2 Sam 23:31,
which was thought to mean “Mot [= Death] is fierce” (z[;
tAm). Subsequently, the god Mot (= “Death is fierce”) be-
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came identified with the name of Azazel ( = “God is fierce”),
resulting in the demotion of Mot from being a deity to being
just a demon which became known as Azazel.
In the intertestamental literature Azazel was recognized as
one of the “sons of God” who, according to Genesis 6 and
Enoch 6, abandoned their heavenly habitation for the their
cohabitation with earthly women.12
Milgrom (1991: 44, 1020 –1024) argued for Azazel being
the name of an “eviscerated” demon who lost his personality
and became transformed simply into the name of the place to
which the scapegoat carried Israel’s sins and impurities—
similar to Wright’s conclusion (1992) that the demon’s name
was “a place-holder representing the geographical goal of the
scapegoat’s dispatch.” Levine (1991: 102), by contrast, preferred to promote Azazel to the rank of a demonic ruler of the
wilderness, much like the ~yrIy[if. “goat-demons, satyrs”
mentioned in Lev 17:7.
The claim by Levine (1989: 102) and Milgrom (1991:
1020) that the initial l of lzaz[l is the lamed auctoris,
rather than the equivalent of the locative h of the following
modifier hr'B'd>Mih,; would have one goat “belonging to Azazel and one “belonging to the Yahweh,” supposedly providing
a kind of parity of possession by two unequal supernatural
beings. But both goats were “earmarked” for Yahweh and
both were marked for death. One was to die upon the altar as
a sin offering to Yahweh ( taJ'x; Whf'['w> hw"hyl;); the other
was to make atonement before Yahweh (rPek;l. hw"hy> ynEp.li
wyl'[)' 13 as a scapegoat to be dispatched in due time to the
wilderness where it would die of straits and distress or perish
—falling or thrown—from a precipice, thereby taking all the
sins of Israel into oblivion.14
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Contrary to the opinion of a number of commentators past
and present15 that the Azazel in Leviticus 16 refers to a demon
to which a scapegoat was dispatched, there is sound philological evidence for interpreting it—as in the Targum and
Talmud—as a topographical term having nothing to do with
demons. Hebrew lzaz[ can be recognized as a compound of
z[ “rugged peak” and lza “difficult, distressful, dearth,” with
the lza being the modifer of the z[. At one time, as suggested
by the translations in the Septuagint and Vulgate, the text may
well have been lza z[l, with a space between the noun and
its modifier.16 Once the space disappeared in the textual tradition, the topographical designation lza z[ became easily confused with names like laez"[] (Azacel), lyzEz"[] (Azazêl), and
lazz[ (Azazcel) (4Q 180; 11QTemple 26:13), which triggered
an easy association with the names of the rebellious angels
listed in Enoch 6, which, in turn, made it easy to identify the
Azazel with the world of demons and demoted deities.
The enigma of Azazel in Leviticus 16 can thus be resolved
by philology rather than by demonology. A careful examination of Arabic cognates can help in the recovery of meanings
of words which have yet to be included in the standard lexicons of Biblical Hebrew— words which were clearly understood by the contributors to the Targum and the Talmud,
though unknown to most of the interpreters of these texts. In
the case of the Azazel tradition in Leviticus 16 (both the MT
and the Vorlage of the Septuagint), the following Hebrew
terms need to be added to the lexicon:
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lza
dwd
lz
rdx
z[
zz[
lz[
yt[

“straits, distress, hard, harsh, severe, calamity”
“to remove, to repell (from sacred territory)”
“slippery ground”
“slope, declivity, descent”
“rugged height, stony hill, precipice, mound, tel”
“hard rugged ground, mountain slope”
“to remove, to separate”
“corrupt, rebellious, unbeliving, disobedient.”
NOTES

1. Given the interchange of the [ and the a of the nouns al' z>yai
and al'z>y[i, both of which mean a “web” or “net” (Jastrow 1903:
46, 1062), the lza of lzaz[ was probably read by the Greek
translator as the by-form lz[ , the cognate of rAª\ (cazala) “he
removed, he separated” and its derivative ÇªoAª\ (cuzlat) “a going
apart, away, or aside; a removal or separation” (Lane 1874: 2036–
2037). The Greek translation could reflect both lza and lz[ , with
its Vorlage having what appeared to be a redundant lza lz[l
“for separation removal,” rather than the MT lzaz[l.
2. The Targum Onkelos rendered the name as lyzEz"[ ] .
3. Compare Ryder’s Hebrew translation of the Targum:

qwc rbdml ry[Xh ta xlXw wht ~wqm la . . .
yrwdh tyb lX ~yrhh l[ ry[Xh hl[yw
twmyw !h ynplm hpws xwr wnxdyw
. . . unto a wasteland, and he sent the goat to a wilderness
peak | and the goat went up upon the mountains which are
Beth Hadurey | and a consuming wind of the LORD cause it
to slip, and it died.
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4. In addition to the yrwdh cited by Jastrow (1903: 332–333) and
Clarke (1984: 138) meaning “hill, spiral road” are these several
variants:
(1) yrwdx , cited by Sokoloff (1992: 216), which would be
the cognate of Arabic @;/ (h. adara) “he made to descend,” and its derivatives @Ö;/ (h.adûr) “declivity, slope,
a place of descent” and @;á/ (h.aydarat) “destruction,
perdition” (Lane 1865: 530), which would support the
tradition that the goat was thrown down from the mountain
to its death.

É

(2) yrwrx “set free,” (Jastrow 1903: 506) suggesting that
the animal was released / set free in the barren terrain
where it—and the sins transferred to it—would surely
perish.
(3) adwdx ( = Dûdâêl in Enoch 10:4, for which see
Charles 1913: 193, n. 4). The Arabic cognate for the dwd
of ladwd is probably
/ (d.ûd / d.âd) “he repelled, he
drove away,” used for example for removing someone or
something from sacred territory (Lane 1867: 987).

<Ö> <!>

5. The Vulgate reads gloriosos terrae, as though the text were
~yrIy DIa ; .
6. The Arabic rBé (cazal) also means “eternity with respect to past
time, or considered retrospectively; existence from eternity; or
ancientness . . . or ever in all past times” (Lane 1863: 54), which
precludes it from being used for the idea of everlasting, which is
expressed by ;#é (cabad) “time, or duration or continuance, or
existence, without end; endless time, etc.; prospective eternity”
(Lane 1863: 4). Thus, Azazel could not have been an “eternal goat”
( lz"a' z[e) which carried away the sins of Israel forever.
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7. The Arabic Ax\ (canz) was also used for the female eagle, the
female vulture, the female bustard, and the female hawk. This suggests that the z[e definitely means a “she-goat,” which would
require the feminine hl'za
> ' for lzaz[ to mean “the she-goat went
away,” as in the Vulgate’s capro emissario. The MT of Lev 16:10,
hr'Bd' M> hi ; lzEa z"[l] ,; could readily be divided to read hl'za> ' z[el .
hr'Bd' m> ,i which would provide the requisite feminine adjective.
8. Lane (1863: 73) defined Çtké (cakamat) as “a hill, or a mound,
a synonym of q' (tel) . . . a place that is more elevated than what is
around it, and is rugged, not to the degree of being stone; or an
isolated mountain . . . rising into the sky, abounding in stones.”
9. The fact that the plural of the synonym qUè# (bât. il) signifies
“devils” (Lane 1863: 219) may have contributed, directly or indirectly, to lzEa z"[ ] being interpreted as a demon.
10. The Arabic rB (zil) “smooth stone” and rB (zul) “slippery
ground” (Lane 1867: 1242; Hava 1915: 293) may be relevant byforms of lza / l z which could explain Azazel appearing in Targum
Onkelos as lyzEz[
" ] which could also be read as a “slippery (stony)
precipice” ( lyz i z[; * or lWz z[; *).
11. See GKC 85 s.
12. See especially Enoch 6:1–11:22; 13:1ff; 54:5–6; 55:4; and
69:2. Ginzberg (1938: 7: 52–53) has sixteen references to Azazel
in his index.
13. Yoma 67 b includes the statement that

l[ rpkmX lzaz[

laz[w azw[ hX[m , “Azazel atones for the sin of Uza and
Azael.”
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14. Note Milgrom’s statement,
. . . the text takes pains to state that both animals were placed
‘before the Lord’ . . . and that the goat of Azazel will be
placed alone ‘before the Lord’ (v 10). Here is clear evidence
of the Priestly efforts to alter what was most likely in its
original form a pagan rite.
15. See KBS II: 806 where eight scholars are cited in support of
identifying Azazel as a demon in the wilderness, while acknowledging that its etymology is uncertain. The Jewish Encyclopedia
(1925, II: 365) had similarly noted:
After Satan, for whom he was in some degree a preparation,
Azazel enjoys the distinction of being the most mysterious
extrahuman character in sacred literature. Unlike other Hebrew proper names, the name itself is obscure.
16. For another example of how the loss of spaces between words
—coupled with the presence of rare words—affects translations,
note Pro 30:1, which reads as follows in the MT and KJV:
)#%&fm@aha hqeyF-Nb@i rw@g)f yriIb;di@
lkf)uw: l)iIytiy)il; l)iIytiy)il; rbeg%Eha M)un:
The words of Agur the son of Jakeh,
even the prophecy the man spake unto Ithiel,
even unto Ithiel and Ucal
But the text, in my opinion, should be properly translated as:
The words of a pious person
rewarded for righteousness,
the declaration of one restored to health:
‘Surely God exists! Surely God exists!
I will be kept healthy!’
For a full discussion of this text see below, Chapter XV.

VII
“MOSES WAS MADE TO DESPAIR”
NUMBERS 12:3
THE PROBLEMS IN 12:3

The rule is that things equal to the same thing are equal to
each other, but there are exceptions, especially when it comes
to Hebrew homographs. In Num. 12:3, the MT hv,mo vyaih'
appears as the equivalent of the MT hv,mo vyaih' “the man
Moses” in Exo 11:3. But the pre-Masoretic Xyah in Num.
12:3 was probably not the same as the Xyah of Exo 11:3.
Noth (1968: 95) pointed out that daom. wn"[' hv,mo vyaih'
hm'd'a]h' ynEP.-l[; rv,a] ~d'a'h' lKomi “Now the man Moses
was very meek, above all the men which were upon the face
of the earth” (KJV) in Num. 12:3 “. . . is a latter addition
which disrupts the close connection between v. 2b and 4.”
Moreover, Noth (1968: 95) recognized that “it is not easy to
ascertain what is meant by the unusual phrase [hv,mo vyaih'w> ]
‘the man Moses.’” He concluded, “. . . perhaps the ‘humanity’
of Moses is meant to be brought out and given explicit
expression, so that the unique distinction accorded to this
‘man’ should be traced back exclusively to Yahweh’s freewill
and be regarded as a divine gift.” Noth, thereby, transforms
“the obliqueness of the reference to Moses” (Gray 1903: 123)
into a even more oblique theological reference to divine freewill. Olson (1996: 71) and others continued to view Num.
12:3 as a parenthetical insertion by a narrator who, in the
words of Ashley (1993: 224) “wishes the reader to know that
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Moses himself (italics mine) would probably have let the
challenge [by Aaron and Miriam] go unanswered.”
However, once the pre-Masoretic hXm Xyah of Num.
12:3 is exegeted independently of the MT hv,mo vyaih' of Exo
11:3, all of Num. 12:3 can be read as an original and integral
non-parenthetical part of the narrative dealing with Aaron’s
and Miriam’s challenge to Moses’ leadership.
Most studies on Num. 12:3 have focused on the interpretation of wn"[' (which occurs in the singular only here in the
Bible) and its Qere,1 wyn"[,' debating the merits of translating
wn"[' as “meek” or “humble” or “devout.” Rogers (1986: 257–
263) revived (apparently unknowingly) the suggestion of
Sellers (1941, cited in Evans, 1969: 439– 440) to abandon
both “meek” and “humble.”2 But, whereas Sellers opted to
translate wn"[' as “vexed, bad-tempered, or irritable,” Rogers
argued from etymology and context for “miserable.”
SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS

The real clue to the meaning of wn"[' is in the meaning of
the hXm Xyah which precedes it. There is no problem with
the proper name hv,mo ; but what appears to be the noun vyai
and the definite article h' is in reality the verb vy:a' “to despair” with the prefixed h' of the Hoph cal, meaning “he was
brought to despair.” Thus, the hXm Xyah “the man Moses”
of Exo 11:3 is not the equivalent of the hXm Xyah in Num.
12:3. This latter verse should have been vocalized as vy:a\h'
hv,mo meaning “Moses was made to despair.” The Hebrew
verb vy:a' “to despair,” which would be a hapax legomenon
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here, has gone unrecognized to date by commentators and
lexicographers; but it is the cognate of Arabic
(cayisa)
and
(ciyâs) (Lane, 1863: 137; Wehr, 1979: 47), with its
synonym being
(qanita)
“to despair most vehemently of
.
a thing, to become disheartened, to be without hope” (Lane,
1885: 2568; Wehr, 1979: 927). The metathetic by-form of FÜ!
(cayisa) is Fx\ªÜ (yac isa) “to give up all hope,” and (4) “to deprive someone of hope” (Lane, 1893: 2973-2974; Wehr,
1979: 1294), which is the cognate of the well attested Hebrew
va;y" “to despair , to give up hope” (BDB: 384 [with no reference to FÜ! (cayisa), although Fx\ªÜ (yacisa) is noted]; Jastrow,
1903: 560).
Consequently, hXm Xyah is not a simple predicate clause
meaning “the man is Moses,” nor the inversion of a proper
noun and its modifier, “Moses the man.” Rather, hXm Xyah
is a typical verbal clause with the verb (here a Hoph cal)
followed by its subject: “Moses was brought to despair.”
Given the intensity of the despair suggested by the synonym
Txg (qani ta),
the adverbial modifier “most vehemently” may
.
be necessary in English to reflect accurately the author’s
intent to show how deeply distressed Moses was by the challenge of Aaron and Miriam to his authority.
The depth of Moses’ despair is stressed by the adverbial
modifiers which follow hv,mo vy:a\h,' namely, daom. wY"nI[] / wn"['

E"Ü!

FÜ!

Txg

and hm'd'a]h' ynEP.-l[; rv,a] ~d'a'h' lKomi “more than anyone
upon the face of the earth.” The meaning of daom. wY"nI[] / wn"['
will most likely be synonymous with va;y" “to despair.” Thus,
the wY"nI[] / wn"[' in 12:3 has nothing to do with: (1) hn"[' “to
answer,” or (2) hn"[' “to afflict, to do violence, to be afflicted,
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to be bowed down,” a cognate of Ñx\ /
()anâ) and its derivatives hn[ and wn[ “poor, humble, meek,” or (3) hn"[' “to
sing,” a cognate of£x` (g'annaya ); or (4) hn"[' “to be free from
want, to be wealthy or competent,” a cognate of £x` (g'aniya)
(Lane 1877: 2301–2303).
But the wY"nI[] / wn"[' here may have something to do with hn"['
(stem II) “to be occupied, busied with” in the sense of “being
preoccupied with a matter” (BDB: 775). This is suggested by
the Arabic cognate £x\ ()anaya) “to be disquieted, to suffer
difficulty, distress, trouble, fatigue, or weariness,” which is a
synonym of vá| / u"| (haim / hâma) “to be perplexed, mystified,
baffled, puzzled, confused, to be robbed of one’s senses”
(Lane, 1874: 2180; 1885: 3047; Wehr, 1979: 762, 1224),
which is the cognate of Hebrew ~Wh “to murmur, to discomfit” (BDB: 223).
The vocalization of the Kethib wn[ or the Qerec wyn[
(which is also the Kethib in 17 manuscripts cited by Kennicott
[1780: 250]) can be resolved by (1) paying attention to the
intensity of emotion and despair (vy:a)' experienced by Moses
when challenged by Aaron and Miriam, and (2) reading wyn[
(plene) or wn[ (defectiva) as a qat. til
. form used “almost exclusively of persons, who possess some quality in an intense
manner” (GKC: 234 [§84f , italics mine]; Moscati, 1964: 78
[§12.9]). Contra Gray (1903: 123), who vocalized the words
as wyn"[' / wn"[' (taking his clue from wyr"b'D)> , the variants should
be vocalized as wyNI[; and wNI[;, indicating that Moses was intensely perplexed and preoccupied by the challenge from
siblings Miriam and Aaron. The prepositional modifier,
“more than anyone upon the face of the earth,” could modify
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either vy:a'h' “he was brought to despair” or daom.
was] extremely distressed.”

wyNI[; “[he

CONCLUSION

The lapse in oral tradition which permitted Xyah in Num.
12:3 to be misunderstood as Xyaih' —rather than Xy:a\h—
' was
also sufficient to obscure in the tradition the proper nuance
and vocalization of wyn[ / wn[. The Masoretic reading of Num.
12:3 unintentionally transformed the verse from a statement
of high drama about Moses’ emotional and mental depression
due to the crisis created by Aaron and Miriam, into a parenthetically intrusive accolade. While the parenthetical intrusion
elevated Moses to a plateau of “humility” or “meekness”
beyond the reach of other human beings, the intent of the
narrator was to show how the conflict with sister and brother
brought Moses to the depths of despair —“a deeper distress
(wyNI[); than that of anyone else on earth.”
Rogers’ proposal to render wyn[ / wn[ as “miserable” was
a step in the right direction, and a major improvement over
Sellers’ “bad-tempered or irritable,” which hints at a permanent personality trait rather than a passing mood associated
with a crisis situation in the family. While “miserable” rightly
removed the unintended accolade from the narrative, it failed
to focus on Moses disturbed emotional and mental faculties.
When, contra Rogers, the etymological base is shifted away
from hn[ (= Ñx\ / "x\ [)anâ ]) “to afflict, to do violence, to be
afflicted, to be bowed down” to hn[ ( =£x\ [)anaya]) “to be
disquieted, to suffer difficulty and distress,” the depression of
Moses due to the sibling rivalry becomes transparent.
Although Milgrom (1990: 94) appealed to what he considered the “synonymous parallel” in Psa 22:27 (i.e., ~ywIn"[]
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“the devout” and wyv'r>Do “those who seek Him”) to clarify wn[
in Num. 12:3, the synonyms in this latter verse itself are
mutually informative — once they are correctly vocalized as
Xy:a\h' “he was brought to despair” and wyNI[; or wNI[; “[he was]
distressed.” Far from being adulatory, daom. wyNI[; hv,mo Xy:a\h'
was the narrators way of showing just how human Moses was
when challenged unfairly by Miriam and Aaron. The adulation of Moses was delayed in the narrative until verses 7–8,
when from God — not from Moses nor from a later narrator
— this accolade was given: ha,r>m;W AB-rB,d;a] hP,-la, hP
“mouth to mouth I speak to him very clearly.”
NOTES

1. Rogers (1986: 257 n. 6), followed by Allen (1990: 799), indirectly quote Gray (1903: 124) that the y of the Qere wyn"[ ' “is a
mater lectionis to indicate that the last syllable is to be pronounced as in wyr'b'D.> ” Surprisingly, both Rogers and Allen
omit Gray’s concluding comparison, “as in wyr'b'D,> ” indicating that they misunderstood Gray’s statement. Gray’s point
was not whether the second syllable should be pronounced,
but rather how it should be pronounced.
2. I am indebted to my colleague, Dr. Parker Thompson of North
Fork, Virginia, for this reference to O. R. Sellers’ 1941 proposal.

VIII
THE POOR MUST NOT BE DENIED ASSISTANCE
DEUTERONOMY 15:4 AND 15:11
INTRODUCTION

Expectations expressed in Deu 15:4 and 15:11 concerning
the poor appear to be in disagreement. The former verse states
clearly NwOyb;)e K1b@;-hyEh;yI )lo yk@i spe)e “but there will be no poor
among you.”1 But the latter verse seems, at first glance, to
state with equal clarity Cre)fhf breqm
@e i NwOyb;)e ld@ax;yE-)lo yk@i “for
the poor will never cease out of the land.”2 The Septuagint
reads with equal clarity and ambivalence: o#ti ou0k e!stai e0n soi\
e0ndeh&j “for there shall not be a poor person in you” (15:4);
and ou0 ga_r mh_ e0kli/ph| e0ndeh_j a0po_ th~j gh~j “for the poor shall
not cease from the land” (15:11).
Commentators have been of little help in resolving this tension. Driver (1902: 181) basically reversed the sequencing of
the verses stating, “[15:11 is] the ground of the preceding
injunction [in 15:4]: the poor will never cease out of the land,
and hence it [the injunction] will never become superfluous.”
On the other hand, von Rad (1966: 106–107) appealed to a
two source theory—one tradition from the legislator (15:4)
and the other tradition from the preacher (15:11)—stating:
This preacher has realistic ideas about poverty; he knows that
Israel will always have to deal with it (v. 11). This conception
seems to have provoked a contrary opinion, namely, that complete obedience will be answered by a complete divine blessing, and hence by the end of all poverty (vv. 4–6). In both
conceptions, but more clearly in the second one, there is
expressed the negative and quite unascetic estimate of poverty
characteristic of the earlier Israel. It is an evil out of which
nothing of value can be extracted.
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Such literary and theological discussions have only highlighted the tension between these verses. A careful philological inquiry about the cognates of ldx will provide better
options for addressing the textual tensions, irrespective of
whether the tradition is from a single author or from a legislator and a preacher.
PHILOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES
A fresh interpretation was offered by Freedman and Lundbom (1980: 221) who argued that the verb ldaxf in 15:11 was
not from ldaxf stem I, “to cease,” but from ldaxf stem II, “to
grow fat.”3 They concluded, “The preacher is not saying, ‘The
poor will never cease out of the land,’ but ‘The poor from the
land will never grow fat.’” They concluded
This [verse 15:11] caps a rhetorical argument that seeks to
move the people to charity. After telling his audience to
remember the poor (15:1ff.), he then says they need not fear
that the poor will grow rich, at least not on what they have
given them. The poor will never grow fat on that!

Their reasoning was that this verse gave assurance to those
of the upper class who gave to charity (in accordance to the
legislation of 15:5–10) that they could relax because their
gifts would be insufficient for the poor to make their way out
of poverty. Even with charity, poverty “will not cease from
the midst of the land.” Such an interpretation means that Deu
15:4, “there will be no poor in the land,” cannot be taken
seriously, and certainly not literally. This interpretation assumes the traditional understanding of 15:11 that “the poor
will never cease in the land” even though the text is translated
quite differently as “the poor will never get fat.”
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On philological grounds this interpretation is seriously
flawed. A careful look at Lane’s (1865: 711) definition of
r;7 (.hadala) reveals that this cognate means, “he was, or
became, large, and full [or plump], in the shank and fore
arm.” The words “shank, fore arm, and ankle” actually appear
twenty-two times in the thirty-nine line definition of r;7
(.hadala) and its by-form 5o;7 (.hadallaj)— with never a
mention of “fat” anywhere in the definitions, although “juice”
was one of the definitions.4 In medical jargon r;7 (.hadl )
would mean “peripheral edema,” not “obesity.” It is a referent
to excessive “juice” (= fluid) in the limbs, not excessive fat
of the torso.5
In light of this evidence, there is good reason to concur with
Lewis (1985:108), followed by Schloen (1993: 23), that it is
best “to resist the entry of hdl–II
[“to become fat”] into our
.
Hebrew lexicons,” even though the NRSV (1989) used “grew
fat” in Jud 5:7. While r;7 (.hadl ) “peripheral edema” is of no
real help in resolving the tensions between Deu 15:4 and
15:11, two other cognates need to be considered, namely,
r;/ (hadala)
“to treat unjustly” and r=7 (.had- ala) “to refuse
.
to help someone.”
The former cognate is not cited in Lane’s lexicon but it
was noted by Castell (1669: 1137) “iniquus fuit” and is cited
by Wehr (1979: 192). If ldx is the cognate of r;/ (hadala),
.
the MT Cre)fhf breqm
@e i NwOyb;)e ld@ax;yE-)lo yk@i would need to be
read as a Niphcal passive ( ldIixfyIi), “for the poor from the
midst of the land must not be treated unjustly.” The implication would be that poverty perpetuates itself through injustice.
Were justice to prevail poverty would cease in the midst of
the land.
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The equation of ldAxf with the Arabic r=7 (.had- ala), “to
leave, to abandon, to forsake” (Lane 1865: 713–714) is a bit
problematic,6 but Winton Thomas (1957: 9) rightly asserted,
The equation of ldx = Arabic r=7 [.had-ala] can be accepted
without hesitation, and a consideration of the meanings of the
Arabic root forms the best starting point for our observations
on the root as it is found in the Hebrew Bible.

Winton Thomas correctly cited Lane’s definition of r=7
(.had-ala) as “abstained from, neglected, aiding [italics mine];
held back from (as a gazelle holds back from going after the
herd); left, forsook, deserted.” But in his discussion of ldx
the aiding element is omitted and ldx is redefined as (1)
“held back from, left, forsook”7 or (2) “held oneself back,
refrained from,” or (3) “ceased, come to an end.” But in
Lane’s one-hundred line definition the words “assistance” and
“aid” occur twenty-five times, which is to say that the basic
meaning of r=7 (.had- ala) is “to fail to render aid” or “to neglect giving assistance.” Thus, the ldx which is a cognate of
r=7 (.had-ala) does not mean just “to refrain” or “to hold
back”. It specifically means “to refrain from giving aid ” and
“to fail to assist,” with the italicized English words belonging
to the root meaning of the Arabic/Hebrew word itself.8
Castell (1669: 1137) defined r=7 (.had-ala) as “frustratus
fuit, ope, et auxilio destituit” and listed the following verses
where r=7 (.had-ala) appeared in Arabic translations for
Hebrew hpfrF or #$+nf F or bzA(f, all of which can mean “to
forsake, to abandon”: (1) Jos 1:5 , K1bez(
: e)e )low: K1p;r
@ :)a )lo =
mk?'! àÖ mo=7! àÖ (wala( (a.hd-uluka wala( (atrukka) “I will
not fail you or forsake you”; (2) Jud 6:13, w@n#$f+fn: = "xo=7
(.had- alana( ) “he deserted us”; (3) I Kings 6:13, bzO(v)e )lo w: =
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r=7! àÖ (wala( (a.hd-ulu( ) “I will not forsake”; and (4) I Kings
8:57, w@n #$e +@;yI-l)aw: = "xo=8Ü àÖ (wala( ta.hd-ulana( ) “may he not
forsake us.”

CONCLUSION

In light of this evidence, Hebrew ldx, in addition to
meaning “to cease” could be a cognate of (1) r;/ (hadala)
.
“to flatten, to treat unjustly,” and (2) r=7 (.had-ala) “to refuse
to help (someone), to desert (someone),” as well as (3) r;7
(.hadala) “peripheral edema,” i.e., to have an enlarged fore
arm, or shank, or ankle (Lane 1873: 711, 713; Wehr 1979:
192, 267, 268). To refer to the root ldx in the singular, as did
Freedman and Lundbom (1980: 216), is very misleading.
There are four independent roots spelled ldx, with three
different Arabic cognates—rather than one root with its
semantic range going in four different directions. The ldx
which means “to cease, to come to an end” has no Arabic
cognate; and, as Winton Thomas (1957: 10) noted, “The
meaning ‘cease’, in the sense of ‘come to an end’, is comparatively rare in the O. T., being found perhaps in eight
passages only.”
When it comes to Deu 15:11, the ldx which best fits the
context and removes the tension with Deu 15:4 is either (1)
r;/ (hadala)
“to treat unjustly,” requiring the MT of 15:11
.
NwOyb;)e ld@axy; E-)lo yk@i to be translated “Indeed, the poor must
not be treated unjustly”9 or (2) r=7 (.had- ala) “to refuse to
help (someone),” in which case NwOyb;)e ld@axy; E-)lo could also be
revocalized as a passive and translated, “the poor must not be
denied assistance!” If the active voice is retained the verse
would mean, “Indeed, one must not abstain from aiding the
poor in the land!” The aspect of necessity is reinforced by the
imperative which follows: “Therefore I command you, ‘you
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shall open wide your hand to your brother, to the needy and
the poor in the land.’”
With these options available for translating Deu 15:11,
there is no longer any reason to insist on maintaining the
traditional translation “the poor will never cease from the
midst of the land.” Nor is there any wisdom in opting for “the
poor will not become ‘fat’ (= ‘have swollen limbs’ or ‘have
peripheral edema’).” The vision statement of Deu 15:4, “But
there will be no poor among you,” is followed in 15:11 with
the operational directive: “the poor must not be denied aid.”
Any appeal to John 12:8 (tou_j ptwxou_j ga_r pa&ntote
e!xete meq 0 e9autw~n, “you will always have the poor with you”),
which seems to have Jesus’ quoting Deu 15:11 as traditionally
understood,10 must recognize Jesus’ immediate context. He
made this statement while he was in “Poor Town,” which is
to say that Jesus made this statement in Bethany, a name
which means literally “House of the Poor,” being a composite
of tyb@iI “house” and ynI(F “poor, afflicted” (BDB 776).11 To
state while in “Poor Town” that “you will always have the
poor with you” is as logical as saying in a hospital, “there will
always be sick people here.” Neither statement suggests
eternal inevitability. For Jesus it was a contextually logical
statement which hardly required his appealing to one of
several ways of reading a verse in Deuteronomy.
NOTES
1. The rest of Deu 14:4 reads: Cre ) f b @ f hwF h y: K1k ;r eb fy: K 7r eb f-yk@I h@t @f# $;r Il ;
hlf x j n A K1l ;-NtenO K 1yh elo )v hwFh y: r#$e) j, “for Yahweh will bless you in the
land which Yahweh your God gives you for an inheritance to
possess.”
2. The balance of Deu 15:11 reads: rmo) le K1w@:c am ; yk inO) f Nk @e-l (a
K1 c e r )
: a b @ ; K1 ny: O b)
; e l ; w @ K1y@En I( jl a K1yx i) fl ; K1d :yF- t)e xt@ap ;t @i xat op ,@f “therefore I
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command you, you shall open wide your hand to your brother, to
the needy and to the poor, in the land.”
3. Following Chaney (1976), who also argued for ldax f-II “to be
fat” in Jud 5:7 and I Sam 2:5. For a critique of Chaney and those
who followed him, see Schloen 1993: 22–23 and McDaniel 2002:
117–119. As for I Sam 2:5, it should be noted here that the MT
d(a w@ ld
@ e x f Mybi ( r
e : w @ can be rendered “and the hungry were never again denied aid.” The unusual dagesh of the w@l @ of w@l @d ex f indicates
that the wl of this word does double duty as the negative particle
wl , like (1) the wOl (= )lo ) “not” in the Kethib of I Sam 2:16 , rma ) f w :
Nt@et i ht@f( a yk@I wOl “he said, ‘No, you must give it now!’” and (2) in
the Kethib of I Sam 20:2, rbfd@f yb i) f h#&f( f wOl hn%Ehi “lo, my father will
not do anything.” The restored d( wl (= dwO( )wOl ) in I Sam 2:5
would be the equivalent of the dwO( Ny)e in Isa 45: 5, 6, 18, and 21.
4. Compare Calderone (1961: 451; 1962: 413) who cited Lane and
erroneously included “fat” in Lane’s definition. Consequently, his
extension of the semantic range “fat” to mean “to be prosperous”
is untenable. His application of this definition to (1) I Sam 2:5
(w@l @d iIx f = “grew fat”), (2) Pro 19:27 ( ldAx a “grow prosperous”), and
(3) Pro 23:4 ( ldiIx j = “grow prosperous”) was gratuitous. The same
criticism applies also to Winton Thomas (1957: 14–15) who,
several years before Calderone, translated I Sam 2:5 as “have
grown plump,” and following Noth, interpreted the name ylad :x a in
II Chron 28:12 as “Fatty.”
5.Freedman and Lundbom (1980: 221) concluded their article on
ldx with this statement: “In both the Song of Deborah and the
Song of Hannah, growing fat (italics mine) is a mark of Yahweh’s
favor. He has elevated those of low estate.” However, once “fat”
is corrected to “edema” their statement does not ‘hold water,’ so to
speak. See McDaniel 2003: 115–119.
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6.Ordinarily the Arabic > became a z in Hebrew and a d in
Aramaic and Ugaritic, like (1) Ugaritic d c “to sweat,” (UT 386 #
686) which was cognate to h(z , Syriac )t(wd (dû c atac ), and the
Arabic ^>Ö (wad
.a c a) “to flow”; and (2) Ugaritic dry “to winnow”
which was cognate to hrz , Syriac )rd (de7ra c), and Arabic !@>
(d.arrac ) (UT 387 # 702). For the Arabic r=7 ( .had
.ala) to be the
cognate of Hebrew ldx it must be assumed that ldx follows the
Ugaritic pattern rather than the usual Hebrew pattern, otherwise the
cognate would have been lzx .
7. Winton Thomas (1957: 11), citing Gesenius-Buhl and G. R.
Driver, argued for an active participle in Isa 53:3 (MT ldA x j w A
My#$ i y )i) “renouncing men,” rather than the traditional passive
meaning “rejected of men.” Apparently unnoticed by Winton
Thomas was Lane’s notice that )o=7 (.had
.alat) was “said by some
to be inverted [as to meaning], because she [a wild animal] is [not
the one that leaves, but] the one that is left.” This notice supports
the traditional interpretation “rejected of men.” Another option is
to translate 53:3 as “rejected by the despairing,” assuming that
My#y) = My#$iy )
: o, the plural participle of the cognate of Arabic FÜ!
(cayisa) and E"Ü! (ciyâs) (Lane, 1863: 137; Wehr, 1979: 47).
8. Nowhere in the presentation of Freedman and Lundbom does
this significant component—found in lexicons of Castell, Lane,
and Wehr—receive any attention.
9. The yk is to be read as an emphatic particle (see Blommerde
1969: 30 for a bibliography on the emphatic yk ). The verb has the
modal force of necessity like the )l plus imperfect found in the
Decalogue.
10. See Brown (1966: 449) who cited Deu 15:11, without any
comment.
11. Note Brown 1966: 45, 422.

IX
THE REHAB OF RAHAB
JOSHUA 2:1, 6:17, 6:25
INTRODUCTION

In the Greek texts of the Bible there is no ambiguity about
the vocation of Rahab of Jericho. In Joshua 2:1, 6:17, 6:25,
Hebrews 11:31, and James 2:25 she is identified as hJ povrnh
“the harlot.” But in the Hebrew text there is ambiguity about
the meaning of hnFwOz h#$% f)i since hnFwOz can be derived from the
h``l verb hnFzF “to fornicate” (a cognate of Arabic£wB [zanaya]) or from the w``( verb Nw@z “to feed” (BDB 275, 266), as
well as a number of other derivations proposed in this study.
Although all the Greek texts opted for hnFwOz “harlot,” the
Targum Jonathan understood it to be hnFw@z “hostess,” from the
root Nw@z. However, the Targumist did not use the readily available Aramaic cognate Nw@z in his translation (see Sperber,
1959: 2). Instead, the Greek loanword pandokeu&j “innkeeper,” transliterated as yqidnif@ ;w@p@% (Jastrow 1903: 1143), was
used to translate the hnwz (or just hnz, the scriptio defectiva
spelling in manuscripts 8, 16, and 111 cited by Kennicott
[1780: 446] ). Obviously, the Targumist did not want the
ambiguity of hnwz ( = hnFw@z or hnFwOz) carried over into the
Aramaic translation.
The care taken by the Targumist to make sure Rahab was
recognized for having been a hnFw@z “innkeeper” rather than a
hnFwOz “harlot” has not been fully appreciated, even by translators of Targum Jonathan. Harrington and Saldarini (1987:
20) actually translated )tyqdnp )tty) tybl wl(w wlz)w
as “and they went and they entered the house of the harlot
woman.” To translate the )tyqdnp as “harlot”—as though it
were synonymous with )rb tqpn “harlot” (Jastrow, 926a)
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— is analogous to making the English “bed and breakfast,” a
synonym of “brothel.” Even if someone participates in commercial sex at a “bed and breakfast,” the inn itself does not
thereby become a brothel, nor do the proprietors thereby become prostitutes or pimps. In light of the Targumist’s choice
of a Greek loanword to describe Rahab—so as to avoid ambiguity about the meaning of hnz —a literal translation of
)tyqdnp “innkeeper, hostess” seems obligatory, even if it
disagrees with the hJ povrnh in canonical traditions (Hebrews
11:31 and James 2:25). Any suggestion that Targum Jonathan
was “cleaning up” the Rahab story would need to account for
the embarrassing presence of the )rb tqpn “prostitute” in
Targum Jonathan’s story of Judah in Gen 38:15 (Sperber,
1959: I: 64).
Josephus (Antiquities V: 2, 1) followed the same tradition
as the Targum, referring to Rahab’s katagw&gion “inn, lodging, resting place” rather than to her pornei=on or her xamaitupei=on, the common Greek words for “brothel.”1
ARABIC COGNATES
When one turns to Arabic cognates of Hebrew hnz and Nwz
(and the y``( by-form Nyz, like My#i& / Mw@#& ) the ambiguity of
hnwz h#$) (originally scriptio defectiva hnz h#$)) in Jos 2:1
becomes very apparent. The following is a list of possible
cognates of hnz:
(1) £wB (zanaya) “he fornicated, he committed adultery”
(Lane, 1867: 1260), noted above and followed by many
commentators.
(2) ÄxªÜB (zinat) “a beauty, a comely quality, an intellectual, a
grace, an adornment” (Lane, 1867: 1279). This is an
especially noteworthy cognate in light of Jewish traditions
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that Rahab, along with Sarah, Abigail, and Esther, were
the four most beautiful women in the world. (Ginzberg,
1968: 4: 117). Although this cognate is not cited in
Hebrew lexicons, it would seem that the meaning was
known in earlier Jewish tradition. The significance of “intellectual” is noted below in paragraph (8).
(3)

ÇwÖB (ziwannat) “short,” when applied to a woman; zÖB
(ziwann) when applied to a man (Lane, 1867: 1273). If
this were the derivation of hnwz, the w would have been an
original consonant rather than a later vowel letter.
\

(4) èªwB (zanâ’ ) “short,” possibly a by-form of the above
(Lane, 1867: 1255c)
\

(5) èªªwB (zanâ’ ) “to have recourse for refuge, protection,
preservation, concealment, covert, or lodging” (Lane,
1867: 1255b). This cognate preserves the meaning which
was known to Josephus and to Targum Jonathan. Even
though katagw&
gion and )tyqdnp address the “lodging”
\
element of èªwB (zanâ’ ), they do not touch on the fact that
Rahab as hnFzF h#$%f)i was by anticipation the woman who
would provide refuge and
\ concealment for the spies, not
just routine lodging. If èªwB (zanâ’ ) is the cognate of MT
hnFwOz , the wO of hnFwOz is a mis-vocalization.
\

(6) èªwB (zanâ’ ) “he was, or became, affected with a lively
emotion of joy or grief; syn &?U (t. araba) [“he was or
became affected with emotion, or a lively emotion, or
excitement, agitation, or unsteadiness . . . . yearning or
longing of the soul . . . . with the emotion of him who is
bereft of offspring or friends or like him who is insane in
mind . . .]” (Lane, 1867: 1255c; 1893: 1835–1 836).2
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\

(7) èªwB (zanâ’ ) “to ascend.” The LXX B-text of Jud. 19:2 has

nothing corresponding to the hnEz:t@i (see note 2, below),
perhaps due to a erroneous assumption that hnEz:t@i was
nothing more than a variant for the K7letew@ A “she went [up]”
which follows it.

(8)

y|> (d.ahin) “one was or became intelligent, possessed of

understanding, sagacious, acute, skillful” (Lane, 1867:
984). Arabic > appears as a z in Hebrew, and the Nhz*
would be to Nwz what rhn is to rwn (BDB, 626 and 632).
The “intellectual” dimension may be reflected in the
tradition that Rahab was the ancestress of seven kings,
eight prophets, and the prophetess Huldah (Ginzberg,
1968: 6: 171). (See item [2] ÄxÜB [zinat]), above.)
(9)

zÑxY (zanûn) “one in whose goodness no trust, or con.

fidence is to be placed, someone possessing little good or
goodness,” and yáxY (zanîn)
“[one who is] suspected, to
.
be under suspicion.” Arabic W usually becomes a c in
Hebrew but W and c may appear closely related to z, as
with É?á~Y (zahîrat)
“midday” and rhaco “midday” ; ?|!B
.
( zâhir) “shining, bright” and rhazO “shining brightness”
(Lane, 1867, 1262; 1874: 1925; and BDB, 263 [with no
reference to ?~Y] and 843 [which notes ?~Y]). Support for
this association comes from Jewish traditions that Rahab
lived an immoral life from age ten to fifty— which is to
say Rahab was held under suspicion for a very long time
even though, according to these same traditions, she had
become Joshua’s wife (Ginzberg, 1968: 4: 5; 6: 171).
Needless to say, Rahab’s fellow citizens in Jericho may
have considered her as “one in whose goodness no trust or
confidence is to be placed.” Since zÑxY (zanûn)
is an (``(
.
3
stem, hnz would be a h``l by-form.
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z ÖB (zûn) “an idol, and anything taken as a deity and

worshiped beside God, . . . a place in which idols are
collected and set up,” as also @ÖB (zûr) “anything that is
worshiped in place of God’] (Lane, 1867: 1273 and
1268). Although it is unlikely that zÖB is the cognate of
Nwz in Jos. 2:1, it may well be the cognate and by-form
of hnz used in prophetic literature when Israel and
Judah are castigated for their idolatry and worship of
other gods. Instead of understanding an expression like
hnez:ti hnOzF in Hosea 1:2 strictly as a metaphorical use of
hnz “to fornicate,” it may be better understood as a verb
meaning literally “to worship other gods or idols.” A
double entendre may well have been intended.
IMPLICATIONS

In view of these Arabic cognates, hnz h#$) — in good Lucianic or Amplified Bible style—indicates that Rahab was an
“intelligent, beautiful, short woman emotionally upset and
suspected of little-good as a harlot and as a covert idol worshiper.” Such a statement, while not to be taken seriously,
amply illustrates the point that the interpretation of hnz will
always present a problem, but not necessarily a prostitute. The
interpretation of hnz may tell more about the preoccupation
of the interpreter than the occupation of the character.
Boling (1982: 145), who made no reference to )tyqdnp
“innkeeper” in Targum Jonathan or to Josephus’ katagw&gion
“inn,” commented
Probably the narrator intends to titillate by reminding readers
of an immemorial symbiosis between military service and
bawdy house. It is reliably reported that at the height of the
1948 warfare, morale in the desperately besieged Jewish
quarter of Jerusalem was considerably bolstered by the arrival
of a barber and a prostitute . . . .
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It is difficult to see, however, how a prostitute in Jerusalem
in 1948 C.E . can be used as evidence that Rahab was a harlot
in Jericho 3,000 + years earlier. Stereotypic generalizations
and anecdotal hearsay are poor substitutes for philological
inquiry into all lexicographic options. Castell’s (1669: I: 234)
citing of Jos 2:1 under the root Nwz, rather than hnz, has gone
unnoticed or unappreciated by subsequent lexicographers, including the most recent revision of Koehler, Baumgartner,
and Stamm’s Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon (1994: I: 267).
The use of Nzh in the Jewish prayer after meals
MlfwO(hf K7l eme wnyhiIlo )v `yFy: htf@) a K7w@rbf@
. . . . wObw@+b;@ wOl@k@ u MlfwO(hf t)e NzF@ha

“Blessed art thou, the Eternal, our God, king of the universe
who sustaineth the whole universe in his goodness.” 4
may well retain a use of the Hebrew stem Nwz, a stem attested
— although not widely attested— since the time of Joseph and
Joshua, precluding the necessity of making the NwOzmf “food,
sustenance” of Gen 45:23 a late Aramaic gloss (BDB, 266).
RAHAB IN MATTHEW’S GENEALOGY
The appearance of Rahab in the genealogy of Jesus (Matt
1:5) is in line with Jewish traditions, already noted, which
made Rahab the ancestress of numerous kings, prophets, and
a prophetess. Quinn (1981: 225–228) attempted to distinguish
between the Rahab ( 9Raxa&b ) of Matthew from the Rahab
(LXX = Raab) of Joshua since the Rahab of Jericho is, according to Quinn, always known in Greek as Raab and consequently, “the 9Raxa&b of Mt 1,5 ought not to be associated
with Rahab, the name of the harlot of Jericho.” Brown (1982:
79–80) rightly faulted Quinn’s conclusion, but neither Quinn
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nor Brown noticed that in Josephus both spellings, 9Raxa&bhj
and 9Raabhj, are used for Rahab of Jericho, depending on
which manuscript tradition was being followed for the printed
editions of Josephus. Naber’s edition (see note 1) seems to
have gone unnoticed.
The Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (Howard, 1987:
2–3), interestingly, has hnwzh bxrm, which Howard rendered
traditionally “from Rahab the harlot,” assuming the vocalization should be hnFwOz@ha with the MT of Jos 2:1, rather than
hnFw@z@ha with Targum Jonathan and the Josepus tradition.5
Either way, the Shem Tob text mitigates against Quinn’s proposal to make the Rahab of Matthew someone other than the
Rahab of Jericho.
CONCLUSIONS

Hebrew hnz in certain contexts surely means a “harlot,” but
it does not have this meaning in all contexts. hnz is a homograph for several distinctly different words. In prophetic
literature it may literally—not metaphorically— mean “to
worship other gods” as suggested by the Arabic zÖB (zûn)
“idol, place of idols.” The Nnz in Hos 1:2 need not be a byform of hnz “harlot,” but may be related to the Arabic zÑxY
(zanûn)
“being of little good, being suspect.” The concubine
.
in Jud 19:2 was more likely to have been just plain “home\
sick” ( = èªwB [zanâ’ ] = hnz) rather than her having acted
against the Levite by becoming a harlot or an idolater.
When it comes to Rahab she could have been \a hnz and a
virgin at \ the same time. She could have been èªwB (zanâ’)
“short,” èªwB (zanâ’) “hyper-emotional,” y|> (d.ahin) “smart
and skillful,” or just plain ÄxªÜB (zînat) “beautiful.” However,
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the adjective which best fits the
context of providing the spies
\
with “bed and breakfast” is èªwB (zanâ’ ) “having the ability to
offer lodging, refuge, and concealment.” For the spies, Rahab
was hnzh “the sustainer (feminine),” which corresponds to the
masculine Nzh “the sustainer,” mentioned in the Jewish prayer
above. Rahab gave her guests more than “bed and breakfast,”
for by giving them cover and concealment—at risk to herself—she give them life. Rahab’s brief encounter with the
Israelite spies ended in covenant of life-for-life.
The multiple nuances of hnz are sacrificed unnecessarily
when the hnwz h#$) is treated simply as a titillating tidbit
about a harlot. The narrator’s choice of hnz, with all of its
layers of meaning, to describe Rahab was probably intentional. Unfortunately, in this case the erudition of many lexicographers and commentators has not matched the artistry of
the narrator.
NOTES

1. See Naber, 1888: 268, e)v

tw |~ th ~j R
9 axa&b hj katagwgi/w | and h(
9R axa&b hj katagagou~ sa; and Thackeray, 1926: 5: 4–5, where
Rahab is spelled 9R aa&b hj rather than R9 axa&b hj .

2. This cognate provides a clue for the LXX A-text translating the
wO#$g:laypi @ wylf(f hnEz:t@i in Jud 19:2 as kai\ w)rgi/sqh au)tw| “and she
became angry with him”
(followed by the RSV and NRS). Given
\
the emotional range of èªwB (zanâ’ )—which is greater than that of
the Akkadian cognates zenû “to be angry” and zinûtu “anger”(CAD
1961: 85, 124)—the concubine may have been guilty of nothing
more than an extreme case of “homesickness” which led her to
return to her father. To interpret uncritically hnz as “harlot” in Jud
19:2, used in reference to an abused and murdered woman, further
impugns the integrity of the woman, as well as the reputation of the
interpreter.
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3. The Arabic zÑxY (zanûn)
must be considered as the cognate of
.

MynIw@nz; in Hos 1:2. Lane (1872: 1925b) included the following in
his definition of zÑxY (zanûn):
“a woman suspected in relation to
.
her grounds of pretension to respect, or honour, on account of
lineage etc. . . . and a woman of noble rank or quality, who is taken
in marriage . . . from a desire of obtaining offspring by her, when
un
she is advanced age. In addition yY (zann
) “in all these exs. the
.
verb denotes a state of mind between doubt and certainty . . .”
(1924c), and “a preponderating wavering between two extremes in
indecisive belief ” (1925a). Aside from the matter of age, this
definition matches the situation in Hosea — so well exemplified by
the children, who in1:6–8 are named hmfxfru )lo “Not Pitied” and
ym@I(a )lo “Not My People,” but in 2:3 they are called hmfxfru
“Pitied” and ym@(a “My People.” The ambivalence and wavering
between punishment and forgiveness throughout Hosea is more
un
than hinted at in MynIw@nz; when the word is related to yY (zann
).
.
Thus, by disassociating the MynIw@nz; in 1:2c from the hnOzF hnezt
: i in
1:2d, simple repetition is removed and a striking paranomasia is recovered.

4. l)r#&y twdb( rwds. Tel Aviv: Sinai Publishing, 1969, 424–
425.
of hnfw@z is patterned after Mw@d% and hmfw@d%
“silence,” and #$ w@b% and h#$ Fw@b% “shame” (BDB 101 and 189).

5. The vocalization

X
THE CALL FOR A ‘BLACKOUT’
AND THE SOLAR ECLIPSE IN
JOSHUA 10:7–15
INTRODUCTION

The brief quotation from The Book of Jasher in Jos 10:13b
and the related text of Jos 10:12b–13a read:
MwOd@ NwO(b;gIb@; #$me#$e
NwOly@F)a qme(b
e @; xareyFw:
. . . . dmf(f xareyFw : #$me#$%eha Md@oy @IwA
MyIma#$%fha ycixjb@a #$me#$%eha dmo(jy@AwA
Mymit@f MwOyk@; )wOblf C)f-)low:

“Sun, over Gibeon be still,
Moon too, over Aijalon Valley.”
Sun was stilled, And Moon stood fixed . . . .
The sun stayed in the center of the heavens
and did not hurry to set for almost a whole day!
(Boling 1982: 274)
The nouns and names in these lines are not problematic, but
the verbs MwOd@ and dmf(f are open to different interpretations.
Tradition has identified the former with Mmad@f “to be or grow
dumb, to be silent, to be still or motionless” (BDB 198),1 like
the LXX sth&tw o9 h#lioj “let the sun stand (still).” The latter
has been identified with dma(f “ to stand, to stop, to cease,” the
cognate of Arabic ;t\ (camada) “to prop up, support” (BDB
763), like the LXX kai\ e!sth o9 h#lioj “and the sun stood.”
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Everything from myths 2 to meteorites 3 have been appealed
to by commentators to clarify the claim that the sun and moon
actually stood still—long enough for the phenomenon to
make it into Israelite tradition, but too brief for it to be referenced in any other world literature 4—assuming the sun
orbited the earth, rather than the earth’s orbiting the sun.
Soggin (1972: 122–123) made the following comments which
illustrates the possibility of a mythological origin of the
tradition,
For the sun not to have set is directly related to the continuance of the battle until victory was achieved, but then the
mention of the moon makes no sense . . . The theme in itself
is also found in the Iliad, II, 412ff., in almost identical circumstances: Agamemnon prays Zeus not to let the sun go
down before the Achaeans have been victorious, and this is
what happens.

Holladay (1968: 175–176) added an astrological component to the mythological interpretation in light of Akkadian
omens which deemed it favorable “when the great lunar and
solar orbs ‘stood’ in the ‘balance’ [on the fourteenth of the
month],” expressed in Jos 10:13 by references to the sun at
Gibeon on the east and the moon over the valley of Ajalon to
the west, as if Joshua was encamped between Gibeon and
Ajalon.5
However, Gilgal near Jericho was Joshua’s base of operation (Jos 10:6), with Gibeon and Ajalon lying about twenty
and twenty-two miles due west of Joshua’s encampment. For
Joshua to have asked for an ‘Akkadian style’ omen, the sun
should have “stood in balance” over Heshbon to the east of
Gilgal, and the moon should have “stood in balance” over
Gibeon and Ajalon, to the west of Gilgal.
The key to the interpretation of Jos 10:12–13 comes not
from mythology or astrology but from lexicography. A full
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review of the Arabic, Aramaic/Syriac cognates of MwOd@ and
dma(f offered this interpreter options which had yet to be considered. Once all options are in focus the logical sequence of
events and the nature of those events become transparent.
THE COGNATES OF MwOd@ AND dma(f

The Arabic ;t\ ()amada) is of interest because it was used
with reference to the dawning of the day, as in the following
expression: 1$Ko! <Ñt\ ()amûdu (as. sub
hi)
“the bright gleam
.
.
of dawn, the dawn that rises and spreads, filling the horizon
with brightness” (Lane 1874: 2153).6 If Hebrew dma(f parallels
this Arabic usage it would suggests routine sunrises or lunar
appearances. However, it is unlikely that any reference to
routine sunrises or other ordinary solar and lunar appearances
would be recorded in and quoted from The Book of Jasher.
The Arabic uÖ< (dûm) as a cognate of the MwOd@ of Jos 10:13
also deserves attention. Comparable to the MwOd@ . . . #$me#$e is the
Arabic expression \"tCo! õ FtGo! )sÖ< (dawwamat (aššams
f î (aššamâ(i) “‘the sun spun in the sky’ . . . meaning as though
it were spinning or was as though it were motionless . . . when
the sun is [apparently] stationary in the summer midday,”
(Lane 1867: 936; Lane’s brackets). Moreover, uÖ< / u!< (dûm /
dâma) can also mean “it continued, lasted, remained, or endured,” which would seem to be the natural parallel for the
traditional understanding of MwOd@ . . . #$me#, “sun remain (at
Gibeon).” 7 However, it is unlikely that the common visual
illusions produced by the midday summer sun would be noteworthy enough to be recorded in The Book of Jasher or a
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phenomenon of much help to Joshua and the Israelites.8
Consequently these two cognates, ;t\ (camada) and uÖ<
(dûm), can be disregarded as being germane to the interpretation of Jos 10:12–13.
However, two other cognates from Arabic provide clues to
the original meaning of MT dmf(f xareyFw: #$me#$%eha Md@oyw@I .A They are
;t` (g'amada) “to conceal” (= dm() and v|< (dahama) “it
became black” (= Mhd = Mwd), and the related £ªs;s zÑo
(lûn mudammiy) “a color in which is blackness and redness”
(Lane 1867: 917, 925; 1877: 2291).
The Arabic ;t` (g'amada) was used (1) for sheathing a
sword, (2) for thorns being concealed by leaves, (3) for wells
having their water covered by dirt, (4) for the sky being obscured by clouds, (5) for a cloth put over something to
conceal it from the eyes of another, (6) for concealing something with a veil, and (7) in expressions like qápo! ;t(`!
( (ig'tamada (allayla) “he entered into [the darkness] of the
night.” In light of this evidence it is reasonable to conclude
that dm(, stem II, could mean “to cover, to conceal, to be
engulfed in darkness.”
This conclusion is supported by the Syriac D~` ()a-mad )
“to set, to go down,” the cognate of ;t` (g'amada) and dm(
stem II. The #$me#%eh
$ a-)wObk@; “about sunset” in II Sam 3:35 and
I Kings 22:36, appears in the Syriac as A&~$ D~`d D>
(kad di)e-mad šemša(). The basic meaning of the Syriac root is
“to plunge, to sink, to set (used with the sun or stars), to immerse, and to baptize” (R. Payne Smith 1901: 666; J. Payne
Smith 1957: 416) (see below note 6).
The Arabic vª|< (dahama) (in forms 2 and 9) means “it
blackened, it became black,” with the derivative nouns Çt|<
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(duhmat) “blackness,” z"t|;o! ((addahmânu) “the night,
vá|;o! ( (adduhaimu) “a dark trial or a calamity,” and v|<!
((adhamu) “black.” This last noun was used for “the twentyninth night of the [lunar] month because of its blackness,” just
as v|;o! ((adduhmu) meant the “three nights of the [lunar]
month [during which is the change of the moon] because they
are black” (Lane 1867: 925–926; Wehr 1979: 342).
In Gen 15:17 the MT hyFhf h+flf(jwA h)fb@f #$me#$%eha yhiy:wA “when
the sun had gone down and it was dark,” became in the
Arabic column of Brian Walton’s London Polyglot (1657: 59)
v|;o! )w"kÖ FtGo! )#"\ "tpc ( falammâ )âbat (aššamsu
wakânat (adduhma), with the Hebrew h+flf(j “darkness” having been rendered by v|< (duhmu). Similarly, Castell (1669:
661) noted the use of v|< (duhmu) in the Arabic translations
for the “black horses” mentioned in Zech 6:2, 6, and Rev 6:5.
The Akkadian cognate of v|< (duhmu) was da( a2 mu, as in the
expressions: id-.hi-im šamšum “the sun became darkened” and
[u
2 m] u2 š u utekkilu šamu id-da[(u-mu] “the day darkened for
him.” (CAD 3: 1; KBS I: 214).
In light of the cognates£ªs;s (mudammiy) “blackness” and
v|< (duhmu) “to be black or dark,” the MwOd@ and Md@oyw@I A in Jos
10:12–13 can well mean “to become dark or black” and can
be derived from Mw@d@, a by-form of Mhad@f “to be dark.” Other
similar by-forms include (1) rnIi “lamp” and hrFwOnm; “lamp
stand” which are related to rhanF “to shine,” (2) lw@m and lhamf
“to circumcise”; and (3) the MrF of MrFb;)a “Abram” which, as
traditionally interpreted, is related to the MhfrF of MhfrFb)
; a
“Abraham.”
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When the subject of a clause is the sun and moon, and the
verbs are Mwd “to be dark” and dm( “to conceal,” the statements can be referring to a lunar and solar eclipse.9 Here,
then, is the philological support for the proposal made more
than a hundred years ago by Conder (1899: 161–162) that the
poetic fragment in Jos 10:12–13 speaks of a total eclipse of
the sun. Here, also, is the philological support for the astronomical evidence presented by Sawyer (1972: 140–142) and
Stephenson (1975: 119) that the complete solar eclipse of
September 30, 1131 B.C. at 12:35 PM (lasting for 4.5 minutes
at an altitude of 58°) — which darkened the area between
Sidon and Jerusalem — accounts for the solar and lunar
phenomena in The Book of Jasher cited in Joshua.
Margalit’s (1992: 480–483) more recent contention that
neither Habakkuk 3:11 nor Joshua 10:12–13 spoke about “the
arrested movement of either the sun or the moon, but rather
of the interrupted incandescence of both . . . .” is also noteworthy: 10
Though one should never attempt to “explain” such matters in
pure naturalistic terms . . . one may nevertheless state with confidence that this motif is the imaginative response to, and
literary development of, the relatively rare complete solareclipse whose psychological effect on peoples ancient and
modern is well known.

By repointing the verb of MyIma#%fh
$ a ycixjb@a #$me# $%eha dmo(jy@AwA (Jos
10:13) as a Niph)al, the line can be translated “the sun concealed itself while in the middle of the sky.” Similarly, by
reading the )lo of the next line, Mymit@f MwOyk@; )wOblf C)f-)low:, as
the emphatic )lu “indeed, surely, actually” this line can be
translated “and [the sun] actually hasten to set as though it
were a whole day.”11
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The Greek text of Sirach 46:2 (Vaticanus and Sinaiticus)
lends support to this interpretation. It reads, a0nepodi/sen o9
h#lioj kai\ mi/a h9me&ra e0genh&qh pro_j du&o “the sun changed
routine and one day became two.” 12 0Anepodi/zw was used
regularly for the retrograde or reversal of a planet’s motion
(Liddell and Scott 1966: 117). In this verse it suggests that
there were two sunrises and two sunsets in a twenty-four hour
period, a very logical way to describe what happens as a result
of a total solar eclipse when mi/a became du&o.
REARRANGING THE VERSES

As commonly interpreted, Jos 10:7–15, provides the following sequence of events:
• Joshua’s troops initiated an overnight surprise attack from
Gilgal against Gibeon which was held by the anti-Gibeonite
coalition.
• Yahweh put the anti-Gibeonite coalition forces to flight,
permitting the Israelites to kill many of their enemies in
Gibeon.
• Yahweh finalized the defeat of the anti-Gibeonite coalition
by hurling down hailstones from Beth Horon to Azekah
upon those who fled Gibeon, causing heavy casualties.
• After the victory against the Amorites, Joshua called for
the sun and moon to ‘stand still’ until the Israelites took
vengeance on their enemies.
• A quotation from the Book of Jashar was cited as the
source for the tradition about Joshua’s command to the sun
and moon, which resulted in a unique day in history when
Yahweh fought for Israel.
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• Then Joshua returned to Gilgal for a very brief stay before
returning to the battle ground.
One would expect Joshua to have made his petition to Yahweh (articulated as a command to the sun and moon) at the
beginning of his attack upon Gibeon, not at the conclusion of
the attack. The mop-up operation described in 10:20 hardly
required extra-terrestrial coordination or cooperation.
One possible solution for correcting this unlikely sequence
of events would be to recognize that the z) of Jos 10:12 could
be the cognate of Arabic >!\ (cid. ), an adverbial noun denoting
past time, meaning “when” (Lane 1863: 38–39). This is apparently the basis for the NRS paraphrase of z) as “on the day
when.” This interpretation would permit 10:12–13 to be read
as a short digressionary flashback of what took place just
prior to Joshua’s assault on Gibeon, meaning: “earlier when
Joshua was speaking with Yahweh he said, “Sun, be dark
over Gibeon ! Moon over the valley of Aijalon !”
An alternative solution is simply to reorder the sequence of
several verses / phrases in Jos 10:7–15, along with translating
the Mwd as “be dark” and the dm( as “be concealed / engulfed
in darkness.”13 The following translation may well reflect the
original sequence of phrases in this text:
(7) Joshua went up from Gilgal, he and all the people of war
with him, and all the mighty men of valor. (12) Thereupon
Joshua spoke to Yahweh—at the time when Yahweh was to
give the Amorites over to the Israelites—and said14 in the sight
of Israel: “Sun, be dark over Gibeon! Moon [be dark] over the
valley of Aijalon!”
(8) Then Yahweh said to Joshua: “Do not fear them, for I
have given them into your hands; there shall not a man of them
to stand before you.”
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(9) So Joshua came upon them suddenly—all night long he
went up from Gilgal.
(10a) Yahweh threw them [the Amorites] into a panic before
Israel.
(13a) The sun became darkened, and the moon stayed concealed,15 whereupon 16 the people took vengeance on their
enemies
(10b) and slew them with a great slaughter at Gibeon, and
chased them by the way of the ascent of Beth Horon, and
smote them as far as Azekah and Makkedah.
(11) Then as the [Amorites] fled before Israel, while they
were going down the ascent of Beth Horon, Yahweh threw
down large stones from the sky upon them as far as Azekah,
and they died. There were more who died because of the hailstones than those the Israelites killed with the sword.
(13b) Is it not written in The Book of Jashar: “the sun concealed itself while in the middle of the sky and actually hasten
to set as though it were a whole day.”
(14) There has been no day like it before or since. Yea!17
Yahweh hearkened to the voice of a man. Yes!18 Yahweh
fought for Israel.
(15) Then Joshua returned, and all Israel with him, to the
camp at Gilgal.
COMMENTARY ON VERSES 7–15

In this sequence of verses it becomes clear that Joshua intended to attack Gibeon directly from Gilgal, requiring a
twenty-two mile march for him and his troops. Prior to
departure Joshua address Yahweh and provided a hint of his
strategy. He commanded (10:12a) the sun and moon to remain dark over the area of combat to the west, namely from
Gibeon to Ajalon. This hint, hidden in the imperatives “Be
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dark over Gibeon . . . Be [dark] over Ajalon,” appears also in
the indicative in verse10:9 (which, in this scheme, followed
verse 10:12a): “all night long he went up from Gilgal for a
surprise attack.”
Darkness was essential for the success of Joshua’s attack
against the anti-Gibeonite coalition. Joshua wanted no moonlight or morning sunlight; he wanted a blackout as he approached Gibeon. So intense was Joshua’s plea for darkness
he used a directed imperative—rather than intercessory jussives—in his appeal to Yahweh: “O sun, O moon, stay dark!”
He was not asking for a prolonged day but for a prolonged
night. He wanted his fighters to travel undetected in the dark
as they approached Gibeon some twenty-two miles distant. A
shield of darkness would guarantee his success.
The intensity of Joshua’s petition was matched in Yahweh’s
response in word (“there shall not a man of them stand before
you.”) and deed (“and Yahweh threw them [the Amorites]
into a panic before Israel”).
The moonless overnight march was obviously successful for
Joshua; and the opposing forces, no doubt, prepared for a daylong battle. But the Amorites’ panicked when suddenly “the
sun became darkened, and the moon stayed concealed . . . the
sun concealed itself while in the middle of the sky and
actually hastened to set as though it were a whole day!”
The solar eclipse, which brought panic to the Amorites,
brought inspiration to the Israelites who took advantage of the
chaos precipitated by a ‘premature nightfall’ to inflict heavy
casualties upon the anti-Gibeonite forces. Following the brief
total eclipse (which would have lasted for only several
minutes) and the ensuing slaughter at Gibeon which followed
the eclipse (which could have lasted for many hours), the
fleeing Amorites were further felled in a storm of hailstones
from the sky along their route of retreat.
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Reports of such divine activity on Israel’s behalf were recorded in The Book of Jasher, and the narrator/ redactor of
Joshua 10 injected a quotation from the book as a kind of
‘endnote’ to corroborate this account of the solar eclipse and
to validate his assertion that the day the anti-Gibeonite coalition was defeated was a unique day in history. Hail storms
come and go, but a solar eclipse turning the sky dark above
Gibeon and Ajalon at noontime was a different matter. Joshua
wanted only a blackout, a prolonged dark night for safely
moving his troops into position around Gibeon. But as recounted in The Book of Jasher and in Jos 10:7–13a, he was
given not only a moonless night but a solar eclipse during the
day, as well—with hailstones from heaven thrown in for good
measure. For the deuteronomic historian, Yahweh had responded to Joshua not only with assuring words but also with
astrological and meteorological force.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Arabic cognates >!\ (cid. ) “earlier when” and ;x\ (cinda)
“whereupon” provide helpful insights for alternative translations of the z) and the d( in Jos 10:12–13. Because the verb
dM( can be a homograph for the Hebrew cognates of Arabic
;t\ ()amada) “to prop up” and ;t` (g'amada) “to conceal,”
as well as being the cognate of Syriac D~` ()-a mad ) which
was used for the setting of the sun or a star, there is no reason
to insist that dM( in Jos 10:13 be translated “to stand.”
The MT phrases #$me#$%eha dmo( jy@AwA . . . dma(f xareyFw: can be read
with passives verbs: #$me#%eh
$ a dmiI(yf @AwA . . . dm@a(u xareyFw: “ the moon
was concealed . . . the sun was concealed.” Because MwOd@ and
Md@oyw@I A can be from an w``( stem (rather than the (``( stem
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Mmadf@ ) and can be derived from the by-form Mhad@f (which is

the cognate of Arabic v|< [duhmu] “to be black or dark” and
the Akkadian da(a2 mu “to be dark”), the Md@oy@IwA . . . MwOd of Jos
10:12b–13a can be repointed and translated “Be dark . . . and
it became dark.”19
Despite the ambiguity of Hebrew by-forms and homographs, as well as the limitations of the standard lexicons of
Biblical Hebrew, there is compelling lexical evidence for
interpreting Jos 10:12–13 as references to the darkened skies
associated with a total solar eclipse,20 rather than insisting that
the text speaks of the earth doing a cataclysmic and catastrophic quick stop in its orbit around the sun (which is what
would have been the reality since, relative to the earth, the sun
has never moved).
Setting aside the need to modify the sequence of several
phrases and verses in Jos 10:7–13, the MT of Jos 10:12b–13a
should be repointed and translated as follows:
Mw@d@ NwO(b;gIb@; #$me#$e
NwOly@F)a qme(b
e @; xareyFw:
. . . . dm@a(u xareyFw : #$me#$%eha Mdfy @fwA
MyIma#$%fha ycixjb@a #$me#$%eha dmiI(fy@AwA
Mymit@f MwOyk@; )wOblf C)f )luw:

“Sun, be dark over Gibeon!”
“Moon over the valley of Aijalon !”
The sun became darkened,
and the moon stayed concealed . . . .
The sun concealed itself
while in the middle of the sky,
and actually hastened to set
as though it were a whole day!”
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NOTES

WMDo “Wait!” in I Sam 14:9, yMido “Stay still!”
in Jer 47:6, and Wmd'- al{ “they never stop” in Job 30: 27 are not
1. The translations of

without question. While it is true that men, swords, and bowels do
“move”—so that in all three of these verses ~m;D" could mean a
cessation of motion— men, swords, and bowels also make noise,
and the ~m;D" could just as readily mean “to be silent.” Texts like
Jer 8:14, 48:2 and Lam 2:18, which speak of cessation of life and
someone’s perishing, are best derived from hm'D" “to cease” rather
than ~m;D" “to be dumb, to be still.”

2. Note the study of Heller (1966: 73–78) who denied that these
verses were about an astronomical miracle. In his view they tell of
Yahweh’s silencing the gods Sun and Moon, after which they were
powerless to withstand the Israelites. Only after the worship of the
sun god and the moon god was forgotten was this tradition reshaped as an astronomical event. See also Nelson (1995: 3–10)
who concluded that these verses reflect a demythologizing of tradition, resulting in the sun and the moon becoming only chronological markers instead of deities.

3. Soggin (1972: 123) also cited the proposal of J. Phythian-Adams
and F. Ceuppens to link the events of Joshua and The Book of
Jasher to the fall of a meteorite in Asia Minor in the fourteenth
century B .C ., which, as Soggins noted, was an event at the wrong
time and the wrong place to be relevant for understanding these
verses.

4. Note Herodotus (II: 142) quotation of Egyptian records which
speak of unusual solar events:
Four times in this period [of 11,340 years] (so they told me)
the sun rose contrary to his wont; twice he rose where he now
sets, and twice he set where he now rises; yet Egypt at these
times underwent no change, neither in the produce of the river
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and the land, nor in the matter of sickness and death. (Godley
1920, I: 448–449)
A total solar eclipse in the eastern hemisphere could appear to be
a sun setting in the east; and a similar eclipse in the western
hemisphere could appear to be the sun rising in the west.

5. Holladay summarized his position as follows:
Within this context, the meaning of Josh 10:12c–13b could
hardly be more clear. The first stitch is a prayer (or an incantation) that the sun and moon will “stand” (dmm = izuzzum)
in opposition (= šitqulu; hence the very necessary reference
to Gibeon on the east and the valley of Ajalon to the west) on
a day favorable to “the nation” (most probably the fourteenth
of the month) rather than to her enemies (the result if the
moon were to “flee” from the approaching sun, thus delaying
the conjunction until the unfavorable fifteenth of the month).

6. Lane noted that Arabic makes reference to a “false dawn that
rises without extending laterally, which appears black, presenting
itself like an obstacle [on the horizon]” and a “true dawn” which
arises after the first, or false ?4ªc (fajr) has disappeared, and with
its rising the day commences.” Other meanings of ;t\ ()amad)
which are contextually inappropriate include: (1) “to intend, to
purpose,” (2) “to oppress,” (3) “to moisten,” (4) “to be angry,” and
(5) the Syriac loanword “to baptize” ( = z!;t[s [mu)midânu]
“Baptist” with the ^ rather than the b (Lane 1874: 2151–2153;
Wehr 1979: 751ff.). (Arabic z!;t_s [mug! midânu] is unattested.)

7. Boling (1982: 284) dismissed this identification as proposed by
Gaster (1969: 528), stating, “Usage in this passage is not much
clarified by pointing to the Arabic root dwm, used specifically of
the sun’s turning in its course. . . . [~AD] means simply ‘stay put,’
to ‘hold a position,’ or ‘strike a pose.’ ” But these latter meanings
also fit uÖ< (dûm), as indicated again in the next note.
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8. The Arabic uÖ< (dûm) “still, motionless” is also used with reference to water, such as the water left in a pool by a torrent or the
whirlpool of the sea and the middle of the sea upon which the
waves circle. The idea of spinning—yet being motionless—comes
from a toy, the Çs!Ö< (duwwâmat) “a top which spins on the ground
by means of a string” (Lane 1867: 937). Note the Rabbinic Hebrew
hM'x; ymeWDm.DI “the time in the morning and the evening when the
sun appears to stand still or be silent, . . . dawn or sunset” (Jastrow
1903: 312).

9. Stephenson (1975: 118) identified, along with Soggin, the
eclipse of June 15, 763 B .C . with Amos 8:9; he also suggested that
Joel 2:31 speaks about any one of the three solar eclipses between
356 and 303 B .C . which were total in Judah. Sawyer (1972: 140–
144; 1981: 87–89) identified the stellar phenomenon of the stars
fighting against Sisera (Jud 5:20) with the 1131 B .C . eclipse since,
“Venus was prominent and the bright stars Vega, Spica, Arcturus,
and Antares were high in the sky.” If the battle with Sisera was
around 1190, as I have argued elsewhere, a reference to the eclipse
was not a part of the Deborah tradition originally.

10. Lacking any real lexical support, aside from Rabbinic Hebrew

~WDm.D“I dusk / twilight” (though he failed to mention that ~WDm.DI
is also used for “dawn,” as mentioned above in note 8), Margalit
argued his case as follows:
It is easily shown that one of the most frequent motifs in
the “Day-of-the-Lord” tradition is that of “daytime darkness”. The motif underlies the ironic taunt of the prophet
in Amos v 8, and the pronouncements of doom by the
same prophet in viii 9ff. In neither of these texts is the
“darkness” merely metaphoric for doom. Together in such
texts as Isa. xiii and xxxiv; Joel iii-iv; and Zeph. i, they
point to “darkness” as a standard fixture of storm-god
theophany and divine warfare.
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11. The literature on the emphatic l continues to grow. Note especially Blommerde (1969: 31, with a list of thirteen references),
Richardson (1966: 89), McDaniel (1968: 206–208); Dahood
(1975: 341–342); Whitley (1975: 202–204; and Huehnergard
(1983: 569–593, especially 591). Soggin (1972: 76–77) identified
its presence also in Jos 5:14.

12. Codex Alexandrinus has e0nepodi/sqh o9 h#lioj “the sun was
foot-cuffed,” which reflects a mistake of an initial e0 for an initial
a0. (Note the B-text of Jud 5:22 where it is used with horses being
foot-cuffed.)

13. Other texts which require major changes in the sequence of
phrases / verses include, for example, Ezek 13:17–23; 28: 2–23;
and Zech 4:1–10. (See Chapters XXI and XXII below.)

14. Boling (1982: 283) would make Yahweh the subject of this
verb. Were the phrase “he spoke in the hearing of Israel” rather
than “he said in the sight of Israel,” this suggestion may have some
merit. But to have Yahweh being seen while speaking to Israel
adds an unnecessary difficulty to the text since seeing Yahweh
could be fatal. The Greek text has Joshua by name as the subject
here.

15. A solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes between the earth
and the sun. Consequently, the reflected light from the moon would
then face the sun, not the earth. On earth the moon would be concealed somewhere in the darkness.

16. The d[ in this case is not the common preposition meaning “as

;x\

far as, up to, until,” but the cognate of Arabic
(cinda) used as
an adverbial noun of time meaning “at, upon, thereupon, whereupon” (Lane 1874: 2171). The medial n of dn[ was assimilated
creating a homograph, though not a homophone, of d[; “until.”

17. Reading the l here as an emphatic particle (= Wl). See note 11.
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18. Reading the yKi here as an asseverative particle. For other examples and bibliography, see McDaniel 1968: 210.

19. This reading of the text also frees the interpreter of Joel
2:31 from having to find evidence that the moon turned into
blood or into the color of blood (see Chapter XXIII). While
Stephenson cited numerous witnesses over the centuries who
reported that the moon turned red during a solar eclipse, reports of the August 11, 1999, solar eclipse speak of a wide
variety of colors, including ruby-red. Were the color red the
intent of the authors of The Books of Jasher and Joshua, ~doa'
rather than ~D" would have been the word of choice, and if “like
(the color of) blood” had been intended, ~d"B. , rather than the MT
~d"l. , would have been the prepositional phrase of choice.
20. Reading the MT of Jos 10:12–13 as poetic lines speaking of a
moonless night and a total solar eclipse raise the possibility of
dating the eclipse. With 3,190 total solar eclipses having occurred
or having been predicted to occur between 2000 B .C . to 3000 C .E .,
the only one that approximates the time of Joshua is the eclipse of
September 30, 1131 B .C . at 12:35 PM . Whether Joshua’s activities
are compatible with this time frame is a separate issue and needs
further study.

XI
HULDAH :
THE GUARDIAN OF TRADITION
II KINGS 22:14 AND II CHR 34:22
INTRODUCTION

According to the record of II Kings 22:14 and II Chr 34:22
the prophetess Huldah was consulted on behalf of King Josiah
by the court’s most distinguished dignitaries (Hilkiah the high
priest, Shaphan the royal secretary, and the royal officials
Ahikam, Achbor, and Asahiah) in order for her to evaluate the
scroll found in the Temple renovation of 621 B.C. Swidler
(1978: 1783), celebrated Huldah’s interview with the dignitaries as the initial step in developing the canon, stating
The authority to pass judgment on this initial entry into the
canon was given to a woman. At the beginning of the Bible
we find Huldah; in her we discover the first scripture authority, the founder of biblical studies.

Huldah’s praise was also sounded by Phipps (1990: 14) who
quoted Swidler’s admiration and added his own observation.
Modern readers might be amazed that a male high priest and
a male secretary of state would be part of a group seeking
expert knowledge from a woman, but the ancient historian
does not express surprise at the situation

Phipps concluded his article with this appeal:
It is time to restore Huldah to her rightful place. She was the
first to place a seal of approval on a scroll. . . . She deserves
to be honored as the patron saint of textual critics across the
ages who seek to validate what is divinely inspired.

Tradition, however, has not dealt kindly with Huldah. Ginzberg (1938, VI: 377), citing Megillah 14b, noted
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Eminence is not for women; two eminent women are mentioned in the Bible, Deborah and Huldah, and both are proved
to be of a proud disposition. Deborah was haughty towards
Barak . . . and the prophetess Huldah spoke of Josiah as the
“man” (comp. 2 Kings 22:15), without giving him the title
king. This “unpleasant” feature of their character is indicated
by their “ugly” names. The former was called Deborah “bee”,
and the latter Huldah “weasel”.

This derivation of Huldah’s name as “weasel” was the only
thing Curtis (1910: 510) felt compelled to note about Huldah
in his commentary on Chronicles; and Montgomery (1951:
527) in his commentary on Kings did little more to honor her
than to suggest that her name really meant “snail.” Myers
(1965: 207) limited his comments on Huldah to one sentence:
“The prophecy delivered by Huldah was an uncomfortable
one as may be seen from the substitution of ‘all the crises’ for
‘all the words’; this may be more a specific application of
Deut xxvii, xxix 20.”
A bit more generous statement about Huldah came from
Gray (1970: 726), who paraphrased the king’s command to
the dignitaries, hwFhy:-t)e w@#$rd
: I w@kl;, as “go consult the oracle
of Yahweh,” [italics mine] and concluded,
The status of the prophetess Huldah is interesting in view of
the fact that both canonical prophets Jeremiah and Zephaniah
were already active at that time. It was probably felt that such
independent spirits would give an answer which the priests
considered ultra vires, whereas Huldah, the wife of a minor
Temple official, would give the divine authority to what they
sought without embarrassing them.
HULDAH’S REAL NAME

Although it is possible to derive Huldah’s name from dlaxf,
stem II, “to dig, to hollow out” or from dlexo “weasel” (= ;pª7
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[.hald / .huld / .hild] “a mole, a blind rat” [Lane 1865: 784])
there is no reason to ignore—as have the commentators of the
past—stem I dlexe which is a cognate of ;pª7 ( .halada) “to
abide, to continue,” often used in the Qur can of the righteous
in Paradise, meaning (as cited in BDB 317) “duration, world
(ai)w/n, not ko/smoj).” 1
A more careful look at this Arabic cognate is warranted.
Lane (1865: 784) provided a lengthy definition, including the
fact that ;p7 (.halada) can mean “he was slow in becoming
hoary when advanced in years; as though he were created to
continue for ever.” The derivative ;p8s (mu.hallad) appears
in the Qur can in Suras 56:17 and 76:19 (“they will be waited
on by the ageless”). The word may be used for those whose
hair remains black after they have aged or whose teeth remain
despite the years. Lane (1865: 784) defined it as “always of
the same age: never altering in age: or endowed with perpetual vigour; that never become decrepit; or that never
exceeds the fit age for service.” Also of interest is ;oè7 (.hâlid)
meaning “everlasting, perpetual, immortal, undying, unforgettable, glorious” (Wehr 1979: 294 ). Lane and Wehr also cite
;p7 (.halad) “mind, heart, spirit, temper.”
There are obviously multiple layers of meaning for the
name Huldah. Were she ageless it would suggest that she was
mature enough to deserve the compliment. Combine the age
factor with the mind / heart element and “Huldah” designates
a “matronly sage.” Or she may have been blessed with perpetual youthfulness, though obviously not immortality.
HULDAH’S TITLES

Huldah clearly has the title h)fybin: “prophetess,” but hidden
in the MT of II Kings 24:14 and II Chr 34:22 is another title
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which was given—except in the Greek text of Chronicles—
to her husband. Another look at the text is in order.
h)fybin%:ha hd@flx
; u
sxar:x-a Nb@e hwFq;t@i-Nb@e Ml@u#$a t#$e)e
MydIgFb@;ha rme#$o
hnE#$;m@ib@a MyIla#$fw@ryb@i tbe#$eyO )yhiw:

Huldah, the prophetess
wife of Shallum ben Tiqwah, ben Har
has,
.
.
keeper of the clothes
and she was dwelling in Jerusalem in the Mišneh.
(II Kings 22:14)2
Commentators have puzzled over Josiah’s requesting the
help of an unknown prophetess whose one credential is that
she is the wife of the “keeper of the garments” (which were
probably vestments of the court and/or the cult). Being the
wife of a valet of the high priest or the king hardly qualified
her to function as an advisor to the throne and temple. With
prophets like Jeremiah, Zephaniah, and Nahum being available why go to Huldah? Speculation suggests that they may
have been out of town or that they would not have spoken
favorably to the royal and religious authorities.
A better answer can be found by looking more closely at
the MT MydIgFb@;ha rme# $o “keeper of the clothes.” Standard lexicons recognize two meanings of dgebe@: “treachery” (which can
be ruled out in this context since Shallum was hardly the
guardian of court conspiracies) and “clothing, raiment.” But
a third definition needs to be added, a definition which is
perfect for this context. It would be stem III and the cognate
of Arabic É ;4# (bajdat /bujudat) “the true, or real, state and
circumstances thereof; the positive, or established, truth there-
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of,” as in the expression n?s! É=4$# voè\ Ñ| (hû )âlmun bibajdati (amrika) “he is acquainted with the inward, or intrinsic,
state or circumstances of thy affair : or with the true, or real,
state or circumstances thereof; with the positive or established, truth thereof ” (Lane 1863: 153).
Lane called attention to the synonym of É ;4# (bajdat),
namely, qL! ((asl)
which has three meanings relevant for un.
derstanding É;4# (bajdat): (1) “the fundamental or essential
part of a thing . . . the fundamental articles or dogmas, principles, elements or rudiments, of a science etc.”; (2) “an
original copy of a book : and a copy of a book from which
one quotes, or transcribes, any portion”; and (3) “the prime of
a thing; the principal, purest, best, choicest, part thereof; what
is, or constitutes, the most essential part thereof; its very
essence” (Lane 1863: 65).
With these definitions of dgEbe@ in mind, MydIgFb@;ha rme#$o takes
on quite a different meaning. Shallum would have been “the
guardian of the essential truth,” the “guardian of the traditions,” or even the “guardian of the original texts.” But was
he? If he was the guardian of texts or traditions, why was he
not consulted by King Josiah and the high priest Hilkiah?
Why would they have dealt with his wife rather than with
him?
The answer to these questions is in the repointing and
redivision of the MT MydIgFb@;ha rme#$o . By shifting the space
between the two words by one letter, MydIgFb@;ha rme# $o becomes
MydIgFb@; hrFm;#$o, a feminine participle with its direct object,
“she-who-guards the texts / traditions” or “she-who-guards the
essential truths.” By the shifting of one letter, Huldah’s title
emerges from the MT, a title which was always there in the
Septuagint with its feminine participle fula&ssousan “the
woman guardian” (Liddell and Scott 1966: 1961). Moreover,
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the Septusgint manuscripts have her guarding the e0nto/laj,
the “commandments /ordinances.” 3
Since the feminine participle tbe#$eyO “dwelling” in the next
phrase has the usual form ending with a t, the Vorlage could
have been Mydgb trm#, reflecting a confusion of a t and a
h, a common error well documented by Delitzsch (1920: 107
§105 a b) like the Qere and the Kethib of Jer 52:21 tmawOq /
dxf)ehf dm@u(h
a f hmfwOq “the height of one pillar,” which reads in
the parallel text of I Kings 7:15 as dxf)ehf dw@m@(ah f tmawOq.
HULDAH’S RESIDENCE

The hnE#m
$; i of the MT hnE#$;m@ib@a MyIla#$f w@ryb@i tbe#$eyO )yhiw: , “she
was dwelling in Jerusalem in hnE#m
$; ,i ” has been variously interpreted. The Septuagint simply transliterated it as masana.
The KJV rendered it as “college”; but most other translations
have settled for the “Second District” or “Second Quarter,”
although the NJB ventured “the new town.”
It just may be that hn#mb in the Vorlage did not reference
a place, but a condition, namely “in her old age” (= h@nF@#$imub@;).
The noun N#m would be the cognate of Arabic yCs (musinn)
“old age, advanced in years.” The stem would be Nn#$ (= yD
(sanna), as in the expression z"xD!£Ö> (d.awiya (asnân) “the
advanced in age or extent, of life; [the age attained;] used in
relation to human beings and others” (Lane 1872: 1437–1439;
noted also by Wehr 1979: 506). If hd@fl;xu meant “one who is
perpetually youthful,” Huldah would by definition be “in her
old age” ( = h@nf@#$imub@;). Her seniority may well have made her
the prime candidate for consultation by the king and high
priest, even though younger prophets were on the scene.
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The “college” in the KJV was derived from the Aramaic
)n@Ft@a “teacher” and )tFynItm
; a “college” (Jastrow 864, 1679;
BDB 1040). On the other hand, hn#m, as a noun of place,
need not be from hnF#$f / hnFt@; “to repeat, to teach.” It may be
related to the Arabic yD (sanna) as the place where the commandments of God are disclosed, as in the expressions: (1)
Ä(xD Äpo! yDE"xpo (sanna ( llahu sunnathu lilanâs) “God manifested, or made known, his statutes, or ordinances, and commands and prohibitions, [i.e. his laws,] to men,” and (2) yD
?sà! (sanna ( l(amra) “he manifested, or made known, the
thing, affair or case” (Lane 1872: 1436). Either derivation
supports the tradition in the Targum (on II Kings 22:14 and II
Chron 24:22) that Huldah had an “academy” in Jerusalem.
CONCLUSION

Far from being an “ugly” name meaning “Weasel” or
“Mole,” Huldah is the feminine equivalent of ;oè7 (.hâlid)
“glorious” or the very complimentary way of saying that
someone is “perpetually young” or “ageless.” True to her
name, as interpreted above, Huldah remains an unforgettable
prophrtess and matronly sage in the annals of Israelite tradition, giving her a kind of immortality. Philological evidence
has been offered in support of the Greek text of Chronicles
which identified her as “the guardian of the commandments.”
She may well have been the guardian of “texts, traditions, and
truth,” in light of the semantic range of the Arabic feminine
cognate É;4# (bajdat) (= MydIgFb@; “traditions”).
Although the MT hn#$m could refer to (1) Huldah’s residence in the “Second Quarter” of Jerusalem, or (2) to her
being “advanced in years,” or (3) to her “college / academy,”
it is impossible to disassociate hnE#$;mi from hnF#m
$; i “verbal
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teaching by repeated recitation.” Even though the Mishnah, as
a collection of oral laws compiled after 200 C.E ., is irrelevant
to Huldah’s moment in history, there may be more than a hint
here that hn#$m referred to oral tradition. It is not likely that
Huldah compared scrolls like a textual critic. Were she in
possession of scrolls, it would be difficult to account for the
royal surprise when the temple scroll appeared. It seems more
likely that Huldah was “the guardian of the oral tradition.”
Her title “guardian of the commandments” (with the Septuagint of II Chronicles) or “guardian of the (oral) traditions,”
as I prefer, supports Handy’s (1994: 53) conclusion that
Huldah’s purpose as a character in the narrative is exactly
what the omen priests in the Mesopotamian traditions had
been. Through her the deity is allowed to confirm what
previously had been revealed to the ruler by other means.
NOTES

1. See http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/huldah.html
for viewing the lexical items cited in this study.

2. II Chron 34:22 has hrfs ;x a-Nb@e thaqw; Ot-@ Nb@ for the hwFq;t @i-Nb@e
sxar:x a-Nb@e@ in II Kings 22:14. Chronicles also has fula&ssousan

ta_j e0ntol
/ aj “the (woman) guarding the commandments,” whereas II Kings has tou~ i9matiofu&lakoj “the (male) keeper of the
wardrobe.”

3. The printed editions of the Septuagint read stola/j “clothes,”
assuming e0nto/laj “commandments” was a scribal error. Most
commentators have ignored this variant in the Septuagint, though
some, like Curtis (1910: 510), BHK, and BHS, would emend the
MT K1 lm
e h
@ e a r#$ e )wj A to K1 lm
e h
@ e a rma )f r#$ e )wj A in light of the Septuagint’s
kai. oi-j ei=pen o` basileu.j “whom the king commanded.”

XII
THE GOOD SAMARITAN
NAMED ODED IN
II CHRONICLES 28: 5–15
INTRODUCTION

According to Isa 7:1–17, the Syro-Ephramite war against
Judah created terror in the royal house of David, precipitating
Isaiah’s pronouncement to King Ahaz of the sign of Immanuel: “God is with us.” But nothing in Isa 7:1–8:15 hinted
at the heavy casualties suffered in Judah at the hands of King
Rezin of Syria and King Pekah of Israel.1 They were simply
dismissed by Isaiah as “two smoldering stumps of firebrands”
(7:4) who would shortly be snuffed out. Similarly, II Kings
16:5 spoke only of Jerusalem’s having been besieged by
Pekah and Rezin, neither of whom could conquer Judah or
Jerusalem—with no reference to the heavy casualties inflicted
upon Ahaz’ family and kingdom.
But in II Chron 28:6–8 it is stated that following Rezin’s
defeat of Ahaz (with no casualty figures given), Pekah killed
120,000 ( @l,a, ~yrIf.[,w> ha'me, ) men in Judah in one day and
captured 200,000 ( @l,a, ~yIt;am')2 men, women, and children
who were taken to Samaria to be enslaved by their victorious
northern kinfolk.3 The Ephraimite hero Zichri killed Ahaz’
son, Maaseiah, as well as the governor (tyIB'h; dygIn") Azrikam
and Elkanah who was “second to the king” ( %l,M,h; hnEv.m)i .4
However, the @la in these verses need not mean “thousand” but could be a singular masculine collective noun 5 like
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the collective hy"b.vi “captives, a body of captives,” found in
verses 5, 11, 13, 14, and 15, and the hZ"Bi “spoil, spoils,” found
in verse 14. The @la here could mean “units” or “contingents,” and could be related to the Arabic
(cilf) “a
constant companion or associate; a mate, a fellow, a yokefellow, a comrade” (Lane 1863: 80; Wehr 1979: 28–29).6 Because the fallen defenders were identified in II Chron 28:6 as
lyIx'-ynEB. “men of valor,” the collective noun @la could have
been a synonym of ~ydIWdG> used elsewhere for military units
of unspecified size. The narrator’s choice of the collective
@l,ae “unit” may well have been due to its approximation in
sound to @l,a, “thousand,” the overtones of which could have
suggested an unbelievably large number of casualties sustained by the 120 military units defending Judah and Jerusalem, as well as countless women and children—presumably
surviving family members of Judah’s and Benjamin’s slain
defenders — who had been divided into 200 bands of captives
and taken to Samaria to become the slaves.7
Oded, the Samaritan prophet of Yahweh, confronted the
victorious Samaritans and Ephraimites upon their return from
Judah and Jerusalem with a command, “Return the captives
you took from your brothers!” and a threat, “Otherwise the
violent wrath of God will fall upon you!” (28:11). Four Ephraimite leaders reiterated Oded’s imperative, “You must not
bring the captives here!” followed by the accusation, “You
propose to multiply our sin and our guilt although our guilt is
now sufficient to bring violent wrath upon Israel.”
Faced with this opposition of Oded and his colleagues, the
Ephraimite army officers— who killed and captured at will in
Judah— acceded to the demands of Oded, Amasa, Azariah,

foé
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Berechiah, and Jehizkiah: “so the soldiers8 left the captives
and the booty before the officials and all the assembly”
( lh'Q'h;-lk'w> ~yrIF'h;) (II Chron 28:14, NRS).
According to Josephus, the confrontation of Oded with the
booty-laden soldiers occurred before the city walls. This reflects Josephus’ reading the ~yrXh of 28:14 as ~yrIVuh; “the
walls”9 (rather than as ~yrIF'h; “the princes”), which he transposed to the start of Oded’s confrontation to indicate Oded’s
location. In light of the collocation of “people” congregated
at the “wall” when Rabshakeh confronted Eliakim and his
colleagues (II Kings 18: 26; Isa 36:11), reading the ~yrXh as
~yrIVuh;, in agreement with Josephus, remains an attractive
option: “the captives were released outside the city-walls in
front of all the assembled (townsmen).”
The phrase tAmveb. WbQ.nI-rv,a] ~yvin"a]h,' meaning literally
“the men who were pricked off by names,”10 is thought to
mean “the men who were designated/mentioned by name,” a
reference to Amasa, Azariah, Berechiah, and Jehizkiah, appearing in 28:12. Having only these four men responsible for
the repatriation of 200,00 captives (or 200 bands of captives)
reinforces the conclusion of some readers that this narrative
is a midrashic fiction rather than a historical recollection.
However, two Arabic cognates permit a more realistic
reading of 28:15a. First, the WbQ.nI of tAmveb. WbQ.nI-rv,a,]
though commonly derived from bqn “to pierce, to prick off ”
(BDB 666), is more likely a Niph cal denominative of bbq,
the cognate of Arabic
(qabb) “a head, chief, ruler . . . or
elder upon [the control of ] whom the affairs of the people, or
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party, turn” (Lane 1885: 2478). With this cognate in mind,
WbQ.nI would mean “they were designated to be in charge.”11
Secondly, the plural tAmve “names” may well be a homograph of another noun which would be the cognate of Arabic
(sûmat) and
(sîmat) “a mark, sign, token, or badge,
by which a thing /person is known . . . such as is used in war
or battle,” and
(tasawim) “he set a mark, badge, upon
himself, whereby he might be known [in war etc.]” (Lane
1872: 1475 –1476). With these two definitions in focus, the
MT tAmveb. WbQ.nI-rv,a ~yvin"a]h' WmquY"w: can be translated
“the men, who were designated by badges to be in charge,
arose.” These clearly identifiable relief workers appropriated
the booty for distribution to the victims, precluding any cheating by combatants pretending to have legitimate access to the
spoils. In a remarkable act of charity inspired by Amasa,
Azariah, Berechiah, and Jehizkiah, and Oded the relief workers took their kinsfolk down to Jericho and then returned to
Samaria.
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THE PROPHET ODED

Jewish and Christian traditions have generally ignored this
Samaritan prophet of Yahweh, for Oded goes virtually unnoticed in the literature of the church and synagogue.12 In the
515 page index volume of Louis Ginzberg’s The Legends of
the Jews, Oded is not even listed among the approximately
25,000 entries of names, places, and topics. Commentators
have paid him scant attention. Curtis and Madsen (1910: 458–
459 ), for example, covered II Chron 28:9–15 with just twenty
lines of general commentary, and Myers (1965: 162–163)
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covered the Oded passage in seventeen lines of text. Spencer
(1984: 317–349) provided, by contrast, an excellent study of
the Oded tradition and has convinced this writer that Jesus’
parable of the good Samaritan recorded in Luke 10: 30–35
was no doubt grounded in this story of the Samaritan Oded.
MEANINGS OF THE NAME ODED

The Ugaritic cdd “to narrate, to repeat” or g'dd “to rejoice,
to surge” (KBS II: 789; UT 463: 1947) and the Phoenician
dd[ “envoyer, quelque sorte devin,” used as a synonym of
!yzx “seer, prophet” (Jean and Hoftijzer 1965: 204; Donner
and Röllig 1962: 208) could be cognates of ddeA[. However,
in light of the close relationship of ("( and w%"( stems, like
%Wm and %k;m' “to be low,” vWm and vv;m' “to feel, to grope,”
and dWn and dd;n" “to flee” (GKC § 77 b), the following Arabic
roots are also likely to be the cognates of Hebrew dd;[' / dW[
and relevant for our understanding the multiple nuances of
Oded’s name which underlie this narrative.
The first cognate is <Ñ\ (cawd) and £<è\ (câdiy) “old,
ancient,” as in the phrases ^<Öê <Ñ[# v/éB (zâh. im bi cawdi
c
awda c) “ask thou aid of a person of age and knowledge” and
ip7 <Ñ\ £p\ <Ñ\ £p\ <Ñ\ (cawd clay cawd clay cawd .halaq) “an
old man upon an old camel upon an old worn road” (Lane
1874: 2190).
This cognate of dd;[' (= Oded “the elder”) suggests that
“Oded” may have been a title for the prophet rather than the
name given at birth.13 As an elder prophet his authority would
have been at its maximum. Along with Amasa, Azariah,
Berechiah, and Jehizkiah (the ~yIr;p.a, ynEb. yvear' “the chiefs
of the Ephraimites”) Oded was among Samaria’s elders who
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had enough political clout to demand obedience from general
officers, conscripts, and volunteers.14 This interpretation finds
some support from Josephus (Antiquities 9: 250; Naber 1889,
II: 310) who recognized Berechiah as euvdokimou,ntwn evn th/|
politei,a| “one of high reputation in the government [of
Samaria].”
The second cognate, noted in BDB (728–729) and KBS (II:
795–796), is <Ñ\ (cawd) “he returned, restored,” a synonym of
<@ (radda) “he made, or caused, to return, go back, or revert;
sent, turned, or put, back, or away . . . anything returned after
it has been taken,” corresponding exactly to <è\! (ca câdhu)
“he returned it; he restored it,” form IV of <Ñ\ (cawd) (Lane
1874: 2189). This cognate of ddE[o (= “Oded” = “Restorer”)
suggests that Oded, as a Po%le% l infinitive of dw[ or the Qal
participle of dd[, was comparable to the Po%le% l participle
bbevom. “restorer” appearing as a name in I Chron 4:34.
As Curtis and Madsen (1910: 459) noted, “One Hebrew
might hold another in bondage for a limited period, but such
wholesale slavery of fellow-countrymen by reprisal in war
was never contemplated.”15 The innovative violation of the
Torah at the expense of fellow Israelites (which included
Judah and Benjamin) was more than Oded and his colleagues
could tolerate. Their demand was absolute and nonnegotiable. Noah may well have initiated slavery in his family
with his curse upon Canaan, but Oded would not sanction
slavery in his extended family which included Benjamin and
Judah. Oded’s “brethren” (with ~yxia' including women and
children) had to be set free to avoid the wrath of God.
Moreover, the Elder ( dw[/dd[) Oded lived up to the second
nuance of his name (Restorer) when he caused the captives
from Jerusalem and Judah to be sent home ( dw[/ dd[).
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The third cognate of dd[ is Arabic ;\w è\ (câ c id) “a visitor
of one who is sick” along with its feminine É;\w è\ (câ c idat)
“kindness, pity, compassion, or mercy, a benefit, an act of
beneficence or kindness” (Lane 1874: 2191), which suggests
that dd[ could also be a synonym of dsx “mercy, kindness.”
With this cognate in focus— and paraphrasing the text—the
prophet Oded can be recognized as (1) the “senior seer”
( dd[h dd[h) of Samaria who became (2) the “merciful
emancipator” ( dd[h dd[h) of Jews consigned to slavery.
CONCLUSION

It is a bit ironic that the fictional good Samaritan of Jesus’
parable, who rescued one Jewish victim of highway robbery,
has become proverbial, whereas the historical good Samaritans Amasa, Azariah, Berechiah, Jehizkiah, and Oded—who
rescued 200 @la (= “thousand”/ “bands”) of Jewish victims
of war—remain virtually unknown. It would be equally ironic
if the mere misreading of @la as @l,a, “a thousand” rather
than as @l,ae “a unit, band, group, contingent” precipitated the
transformation of II Chron 28: 9–15 from a short but memorable historical notice into an exaggerated and incredulous
midrashic fiction.
Once @la is read as @l,ae “unit” rather than @l,a, “thousand,” the exaggerated midrashic features of the Oded narrative disappear. The one hundred twenty military units and two
hundred bands of captives fall well within historical and
logical boundaries. Oded appears only in verses 9–11, but his
presence is felt throughout the entire story. What the narrative
lacks in length is compensated for by high drama. Led by
Oded and his four colleagues, a goodly number of godly
Samaritans and Ephraimites fulfilled the commandment:
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“You shall love your kin ([; r E) as yourself . . . and not incur
guilt on account of him” (Lev 19:18).
NOTES
1. Compare Josephus, Antiquities 9: 245 (Whiston, 1974, III: 42;
Naber 1889, II: 309):
when the king of Syria had taken the city Elath, upon the Red
Sea, and had slain the inhabitants, he peopled it with Syrians;
and when he had slain those in the [other] garrisons, and the
Jews in their neighborhood, and had driven away much prey,
he returned with his army back to Damascus . . . .

2. The Greek text reads triakosi,aj cilia,daj “300,000,” perhaps
due to a partial dittography in the Vorlage of the Septuagint in
which the MT ~ytam appeared as ~ytam tam (100 + 200)
which were then added together for a total of 300,000. The
dittography of the tam could have come from an error involving
the xam of ~hyxam “from their brethren” in which the t and x
were confused. For the confusion of t and x , see Delitzsch, 1920:
110 §106d- e. Curtis and Madsen (1910: 459) noted this Greek
variant, but offered no explanation; Myers (1965: 162–163) made
no reference to the Greek text or the variants in Josephus.
3. The Hittite and Egyptian combatants in the famed Battle of
Kadesh numbered only 40,000 (Breasted, 1906, III: 130). When it
is realized that Yankee Stadium in New York has a seating capacity of just under 58,000 and Veterans Stadium in Philadelphia can
hold just under 63,000, it is obvious that the numbers in II Chron
28:6–8 are either exaggerated or mean something other than “thousands.” The @la could be an acronym rather than a number per se,
in which (1) the a = @wla or lya “chief” (the @la Xar), (2)
the l = ~ymxl = hmxlmh yXna “the fighting men” (Ps 35:1)
or the l = 30 = ~yXlX = “the officers,” and (3) the p = ~ydyqp
“the officers” (2 Kgs 25:19) or the p = ynlp “unnamed others” =
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“rank-and-file.” Note also BDB (48–49) for references to @l;a ' “to
learn, @l,a , “cattle,” @WLa; “tame,” @WLa; “friend,” and @WLa;
“chief.”
4. Josephus (Antiquities, 9: 246–247; Whiston, 1974 III: 42;
Naber 1889, II: 309) has several variations with respect to what
happened to whom. His account reads as follows.
Accordingly there were slain by the Israelites one hundred
and twenty thousand of his men that day, whose general,
Amaziah by name, slew Zechariah the king’s son, in his
conflict with Ahaz, as well as the governor of the kingdom,
whose name was Azricam. He also carried Elkanah, the
general of the troops of the tribe of Judah, into captivity. They
also carried the women and children of the tribe of Benjamin
captives; and when they had gotten a great deal of prey, they
returned to Samaria.

5. See GKC §123a b .

eÑoê

6. Note the ambiguity of
( ulûf ) (= Pl)) in the Qurc an (Sura
2: 244) which has been interpreted as “thousands” or as “united
bands” (Lane 1863: 80; Bell 1937, I: 35, note 1).
C

7. Compare I Kings 20:28–30, where it is alleged that the Israelites
killed 100,000 foot soldiers of the Syrians in one day, followed by
27,000 other soldiers being crushed when the wall of Aphek fell
upon them. Following the figures cited above in footnote 3, it
would take fewer than 29,000 people to half-fill Yankee Stadium
in New York, suggesting that the @la “thousand” in this narrative
requires an alternative definition, such as the one proposed here.
8. The term #Wlx' “equipped for war” is used here, suggesting that
Oded and his colleagues had bravely approached soldiers who
were more ready for battle than for a victory parade.
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9. In Arabic
(sûr) is used exclusively for the wall of a city or
town (Lane 1872: 1464).
10. The phrase appears also in Num 1:17; I Chron 12:31; 16:41;
and II Chron 31:19. For its derivation, see BDB 666.
11. The stems bbq , bWq , and bqn may be interrelated like their
Arabic counterparts: (1)
(qabb) “a head, chief, ruler; (2)
(caqtâbahu) “he chose, selected, elected, or preferred him”; and (3)
(naqîb) “the intendant, superintendent, overseer, inspector”
(Lane 1885: 2478, 2570; 1893: 2834).
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12. In forty five years of ministry as a pastor, an educational missionary, and a seminary professor, the author found few students,
fellow pastors, or faculty colleagues who had ever heard of Oded.
13. The prophetess Huldah may also have been called upon by
King Josiah, rather than Jeremiah, because of her age. (See Chapter
XI above.)
14. Conrad (1980: 127) wrote concerning those who were recognized as elders
City elders exercised extensive authority well into the early
period of the Israelite state. They are the guardians of the
internal order of their community, and therefore exercised
local jurisdiction. . . . . During the course of the monarchy,
the elders of the two capitals, Jerusalem and Samaria, became
part of the upper stratum in the increasingly centralized
government, so that they now appear alongside other
dignitaries, especially royal officials (2 K. 10:1, 5; Lam 1:19;
2:9f.; 4:16; 5:12). They have thus been divested of their
original autonomy; but their power has probably increased
significantly, to the extent that in their new role they influence
the entire body politic.

15. Curtis and Madsen (1910: 459) cited Exo 21:2ff, Lev 25:39–
43, and Deut 15:12–18 as relevant texts dealing with slavery.

XIII
THE MEANINGS OF KARPAS :
MULTI-COLORED,
COTTON, AND CELERY1
ETYMOLOGIES

In Esther 1:6 the MT sP'rÒK' rWj, used with reference to the
decor of the Shushan palace, is translated in the Septuagint as
bussi,n oij kai. karpasi,noij “linen and made-of-cotton.”
Hebrew sP'rÒK' and Greek karpa, s inoj are loanwords taken
from Persian Eè#?k /Eè# ?e k ( kirbâs / kirpâs) and Sanskrit / IndoAryan kpR as (karpa)sa) “cotton.” 2 This loanword appears in
Arabic as Fc?k /fD?k (kurfus / kursuf) and as Eè#?k ( kirbâs
and karbâs).3 The interchange of f and b (i.e., Hebrew p and
b) is evident in Greek ka,rpasoj “cotton,” but Latin carbasus
“cotton” (= ka, r basoj “fine linen, flax”) and Syriac A%bR>
(karbasâc) “cambric, muslin, lawn.” (The Greek also registers ka, l pasoj as well as ka, r pasoj and ka, r basoj, with the
interchange of the liquids l and r.)
This quadriliteral (consonantal) kpR as (karpa%sa) (where the
s is a part of the stem) is unrelated to the Greek triliteral
(consonantal) stem karpo,j “fruit” (which is used in the Septuagint for nine different Hebrew words) or karpo,j “wrist”
(use in the Septuagint for dy and #k).4 The j of karpo,j (with
either meaning) is a case ending, analogous to the final s of
Sanskrit karpa)sas as cited in Liddell and Scott.5
Moreover, this quadriliteral (consonantal) kpR as (karpa%sa)
“cotton” is unrelated to the Persian Fc?k (karfas ) and the
Aramaic-Hebrew sP'rÒK' “celery, parsley,” which appears in
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Syriac as A%fR> ke7 rapsâ c and in Arabic as Fc?k (karafs)—
with no interchange in the Persian, Arabic, Aramaic, Hebrew,
and Syriac of the p and b, as with sP'rÒK' = ka, r pasoj, ka,r basoj, and the Latin carbasus “cotton, linen, flax” (Castell
1669: [Persico-Latinum] 444, 449; BDB 502; Jastrow 673).
JOSEPH’S TUNIC

In 2 Samuel 13:18–19 the MT !ySiP' tn<toK], used with reference to Tamar’s royal robe,6 was translated citw.n karpwto,j
“a tunic (reaching) the wrist.” If the karpwto,j were uncritically associated with ka, r pas(oj)—instead of karpo,j
“wrist”—and, secondarily, ka, r pas(oj) was taken to be a variant of karbu (kRb)u “variegated-color,” it would be easy to account for Joseph’s !ySiP' tn<toK] in Genesis 37:3 becoming in
the Septuagint citw/ n a poiki,l on “tunic of variegated-color.”7
In an unidentified tradition karpwto,j —or just karpwt—
was equated with the Persian, Sanskrit, and Indo-Aryan
karbis' (as hwxm tb became bas misvah,
with the t becoming
.
a sibilant). It could also account for how, in popular etymology and folk usage (in contrast to a historical etymology),
sP'rÒK' “celery, parsley” became symbolically associated with
Joseph’s !ySiP' tn<toK],, since the tunic became poiki,l on “multicolor” in the Septuagint, with poiki,l on equaling karbu (kRb)u
which, with a case ending became karbus = karbo,j = karpo,j .
Rashi did not associate the !ySiP' in Gen 37:3 with karpa)sa
“cotton” or karpo,j “fruit” or sP'rÒK' “celery, parsley.” He
identified the !ySiP' as tylime “fine wool” rather than, for
example, with @pg rmx “wool of the vine” (= “cotton,” similar to Greek karpo,j euv a nqh.j mh, l wn “downy fruit of sheep”
= “wool”). Rashi’s comparison with the !ySiP' tn<toK] in II Sam
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13:18 and the sP'rÒK' in Est 1:6 probably referred to the appearance (color or shape) of Joseph’s tunic rather than the
fabric of the tunic—be it wool, flax, or cotton.
CONCLUSION

The use of celery or parsley in the Seder as a symbolic
reminder of Joseph’s tunic would be a good example of the
logic that things equal to the same thing are equal to each
other. Since !ySiP'—on the analogy of Est 1:6 and II Sam
13:18—equals sP'rÒK' / ka, r paj or sB'rÒK' / ka, r baj, and since
sP'rÒK' equals celery/ parsley, then celery/ parsley could have
something to do with !ySiP', or vice versa. The analogy and
equation provided an excellent base for didactic and haggadic
expansion.
The various meanings of sP'rÒK' in Semitic need not be
limited to “cotton, flax, linen” or to “celery and parsley” or to
“variegated color.” In Syriac, in addition to A%bR> (karbasâc) “cotton,”there is also Syriac A%bR> (krbsc) meaning
res qua ligatur and clavus [“things which are joined together”8 and “nail”] 9 and proxeneta [“broker, negotiator”], as
well as Syriac A%fR> (karpasâc) “celery.” There is no basis
for assuming that these varied meanings of sbrk / sprk in
Semitic come from a single Persian or Sanskrit loanword.
NOTES
1. This short study is an extended footnote to the article by G. J.
Gevaryahu and M. L. Wise (1999) entitled, “Why Does the Seder
Begin with Karpas,” in which it was stated that Hebrew karpas
was borrowed from the Persian kirpas “linen” and karafs “parsley”
and the Greek karpos “fruit.” It is intended to provide a more
detailed etymological analysis in light of comparative lexicography
than that which was given by the authors.
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2. Steingass 1892: 1021–1023; Monier, Monier-Willaims 1899:
275–276; Macdonell 1924: 64; and Turner, 1971: 146, 156. Note
also the hd"j . Pi “topaz” in Exo 28:17, 39:10; Ezek 28:13, 17; and
Job 28:19, which is the Sanskrit loanword pIt (pîta) “yellow”
(Macdonnell 1924: 163).
3. Lane 1885: 2603c, 2607c; Hava 1915: 649, 651; and Wehr
1979: 959, 961.
4. Hatch and Redpath 1954: 723–724.
5. Liddell and Scott 1940: 879–880.
6. McCarter 1984: 325–326.
7. Note that Aquila rendered !ySiP'] as stragalwn “knotted, ornamented,” whereas Symmachus has ceiridon h karpwton
“sleeved [to the] the wrist.” See Brooke and McLean 1906: 105.
The Arabic Jx# (bannaš) “a cloth upper-garment with very full
sleves,” cited by Hava (1915: 47) as a Turkish loanword used in
Syria is of interest, given the interchange of b / p and v/ f and the
frequent assimilation of the n in Hebrew. A masculine plural
~yXnb ( > ~yXb > ~yXp) could easily become ~ysp. But the
provenance of Jx# (bannaš) needs further study. Speiser (1964:
290) suggested that ~ysp was an adaptation of Akkadian pišannu
which “was a ceremonial robe which could be draped about statues
of goddesses, and had various gold ornaments sewed onto it.”
8. Aquila’s stragalwn appears as straggali,dwn “chains” in the
Septuagint of Jud 8:26.
9. While clavus may mean “a purple stripe on the tunica worn by
knights (narrow) or senators and their sons (broad) . . . as one of
the insignia of senatorial rank,” which could support the translation
of srbk as being “striped,” the context of the citation requires
clavus to mean the nail or rivet which holds things together.

XIV
“ADORE WITHOUT RESTRAINT,
WORSHIP WITH FIDELITY”
PSALM 2:11 –12a
INTRODUCTION

The MT rba-w@q#$%;n A “kiss a son” has yet to receive a contextually satisfying explanation. Uncertainties about the phrase—
which contains the Aramaic rb@a “son” rather than the Hebrew
Nb@iI— are apparent in the early translations.1 Although Aquila
translated rba-w@q#$%;nA as katafilh/sate e)klektw~j “kiss the
chosen,” 2 the Septuagint rendered it as dra&xasqe paidei/aj3
“grasp instruction,” which is reflected in the Vulgate’s apprehendite disciplinam and in the Targum’s )nplw) wlybq
“receive instruction.”4 But Jerome translated it adorate pure
“worship in purity,” which may correspond to Symmachus’
proskunh/sate kaqarw~j.5 The Syriac )Rv WO&] (našqû
be7rac) “kiss the son” matches the MT, but makes rb@a definite.
When it comes to the English translations, KJV, NKJ, NIV
and NIB (“kiss the Son”) followed the MT and Syriac—but
with a Christological twist having “the Son” for “a son.” The
NAS (“do homage to the Son”) followed Symmachus and
Jerome, as did the NLT paraphrase (“submit to God’s royal
son”). But the YLT followed Aquila (“kiss the Chosen One”).
The RSV, NRSV, and NJB have “kiss his feet,” adopting the
emendation of Bertholet (1908: 59) who combined rba% “son”
and w@lygIw: “and rejoice” to create wylfg:rab ; “on his feet” in
order to create a motif of homage: “kiss on his [God’s] feet.”6
More recent scholars have suggested other changes.
Dahood (1966: 13), revocalized the MT to rbiIqf y#$%iIn: “men of
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the grave” and translated “O mortal men!” Mackintosh (1976:
14) proposed deleting rb@a and translated w@q#$%; nA as “order yourselves (properly) /be (properly) governed.” Oloffson (1995:
199) opted for rb@f “field” instead of rb@a “son,” since “kissing
a field” was yet another way to pay homage.
ASSISTANCE FROM ARABIC

Oloffson (1976: 5) summarized the theories how Arabic

rÑ3 ( jûl ) “to circulate, to roam” and q3Ö (wajila) “to fear”

were related to lyg@I “to rejoice.” He argued unconvincingly
%
that following the (Add
. a d phenomena in Arabic, where a
word may have opposite meanings, lyg@I “to rejoice” could also
mean “to fear,” thus harmonizing the verb and adverb in order
to translate the hdf(frb
: @i w@lygIw: of 2:11 as “and shew fear with
trembling.” But missing from his discussion was any reference to the Arabic q3 ( jalla) “to honor, to dignify, and to
exalt the majesty of God,” with r â3 ( jalâl) “extreme greatness” being an attribute of God (Lane 1865: 436; Wehr 1979:
152). By simply removing the vowel letter, MT w@lygIw: can be
read as the imperative w@l@gOw: “and magnify [Him],” which
logically follows the h)fr:yIb@; hwFhy:-t)e w@db;( i “serve / worship
Yahweh with reverence” in 2:11a (BDB 432, sub voce 3).
The MT hdf(fr:b@i has usually been translated as “trembling”
( = tro&mw| in the Septuagint and tremore in the Vulgate), with
d(r being the cognate of Arabic ;\@ (ra)ada) “to thunder, to
terrify” (BDB 944). But in this context d(r is probably the
cognate of ;`@ (rag'ada) “it became ample and unrestrained”
and ;`@ (rag'd ) “plentiful, pleasant, easy” (Lane 1867: 1105;
1112). With these cognates in focus, 2:11a can be translated
“worship Yahweh in reverence, adore with unrestraint!”
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The Septuagint’s dra&xasqe “seize” comes from a Vorlage
having w#kn or w#qn “seize!” for the Masoretic w@q#$n%; A “kiss!”
(Jastrow 1903: 912, 935). The interchange of q and k is attested not only with #$kn and #$ qn, but in a number of other
words like #$k@iI#;$k@i and #$qi #$ ;qi “to knock, to shake” and qqad@f
and Kkad@f “to crush.” In light of this well attested interchange,
it is reasonable to assume that w@q#$%;nA could be a variant for
w@k#$n%; A ; and if so, q#n / K#n would be the cognate of mCw (nasaka) “he worshiped” (Lane 1893: 3032; Wehr 1979: 1129).7
Were rb the direct object of q#n / K#n, one would expect
it to have the t)e particle, as in the preceding hwFhy:-t)e w@db;(i
“worship Yahweh.8 Without the t), the rb can function as an
adverbial accusative, which precludes reading it as “son” or
“field.” But other possibilities for rb include “pure, pious,
honest” which is a cognate of (1) ?# (birr / barr) “fidelity, piety
towards God or parents, obedience” or (2) £ ?# (bariy) “free,
clear, . . . pure in heart from associating any [other] with God”
(Lane 1863: 179). Were £ ?# the cognate, however, rb
should be yrb, which suggests that the y deleted from w@lygIw :
(> w@l@gOw:) could be added to rb to restore an original yrb.
CONCLUSION

Simply by reading w@lygIw: as w@l@gOw,: the MT of Psa 2:10 –12a
can be translated
Now therefore, O kings, be wise,
be warned, O rulers of the earth;
worship Yahweh in awe,
and adore without restraint,
worship with fidelity.
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This understanding of the Hebrew supports Jerome’s adorate pure and Symmachus’ proskunh/sate kaqarw~j “worship in purity.”
Cloaked in a psalm speaking of Israel’s imperial aspirations
is an invitation to the earthly kings to share in Israel’s faith—
though not necessarily in Israel’s religion and cultus. Even
though the invitation was extended in the shadow of derision
and threats, it was an invitation, nonetheless, for all kings
(and presumably their kingdoms) to find refuge in Yahweh.
As much as there are hints of “forced conversions,” like “lest
they perish” (in 2:11b), there is a vision of earthly peace made
possible by having a shared faith. Unfortunately, the invitation to share a faith was commingled with an ultimatum to
submit to Israelite hegemony.
NOTES

1. In 2:7b

!b, not rb, was used: ^yTid >liy ~AYh; ynIa] hT'a ; ynIB

“you are my son, this day I have begotten you.”

arb “choose” appears
twice in the KJV and I Sam 17:8 where vyai ~k, l-' WrB. was ren2. Note Ezek 21:19 (MT 21:24) where

dered in the Septuagint as evkle,xasqe e`autoi/j a;ndra “choose for
yourselves a man.”

3. The Septuagint paidei/aj “instruction” may reflect an internal
Greek corruption of paidi/on, which ordinarily translated !b or
dly or @j , all words for young children, and it would be the most
likely word to translate rb “son.” If not an internal corruption,
paidei/aj may be the fruit of a syllogism: rb = !b and !b = !yb ,
therefore rb = !yBi “instruction.” It is, therefore, unnecessary to
posit a different Vorlage for the Septuagint.
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rb any
Christological significance. The Targumist may have associated
the rb with the at' yr
> :B% ,' the term for those traditions and opinions
not embodied in the Mishnah. (See Jastrow 1903: 189.)
4. The Vulgate, following the Septuagint, did not give

5. Although proskune/w means “to make obeisance to the gods or
their images” or “prostrating oneself before kings and superiors”
kune/w means “to kiss,” leading Liddell and Scott (1966: 1518) to
comment that perhaps originally proskune/w meant “throw a kiss
to the god . . . (and) the gesture is probably represented in
Sumerian and Babylonian art monuments.”

6. Mackintosh (1976: 13) convincingly noted
. . . considerable difficulty attaches to the view that the
dissident rulers are exhorted to kiss the feet of Yahweh; to
introduce so gross an anthropomorphism is implausible and
the attempt to interpret the words metaphorically is unlikely.

qXn in light of Arabic
iCw (nasaqa) “to arrange, to set (pearls) in order” (Wehr 1979:
7. Mackintosh (1976: 11, 14) interpreted
1129).

8. The absence of the emphatic a suffix ( = arb ) on this Aramaic
loanword or the Hebrew definite article ( = rbh ), like the ~AYh; in
2:7b, as well as the absence of the ta, prefixed to a definite noun,
indicate that the translation of rb as the definite “the Son” is a
purely subjective rendering.

XV
“SURELY THERE IS A GOD!”
PROVERBS 30:1–5
INTRODUCTION

The difficulties encountered in the interpretation of Prov
30:1 can readily be illustrated by the presence or absence of
proper names in the varied translations of the verse. The RSV
and the NIV have five different names; the KJV, NKJV, and
NAS have four distinct names; the Syriac text has three; but
the Vulgate, NRSV, and the NLT have only two, whereas the
Septuagint has none (although the Codex Venetus, like the
Targum, takes Agur and Yakeh as names). The difficulties
encountered here led McKane (1970:644) to say despairingly,
“In such a verse, where there is hardly a glimmer of light, one
feels powerless to make even the first move towards its
elucidation.”
But illumination of the verse comes once it is recognized
that 30:1–5 preserves a dialectal fragment for which the traditional lexicons of Jerusalem Hebrew will be inadequate,
necessitating a greater use of Arabic lexicography to reconstruct the meaning. The poetic lines to be reviewed include:
)#%&fm@aha hqeyF-Nb@e rw@g)f yriIb;di@
lkf)uw: l)eytiy)il; l)eytiy)il; rbeg%Eha M)un:

The words of Agur the son of Jakeh, even the prophecy the
man spake unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and Ucal
(KJV)
The words of Agur son of Jakeh1 of Massa.
The man says to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal.
(RSV)
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tou_j e0mou_j lo&gouj ui9e& fobh&qhti
kai\ dexa&menoj au0tou_j metano&ei ta&de 2
le&gei o9 a0nh_r toi=j pisteu&ousin qew~| kai\ pau&omai
“reverence my words, Son, and receiving them, repent,”
says the man to them that trust in God; and I cease.
(Septuagint)
If the names are original, one must concur with Whybray
(1994: 407) that the names here are not Hebrew names, at
least not widely attested names. Each alleged name in the MT
warrants some explanation, as well as a reason for the absence
of any name in the Septuagint of Prov 30:1.
AGUR

Franklyn (1983: 239) suggested, following the Vulgate and
Midrash, that Agur is the participle of rg) “to gather,” disregarding Sauer’s criticism (which he cited) that the passive
rw@g)f cannot have an active sense. Franklyn, moreover, disregarded the derivation of rw@g)f given in BDB (8) which cited
Arabic, Assyrian, and Syriac cognates (like ?3! [Cajara] “to
pay, to hire”) of which rw@g)f would be a passive participle
meaning “a hireling.” The imperative fobh&qhti “fear” of the
Septuagint obviously derived rw@g)f from rgAyF “to be afraid, to
fear” or rw@g, stem III, “to dread” (BDB 388, 158).3
But none of these derivations are correct, though BDB was
on target since it noted the Arabic cognate ?3! (Cajara). But
?3! (Cajara) has other meanings than “to be a hireling.” It also
means “a recompense, compensation, or reward for what has
been done”; and, as Lane (1863: 24) noted, “it is well known
that ?3! (Cajara) signifies a recompense, or reward from God
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to a man for righteous conduct.” 4 With this definition in
mind, the passive participle rw@g)f, “one rewarded for righteousness,” is an appropriate name for a person of piety. Seemingly, then, Prov 30:1 opens with the phrase “the words of
Agur” or “the words of one-rewarded-for-righteousness.”
YAKEH

Toy (1916: 518), Franklyn (1983: 239), and others have
recognized that the Arabic cognate of hqy is £ªgÖ (waqî ) “to
be cautious, guarding oneself from sin,” which is the equivalent of £ªhª' (taqî ) “godly, devout, pious” (Lane 1863: 310;
1893: 3059; Wehr 1979: 115, 1282).5 Were the Vorlage of the
Septuagint )qy (as in the forty-two manuscripts cited by Kennicott, mentoned in note 1), the )qy may have been misread
as )ry “to fear” 6 and have been dismissed by the Greek translators as a gloss on the ambiguous rwg, which has four different meanings: (1) “to be afraid, to dread,” (2) “to sojourn,” (3)
“to stir up strife,” and (4) “to be rewarded for righteousness,”
discussed above.
As Franklyn (1983: 239) noted, hqeyF-Nb@e may not be a patronym but a designation of quality, meaning “an obedient man,”
or as I would prefer, “a pious person.” As a result, the first
four words of Prov 30:1 can be rendered, “The words of a
pious person rewarded for righteousness.” If rw@g)f and hqeyF
were names, the meaning of the names would have been
transparent to the initial audience, even though their meanings
subsequently became lost to tradition.
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THE MASSAITE

Many commentators, like Scott (1965: 175) and McKane
(1970: 644) added to the MT )#%& fm@aha “the oracle” a gentilic y
and treat )#%& fm@aha as a place name for an Ishmaelite group in
North Arabia, producing y)I#%& fm@aha . . .rw@g)f, “Agur . . . the Massaite.” The argument is that the original y)I#%& fm@aha lost the
gentilic y suffix because the next word was M)un: “utterance,”
and )#%& fma@ha “the oracle” was taken to be its synonym, resulting
in a pseudo-correction changing the original ethnicon y)I#%& fm@aha
“the Massaite” into the common noun )#%&fmh
@a a “the utterance.”7
Probably, however, )#%& fma@ha originally was not a place name
nor a word for “utterance.” The desiderated meaning can be
found in the Arabic cognates (1) ëGw (našaca, form 4) “he
created, produced, originated; he framed or constructed a
proverb or phrase; he composed or recited well an ode or the
like,” and (2)£Gxs (munšî) “author, originator” (Lane 1893:
2791; Wehr 1979: 1131).8 Here )#%&ima@ha (scriptio defectiva for
)y#%&i ma@ha) would be a Hiphcîl participle, corresponding to the
parallel Arabic causative, and M)un: )y#%&i m@aha would mean “the
one authoring (the) saying.” The M)un: would be a double-duty
noun, doubling as a construct noun with the following rbgh.
NO LONGER “THE MAN”

McKane (1970:644) rightly noted that “the phrase n e( u% m
haggeber [‘the utterance of the man’] is very odd if haggeber
is Agur.” But the oddity disappears if rbg is interpreted as
meaning something other than “man.” BDB (149) cited
Akkadian, Arabic, Aramaic, Syriac, and Ethiopic cognates for
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rbg meaning, among other things, “to compel, to force, to be

overbearing, to be strong, to prevail.” But contextually important definitions found in Lane (1865: 373) were not cited in
BDB (149) or KBS (175), namely, ?$3 ( jabara): “he restored
to a sound, right, or good estate; to bring back to normal; and
to treat anyone in a kind and conciliatory manner.” 9 Adding
this piece to the puzzle of 30:1 permits this translation: “the
words of Agur [= the one-rewarded-for-righteousness], the
son of Jakeh [= the pious one], the one authoring the declaration [M)un: )y#%m
&i a@h]a , the declaration of the one-restored-tosound-estate” (reading the rbg of rbugh
F@ a M)un: as a Qal passive
participle).
Since three nouns /names of the seven words preceding the
declaration in 30:1b deal with (1) [God’s] rewarding righteousness, (2) a God-fearing person, and (3) restoration to
wholeness, the writer sets the stage for a theologically significant declaration in 30:1b, one which will match the affirmation in 30:5, “every word of God proves true” (RSV). Such an
affirmation appears once the MT preposition l; “to” in 30:1b
is read as the emphatic particle lu “surely”10 rather than being
read as the negative l (= )Ol).
ITHIEL AND UCAL

The MT l)eytiy)il; l)eytiy)il; has produced a wide variety
of interpretations which are summarized by McKane (1970:
644–645) and Franklyn (1983: 241–243). The most interesting interpretations of l)eytiy)il; are (1) “I am weary, O God,”
based upon the root h)l; (2) “O that God were with me,”
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based upon the preposition t) and the vocative l; (3) “there
is no God,” based upon the Aramaic yty) (the particle of
existence) and the negative l (= )lO), as in Dan 3:29; and (4)
“I am not God,” based upon the emendation l) ykn) )l. A
fifth reading begs for recognition, namely, “Surely God
exists!”—based upon the Aramaic yty), “exists” and the
emphatic l “surely, verily.”
Support for this fifth interpretation comes from the confidence of the speaker hidden in the last word of this verse,
lka)uw:. This word has also been variously interpreted. The
Septuagint’s kai\ pau&omai “and I cease,” derived it from hlfkf@
“to be complete, to end,” whereas the Vulgate’s confortatus
read lw@k “to contain, to sustain.” Scott (1965: 175) took lka)u
to be from lkayF “to be able, to have power,” and provided the
expansive translation “and I can [not know anything].” Franklyn (1983: 243) related lka)u to lka)f “to eat” and translated “I
am consumed.”
But there is a better option than the above four which are
derived from standard lexicons with their incomplete listings
of cognates. The Arabic âªk (kalaca) (Lane 1885: 2623; Wehr
1979: 978) “to guard, to keep safe, to protect” (including the
expression, Äpo! É \âªk [kilâ cat callahi] “the safe keeping of
God”) is the most likely cognate of the MT lka)u , a Hophcal
imperfect of )lk meaning “I will be kept safe.”11 The affirmation, “Surely there is a God! Surely there is a God!” led
logically to the conclusion, “I will be safeguarded!”
Consequently, the first ten words of 30:1 can be translated
“the words of a pious person rewarded for righteousness, the
declaration of one restored to wholeness: ‘Surely God exists!
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Surely God exists! I will be kept healthy!’”— rather than being transliterated as a series of names or unknown words.
NO LONGER “THE BRUTE”

The MT #$y)imiI ykinO)f r(aba yk@I of 30:2 has generally been
understood as “for I am more a beast/ brute than a man.” But
r(b and #y) may have other meanings than “beast/ brute”
and “man,” respectively. MT r(ab@a can be the Qal passive
participle r(ub@f , of r(b stem II, “to burn, to consume, to be
consumed (with anger or emotion).” Likewise, the MT #$y)imiI
can be repointed to #$ yF)fmiI “from despair.” In this case, #$ yF)f
would be the cognate of Arabic FÜ! (cayisa) “he despaired”
and E"Ü! (ciya)s) “desparation” (Lane, 1863: 137; Wehr, 1979:
47). The by-form of
(cayisa) is Fx\ªÜ (ya cisa) “to give up
all hope,” which in form. (4) means “to deprive someone of
hope” (Lane, 1893: 2973–2974; Wehr, 1979: 1294). The
Arabic Fx\ªÜ (ya cisa) would be the cognate of #$)ayf “to despair, to give up hope” (BDB: 384; Jastrow, 1903: 560).12
Agur’s despair brought him to the point where he could not
think straight, as he confessed, yli Mdf)f tnAybi-)low: “I did not
have (normal) human discernment.” The past tense used in
translating this verbless clause reflects the tense of the verbal
clause which follows: hmfk;xf yt@idm
: alf-)lo w: “I had not learned
wisdom.” The shift to the imperfect in 30:3b marks the transition from depression to elation—Agur had become rw@bgF@ha,
“the one restored to normalcy.” With renewed piety the affirmation was made: (df)e My#$idoq; t(adaw : “and (now) I make
known the knowledge of the Holy One.”13

FÜ!
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NO INTERROGATIVES

The ymi opening 30:4b functions as a relative pronoun like
the Arabic personal / relative pronoun
(man) (Wehr 1979:
1084), not as an interrogative pronoun. The pronoun refers to
My#$i doq,; the “Holy One” who performed all the acts spelled
out in 30:4. Although MyIma#f$ hlf(f can mean “he ascended
(into) heaven,” it can just as well mean “he was exalted (in)
heaven” or “he had ascendency (in) heaven.” This interpretation draws support from NwOyl;(,e the name of God which
speaks of his ascendency in heaven, not an ascent into
heaven.14 Similarly, although the MT dray@IiwA MyIma#f$ hlf( f can
mean “he ascended (to) heaven and came down,” Scott (1965:
175), who followed tradition in making this verse speak
rhetorically about a person ascending into heaven, correctly
noted that dryw (= driIy@FwA ) was from hdr “to have dominion,”
not dry “to descend.” The point being made in 3:4a is that the
Holy One ( My#i$dq
o ; ) reigns ( hdr ) ascendent ( hl( ) in heaven.
Similarly, the hmf which opens the poetic line 30:5c is not
the interrogative “what”, nor even the relative “which,” but
the exclamatory “how!” (BDB 553b; Wehr 1979: 1042, "s).
The exclamation parallels Psa 8:2, K1m;#i$ ryd@)
I a-hmf “how
majestic is thy name.” The wm# could be cognate with Arabic
ÑtD (sumû) “exaltedness, eminence, highness” (Lane 1872:
1435; Wehr 1979: 504). If so, the w@m#$f -hmf would have the
same meaning as ryd@I)a-hmf. The Vorlage could have been
wOm#;$ w@m#$u -hmf “How exalted his name!” which, in an unpointed text, appeared to be a dittography and was mistakenly
changed into the simple interrogative, “what is his name?”
On the analogy of the w``( stem Mw@r ”to be high” having
the derivative noun Mw@r / Mru “height,” the y``( stem Nyb “to

ys
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discern” could have had the derivative noun Nybi@ / Nbi@ “discernment.” In this case, MT wOnb@; - M#$%e-hma w@ could simply be revocalized as wOnyb@i M#$f hmf (scriptio plene) “how sublime his
intelligence!”
Contrary to the suggestion in BHS, the (dfte yk@I in 30:4,
which is not reflected in the Codex Vaticanus or Sinaiticus,
should not be deleted, but read as the initial words of 30:5,
“Certainly you know every saying of God has stood the test!”
SUMMARY

The uncertainty surrounding Prov 30:1–5 has been minimized in this study by appealing to Arabic cognates for
meanings lost in the Judean dialect of Hebrew. Many scholars
who were quite confident that Agur ben Yakeh was from the
Arabian tribe of Massa made but limited use of Arabic
cognates to clarify problematic words. While some scholars
have recognized that hqy was a cognate of£ªgÖ (waqî ) “to be
pious, to be obedient,” the case has been made for relating (1)
rw@g)f to ?3! [(ajara] “a reward from God to a man for righteous conduct”; (2) )#%&fma@ha to£Gxs (munšî) “author, originator”; (3) rbegE@ to ?$3 ( jabara) “to restore to a sound or good
estate”; (4) lka)u to âªk (kala(a) “to keep safe”; (5) #$ y)I to FÜ!
(cayisa) “to despair”; (6) ymi to
(man) “who” [as a relative
pronoun]; wOm#;$ to ÑtD (sumû) “exaltedness”; and (8) the initial

ys

l of l)eytiy)il; to

r (la) “surely.”

There are sixteen other words in Prov 30:1–5 which have
Arabic cognates, but these are already listed in BDB and KBS
and need no additional elucidation. Adding the definitions
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proposed above to the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew should not
be problematic, especially since Agur’s poetry is in dialect or
an idiolect.
If is unfortunate that Agur (meaning “honored for righteousness”) is viewed by some as a skeptic because of the
skepticism of some scholars about an emphatic l in Hebrew.
Failure to recognize the emphatic l in the phrase l)eytiy)il;
(“Surely there is a God!”) has produced a great deal of erudite
exegetical gymnastics about a God-fearing, but stupid, Ishmaelite whose words of doubt made it into the canonical wisdom
of Israel in a brief obtuse debate where he was a named foil
for an unnamed and unidentified Judean apologist.
Applying the benefits of the word studies above, an entirely
different scenario emerges. A pious person honored for righteousness authors a short poem in which he affirms “Surely
there is a God!” He confesses to having had a bout of depression which affected his reason. But when reason failed, faith
prevailed. As good as his name, this pious person was restored to mental health. As a consequence, he tells of his
intention to declare his knowledge of the “Holy One” who
reigns supreme in heaven and over creation. Piety spoke again
in his affirmation: “Certainly you know every saying of God
has stood the test!” Having asserted initially in the poem “I
will be safeguarded,” this pious soul concluded his five verses
with a third affirmation, “the Holy One is a shield to those
who take refuge in him!” Far from being a skeptic or an
agnostic, Agur lived up to his name and has been well
rewarded for his righteousness—his poem became a part of
the canon even though written in a non-Judean dialect.
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NOTES
1. In forty-two manuscripts cited by Kennicott (1780 II: 475) hqy
appears as )qy, as though the root were )yq / hyq “to vomit, to
disgorge” (BDB 883). This accounts, in part, for the Vulgate’s
reading, verba Congregantis filii Vomentis visio quam locutus est
vir cum quo est Deus et qui Deo secum morante confortatus ait,
and the Douay, “The words of Gatherer the son of Vomiter. The
vision which the man spoke, with whom God is, and who being
strengthened by God, abiding with him, said.” Traditional interpretation explained that the “Gatherer” was the one who assembled
people for instruction and the “Vomiter” was the one who pours
out words of instruction (see Toy 1916: 518).
2. The Septuagint metano&ei “repent” indicates the Hebrew M)n
was read as Mxn in the Greek Vorlage. Hebrew Mxn is translated
in thirteen other places in the Septuagint by metanoei=n.
3. Note Num 22:3, b)fwOm rgFyw@F A ( = kai; ejfobhvqh Mwab) and Jer
46:17, rwOgyF ht@f) a ( = su_ fobh~|). A typographical error flawed
Franklyn’s comment, “fobh&qhti is derived from the jussive rzg
[sic] (dread, fear)” (1983: 239).
4. In the Qurcan (Sura 29:26)
“praise” or “fame.”

?3! ( ajara) has the meaning of
c

5. KBS II: 430 cites Arabic waqiha [sic] “to be obedient,” with the
name hqy given the meaning “careful.”
6. See Delitzsch (1920: 119 §131) for a list of texts having a confusion of q and r .
7. The Septuagint kai\ dexa&menoj au0tou_j reflects a reading of
)#&n, as in Deu 33:3, K1y ter ob@;d @ami )#%&fy I ( = kai\ e0de&xato a0po_ tw~n
lo&gwn au0tou~ “and he received from his words”) and Gen 50:17,
(#$p
a e l ; )nF )#& f ht@ f (wa : (= kai\ nu~n de&xai th_n a0diki/an, “now please
pardon the transgression”).
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z (n) remains unassimilated.

9. See also Wehr 1979: 132.
10. The literature on the emphatic l and )l continues to grow. In
addition to references cited by Richardson (1966: 89), note Mc
Daniel (1968) 206–208; Bloomerde (1969) 31; Dahood (1975)
341–342); Whitley (1975) 202–204; and Huehnergard (1983)
569–593, especially 591.
11. One would expect a final ) on lk along with the initial ) for
the 1cs imperfect. But as discussed in note 1, the interchange of )
and h (like hqy and )qy) is well attested. On the elision of the ) ,
note Delitzsch (1920: 21–22, §14 a – c ) and GKC 68 h.k . The following elisions are noteworthy: ynrz)tw and ynrztw in the parallel
texts of Ps 18:40 and 2 Sam 22:40; rsyw and rs)yw in Ex 14:25
Myrws)h and Myrwsh in Ecc 4:14; lhy for lh)y in Isa 13:20;
tryw for t)ryw in Lev 25:36; Mkyt+x and wbt for Mkyt)+x
and wb)t in Lev 26:18 and 26:21 in 11QpaleoLev.
12. See the study on Numbers 12:3 above in Chapter VII.
13. Reading My#$id oq ; as an honorific plural (see GKC 124 e ). The
MT (df )e can be repointed (scriptio plene) as the Hiphcîl imperfect
(ydIw O) . The addition of “now” is suggested by the t(i I w : “and now”
in Psa 74:6 (rather than the usual ht@f(wa : ). The Vorlage could have
been (AdI )o My#$idq
o ; t(a d a t(a w : , with a loss of the first t( .
14. Note Deut 28:43, where hlf(;mf@ hlf(m
; a K1 y le( f hle (yj A “he shall
excel above you higher and higher” speaks of status not of motion.
Note also Arabic£p[o! (cal c alî ) “the Most High,” used as a name of
God (Lane 1874: 2147).

XVI
RECOVERY OF RARE WORDS
IN ECCLESIASTES 7:26 –28
QOHELETH’S CHAUVINISM

The significant difference between the KJV translation of
Ecclesiastes 7:26 and more recent translations is the use of a
comma. The MT reads -r#$e )j h#$%f)ihf-t)e twEm@fmi rma ynI)j )cewOmw@
h@b@fli MymirfxjwA MydIwOcm; ) yhi, which became in the KJV “and
I find more bitter than death the woman, whose heart is snares
and nets.” This translation has the speaker, Qoheleth, making
the blanket statement that any woman is worse than death. If
the comma after the word “woman” is removed, Qoheleth’s
statement becomes a qualified statement that only the woman
whose heart is a snare and net is more bitter than death. This
is the interpretation of the RSV, “And I found more bitter than
death the woman whose heart is snares and nets,” and the
NIV, “I find more bitter than death the woman who is a snare,
whose heart is a trap.”
Scott (1965: 238) maintained the traditional interpretation,
translating “More bitter to me than death was my experience
with woman, whose thoughts are traps and snares.”1 This
interpretation, reading t)e as the preposition “with” rather
than the sign of the direct object, restricts the bitterness to the
experience of the Qoheleth, but women in general are berated
as those whose thoughts are traps and snares. However, the
crux of the verse is not the t)e , be it a preposition or a
particle, but with the ambiguity of the relative pronoun r#$e),j
which can be read as a restrictive modifier meaning “only
those who (are snares),” or it has a causal force, “forasmuch
as , in that (she is a woman)” (BDB 83b).
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CLARIFICATION FROM COGNATES
The seemingly elementary phrase, )yhi-r#$e )j h#$%f )ihf-t)e
“the woman who she,” may be a bit more complex than
appears at first glance. The relative pronoun may be nothing
other than the misvocalization of the r#) which is cognate to
Arabic ?Hê ( cašir) “exulting, or exulting greatly, or excessively; or exulting by reason of wealth, and behaving with pride,
and self-conceitedness, and boastfulness, and want of thankfulness, or . . . rejoicing, and resting the mind upon things
agreeable with natural desires” (Lane 1863: 62).
If this is the correct derivation of r#), the text behind the
MT was probably )yh hr#) h#) t) , with the definite
article h of h#)h having been originally the feminine ending
of hr#) “self-conceited.” Once the meaning of this rare
word was lost, a pseudo-correction transferred the h of hr#)
to h#) since it was preceded by the particle t) , which is
normally followed by a definite noun.2 With the recognition
of r#) as a rare word and with the reversal a pseudo-correction, Eccl. 7:26 can now be translated as “more bitter than
death is a self-conceited/ thankless woman; she is snares and
her heart is nets.” The plural predicates snares and nets,
following the singular subjects )yhi “she” and h@bfl
@ i “her
e
heart,” are plurals of intensity (GKC 124 ), which can be paraphrased in English with a corresponding emphatic singular
such as “a sure snare” and “a really tight net.”
The appeal to the Arabic cognate ?Hê (cašir) “exulting” to
explain the r#) in this verse gains support from Qoheleth’s
use of r#$fyf in 7:29, “Behold, this alone I found, that God
made man upright, but they have sought out many devices.”
Scott (1965: 239) questioned the integrity of the MT and
commented: “Heb. ya%ša%r, a unique and curious word to be
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used of man’s creation. The context suggests that it is a corruption of w e c išša%h, ‘and woman,’ but there is no support for
this in the ancient versions.” However, Scott overlooked the
fact that the word for “the man” in Ecc 7:29 is Mdf)fhf, which
is as gender inclusive there as it is in Gen 1: 27, where Mdf)fhf
“the human being” is equal to hbfqen:w@ rkfzF “male and female,”
and as in Gen 5:2b, which states Mdf)f Mmf#-$; t)e )rfqy; @IwA “and
he named them Adam.”
The semantic range of ?CÜ ( yusr), the cognate of r#$y, explains why r#$y is so appropriate for this context. The Arabic
?CÜ ( yusr) means “ease, easiness [of circumstance], and what
is made easy” (Lane 1893: 2977).3 With this definition in
mind, r#$y—used in reference to God’s “making of man”—is
a clear allusion to Eden where Mdf)fhf (Adam and Eve) surely
had “easiness [of circumstance].” But the ease of Eden ended
when Mdf)fhf (Adam and Eve) “willfully turned to many
reckonings of their own” (7:29b).
As with r#$y, so also with r#) , the clue to the curious is in
the cognates. Qoheleth certainly had a disliking of excessively
boastful or self-conceited women, but there is no basis to pin
on him the label of misogynist for allegedly having said that
“women were more bitter than death.”
The ambiguity of the comparison in 7:28 (“one man in a
thousand I found, but not one woman in all these did I find”)
has also been problematic. Barton (1908: 147) concluded:
This [7:28c] implies that Qoheleth was something of a misogynist. He apparently had some bitter experience with a
member of the opposite sex. He is more than reflecting the
Oriental view that women are more prone to sin than men . . ..
Qoheleth is saying “perfect men are rare, perfect women are
non-existent.”
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Scott (1965: 238) added some bracketed words: “but not one
woman in all these did I find [to be wise]”; and the NIV
added italicized words: “I found one upright man among a
thousand, but not one upright woman among them all.”
A better option is to restore a word which may have dropped out due to haplography. A Vorlage with a cognate of
either (1) Arabic eÑoès (mâ lu%f ) “familiar,” foès (mâ la%f )
“object of familiarity” or (2) fo! ( ilf ) “close friend, intimate,
confidant, lover” (Lane 80–81; Wehr 1979: 29) 4 would have
read:
C

C

C

yti)cfmf Ple)emI i Plu)m
j a dxf)e Mdf)f

“one familiar / friendly man out of a thousand I found
yti)cfmf )lo hl@e)e-lkfb ; h#$%f )iw:

but a (friendly) woman
among all these (= the thousand) I did not find.
The Pl)m Pl)m or Pl)m Pl) in an unpointed Vorlage
appeared to be a dittography; and, as a result, a scribal decision to “correct” the dittography became the prelude for traditions alleging that Qoheleth berated women—even though he
allegedly confessed, “I got singers, both men and women, and
many concubines, man’s delight ( tgOw@n(jt@a)”(RSV 2:8).5
In Ecc 2:8 the enigmatic tADviw> hD'vi translated in the
Septuagint as oiv n oco, o n kai. oivn oco,a j “a butler and female
cupbearers”) is actually the cognate of the Arabic Ö;H / !;H
(šadw / šada% ) “he sang, chanted, recited poetry” (Lane 1872:
1521; Wehr 1979: 538). The phrase should be repointed as
participles tAdvo w> hdevo “a chanter and chantresses,” like the
preceding tArv'w> ~yrIv'. There is no apparent reason to trans-
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late the MT twdXw hdX as “many concubines” (RSV, NRS,
NAU) or “and a harem as well” (NIB, NIV) or “a wife and
wives” (YLT), as though Qohelet had been a playboy.
CONCLUSIONS

By inserting a comma in a translation it is possible to make
Qoheleth say, “I find more bitter than death the woman,
whose heart is snares and nets.” But the insertion of a comma
is a translator’s choice, not a necessity. Qoheleth may have
said only that some women are worse than death, and in so
saying demonstrated a personality bias, not a gender bias. He
disliked those women who were snares or nets. As reconstructed by this writer, he found women who were hrF #$i )f
“exulting by reason of wealth, and behaving with pride, and
self-conceitedness,” to be more bitter than death.
The addition of words which make Qoheleth say “not one
woman is upright” or “not one woman wise,” is purely
subjective. Some objectivity has been introduced to make
clear the comparison between the man and the woman in 7:28
by limiting the options to what may have been due to a haplography in the Vorlage. Reconstructing the dittography Pl)m
Pl)m and interpreting it in the light of Arabic cognates for a
“familiar person” and “intimate friend” suggest that Qoheleth
had a hard time with close relationships. For all of his reckoning he could find only one male friend out of a thousand
people, but not a single female friend. Qoheleth suggested
(7:29) that Edenic relationships between male and female
were lost by (mis)calculations. Some of the miscalculations
perpetuate themselves in mistranslations and traditions which
have denigrated all women, not just the self-conceited and
thankless women.
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NOTES

1. Scott commented (1965: 239), “[bitter] agrees with the subject
of the sentence rather than with woman (or, “a woman”); hence,
my experience with instead of the usual translation, ‘I found more
bitter than death is the woman . . . .’ ”

2. As noted in BDB (86a) and GKC (§117d) the direct object sign
t) is well attested with indefinite nouns. Especially noteworthy is
Lev 20:14, h#$)
% f i - t)e xq@ya I “he took a woman,” like the h#$)
% f i -t)e

proposed here.

3. Note also MyrI#$fy miI K1w@b he) j in Song of Solomon 1:4 which
means, in light of this Arabic cognate, “they loved you more than
great luxuries” (the great added to indicate the plural of intensity).
In light of this cognate, MT r#$fyF can be revocalized as a qutl. segolate noun, i.e., as r#e$Oy.

4. Note the wordplay in Arabic, like the one suggested for Ecc
7:28, ÇdoÑ\ªs fo! ( alf muwallafat ) “[These are] a thousand made
complete” (Lane 1863: 81). The Pi cel participle Pl)m “teacher”
(BDB 48) also remains a possibility.
C

5. Note that the Arabic cognate of tgOw@n (jt a@ is

5x` (g'unj) “[in the

present day generally used to signify lascivious motion, or a wriggling of the body or hips, under the excitement of sexual passion,
or to excite such passion”] (Lane 1877: 2300) and “to coquet, flirt,
play the coquette (woman)” (Wehr 1979: 802).

XVII
ARABIC COGNATES WHICH CLARIFY
THE SONG OF SONGS 1: 3
INTRODUCTION

As a simple 3 + 3 + 3 tricolon, following a 3 + 3 bicolon,
the poetic pattern of the Song of Songs 1:3 is very transparent.
But the meaning of the second line (italicized below) has
puzzled commentators and has been variously translated.
MybiwO+ K1y nEmf#$; xayrel ;
K1me#$;

qraw@t @

Nme#$e

K1w@bhe)j twOmlf(j Nk@e-l(a

Sweet is the odor of thy perfumes,
Which perfume thou art, by thy name defused abroad.
Therefore do the damsels love thee.
(Ginsburg [1857] 1970: 130)
L’arôme de tes parfumes est exquis;
ton nom est une huile qui’ sépanche,1
c’est pourquoi les jeunes filles t’aiment.
(Robert 1963: 63)
Than the smell of your precious oil.
Turaq oil is your name.
Therefore girls love you.
(Pope 1977: 291) 2
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The fragrance of your perfume is pleasing,
flowing perfume, your name,
therefore the maidens love you.
(Murphy 1990: 124)
Pope (1977: 300) commented, “The word tûraq remains
obscure . . . trq is a term of some type of high grade cosmetic
oil, as suggested by the context of its occurrence in the Song
of Solomon.” Murphy (1990: 127), who essentially concurred
with Pope, observed, “Although the word “flowing” [ qraw@t@]
is problematical, the intention is to intensify in some way the
compliment that has just been made; now his very ‘name’ or
person, is itself perfume.”3 Murphy concluded that the “ í
(e)kkenwqe_n) and × (effusum) are guides to the meaning of
‘poured out.’”
UGARITIC AND ARABIC COGNATES

Pope’s brief comment on twOmlf(j “girls” (1977: 300) that
“the basic sense of the root )lm (Ugaritic and Arabic lm) has
reference to sexual ripeness . . .” provides the methodological
clue for interpreting the entire poetic line, namely, checking
all the applicable Arabic and Ugaritic cognates.
The first word of verse 3, xayrvl,; calls to mind two Ugaritic
cognates: the emphatic particle l (= lû) “verily, surely” and rh.
“scent.” 4 Murphy (1990: 124–125) applied this cognate in his
translation (“Truly, your kisses are better than wine”). Ginsburg ( [1857] 1970: 130) sensed this meaning, without the
benefit of the Ugaritic cognate, when he stated, “The l in
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xayrvl ; signifies in, as regards, quoad, and is frequently used

for the sake of giving prominence to an idea.”
There are seven commonly recognized Arabic cognates
related to the words in this verse: (1) Mle(e and vâ` (g! ula%m)
“boy, girl, youth,” (2) xayriI and Ç0ªÜ @ (rihat)
“smell, odor,”
.
(3) Nme#$e and ytD (siman) “fat, oil, ointment, perfume,” (4)
bwO+ and &èU (tâba)
“good, pleasant, delightful, delicious,
.
sweet [in taste or odor],” (5) l(a and£p\ (c alay) “upon, on,
over,” (6) Nk@iI and ylo (lakin) “then, but,” and (7) l and r (la)
“surely, verily, truly.”5
In addition, all the words in the phrase K1me#$; qraw@t @ Nme#$e
have cognates in Arabic, which until now have gone unrecognized. First, the cognate of Nm# (stem III) is yt+ (.t aman)
“price, high-priced, of high value” and yát+ (.t ami%n) “costly,
precious, valuable.”6 Secondly, the qr of qraw@t@ is cognate to
jÖ@ / j!@ (ruq / râqa) “to be clear/pure, to surpass, to excel, to
please, to delight,” rather than a cognate of iÜ @ / j!@ (rîq /
râqa) “to move to and fro, to pour out.” 7 Thirdly, the M# of
K1me#$;, when repointed as K1m;#&f, can be read as the cognate of
vH (šamma) “smelling, smell, scent, odor.”8
INTERPRETATION OF 1:3

The Nm#$ of K1ynEmf#$; (1:3a) and the Nm#$ of qraw @t@ Nme#$e (1:3b)
— which have been read as simple repetition— are in fact
homographs of two clearly different stems in Arabic, namely,
yt+ (.t aman) “high-priced, high value” and ytD (siman) “fat,
oil, perfume.” Succinctly stated, the Nme#$e was Nmf#f$, “the per-
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fume was costly,” a highly valued and desirable commodity
in and of itself.
In a poetic line which speaks so clearly about the xayriI “the
scent” of perfume, the M# in chiastic parallelism with xayriI
must surely be the synonym M #
$ f “scent, odor, smell, smelling,” noted above. Although lexicographers have cited the
Arabic ÇsëH (šâ cmat) “north” as a cognate of the M #
$ of l)mo$#;
“the left, the north” (BDB 969), the cognate vH (šamma)
“scent” went unnoticed. This oversight is a good example of
what Barr (1968: 268) alluded to when he said,
. . . the ancient translators did their task remarkably well,
considering the circumstances. Their grasp of Hebrew, however, was very often a grasp of that which is average and
customary in Hebrew.

Because M#I $i “name” occurs over 700 times in the Hebrew
Bible, while M#&f “scent” occurs perhaps only once, it is not
surprising that M# was misread as M#I .$i
To make sense out of the MT K1me#; $ qrawt
@ @ Nme# $e “perfume
flowed your name,” interpreters have appealed to Ecc. 7:1,
bwO+ Nme#$%emi M#$e bwO+ “a good name is better than good (perfume) oil,” and I Sam. 25:25, )w@h-Nk@e wOm#$;k@ “as his name so
he is.” Ginsburg ([1857] 1970: 131) commented, “. . . the
pleasant odours diffused by perfume soon became a metaphor
to express the attractions which an agreeable person throws
around him . . . .” Pope (1977: 300) noted,
In Semitic usage the name represents the essence of a person
or thing (cf. I Sam 25:25) hence the justifiable renderings of
AT [American Translation], ‘your very self,’ and Gordis ‘thy
presence,’ Jastrow ‘thou art.’
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But Pope’s rendering, “Turaq oil is your name,” would be far
more convincing if “name” were shifted to “scent,” as proposed in this study. There is no reason to stay with an oblique
metaphorical use of M#I $i “name” since the literal meaning of
M $#f “scent” is available.
As Pope’s transliteration of qraw@t@ suggests, the Hoph cal
feminine singular imperfect used with the masculine singular
nouns “oil” and “name” has been problematic and several
emendations have been proposed.9 Although Pope (1977:
300), noted (citing Gordis) that “. . . a number of nouns are
ambivalent in gender,” M#$iI and Nmee#e are not gender ambivalent. But M $#f “scent” could well be like the Arabic mCs (misk)
“musk” which is clearly gender ambivalent.10 If so, a feminine
qraw@t@ is no problem.
Once qraw@t@ is recognized as a cognate of j!@ (râqa) “to be
clear or pure, to surpass, to excel, to please, to delight,” the
meaning of the colon becomes transparent: K1m; $#f “your scent”
is the subject of qraw @t@ and Nmf#$f “costly” modifies K1m; $#f. The
Hoph cal imperfect followed by the Qal perfect K1w@bhe)j is another example of the poetic yqtl. - qtl. sequencing of verbs.11
The costly perfume was made to excite and delight ( qraw@t@),
with both the excitement and delight suggested by the verb.
The verse can be repointed (scriptio plene) and translated as
MybiwO+ K1ynEmf #$; xayrIi w@l
K1m; $#f

qraw@t@

Nymi#$f

K1w@bhe)j twOmlf(j Nk@e-l(a
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Truly, the scent of your perfume is very delightful.12
Precious, your scent was made to induce pleasure;
therefore (young) women have loved you.
The suffixed verb, K1w@bhe)j , ending 1:3 appears also at the
end of 1:4, preceded by MyrI#$f ymiI , which Pope rendered as
“Rightly do they love you,” commenting
The word mêša%rîm has been considered difficult in the present context. LXX rendered eut-use%s egape% sen se, “right loves
you.” Vulgate recti, “the (up)right,” and similarly Syriac, Targum and Luther . . . . With the change of the last word from
verb, “they loved you,” to noun, “your love,” a striking balance is attained with parallel words for wine and love.13

But the MT can be retained once MyrI#$f ymiI is read in the light
of the Arabic cognate ?CÜ (yusr) “easiness, richness, opulence
wealth, luxury, abundance” (Lane 1893: 2977b; Wehr 1979:
1297). The plural MyrI#$f ymiI can be understood as a plural of
intensity, like MybiwO+ , noted above. In this way, MyrI#$f ymiI
K1w@bhe)j means “they loved you more than great luxuries”
(with the “great” added to indicate the plural of intensity),
which escalates the preceding cohortative comparison, “let us
extol your love more than wine.”
CONCLUSION

The consonantal text of Song of Songs 1:3 provides no
difficulties to the interpreter, although scriptio plene of the
emphatic particle as wl (= w@l) would have been helpful. The
problems have been with the versions and lexicons which
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failed to recognize rare words in Hebrew which have widely
attested cognates in Arabic. For example, the semantic range
of bw+ in Arabic includes “sweet” and “pleasant” when
applied to wine or perfume; and the cognate of r#$ y suggests
not only “right, upright,” but in certain contexts it indicates
“wealth” and “luxury.”
Lapses in oral tradition permitted M $#f “scent” to be pointed
as M#I $i “name” and Nmf#$f or Nymi#$f “costly” to be misread as Nme#$e
“oil.” The failure of lexicographers to recognize iªÜ@ / j!@
(rîq / râqa) “to please, to delight,” along with jÖ@ /j!@ (rûq /
râqa) “to pour out,” made subsequent exegesis of 1:3 difficult. However, when cognates of all the words of this verse
come into focus, the meaning of the tricolon becomes quite
evident.
NOTES
1. Following the LXX, mu&ron e0kkenwqe_n o!noma& sou “thy name
is ointment poured forth.”
2. Pope joined 1:3a with 1:2b “Truly, sweeter is your love than
wine, Than the smell of your precious oil.”
3. Murphy (1990: 125) further elaborated on the problem: “The
repetition of Nme# e$ (‘perfume’) is particularly effective, and it forms
a play on M#$iI (‘name’). However, ‘flowing’ [ qraw@t @] is a doubtful
translation; qraw@t @ would seem to be the Hop c al of qyr (‘poured
out’), but it is not in agreement with NMe# $e, which is always masculine.”
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4. UT 425 #1339, 483 #2308 and #2315, respectively. See also
McDaniel 1968: 206–208 for a discussion and other references to
the emphatic l .
5. See BDB and KBS, sub voce. For the r (la) “surely,” see Lane
1893: 3006 and Wehr 1979: 998.
6. Stem II is used to designate the Nm#$ of hnFmo# $; “eight.”
7. See BDB 937; Lane 1867: 1202–1203, 1190–1192; Wehr 1979:
427, 431.
8. See Lane 1872: 1593–1594; Wehr 1979: 566–567.
9. The proposed emendation are noted in KBS 3: 1228; Pope 1977:
300; and Murphy 1990: 125.
10. See Lane 1893: 3020; Wehr 1979: 1066.
11. Compare Psa 8:7 and Lam 3:22. See McDaniel 1968: 213–215
and references cited there.
12. Reading Mybiw O+ as a plural of intensity (GKC 124e ).
13. See Pope 1977: 305 for a summary of other proposals to make
MT MyrI# $f ymiI into some kind of wine ( #$rfy miI ) or songs ( MyrIy #$i ).

XVIII
THE EXCITED STALLIONS
OF JEREMIAH 5:8
INTRODUCTION

The first four words of Jer 5:8 include two of the easiest
words to recognize in Hebrew (sw@s “horse” and hyFhf “to be,
to become”) and two words, hapax logomena, which have not
yet been properly identified ( MynIz@FyUm ; “well-fed” [RSV] and
Myk@i#;m
$ a “lusty” [RSV]). Carroll (1986: 178), succinctly stated
that Jer 5:8a is “a difficult line,” and McKane (1986: 119)
noted that these two words “cannot be elucidated with any
confidence, but the general meaning of the verse is not in
doubt.” Holladay (1986: 174, 181) stated “M [asoretic] MynIz@FyUm ;
has given steady difficulty; the Versions are of no help” and
concluded, “The second attribute Myk@i#;m
$ a is even more puzzling [than that of MynIz@FyUm ;].”
The Hebrew and Greek texts of Jer 5:8 and the varied ways
they have been interpreted, including the translations proposed in this study, are as follows
w@yhf Myk@i# $;ma MynIz@Fy Um; Mysiw@s

they were as fed horses in the morning
(MT 5:8a, KJV)
they were well-fed lusty stallions
(MT 5:8a, Jones, Carroll)
attrapped stallions from Meshech they have been
(MT 5:8a, Holladay )
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they were stallions about to discharge semen
(MT 5:8a, McDaniel)
i[p poi qhlumanei/ j evg enh, q hsan
(Septuagint 5:8a)
they became as wanton horses
(Septuagint 5:8a, Carroll)
they became horses mad about women
(Septuagint 5:8a, McKane)
they were stallions frenzied-by-females
(Septuagint 5:8a, McDaniel)
w@lhfcy; I w@h(iIriI t#$e)e-l)e #$y)i

every one [each] neighed after his neighbour's wife
(MT 5:8b, KJV, ASV, NAS, NAU)
e[k astoj evp i. th.n gunai/k a
tou/ plhsi,o n auv t ou/ ev c reme,t izon
(Septuagint 5:8b)
they neighed everyone for his neighbour's wife.
(Septuagint 5:8b, Thomson)
PROBLEMS

Jer 5:8b is as easy as 5:8a is difficult, and 5:8b can be dispensed with by the single observation that the verb lhfcf “to
neigh, to cry shrilly,” occurs also in Jer 31:7 (where it is a
synonym of hxfm;$#i “joy” of people) and in 50:11 (where it is
used with MyrIb)
@i a “bulls”). But 5:8a is a different story, as
noted, with the spelling of the second word being uncertain.
Commentators have noted the difference between the Occidental Kethib MynIz@Fw@m and the MT MynIz@FyUm ;. Kennicott (1780:
II: 96) also cited twelve manuscripts having the MT Mynzym,
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and two with the Occidental Mynzwm, along with eighteen other
manuscripts reading either Mynzwym (15 texts) or Mynzwwm (2
texts) or Mynywzm (1 text).1
Commentators and lexicographers have identified the stem
of MynIz@FyUm ; to be Nw@z “to feed” or NzFyF “to be heavy,” resulting in
the translations “well-fed” and “weighty.” The latter definition was thought to be a reference to the weight of the Myk@i#;m
$ ,a
which supposedly meant “testicles” (see below), resulting in
the following equation: “heavy testicles” = “being well hung”
= “lusty.” Holladay (1986: 181), in disagreement with these
interpretations appealed to the single use of Nw@z “to equip” in
Git. tim
67a to argue (in agreement with Jastrow’s “well
.
provided” [1896: 217]) for “attrapped stallions,” i.e., “well
equipped stallions.” He denied that MynIz@FyUm ; had any sexual
meaning.
SOLUTIONS

But there are other possibilities for the roots of MynIz@Fw@m /
MynIz@FyUm ; than Nw@z and NzFy—
F once it is remembered that the
Arabic > (d. ) and B (z), appear in Hebrew as a z —and herein
lies the solution to the crux of MynIzFw@ @m. The Arabic cognates
of Nw@z include (1) yáw > (d. inîn) “any sort of thin mucus or a
thin fluid, . . . the seminal fluid of a stallion, and of an ass,
and of a man that flows from the penis by reason of excessive
appetence,” (2)£w"ªwB (zunânay) “mucus that falls from the
nose of camels, a variant of£w"w > (d. unânay),” and (3) the verb
z> (d.anna) “it (what is termed yáw> [d.inîn], or mucus or . . .
seminal fluid) flowed” (Lane 1867: 979, 1255).2
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By opting for the Occidental kethib Mynzwm—disregarding
the MT MynIz@FyUm ; and all the variants in Kennicott—a Hoph cal
participle (scriptio plene, like the MT My(iqfw@m “the ones
hanged” in 2 Sam 21:13), can be recognized and translated as
“ones whose seminal fluid has been made to flow.”
As already noted, Myk@i #$;ma is thought by some to mean
“testicles,” a variant form of K7#$e)e (appearing in Lev 21: 20),
with the ) of the original Myk #)m having been elided and a
m prefixed for unknown reasons. Holladay (1986: 181) rejected this identification since “. . . the omission of the (alep
is dubious.” He preferred instead Jastrow’s idea that Myk@i #$;ma
is a gentilic plural meaning “the people of Meshech” (mentioned in Ezek 27:13–14). But Holladay ignored the gentilic
plural element—while at the same time affirming that “the
Masoretic vocalization as well as the consonantal text will be
correct (italics mine)”—and settled for “attrapped stallions of
Meshech,” concluding:
If this understanding is sound, the attributes of the stallions in
this colon are not sexual; the sexual reference comes only in
the second colon [of 5:8]. War horses become aroused and
excited when ready for battle (compare 8:6); if this interpretation is correct, Jrm is associating martial excitement with
sexual excitement.

But this suggestion is no more convincing than having the
physiological condition of “weighty testicles” being interpreted as the equivalent of “dragging [the phallus],” which
supposedly referred some sort of erotic activity of stallions.
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“Attrapped stallions of Meshech” could be the translation
were the Hebrew text emended to MynIzFw@m @ha K7#$eme ysiIw @s.
Jeremiah’s Myk #m, just like the Mynzwm, can best be interpreted in light of an Arabic cognate, once it is remembered
that in Hebrew and Arabic the K and the q may be interchangeable, like qqad@f / j < (daq) and K7 kad@f / n< (dak), both
meaning “to crush” (BDB 194, 200; Jastrow 1903: 307, 319).
Similarly, Myk#m can be derived from the stem K7$#ayF which
would be a cognate to the Arabic mHÖ (wašuka), which in
form II means “to be quick, to hurry” and in form IV means
“to be on the point of, or the verge of (doing something)”
(Lane 1893: 3054; Wehr 1979: 1255). By repointing Myk@i#;m
$ a
c
to Myki#&fmu, the Hoph al participle of K7#&ayF can be restored
(scriptio defectiva, like the P(fmu [= P(fw@m] “wearied” in Dan.
9:21, which differs only in that it is a singular participle). As
noted above, one of the redundant w’s or y’s in the variants
Mynzwwm and Mynywzm could be a misplaced vowel letter intended for Myk#m, to be read scriptio plene as Myk#wm.
Another Arabic cognate helps to resolve the uncertainty
surrounding the w@ddFgOt
% ;yI “assembled themselves by troops”
(KJV) in Jer 5:7b, which supports the use of Arabic cognates
in the above interpretation of Jer 5:8a. The Greek translators
must have read w@rrFgOt
% ;yI and translated it as katevl uon “they
were lodging,” as though the stem was rw@g I “to sojourn,”
which often comes in parallel with b#$fyF “to dwell.”
The desiderated meaning of the w@ddFgOt
% ;yI / w@rrFg%Ot;y I is found
with rw@g stem IV which is the cognate of Arabic @Ñ3 / @è3
( jaur / jâra) “he declined or he deviated from the right course
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. . . he acted wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically”
(Lane 1865: 483) and “to commit an outrage” and @Ñ3 ( jaur)
“outrage, wanton deviation” (Wehr 1979: 173).
The confusion of d and r is so widely attested that the
emendation of MT w@dd fg%Ot;yI to w@rr fg%Ot;yI is but a minor adjustment to the text.3 Jeremiah’s use of hnFwOz tyb@iI “brothel”—in
light of the Arabic cognate zÖB (zûn) “an idol, and anything
taken as a deity and worshiped beside God . . . a place in
which idols are collected and set up” (Lane, 1867: 1273 and
1279)—could actually be a shrine to other gods.4 Either way,
be it a brothel or a shrine, Jeremiah accused his audience of
committing an outrage and deviating from the right course.
CONCLUSIONS

Once the Arabic cognates z> (d.anna) and mHÖ (wašuka)
are in focus the problematic MT w@yhf Myk@i# $;ma MynIz@Fy Um; Mysiw@s
can be read and translated as w@yhf Myki# &fmu MynIzFw @m Mysiw@s “they
were stallions on the verge of discharging semen.” The Greek
i[p poi qhlumanei/ j evg enh, q hsan “they were stallions frenzied
by females” was obviously an euphemistic alternative to the
sexually graphic language of Jeremiah. At the risk of using a
colloquialism, but following the pattern of the Septuagint, Jer
5:8 could be rendered euphemistically in English as “they
were stallions on the verge of coming—every one neighing
after his neighbor’s wife.”
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NOTES

1. See Delitzsch (1920: 103–105 §103a b c) for examples of the
confusion of w and y. It seems likely that one of the redundant w’s
and y’s in these variants was a misplaced vowel letter intended for
the Myk#m to be read as Myk#wm.

2. Note also \çªw> (d.anna% c u) used for a woman whose nostrils flow
or “a woman whose menstrual discharge ceases not”(Lane 1867:
979c).

3. See Delitzsch (1920: 105–107 §104 a b c) for examples of the confusion of d and r.

4. Note Carroll’s questions (1986: 179):
Is the community being condemned for its religious or sexual
practices? Does the brothel (bt zo% na% h) refer to such houses
of ill-repute used by prostitutes or to Canaanite places of
worship? . . . The use of such metaphors invites these
questions, but answering them is a difficult interpretative
task.
The interpretative task, however, becomes much easier once all the
lexical options are investigated, including cognates not listed in the
standard lexicons of Biblical/ Judean Hebrew.

XIX
THE FEMALE ENAMORS THE MALE
JEREMIAH 31:21-22
INTRODUCTION

The difficulties encountered in the interpretation of Jer 31:
21–22 led Holladay (1966: 239) to conclude that
the nation [of Israel was] personified as a virgin or daughter
and therefore tender, innocent, and helpless . . . he [God]
will reverse the sex roles so that the female has priority,
initiative, dominance over the male . . . the female will
surmount the warrior!

A number of years later (1989: 194–195) he argued that Jer
31:21–22 was a counterfoil to Jer 30:6, where the male was
mocked “for acting like a female in the demoralization of
battle.” For Holladay it was clear that rb,G" bbeAsT. hb'qne > “the
female will surmount the warrior!” simply indicated a reversal
of sexual roles: “The reassignment of sexual roles is innovative past all conventional belief, but it is not inconceivable
to Yahweh.”
By contrast, Carroll (1986: 601–602) conjectured that the
rb,G" bbeAsT. hb'qne > in Jer 31:22b could be a code for coitus:
“the vagina envelops the penis.” But since there really was
nothing new about that, he confessed in conclusion:
The wiser course of the exegete is to admit ignorance and
acknowledge that ancient texts occasionally do baffle the
modern hermeneut. 31:22b is one such baffling text. . . . I
must admit that I do not know what v. 22b means.
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This study will focus primarily on the Arabic cognates of
the Hebrew lexemes found in Jer 31:21–22 which provide
additional insight for interpreting the text. The Arabic cognates of twenty-eight of the thirty-three lexemes in these two
verses have long been cited in the standard lexicons of Biblical Hebrew. An Addendum to this study lists these cognates,
with endnotes giving lexical references and basic definitions.
Relevant nuances of five of the twenty-eight Arabic cognates
recognized in BDB and /or KBS have gone unnoticed. They
will be presented in this study, along with two alternative
cognates for hla, and two cognates proposed for bbs / bbX.
For convenience, the text in Hebrew and Greek is presented, with my translation of each. The unusual readings in
the Greek text are then examined, with Arabic cognates providing the requisite clues for relating the Greek translation to
the Hebrew text. Following the study of the Greek variants,
the difficulties in the Hebrew text are addressed. (Words in
italics are those which receive attention in this study.)
Masoretic Text

~yrIWrm.T; %l' ymifi ~ynIYUci %l' ybiyCih;
Set up for yourself stone-markers,
make for yourself stone-signs;
(K /Q) yT.k.l'h' / T.k.lh
; ' %r,D, hL'sim.l; %Beli ytivi
pay attention to the roadway — the road you traveled.

`hL,ae %yIr;['-la, ybivu laer'f.yI tl;WtB. ybiWv
Return, O Virtuous Israel, return to your negligent city.

hb'beAVh; tB;h; !yqiM'x;t.Ti yt;m'-d[;
How long will you remain stupid, O faithless daughter?
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#r,a'B' hv'd'x] hw"hy> ar'b'-yKi
Yea, Yahweh created a new thing on the earth:

rb,G" bbeAsT. hb'q ne >
the female enamours the male.
Septuagint

h/ s on seauth,n Siwn poi, h son timwri, a n
Prepare yourself, O Zion; execute “vengeance”
do. j kardi, a n sou eivj tou. j w;m ouj
place your heart upon the shoulders
o`d o.n h]n evp oreu,q hj avp ostra,f hti parqe,n oj Israhl
(using) the road by which you went, return, O virgin of Israel,
avp ostra,f hti eivj ta.j po,l eij sou penqou/s a
return to your cities, O Mourner
e[w j po,t e avp ostre,y eij quga,t hr hvt imwme,n h
How long, O wayward daughter, will you turn away?
o[ t i e; k tisen ku,rioj swthri,an eivj katafu,t eusin kainh,n
for the Lord has created safety for a new plantation:
ev n swthri,a | perieleu,s ontai a; nqrwpoi
in safety men shall go about.
SEPTUAGINTAL VARIANTS

The Septuagint has a number of interesting variations in
38:21–22 (= MT 31:21–22) requiring a number of different
explanations. The Septuagint translators did not understand
~ynIYUci so they simply transliterated it as siwnim, which was
subsequently read as Siwn (Zion), requiring secondarily the
deletion of the im which transliterated the plural ending ~y.1
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The Septuagint timwri, a n “vengeance,” which does not fit
the context, resulted from a misreading of the transliteration
of ~yrIW rm.T ; as timrwrim, which was then translated. The
translation of a transliteration is attested elsewhere, as in Jud
5:21, where the MT Wml.h' was transliterated as omaliei in the
Greek MSS identified as Mnamyb 2otkk* and in the eight
Lucianic MSS dgknptvw. (The Vorlage of the latter group had
wlmh instead of the wmlh and in MSS k and k* it was transliterated as ama law.) The Armenian text ( = Latin planabunt “they will level”) has a translation of the transliteration,
as though omaliei were from o` m ali, z w “to make level.”
The Septuagint do. j kardi, a n sou eivj tou.j w; mouj, “set
your mind upon the shoulders,” reflects an obvious misreading of oi;m ouj “roads, paths” as w; m ouj (suggested by
Rudolph [1970] in BHS). The eiv j thn tribon “upon the
beaten track” (= %r,D ,), found in Aquila and Symmachus
(Ziegler 1957: 360), indicates that the problem was in the
Greek text tradition, not in the Hebrew Vorlage.
The MT #r<a<B' 41 in 31:22b was translated in the Septuagint
as eiv j katafu,t eusin “for a planting/plantation” (Liddell and
Scott 1966: 920, 1965), which is most unusual since gh/ is the
translation of #r<a< well over 600 times. However, there is no
need to assume that the Septuagint had a different Vorlage
here. Nuances of #r<a< surviving in Arabic provide the explanation for this translation and support the integrity of the MT.
Most Hebrew lexicons simply define #r<a, as “earth, land, or
countries”—often citing the Arabic Q@! (card. ). But Arabic
has also the verb with its participle RªÜ@ ! (carîd. ) meaning, “a
land that is thriving, or productive . . . disposed by nature to
yield good produce . . . and become luxuriant with herbage”
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(Lane 1863: 47). Castell (1669: 479) defined it as “terra proventu laeta & luxurians, luxurians gramen : amœna &
conspectu grata”). The verb appears with its cognate accusative:Q@à! )P@! ( carud.at cal card.u) meaning, “the land became thriving . . . and became luxuriant with herbage . . . or
pasture.” The corresponding term was evidently available in
Hebrew and would have appeared as #yra or #ra (scriptio
defectiva). The Greek translators were apparently aware of
this #yrIa' “luxuriant land.”
In Jer 38:22 (MT 31:22) the Septuagint has swthri, a n . . .
swthri,a , the repetition of the noun meaning “deliverence, a
way or means of safety, safe return, security, salvation”
(Liddell and Scott 1966: 1751). Given the reference in 31:22
to the “planting” and “plantation” (katafu, t eusin), the Septuagint translators probably intended swthri, a n to mean
“security” (when planting in the fields or when those in exile
traveling homeward would be at risk of attacks by robbers).
Given the “roads” mentioned 31:21 (w; m ouj = oi;m ouj =
tribon,) [see p.161, above], the translators may have intended
swthri,a to mean “safe and secure” along the trek back home
to the cities in Israel and Judah.
While the Greek text of 38:22 [MT 31:22] fits the context,
it does not match the Hebrew text. The swthri, a n . . .
swthri,a seemingly stand in lieu of a word for the MT hb'qen>
“woman.” Two errors seem to have occurred: (1) the hbqn in
the Vorlage was misread as hdqn “to save” or hzqn “to
save,” and (2) the uncertainty over hdqn or hzqn resulted in
a dittography in the Vorlage. The stem behind the Septuagint
reading is the cognate of Arabic
(naqid.a) “he became

=hªw
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safe, in safety, saved, liberated” and the noun
(naqad. ) “a
thing that one has rescued or liberated” (Lane 1893: 2837).
This cognate was noted by KBS (II: 719) and had been cited
by Castell (1669: 2396) “defensio, protectio, redemptor,
liberatio.” The (d. ) of the Arabic cognate
(naqid.a)
would ordinarily become a z in Hebrew and a d in Aramaic.
But Hebrew has the verbs dqn and zqn meaning “to puncture”
(Jastrow 931), and by analogy one could anticipate either dqn
or zqn for the cognate meaning “to be safe, to liberate, to
save.”

>

=hªw

THE MEANING OF

hlwtb

The feminine imperatives in 31:21 are addressed to the
laer'f.yI tl;WtB. “Virgin Israel.” The noun hl'WtB. is a Qal
passive participle (GKC 84 m ) of ltb “to separate, to cut
off.” While popular interpretations assume the separation was
from all sexual activity (virgo intacta), the separation was
actually for devotion to God. This noun could be used for
someone with a husband, like the hl'WtB. “virgin” who was
in sackcloth for the l[;B; “husband” of her youth (Joel 1:8).
The use of qª(ª# ( = ltb) in Sura 73:8 in the Qurcan is
relevant: §á($' Äáo! q($'Ö (watabattal cilayhi tabtîlâ) “and devote yourself with complete devotion [to God].” Lane (1863:
150) cited this verse and provided the following definition for
qª(ª# (batala) form V: “He detached himself from worldly
things, and devoted himself to God, or he devoted himself to
God exclusively, and was sincere, or without hypocrisy,
towards Him . . . or he abstained from sexual intercourse, and
hence, [qª(ª#] is metaphorically employed to denote exclusive
devotion to God.” In short,
(batala) addressed primarily

qª(ª#
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one who was virtuous and devout, and only secondarily did it
focus on celibacy and virginity.
If Hebrew ltb shared any of these Arabic nuances, the
laer'f.yI tl;WtB. would be better translated “Virtuous Israel”
rather than “Virgin Israel, recognizing that “virtuous” means
“one with moral excellence,” as well as a “celibate woman.”
The tP;r>x, “disgrace/shame” of Ephraim’s youth (Jer 31:9)
included the hypocrisy of being called “Virtuous Israel.”
When the definition of hlwtb becomes focused on virgio
intacta, the following statements of Tsevat (1977: 341–343)
need to be taken seriously:
It is a mistake to look for a deep religious idea in bethulath
bath tsiyyon, ‘virgin daughter of Zion,’ etc. . . . Neither the
word nor the concept of “virgin” and “virginity” is of any
importance in the religious thought of the OT and in the
earliest history of the interpretation of this idea.

The definition of hlwtb must be grounded in the recognition that ltb “to cut, to sever, to separate” is a by-form of
ldb “to sever, to divide, to separate.” Israel was as much a
hl'D'b.Wm (a Hophcal participle) as she was a hl'WtB. (a Qal
passive participle). The biblical tradition is quite explicit, as
in Lev 20:24, “I am the LORD your God, who have separated
( yTil.D;b.h)i you from the peoples”; Lev 20:26, You shall be
holy to me; for I the LORD am holy, and have separated
( lDIb.a;w") you from the peoples, that you should be mine”; and
also I Kings 8:53, “For thou didst separate them (~T'l.D;b.h)i
from among all the peoples of the earth, to be thy heritage.”
Similarly, Moses said to Korah, “the God of Israel has separated ( lyDIb.h)i you from the congregation of Israel, to bring
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you near to himself, to do service in the tabernacle of the
LORD ” (Num 16:9).
Hebrew ldb has a semantic range similar to Arabic qª(ª#
(batala). So much so that by analogy Hebrew ltb and ldb
could have been interchangeable, with one surviving as a
noun and participle and the other primarily as a verb. These
two stems are examples of the interchange of t and d, like
(1) qdb “to cleave, to cut” and qtb “to cut, to cut off” and
(2) )# (batt) “he separated, he severed” and ;# (badd) “he
separated, he withdrew.”
Once hl'WtB. is recognized as a synonym of hl'D'b.Wm, and
not restricted to the definitions of seclusion and virgo intacta,
the term will have (contra Tsevat) profound religious significance, echoing Exo 19:5–6 “you shall be my own possession
among all peoples; for all the earth is mine, but you shall be
to me a kingdom of priests (~ynIh]Ko tk,l,m.m;) and a holy
nation” and Amos 3:2 “you only have I known of all the
families of the earth.” It is unfortunate that laer'f.yI tl;WtB.
became disassociated from the concept of ~ynIh]Ko tk,l,m.m;,
i.e., a nation which detached itself from worldly things, and
devoted itself to God,” as suggested by the cognate qª(ª#
(batala).2 The interpretation of laer'f.yI tl;WtB. would be well
served by terms like “devotee” or “separatist,” the latter of
which would be analogous to vWrP' “Pharisee,” a Qal passive
participle like hl'WtB. , both of which are from stems meaning
“to separate.” Both laer'f.yI tl;D'b.mu and laer'f.yI tv;WrP.
would be synonymous with laer'f.yI tl;WtB., and all three
could have been used to indicate Israel’s being separated for
devotion to God. The feminine form carries no sexual signi-
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ficance. The tl;WtB. is feminine because the gentilic laer'f.yI
was feminine, like !wOYci tB; and ~÷Il;v'Wry> tB;.3
THE MEANING OF

hla $yr[

A double entendre may be hidden in Jeremiah’s command:
hla 29 %yIr;['-la, ybivu, which in the Septuagint became avpostra, f hti eiv j ta.j po,l eij sou penqou/s a, “return to your
cities, O Mourner.” Holladay noted (1989: 193) that the MT
hL,ae was interpreted in the Septuagint like the imperative in
Joel 1: 8, h'yr,W[n> l[;B;-l[; qf;-tr;gUx] hl'Wtb.Ki ylia/, “Mourn
[qrh, n hson] like a virgin girdled with sackcloth over the husband of her youth!” Holladay dismissed the MT hL,ae “these”
as well as the Septuagint’s penqou/s a “mourner,” for not fitting a context of joy and triumph, suggested by Jer 31:7 “sing
aloud with gladness for Jacob, and raise shouts for the chief
of the nations; proclaim, give praise.” He offered what he
admitted was a very “bold” emendation by reading hl'[}Bo
“mastery” for the MT hL,a,e creating a clear association with
the subject of the sentence, hl'WtB., and providing poetic assonance by having hl'[}Bo and hl'WtB. appearing in the same
line.
But Jer 31:9 ( ~ynIWnx]t;b.W Waboy" ykib.Bi, “they will come
with weeping and with agonizing pains”) mitigates against
creating a triumphal context for 31:21. Although many commentators prefer the Septuagint’s paraklh, s ei “consolation”
(assuming the Vorlage had ~xn rather than !nx), the MT fits
the context fine once the proper nuance of !nx is recovered.
The Arabic cognate y/ (h. ann) (BDB 335; Lane 1865: 653–
654), often connotes intense emotional pain and violent
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outbreaks of crying, particularly y0(Cs (mustah. a.n) “one who
is affected with intense emotion by longing for his home,”
and yáx/ (h. anîn) “the expression of pain arising from yearning or longing or desire, [the] violence of weeping proceeding
from grief.” Arabic zèx/ (h. annân) “grieving and moaning”
is also relevant here. Consequently, the MT ~ynIWnx]t;, when
coupled with ykiB. “weeping,” (in Jer 3:21 and 31:9) probably
connoted deep visceral pain and its accompanying moans,
rather than rational “supplications” (which would be preferable when the parallel is hlpt “prayer”).
In lieu of Holladay’s bold emendation, an examination of
the cognates of hla leads to a very modest emendation. The
demonstrative hL,ae is the cognate of
( culay). But as a
noun or verb hla could be the cognate of (caliha), which
Lane (1863: 82) defined as “. . . he became, confounded, or
perplexed, and unable to see his right course . . . he was, or
became, vehemently impatient, or affected with vehement
grief, or he manifested vehement grief and agitation.” The
verb (caliha) was probably derived from ( waliha) meaning “he became bereft of his reason or intellect, in consequence of grief . . . or intense grief, or of the loss of the
beloved” ( Lane 1893: 3060). Given the interchange of ['' [
and h'' l stems, Arabic
(calîl = lla = hla) “the state
of a mother who has lost her children” (Hava 11) is relevant.
The Vorlage of MT hL,ae %yIr;[' was probably tla $yr[

£ªoÖé

Äo!

Äo!

ÄoÖ

qáo!

Äo!

or hla $ry[. The tla (= twOla'), like its cognate (clh),
would have meant “bereft” and tOla' %yIr;[' would have meant
“your bereft cities.” The confusion of h and t is well attested
(Delitzsch 1920: 107–109, §105 a-b), as in Jer 52:21 where
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dMu[;h' hm;Aq “the height of the pillar” appears incorrectly for
the dMu[;h' tm;Aq found in I Kings 7:15.
Jer 31:21–22 is a sub-unit of 31:15–22, with clear and definite unifying elements, like the use of ~yrIWrm.t; “mourning” in 31:15 and ~yrIWrm.T; ( = ~yrIWrm.aT' ) “stone cairns”)
in 31:21. The motif of a grief stricken town is the dominant
theme of Jer 31:15–16

~yrIWrm.t; ykiB. yhin> [m'v.nI hm'r'B. lAq
h'yn<B'-l[; hK'b;m. lxer'
. . . WNn<yae yKi h'yn<B'-l[; ~xeN"hli . hn"a]me
h['m.DImi %yIn:y[ew> ykiB,mi %leAq y[in>mi
A voice is heard in Ramah,
lamentation and bitter weeping
Rachel is weeping for her children;
she refuses to be comforted for her children
because they are not . . .
Keep your voice from weeping
and your eyes from tears.
Were the names hm'r" and lxer" and the preposition !mi
removed from 31:15–16, the remaining words would provide
a good definition of (caliha) or hla or lla. A succinct
paraphrase of 31:15 would be tl'a' hm'r' or hL'a; hm'r" “Ramah became grief-stricken” (following the vocalization noted
in GKC 67 bb and 75 I ). With the shift from the singular hm'r"
to the plural %yIr;[' in 31:21, tl'a' or hL'a; would become
plural modifiers: tOla' or tOLa; (scriptio defectiva).
Because Jer 31:6 focused on Zion ( !AYci hl,[]n:w> WmWq
“arise and let us go to Zion”), reading the MT %yIr;[' as %rEy[i

Äo!
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“your city” ( = Zion) remains a reasonable option. The MT
hL,ae could be then be repointed as hl'a' or hL'a; for “your
grief-stricken city,” and Lam 1:1–4, which reads as follows,
would support this meaning for hl'a' or hL'a.;

~[' ytiB'r; ry[ih' dd'b' hb'v.y" hk'yae
hn"m'l.a;K. ht'y>h'
tAnydIM.B; ytir'f' ~yIAGb; ytiB'r;
`sm;l' ht'yh> '
hl'y>L;B; hK,b.ti AkB'
Hy"x/l, l[; Ht'['m.dIw>
h'yb,h]ao-lK'mi ~xen:m. Hl'-!yae
Oh, how the city
—the “Mistress of the people”—
sat alone /mourning! 4
The “Mistress among the nations”
had become like a widow.
The “Princess among the provinces”
had become a vassal.
She weeps bitterly nightly,
her tears on her cheeks.
Among all here lovers no one to comfort her.
Consequently, the modest emendation proposed here is to
change hla to tla or emend $yr[ to $ry[ in order to read
“grief-stricken city” (a reference to Zion as in Jer 31:6) or
“grief-stricken cities” (referring to Ramah [Jer 31:15] and the
cities / towns of Ephraim [Jer 31: 18] ).
Because many h'' l stems were originally w'' l stems, the
Arabic /
(clw / calâ), “he fell short of doing what was

Ño! à!
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requisite, or what he ought to have done” (Lane 1863: 83), is
another likely cognate of hla in the context of Jer 31:15–22.
In Jer 31:19 Ephraim had confessed yTim.l;k.nI-~g:w> yTiv.B
yr'W[n> tP;r>x, ytiaf'n" yKi “I was ashamed, and very 5 humiliated, for I bore the disgrace of my youth.” Overtones of this
confession may be hidden behind the MT hL,ae %yIr;[,. In light
of the Arabic cognate à! (calâ) “negligent, derelict,” $yr[
tla and hla $ry[ could be translated “your negligent
cities” and “your derelict city.”
THE MEANING

hbqn, bbs, AND rbg

The Greek swthri,a meaning “safety, security” for the
MT hb'q ne > “woman,” as noted above, resulted from a Vorlage
being misread as hdqn or hzqn “to save,” and requires no
further comment here.
The three words rbg bbs hbqn led Bright (1965: 282) to
comment that the meaning of the final phrase of Jer 31:22 “is
wholly obscure, and it might have been wiser to leave the
colon blank.” Carroll (1986: 601) concurred, stating that this
colon is “perhaps the most difficult half-line in the book of
Jeremiah.” Similarly, Holladay (1989: 192) commented that
“the whole passage is startling”; and Jones, (1992: 394) called
Jer 31:21–22 as a whole a “tantalising [sic] oracle.”
A sampling of what Carroll called the “lapidary” results of
exegetical endeavors include the following translations and
Talmudic reference:
The Woman sets out to find her Husband again
JB
the woman must encompass the man with devotion
NAB
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a woman turned into a man
NEB
A woman shall court a man
Torah
the woman shall embrace the man
Peshit. ta
[A female shall compass a man (?)]
Bright (1965: 282)
the female will surmount the warrior
Holladay (1966: 239)
die Verwünschte wandelt sich zur Herrin
the cursed one changes to a queen
Rudolph (1968: 199)
The woman must protect the soldier
Lundbom (1975: 33)
the vagina envelops the penis (?)
Carroll (1986: 602)
a female shall encompass a hero
Holladay (1989:154)
a good woman will be a protecting wall of wisdom
(Yebamoth 62b)

In the opinion of the author only the Torah translation
(with “courtship”) and the NAB (with “devotion” ) are somewhat on target, along with association of the woman with
wisdom in Yebamoth 62b. The three reasons for this conclusion follow with a discussion on hbqn,42 bbs,43 and rbg.44
The anatomically descriptive Hebrew hbqn “female” is
not attested in Arabic, though the stem meaning “to perforate”
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is well attested. The Arabic &èhªw (naqâb) refers to a woman’s
face veil “from out of which appears the circuit of the eyes.”
The feminine Ç$áhªw (naqîbat) means “the mind, understanding,
intellect, intelligence” and is a synonym of qh\ (c aql ) “understanding, intellect.” 6 The masculine &èhªw (naqâb) refers to “a
man of great knowledge, very knowing . . . who is intelligent,
and enters deeply into things.” One can assume that the
feminine Ç#èhªw (naqâbat) (= hb'qon> ) would have meant “a
woman of great knowledge or intellect.” Therefore, the MT
hbqn could be hiding this double entendre: the “female” and
the “wise/smart woman,” who was identified in Jer 31:22 as
the personified “Virtuous Israel.”
The antonym of hbqn “intelligent” in this context is the
stem qmx which appears in Jer 31:22. In BDB (330) qmx is
defined as “to turn away” and “to turn hither and thither.”
Bright (1965: 276) rendered it “dillydally.” But qmx also
means “stupid, foolish” and is the cognate of Arabic
(h. umaq) “foolishness, or stupidity; i.e., unsoundness in the
intellect or understanding” (Lane (1865: 645–646). Jeremiah
frequently reminded the laer'f.yI tl;WtB. that she had been
stupid, as in Jer 4:22 ( yMi[; lywIa/ yKi, “for my people are fool-

it/

ish”); 5:4 ( Wla]An ~h,, “they have no sense”); 5:21 (lk's' ~[;
ble !yaew>, “O foolish and senseless people”); 10:8 (Wr[]b.yI
Wls'k.yIw> , “they are stupid and foolish”); 17:11 ( lb'n" hy<h.y,I “he
will become a fool”). The qmx of Jer 32:21 can be added to
Jeremiah’s synonyms for “foolish.”
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Two aspects of the “new thing” created are (1) the end of
the chaos coming from the stupidity of the “negligent daughter of Israel” (= laer'f.yI tB; qm;xu), and (2) the emergence of
an “intelligent, devoted Israel” ( = hb'yqin. laer'f.yI tl;WtB.. ).
Yebamoth 62b hints at hb'yqin> “intelligence” with its statement
that a good woman will be a protecting wall of wisdom. Failure to recognize the different meanings of the Hebrew hbqn
precludes the recognition of Jeremiah’s double entendre. It
was not just a female who was to be involved; it was to be the
people of Israel, who were designated by two female personifications: hb'qon> hb'q ne > “an intelligent woman” and hl'WtB. “a
virtuous woman.” 7
As for the verb bbs 43 in Jer 31:22 it is important to note
initially that Kennicott MS 589 reads bbwXt for the MT
bbwst , and with a f one would expect an Arabic cognate
with a
(š) rather than a
(s).8 Given the s / f variable
and the close relationship of ['' [ and h'' l stems,9
(šabaha) /
(sabaha) or
(šabba) /
(sabba) are
possible cognates. Two of these four options are contextually
relevant; namely,
(šabaha) and
(šabba) (Lane
1872: 1499 and 1493).
The Arabic
(šabaha) means “to make it to be like it,
or to resemble it,” with the noun
(šabah) meaning “a
likeness or resemblance.” This word is a synonym of
(ma.t ala) (Lane 1872: 1499 –1500), which is the cognate of
lvm which appears, in the opinion of this author, in Gen
3:16, “your desire shall be for your husband, and he will be
like ( lVem;y> ) you.” Because the idea of the female being just

I
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Äª$ªD

%ªH

%ªD

Äª$ªH

Äª$ªH

Äª$ªH

%ªH

Äª$ªH
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like the male was a part of the creation narratives in Genesis
(“bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh,” etc.), it is difficult to
view gender equality as the “new thing” which God had
created for laer'f.yI tl;WtB. in the post-exilic period.10
Keeping in mind that the people of Israel were designated
by female personifications (hb'qn' > and hl'WtB.) and that God
was generally designated by the masculine nouns / names
( ~yhla, hwla, la, and hwhy)), the Arabic
(šabba)—
which deals with a particular male-female dynamic—is the
most likely cognate of the bbwf / bbws in Jer 31:22.
In Arabic
(šabba) in stems II and V means “to rhapsodize about a beloved woman and one’s relationship to her,
to celebrate her in verse with amatory language, to compose
love sonnets” (Lane 1872: 1493 and Wehr 527), with the
phrase
(h. asanatu caššbâbi) meaning “beautiful
in the mention of women.”
In Jer 31:3–4 Yahweh affirmed in masculine amatory
language:
%yTib.h;a] ~l'A[ tb;h]a;w>

%ªH

%ªH

&è$Go! ÇxC/

`ds,x' %yTik.v;m. !Ke-l[;
laer'f.yI tl;WtB. tynEb.nIw> %nEb.a, dA[
%yIP;tu yDI[.T; dA[
`~yqix]f;m. lAxm.Bi tac'y"w>
I have loved thee with an everlasting love,
therefore I have continued my faithfulness to you.
Again I will build you, and you shall be built,
O Virgin \ Virtuous Israel!
Again you shall adorn yourself with timbrels,
and shall go forth in the dance of the merrymakers.
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In Jer 31:22b, a gender reversal was announced. Having a
feminine subject for bbwf / bbws, followed by a masculine
object, would be analogous to saying “the woman impregnated the man,” which obviously does not fit the created
order. Although commanded to love God with heart, soul, and
strength, Israel became infatuated with other deities, despite
Yahweh’s continuing affirmation of His love for Her. But
Yahweh had “created a new thing”: Virtuous Lady Israel
would bbwf / bbws Him; i.e., Israel herself, personified as a
hb'qn' > and a hl'WtB., would now lovingly rhapsodize with
sincerity about her God and her relationship with Him.
Although Ezekiel (33:31) had complained, “for with their lips
they show much love ( ~h,ypiB. ~ybig"[)] ,11 but their heart is set
on their gain,” Jeremiah affirmed it would now be different.
In the new order Israel would, as suggested by the cognates
(batala) and Çª#èhªw (naqâbat), intelligently (^b.b'l.-lK')
devote herself to Yahweh exclusively, with sincerity and
without hypocrisy. The sweet amatory overtones suggested by
bbwf / bbws are at least hinted at in the Torah translation, “a
woman shall court a man” and the NAB “with devotion.”
The noun rbg 44 in Jer 31:22 also requires some attention.
The name laeyrIb.G: “man of God” and the epithet rABGI lae
“God almighty” set the basic parameters. Because rbg is
coupled here with hbqn, it is more likely to mean “man” than
“servant.” Just as hbqn here has multiple layers of meaning,
including “female,” and “intelligent,” as well as a personification of Israel along with laer'f.yI tl;WtB., it seems likely that
rbg could also have multiple layers of meaning.

qª(ª#
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The rbg could also be read as scriptio defectiva for rABGI
and be a elliptical equivalent for rABGI lae, as it appears in
(1) Isa 10:21 “The remnant of Jacob shall return and trust in
Almighty God ( rABGI lae)”; (2) Jer 32:18 “O great and almighty God ( rABGIh; lAdG"h; laeh)' whose name is Yahweh
of hosts”; and (3) Neh 9:1 “the great supreme and awesome
God ( ar'ANh;w> rABGIh; lAdG"h; laeh)' .
The citation of rABGI lae “God Almighty” in BDB (150)
referenced
(caljabbâr) “the Supreme Being,” which
Lane (1865: 375) defined as “[A name of] God; so called because of his magnifying Himself [above every other being]”;
and Wehr (1979: 133) defined as “almighty, omnipotent
(God), . . . mighty, powerful.”12 It has long been recognized
that
( jabar) is related to Arabic
(kabar), used in
the epithet
(calla%h cakbar) “God is great.”13 The
epithet appears in Job 35:6, ble x;Ko ryBiK; . . .ryBiK; lae
“God is almighty . . . almighty in strength of understanding,”
which comes as close as one can get to the ideas of “omnipotence” and “omniscience.” Virtuous ( hlwtb), intelligent
( hbqn ), Israel, in a reversal of roles, will rhapsodize lovingly
( bbX) about the Almighty ( rbg).

@è$4o!

?ª$ª3

?$k! Äpo!

?ª$ªk

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Septuagintal variants have been accounted for by
recognizing that (1) ~yrIWrm.T; and ~ynIYUci “signs / markers”
were transliterated as timrwrim and siwnim, and then modified to timwri, a n “vengeance” and Siwn “Zion”; (2) once an
oi was misread as an w, the oi;m ouj “road” became w; m ouj
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“shoulder”; (3) the Hebrew hbqn was misread as hdqn /
hzqn and was then translated twice as swth ri,an and swthri,a “salvation”; (4) the katafu, t eusin “plantation” retains a
nuance of #ra which dropped out of usage in post-Biblical
Hebrew but its cognate has survived in Arabic; and (5) there
is no need to emend hla to hlba to accommodate the
Greek penqou/s a “grief” which reflects a definition of lha
that also dropped out of usage in post-Biblical Hebrew although its cognate has also survived in Arabic.
Of the thirty-three lexemes in Jer 31:21–22, only five lack
an Arabic cognate: hwh / hyh,38 bbs,43 ry[,29 ~yf,17 and
tyv.19 Of the twenty-eight lexemes with Arabic cognates already cited in Hebrew lexicons, seven have nuances well
attested in Arabic which —aside from Castell’s lexicon of
1669 — have gone unnoticed. These include (1) hlwtb “unequivocal devotion” or “virtuous” (which may or may not
connote virginity); (2) !nx “grief-stricken”; (3) hla “vehement grief ” and “negligent, derelict”; (4) qmx “foolish,
stupid”; (5) hbqn “intelligence, intellect”; (6) bbf “to rhapsodize in amatory language”; and (7) rbg “the Almighty.”
As is now evident, some of the difficulties in Jer 31:21–22
are not with the consonantal text but with standard Hebrew
lexicons which have edited away much of the cognate information available in Castell’s 1669 lexicon. In the endnotes
(s. uhay)
several other cognates are cited, including (1)
“a tower on the top of a mountain,” the etymon of !wOYci
“Zion”; (2)
(jam) “very, many, abundant” for the ~g in
Jer 31:19; and (3)
(walaqa) “trace, footstep” (= $ly)
being possibly the imperfect stem of $lh “to walk.”

£}L
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The consonantal MT of Jer 31:21–22 has two problems,
requiring only minor rather than bold emendations. First,
bbwst should be read as bwbft, following the reading of
one manuscript cited by Kennicott. Secondly, the hla $yr[
“these your cities” should be read as hla $ry[ “your griefstricken / negligent city” or as the plural (scriptio defectiva)
tla $yr[ “your grief-stricken / negligent cities.”
The enigmatic phrase rb,G" bbeAsT. hb'qne > simply means
“the female enamors the male.” But sensitivity to Jeremiah’s
use of double entendre and personification, suggests that the
“Virgin / Virtuous” Israel will be the “intelligent female”
( hb'yqin> / hb'qen> ) who will lovingly and eloquently wax poetic
( bbe OfT.) in praise of the Almighty ( rABGI). Jeremiah’s expectation was that Lady Israel—who was loved by her God with
an everlasting love—would rapturously reciprocate vocally
and unequivocally with paeans of love, thereby creating the
role reversal between the male Lover and the female Beloved.
ADDENDUM
ARABIC COGNATES OF
HEBREW WORDS IN JER 31:21–22 MT
MT

ybiyCih;
%l'
~ynIYUci
ymifi
~yrIWrm.T;

ARABIC

%Kw
r
zéÑL
uèH
@ÑsÑ'\

nas. aba 14
la 15
s. awwa% n 16
ša% m 17
tu’mûr 18
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ytivi
%Beli
hL'sim.
%r,D,
yTik.l'h'
ybiWv
tl;WtB.
laer'f.yI
"

ybivu
la,
%yIr;['
hL,ae
d[;
yt;m'
!yqiM'x;t.Ti
( l)h;
tB;
hb'beAv
yKi
ar'b';
hw"hy>
hv'd'x]

———

——— 19

%o
qáCs
n@<
ioÖ
&è+
ÇpÑ(#
£?H
Åà!
&è+
£o!
———
£ªoÖé
!;\
£(s
it/
r!
)x#
&è+
£k

lubba 20
masîl 21
daraka 22
walaqa 23
.t âba 24
batûlat 25
šaraya 26
c

ilâh 27

.t âba 24
c

ilay 28

———
c

ulay 30

c

adâ 31

29

matay 32
h.amuqa 33
c

al 34

bint 35
.t âba 24
kai 36

ê?#

bara ca 37

———

———

.;/

h.ada.t a 39

38
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&
Q@!
&hw

B'
#r,a'
hb'qen>
bbeAsT.
rb,G"

———

?$3

bi 40
c

ard. 41

naqb 42
———

43

jabr 44

NOTES

!WYci “road sign” and !wOYci “Zion” are etymologically unrelated, as is clear from their cognates. The noun !WYci is the
cognate of the Arabic
(s. awwân) “stones” and Syriac AØwc
c
%
%
(s.-ewaya ) “stones.” But the name !wOYci, which appears with a medial h in Syriac ( nWØhc [s. ehyûn]) and in Arabic (
[s. ahyûn]),
1. The Hebrew

zéÑL

zÑá}L

is the cognate of Arabic: (1)

£|èL (s. âhây) “to ascend to the top of

*!Ñ}L (s. ahawât) “the upper most part of a
£}L (s. uhay) “a tower on the top of a mountain”;

(a mountain)”; (2)
mountain”; (3)
and (4)

è}Ko! ( as. s. uhâ) “the places in which water wells forth”
c

(Lane 1872: 1739 b ; Hava 408). The third Arabic cognate is a perfect match for the !AYci td;cum. “the mountain-top fortress” mentioned in I Chron 11:5; and the fourth cognate fits the “waters of
Gihon” (II Chron 32:30) and “the waters of Zion”(Ezek 47).
For the loss of the medial h in !wOYci compare (1) rWD and Arabic
(dahr) “longtime, age”; (2) jWl / jh;l' “secrecy” (Exo 7:11);
(3) lWm / lh;m' “to circumcise”; (4) rWm / rh;m' “to exchange”; (5)
rWn / rh;n' “a light” and “to shine”; (6) #Wr / jh;r. “run” (Aramaic,
Syriac); and (7) vWB / th;B. “shame” (Aramaic). On the afformative
!wO of !wOYci, see GKC §85 u.

?|<

2. On Exo 19:1ff., see Schrenk 1976: 249.
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3. Note I Sam 17:21 and II Sam 24:9 for laer'f.yI as a feminine
noun.

4. See McDaniel 1968: 29, 42. It seems apparent to me now that

ddb, was a double entendre: “alone/mourning.” Compare Jacob’s
being called ~yIAGh; varo “the chief of the nations” in Jer 31:7.
5. Reading ~g as a cognate of Arabic

v3 ( jam) “many, abundant,”

used adverbially (Lane 1865: 449).

6. This cognate goes unnoticed in BDB and KBS although it was
noted by Castell (1669: 2394) and defined as “intellect” (mens,
ejusque acumen & perspicacia).”

7. On the collective personification of a nation, see GKC §122 I and
122 s. Brown- Gutoff (1991: 186) suggested that hbqn referred to
the “female side of God ” (compassion, love and mercy), as opposed to rbg which was associated with male military qualities.

8. Note, however, that

wyt's. “winter” is a cognate of Arabic \ç(H

(šitâc ), as noted in BDB (711) and in Lane (1867: 1504). See also
Moscati 1964: 36 –37. Jud 12:6 ( tl,Bosi rm,aYOw: tl,Bovi an"-rm'a/
“please say ‘shibboleth’ and he said ‘sibboleth’. . .”) well illustrates the š to s shift in a non-Arabic dialect.

9. See GKC §77e. Note the following verbs: hn"a' / !n"a' “to sigh”;

hm'd' / ~m;d' “to be quiet”; hn"x' / !n:x' “to incline”; hl'k' / ll;k' “to
end”; hg"v' / gg:v' “to err”; hl'q' / ll;q' “to despise”; hx'v' / xx;v' “to
bend down”; and hs'v' / ss;v' “to plunder.”
10. It is even more difficult to take seriously the varied interpretations that these three words spoke of coital positions or the physiology of sex.
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11. The root bg[ (BDB 721) “inordinate affection, lust, paramour”

%4\

has as cognate the Arabic
( c ajiba) “he wondered at it, . . . he
loved, or he liked.”(Lane 1874: 1956). The noun
( c ujb)
signifies “self-admiration, self-conceitedness resulting from stupidity or folly.”

%4\

12. Arabic ?$3 (jabr) may cover a number of homographs, other-

wise one must give the stem a broad semantic range, including “a
king, a servant or slave, and a young, or a courageous, man.” The
noun
(jabbâr) also means “one who magnifies himself, or
behaves proudly . . . or insolently disdains the service of God.”

@è$3

13. In the opinion of Lane this is an elliptical phrase meaning
“God is the greatest great [being] : God is greater than every
[other] great [being].” If not an elliptical phrase,
(cakbar)
“should have the article
(cal), or be followed by a noun in the
gen. case [or by the preposition
(min)” (Lane 1885: 2587a).

r!

?$k!

ys

14. The verb “to set up, to erect” (BDB 662; Lane 1893: 2799).
15. The preposition “to” with suffix (BDB 510; Lane 1893: 3006).
16. The noun “road sign made of stones” and “flint-stone” (BDB
846; Lane 1872: 1739 for
[s. awwân]).

ÉÑL [s. uwwat] and 4: 1751 for zéÑL

17. The verb “to put, place, set” and “to insert, sheathe.” See BDB

váH uèH

962 and Lane 1872: 1634
/
( šayama/ šâma). The Sabean
and Ethiopic cognates cited in BDB match the Hebrew meanings,
whereas this Arabic cognate, “to hide, to conceal, to insert or to
sheathe,” is quite remote.

18. “A sign consisting of a pile of stones” (BDB 1071; Lane 1863:

É@s!

98c and 97 b
[camarat] “stones” or “a heap of stones.”) (On the
frequent elision of an a in Hebrew, see GKC 23 f.) Ziegler (1957:
360) noted that Aquila translated ~yrIWrm.T; as pikrammouj , as if
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the root were rrm “bitter.” Carroll (1986: 601) and Holladay
(1989: 194) followed Giesebrecht (1907, cited in BDB: 1071) and
Rudolph (1970 in BHS) in deriving this word from rmt “palm
tree,” a cognate of Arabic
(tamr) “ fruit of the palm tree.”

?ªtª'

19. BDB 1011. There is no known Arabic cognate for tyvi.
20. The noun “heart, understanding, intelligence” (BDB 523; Lane

%o

1885: 2643). The Arabic verb
(labba) means “he was, or
became possessed of
(lubb), i.e., understanding, intellect, or
intelligence. The feminine (labbat) is the middle of the breast,
used for the external area rather than the internal organ.

%o

Ä$o

21. The noun “highway” and “a stream bed” (BDB 700; Lane

qáD

1872: 1486). The Arabic
(sayl) is a “torrent” or “flow of
water” and the
(masîl) is the channel in which a torrent
flows, a synonym of
(wadi) “valley, torrent-bed, any space between mountains or hills” (Lane 1874: 1893: 3051). In the Song of
Deborah (Jud 5:19–21) reference was made to the Wady Kishon
serving as a highway for Sisera’s chariots, which became a deathtrap when the torrents flowed unexpectedly. Dry wadis and torrentbeds are still used for military activity and sightseeing.

qáCs
< !Ö

22. The noun “road” and verb “to march, to overtake” (BDB 202;
Lane 1867: 874).

23. The verb “to walk” and “to walk quickly” (BDB 229, 410;
Hava 894). On the interchange of $ and q compare (1) qqd and
$kd “to crush” (2) qqr and $kr “to be tender, weak” and “to be
thin, weak” (see Tregelles 1875: 378). The imperfect stem of $lh
was probably $ly (see GKC §69 x ). Gesenius followed Praetorius
[ZAW ii 310 ff.] in disagreement with the usual explanation of a
w" p stem—which is reinforced by the qlw = $lw as suggested by
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cognate
(walaqa). The Arabic verb
(halaka) means “he
perished, became non-existent or annihilated.” The noun
(halâka) means “perdition” (Lane 1893: 3044). Lane did not cite
(walaqa), but it must be remembered that the final volume of
Lane’s lexicon is incomplete, having been published posthumously
from his notes. Dozy (1927:842) cited
(walaqa) “piste, trace,
c
vestige,” a synonym of
( a.t ara) “trace, footstep, footprint,”
which is the cognate of Hebrew rva “to march forth” and Ugaritic
c
a.t r “to march” (Gordon 1965: 369, #424).

nâ|

ioÖ

?ª+!

ioÖ

24. The verb “to return” (BDB 996; Lane 1863: 361 [&Ñª+ /.t wb]).
25. The noun “virgin” (BDB 143; Lane 1863: 150).
26. The verb “to contend or persist” (BDB 975; Lane 1872: 1545),

ÄÜ@èGÜ Ñ|

noting especially form 3,
(huwa yušârîhi) “he persisted
in contention with him,”which fits perfectly with the narrative
about the change of Jacob’s name in Gen 32:28, ~yhil{a/-~[I t'yrIfi
“you persisted-in-contending with God.”

27. The noun or name “god, God” (BDB 41–42; Lane 1863: 82–
83). In Arabic Äpo! (Allah) is reserved for the only true God.

28. The preposition “to, unto, as far as” (BDB 39; Lane 1863: 85).
29. The noun “city” (BDB 746, noting the Sabean cognate, “a fortified height,” but there is no Arabic cognate of

ry[i.

30. The demonstrative pronoun “these” (BDB 41; Lane 1863: 86).
Rudolph, in a note in BHS (1970), associated the Septuagint’s
penqou/sa “mourner” with hlba for the MT hla.

31. The noun “perpetuity, distance, remoteness” (BDB 723; Lane

£<è['

1874: 1978–1979), noting especially form 6,
(ta c âdaya) “he,
or it, was, or became, distant, remote, far off, or aloof ” and the
noun
(c iday) “distance or remoteness.”

£;\
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32. The interrogative adverb “when, until when” (BDB 607; Lane
1893: 3017).

33. The verb “to turn here and there” (BDB 330), noting that BDB

it/

has no cognate for qmx. KBS (330) cited the Arabic
(h.amiqa) “to be foolish” and the Tigre (h.omaqa) “to be weak.” Arabic
(h.umaq) would be the antithesis of
(lubb), i.e., understanding, intellect, or intelligence,” the cognate of bl “heart.”

%o

it/

34. The definite article and /or the vocative “O” (BDB 208 [I] ;
Lane 1863: 74). The original Hebrew definite article was probably
lh;, the l of which was assimilated to the initial consonant of the
noun with compensatory lengthening of the noun’s initial consonant, except when the initial consonant was an a , h , x , [ , or r .
In Arabic the
of , though always written, assimilates to a
following dental, sibilant or liquid, with compensatory lengthening
of the initial consonant. The exceptions in Hebrew include zlh
(= lh + z), hzlh ( = lh + hz) and wzlh (= lh + wz), cited in BDB
(229). The Masoretes failed to recognize lh as the definite article
and treated the h as the initial letter of the stem. (Compare BDB,
where the l of lh is identified as a separate demonstrative ele-

r r!

ment which was inserted between the h and the z or wz.) For the
presence of
(cal = la “the”) in Hebrew, see BDB 38.

r!

35. The noun “daughter” (BDB 123; Lane 1863: 261).
36. The conjunction “in order that” (BDB 471; Wehr 995).
37. The verb “to create, to form, to fashion” (BDB 135; Lane
1863: 197, both £ ?ª# and

Ö ?ª# ).

38. The tetragrammaton (BDB 330). For the many varied etymologies proposed for the holy name, see G. H. Parke-Taylor, Yahweh:
The Divine Name in the Bible. Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier
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University Press, 1975. Whereas the Hebrew hyh / hwh means “to
become, to be,” with the Hiphcîl meaning “to cause to be,” the
Arabic verb
(haway) means “to fall, to drop,” but the noun
(haway) signifies “love” and “beloved” (Lane 1893: 3046;
Wehr 1219), suggesting two separate lexemes.

£Ñ|

£Ñ|

39. The adjective “new” and the noun “novelty, innovation” (BDB
294; Lane 1865: 527).

40. The preposition “in” (BDB 88; Lane 1863: 141).
41. The noun “earth” (BDB 75; Lane 1863: 47– 49).
42. The verb “to perforate” and the nouns “hole, female, mind”
(BDB 666; Lane 1893: 2834 –2835).

43. The verb “to surround” (BDB 685). The Arabic words cited in

E

BDB under bbs which begin with a
(s), meaning “rope, lock
of hair” are not cognates. KBS has no Arabic cognates for bbs .

44. The nouns “man, a young man” and “king, slave, servant”
(BDB 149; Lane 1865: 374 –375; Castell 479). For the Akkadian
cognate gubburu “to overpower,” see CAD, Volume G, 118 and
KBS 176.

XX
EZEKIEL WENT
“FLYING OFF IN CIRCLES OF WIND”
EZEKIEL 3:14

yxiWr tm;x]B; rm; %leaew" ynIxeQ'Tiw: ynIt.a;f'n> x;Wrw>
hq'z"x' yl;[' hw"hy>-dy:w>
So the spirit lifted me up, and took me away,
and I went in bitterness, in the heat of my spirit;
but the hand of the LORD was strong upon me.
(KJV)
The spirit which had lifted me up seized me,
and I went off spiritually stirred,
while the hand of the LORD rested heavily upon me.
(NAB)
A wind lifted me and took me,
and I went, bitter, my spirit raging,
overpowered by the hand of YHWH.
(Greenberg)
kai. to. pneu/ma evxh/re,n me kai. avne,labe,n me
kai. evporeu,qhn evn o`rmh/| tou/ pneu,mato,j mou
kai. cei.r kuri,ou evge,neto evpV evme. krataia,
(Septuagint)
Then the blast lifted me up and bore me aloft
and I went by the impulse of my own spirit,
and the hand of the Lord upon me was strong.
(Thompson’s Septuagint)
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FLYING OFF IN CIRCLES OF WIND
COMMENTARY

The MT rm “in bitterness” has generally been interpreted
as the equivalent of the vp,n<-rm;B. “bitterness of soul” in
Ezek 27:31.1 However, it is probably from the stem arm
(BDB 597) found in Job 39:18, ayrIm.T; ~ArM'B; t[eK,'
”when it spreads its plumes aloft (NRS),” as the verb of motion for the ostrich. It would be the cognate of Arabic
(maraya) used for the movement of the wind and clouds
(Lane: 1893: 3019). This meaning has the support of the Septuagint which has o` r mh/ “rapid motion forwards, onset, assault, impulse” (Liddell and Scott: 1253).2
The MT yxiWr tm;x]B,; “in the heat of my spirit,” has been
considered similar to ytialem' hw"hy> tm;x] taew> ,“I am full of
the wrath of Yahweh,” in Jer 6:11. However, it is more likely
the cognate of Arabic uÑ/ / uè/ (h. ûm / h.âma) used of the motion of birds flying or hovering in circles” (Lane 1865: 678),
rather than from hmx “to be hot” (BDB 404; Jastrow 475).3
If the y of yxiWr were dropped as a dittography of the following w of the dy:w> , the phrase would mean, “I went flying off
in circles of wind.” Unless Ezekiel suffered from severe acrophobia, it is unlikely that he would have “bitterness of soul”
when accompanying his spiritual host to old Tel Abîb. Far
from being depressed, as suggested by the KJV and the RSV,
or “spiritually stirred” as proposed by the NAB, the text probably speaks of the physical means of transport (even if only in
a vision or in the imagination) which carried him to the exiles
along the Chebar River. Whatever acrophobia he may have
had, his fear (not depression) was allayed because, while airborne, he was firmly gripped by the hand of God.
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NOTES

1. See Cooke 1936: 42.
2. Zimmerli (1979: 94, 139) commented
What is described by the reference to the prophet’s being
lifted up and carried off by the spirit is his personal experience of returning home with his spirit aglow under the
pressure of Yahweh’s hand upon him. The objective language describes a subjective experience. A later interpreter
has added to this the explanatory words “in bitterness.”
Zimmerli offered no suggestion as to why a later interpreter
would gloss “his spirit aglow” as “in bitterness.” Although rm is
not reflected in the Septuagint, it can be retained—lectio difficilior
—as original. The use of cognates makes its interpretation less
difficult. On the loss of the a of arm , see GKC § 22 f.

3. The noun uÑ/ (h.ûm) is also applied to wine, not for the warmth
it gives to the body, but for the sensation of circular motion and
dizziness it produces in the head.

XXI
EZEKIEL’S CRITICISM
OF THE TRIAGE IN JERUSALEM
EZEKIEL 13:18

hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo T'r>m;a'w>
yd;y" yleyCia;-lK' l[; tAts'K. tArP.t;m.li yAh
tAvp'n> ddeAcl. hm'Aq-lK' varo-l[; tAxP's.Mih; tAf[ow>
`hn"yY<x;t. hn"k,l' tAvp'n>W yMi[;l. hn"d>deAcT. tAvp'Nh> ;
Thus says the Lord GOD:
Woe to the women who sew magic bands upon all wrists,
and make veils for the heads of persons of every stature,
in the hunt for souls!
Will you hunt down souls belonging to my people,
and keep other souls alive for your profit?

kai. evrei/j ta,de le,gei ku,rioj
ouvai. tai/j surraptou,saij proskefa,laia
evpi. pa,nta avgkw/na ceiro.j
kai. poiou,saij evpibo,laia
evpi. pa/san kefalh.n pa,shj h`liki,aj
tou/ diastre,fein yuca,j
ai` yucai. diestra,fhsan tou/ laou/ mou
kai. yuca.j periepoiou/nto
And thou shalt say, Thus saith the Lord,
Woe to the women that sew pillows under every elbow,
and make kerchiefs on the head of every age
to pervert souls!
The souls of my people are perverted,
and they have saved souls alive.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexities in Ezek 13:17–23 has led to a great deal
of speculation about witches and sorceresses in Jerusalem
before the destruction of the city in 586 B.C.E . Cooke (1936:
144–150), appealed to Jer 7:18 and 44:17, 19, which refer to
women making offerings and baking cakes for the queen of
heaven, and concluded that the practice of magic by women
was rife not only in ancient society in general but in Jerusalem
in Ezekiel’s day. He repeated the tradition originating in
Origen’s Hexapla (ouv a i. tai/ j poiou, s aij fulakth,r ia “woe
to those making phylacteries”) and Ephrem Syrus’ statement,
“these are like amulets which they (the women) bind upon
their arms, and bring forth an oracle for those who enquire of
them from their arms, like magicians and soothsayers who
utter cries.” But, in disagreement with Ephrem Syrus’ suggestion that the amulets were on the arms of the sorceresses,
Cooke thought the amulets were on the arms of those consulting the sorceresses as an act of sympathetic magic, “with
the idea, we may imagine, of fastening the magic influence
upon them, or of symbolizing the power to bind and loose
which the sorceress claimed.” As Cooke admitted, this is
exegesis by imagination.
Eichrodt (1970: 169–170) who thought that verses17–23
“are concerned with a few women who deal in magic on the
sly for the benefit of individual clients who pay in cash for
their services”— admitted that such phenomenon is not
mentioned elsewhere in the Old Testament. Eichrodt appealed
to the Jewish use of phylacteries and to Frazer’s references in
The Golden Bough about magical practices among primitive
peoples, “according to which ill luck is warded off by tying
strips of palm-leaf, bark, or wool round the joints, or diseases
are cured by tying knotted thread to the groin, head, neck or
limbs of the patient.”
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Zimmerli (1979: 296–298) commenced his interpretation
of Ezek 13:17–23 with the observation, “. . . here the striking
thing is the novelty of the content and the formulations.” Like
other commentators, Zimmerli acknowledged that (1) “The
twofold oracle of vv 17ff undeniably enters into a sphere of
minor mantic acts and magic—a sphere which can only be
put quite improperly under the catchword ‘prophetic,’” and
(2) “An exactly relevant explanation of Ezekiel’s statements,
however, has so far not been advanced.” Greenberg (1983:
239) concisely concurred with Zimmerli, stating, “The
practices and terms of these two verses [13:18–19] are obscure: we have interpreted them as fortune-telling.” Block
(1997: 414) similarly noted, “It is impossible to arrive at a
clear understanding of the women’s methods because of the
obscurity of the expressions used.”
Moreover, parts of the oracle are suspect. Toy (1899: 62)
stated, “The expression [tAvp'n>W yMi[;l. hn"d>deAcT. tAvp'N>h;
hn"yY<x;t. hn"k,l' in 13:18] is better omitted as in its present
form [it is] unintelligible.” Cooke (1936:148) conjectured that
13:22–23 (which repeat what was said already in 13:17– 21)
were later additions, like those found in 5:16–17, rather than
being summary statements from Ezekiel himself.
Without a doubt, the text of this part of the oracle in 13:
17–23 has suffered serious dislocations in transmission.
Failure to recognize the dislocations contributed to the guess
work which appealed to anthropological studies of magic and
sorcery in primitive societies for clues to the meaning of the
oracle. A philological inquiry focusing on insights from Arabic cognates has proven to be very beneficial. The oracles in
13:17–23 addresses two distinctly different groups of women.
The first oracle addressed women who had prophesied falsely,
and the second oracle spoke of those women who, in doing
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triage and giving first-aid, favored sinners rather than the
saints whom God intended to revive.
ARABIC COGNATES

The Hebrew ts,K, occurs only here and has been derived
from hsk stem II “to bind,” a cognate of Akkadian kasû “to
fetter, to take captive,” with the noun meaning “band, fillet.”
In the Syro-Hexapla ts,K,, as noted above, was rendered
NL8"6JZD4". It was assumed to be some type of magical
amulet or charm, even though in post-Biblical Hebrew it
means a “cushion” or “pillow” (BDB 493; KB3 449). But the
cognate of ts,K, is more likely to be the Arabic \çCk (kisâ c)
with the plural ÇáCkê (caksiyat) “a simple oblong piece of
cloth, a wrapper (garment) of a single piece” (Lane 1893:
3000; KBS II: 489). The Arabic \çCk (kisâ c) is probably the
etymon of the English “gauze” and French gaze. (The reduplication of the t in the plural of ts,K,, unlike the Arabic plural
ÇáCkê [caksiyat)], is like twtvq, the plural of tvq “arrow.”
The MT tAxP'sM
. ih,; has been variously translated: evpibo, laia “wrappers” (Septuagint), “kerchiefs” (ASV), “veils”
(RSV), and “rags” (Greenberg 1983: 239). The Arabic cognate
(safîh. ) indicates “a thick, course [garment or piece
of cloth] called \
(kisâ c),” which is the cognate of ts,K,
discussed above. It is obvious that hx'P's.mi “a (gauze) bandage” and ts,K, “a (gauze) dressing” are synonyms (KBS II:
607).
In the context of Ezekiel’s visions of blood and guts (5:
12, 16; 6:3–8, 11; 9:5–6; 21:1–18), these coarse cloths were
unlikely to refer to magical veils or sheath dresses. They were
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the gauze cloths (just like the spargno/w “swaddling clothes”
in Luke 2:7) for the “first-aid” given by Jerusalem’s ladies.
Even though gauze bandages and compresses may “cushion”
wounds and fractures, the translation of tAxP's.mi as “cushions” creates a false image of women comfortably reclining
or resting their elbows, arms, and heads on pillows. The
traditional interpretations suggesting trivial magical rituals are
equally inaccurate. Ezekiel intended to create the word picture
of women desperately bandaging Jerusalem’s wounded sinners.
The MT yd;y" yleyCia;-lK' became in the Septuagint pa, n ta
avg kw/n a ceiro. j “every elbow of the hand,” and has been
variously rendered in English: “all armholes” (KJV), “all
elbows” (ASV), “all wrists” (RSV), and “joints of every arm”
(Greenberg 1983: 233). Zimmerli (1979: 288), like Cooke
(1936: 149), thought that yd;y" was an error for dy" or ~ydIy" ;
whereas Greenberg (1983: 239) was content to read it as one
of the anomalous plurals collected by Kimh. i.
However, the MT yd;y" should be restored to yWdy" , a Qal
passive participle (like yWar" “proper”) meaning “maimed”
from hd' y", the denominative of dy" and the equivalent of Arabic
(yaday / yadî) “to wound anyone on the hand, to
maim anyone’s hand” (Hava 1915: 901) or
(wadaya) “to
cut off, to destroy” (Lane 1893: 3051; Wehr 12:41). (The
denominative hd' y" “to maim” [“to de-hand”] would be analogous to the English noun / verb “gut.”). Like the Arabic ;ªÜ
(yad ), which can signify the arm from the shoulder-joint to
the extremities of the fingers (Lane 1893: 3093), Hebrew dy"
could indicated more than the hand—just as lg<r< “foot” may
indicate the leg from the tip of the toes to the groin. To focus
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upon the hand or wrist or knuckles is too narrow a focus for
the context of this verse.
Since ^yd,y" tAlCia; in Jer 38:12 means “your arm-joints”
or “your armpits,” the yd;y" yleyCia; in 13:18, could also mean
arm-joints (the wrist or the elbow) rather than finger joints or
knuckles. The Arabic
(was.ala) “to join” (Lane 1983:
3054) is widely recognized as the cognate of lyca. Lane
(1877: 2349) noted the use of the noun
(wus. l or wis.l)
“limb” in defining
(fah. id.) “thigh” as the qLÖ (wus.l)
between the hip and the shank. It seems very likely that lyca
here in 13:18 has the same meaning, referring not to the joints
but to the limbs.
Greenberg (1983: 240) considered MT hn"d>deAcT. and
ddEAc in 13:18 to be intensive forms of dWc “to hunt down.”
However, in this oracle dWc “to prey upon” is found only in
the tAdd>com. of 13:20. The hn"d>deAcT. of 13:18 is from ddc,
the cognate of Arabic
(s. adda) “to shun, to alienate, to
turn away” (Lane 1872: 1658; BDB 841). The ddEAc in 13:18,
however, should be corrected to dydIAc and read as the
cognate of Arabic
(s. adîd) “ichor, i.e. thin water [or
watery humour] of a wound, mixed [or tinged] with blood or
the pus from such a wound.”1 Reading dydIAc for ddEAc is the
key for reordering the words of the MT (with support from
the versions) from tAvp'n> ddeAcl. hm'Aq-lK' varo “head

qLÖ

=8ªc

qLÖ

;L

;Ü;L

of every height to hunt souls” to ~yqil' dydiAc varo-lK'
tAvp.NOh; “every oozing head, to revive the ones breathing.”
The fall of Jerusalem was marked by a large number of
those who were killed or wounded. Some of those wounded
apparently received first-aid in which compresses, bandages,
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and swaddling cloths were used to stop the loss of blood or
cleanse the wounds which could have been inflicted or infected from head to toe.
The MT tAxr>pol. in 13:20a and the txor>pol. in 13:20b
are very problematic.2 Zimmerli (1979: 289) summarized the
evidence from the versions, noting that tAxr>pol. in 13:20a is
not reflected in the Septuagint, although the txor>pol. in 13:
20b appears as diaskorpismo,n “scattering,” reflecting a confusion of xrp with either drp or #rp). It was read as the
Aramaic xrp “to fly” by the Vulgate (volandum) and Symmachus (av n apetsqh/n ai), which is followed by Greenberg
(1983: 240) who translated txor>pol. “like birds.”
Theodotian rendered it e; k lusin “release, deliverance,”
which preserves a meaning of xrp that finds support from
the Arabic
(faraja) “mettre un prisonnier en liberté, délivrer” (Dozy II: 247) and occurring in the phrase
(ba c di clqa% cri c a% cti furûju) “after (sudden) catastrophe/
calamity [there will be] release from suffering” 3 (Lane 1877:
2360; Wehr 822, 888). Theodotian’s “release” fits the context
perfectly and has the support of other xrp / grp equivalents.

6 ?c
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RECONSTRUCTED TEXT

Once it is recognized that Ezekiel had a larger vocabulary
than that recognized by the Septuagint translators or recent
lexicographers, two independent oracles addressed to “the
daughters of your people” can be found in Ezekiel 13:17–23.
The first oracle (13:17, 18a, and 22–23) was addressed to the
prophetesses, and is much shorter than the oracle against the
prophets (13:1–16). The second oracle (13:18b–21) insinuated
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itself into the middle of the first oracle, perhaps due to 13:17a
(“and you, son of man, set your face unto the daughters of
your people”) being a double duty introduction to both oracles. The reconstructed oracles read as follows, with my proposed translations in italics and feminine forms in bold:
Oracle I.
13:17

13:18a
13:22

13:23

And you, son of man, set your face unto the daughters of your people, the ones prophesying from their
[own] heart, and prophesy against them
and say, “Thus says the Lord YHWH, ‘Woe!
Because of falsely intimidating the heart of the
righteous (though I have not disheartened him) and
strengthening the hands of the wicked (without his
turning from his evil way) to keep him alive,
you, therefore, shall never again envision false
[prophecies] nor practice divination. I will save my
people from your hand; then you will acknowledge
that I am YHWH.
Oracle II.

13:18b

13:19c
13:18c
13:19b

yd;y" yleyCia;-lK' l[; tAts'K. tArP.t;m.li yAh
ddeAc var-lKo-l[; tAxP's.Mih; tAf[ow>
`tAvp'n> hm'A ql.
yMi[;l. hn"d>deAcT.
hn"t,Wmt.-al{ rv,a] tAvp'n> tymih'l.

hn"yY<x;t. hn"k,l' tAvp'n>W
~x,l, yteAtp.biW ~yrI[of. yle[]v;B
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hn"yy<x.ti-al{ rv,a] tAvp'n> tAYx;l.W
yMi[;-la, ytiao hn"l.L,x;T.w:

Woe to the ones tying 4 bandages
on every maimed limb 5
and placing compresses upon every oozing head,
to revive those breathing.
6
They shun my very7 own people [still] breathing; 8
To let die those breathing who ought not to have died.
But those of their own [still] breathing, they restore to life.
–with handfuls of barley and with morsels of bread—
keeping alive the ones breathing who ought not to be alive,
they have undermined my warning9 unto my people.”
13:20a

13:21a
13:20b
13:21b

hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo !kel'
hn"k,yteAtS.K-i la, ynIn>hi
~k,yte[oArz> l[;me ~t'ao yTi[.r;q'w>
~k,ytexoP.s.mi-ta, yTi[.r;q'w>
tAdd>cmo . hn"Tea; rv,a] tAvp'N>h;-ta,
tAxr>Pol; (~Af) ~fo
!k,d>Y<mi yMi[;-ta, yTil.C;hiw>
hd'Wcm.li !k,d>y<B. dA[ Wyh.yI-al{w>
`hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi !T,[.d;ywI
Therefore, thus said the Lord YHWH,
“Behold, I am against your bandages.10
I will rip them off from upon your arms;
and I will rip off your compresses.
The ones [still] breathing
whom you shunned, [ I] designate 11
[to be] the ones-set-free.
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And I will deliver my people from your hands.
They shall no longer be prey12 in your hands.
Then you will acknowledge that I am YHWH.”
MISPLACED WORDS AND DOUBLETS

The phrase bzeko y[em.vo yMi[;l. ~k,b.Z<k;B. “with your lie to
my people who obey a liar” (13:19) needs to be (1) moved to
13:8, after aw>v' ~k,r>B,D; ![;y: hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo !kel,' so
that the text would have read, “therefore, thus says the Lord
God: ‘Because you have uttered delusions with your lie to my
people who obey a liar,” or (2) inserted between the redundant
![;y: and ![;y:b.W in 13:10, so that it reads:

bz"k' y[em.vo yMi[;l. ~k,b.Z<k;B. ![;y:
~Alv' !yaew> ~Alv' rmoale yMi[;-ta, W[j.hi ![;y:b.W
because with your lie to my people—who obey a liar
—and because they misled my people saying
“peace” when there is no peace.13
13:20b

txor>pol. yTix.L;viw>
~yvip'n>-ta, tAvp'N>h;-ta,
tAdd>com. ~T,a; rv,a]
and I will let go to [become] the ones-set-free
—the breathing [women]
breathing [men]—
whom you have shunned.
These nine Hebrew words in 13:20b are a doublet of what
was stated immediately preceding 13:20a, as rearranged:
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tAxr>pol. 11~fo tAdd>com. hn"Tae ; rv,a] tAvp'N>h;-ta,
The ones breathing, whom you shunned,
[ I ] appoint 11 to [be] the ones-set-free.
The anomalous plural ~yvip'n> of vp,n< “person,” which
some would emend to ~yvip.x' “freemen,” simply needs to be
repointed. The MT twXpn and ~yXpn are plural participles of
the denominative vp;n" “to breathe,” and should be repointed
~yvip.nO and tAvp.n.O Since twXpn can mean either “breathing
women” or “people, living beings” (i.e., gender inclusive) the
~yXpn “breathing men” makes it quite clear that God intended
for men and women to be revived and set free.
CONCLUSION

Early in the transmission of the Hebrew text a number of
passages became disjointed, with either individual verses or
whole paragraphs becoming disconnected, resulting in a loss
of unity and coherence in the narratives as they now read.14
Making the interpretation all the more difficult are the limitations in Hebrew orthography and lexicography. Homographs
are the bane of the interpreter, with the difficulty compounded
when the lexical citations of cognates is limited.
A fresh examination of Arabic cognates uncovered nuances which were contextually appropriate for Ezekiel 13, as
well as the recovery of several words which survived in
Arabic but became lost in post-exilic Hebrew. Recovery of
these words and nuances permit Ezek 13:17–23 to be rearranged into two separate oracles: Oracle I addressed the
prophetesses, and Oracle II focused on ladies doing triage and
giving first-aid to sinners rather than to saints. Neither oracle
deals with sorceresses, magic, or mantic activities.
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NOTES
1. Although
(s. adda) “to reject” is cited in KBS (III: 1000),
there is no reference to
(s. adîd) “ichor.” In the Qurcan (Sura
14:19), ;Ü;L (s. adîd) is used for what flows from the skins of the
inmates of hell, or what flows from their insides, i.e., the exudation
of blood and serum from a wound.”

;L

;Ü;L

2. If the Targum’s atwdba / atwdyba “lost things” were read as

É;#å

the cognate of Arabic
(ca% bidat) “a deed or calamity ever to be
remembered by reason of its extraordinary grievousness” (Lane
1863: 5), it could reflect the MT xrp as the cognate of Arabic
(barh. ) “affliction, severe punishment” (Lane1863: 181). For other
examples of the b / p variation, see Jastrow 187 and 1689, rbt /
rpt “to sew” and ryqbh / ryqph “to declare (free).”

2?#

3. On the interchange of g and x in Arabic, Hebrew and Syriac,

6 Ö?c

note the following variants: (1) Arabic
(farûj) “chick, young
chicken” and
(far.h) “young bird, chicken” (Lane 1877: 2360
and 2362; Wehr 822–823), (2) Hebrew x;r p
o a. , “young bird” and
tyGIrP> ; “young bird, chicken”(Jastrow 1214, 1225), (3) Syriac
% c ) “chick, bird” and A}wRf (pa% rûh.ec) “birds” (J.
AgwRf (parûga
Payne Smith 458). The Arabic
(furjat) and
(mufri%
h.a t) /
(farah. ) all mean “fête, partie de plaisir, rejouissances
publiques” (Dozy 247–248). In KBS (III: 966) xrp “poultry” is
cited, but there is no reference to the grp variants.

: ?c

2?c

Ç3?c

4. The feminine plural participle,

*è/?ds

tArP.t;m ., is from rpt which

occurs elsewhere only in Gen 3:7. Ecc 3:6, and Job 16:15. The
meaning cited in BDB (1074) is “to sew.” However, Jastrow
(1903: 1689) defined it “to join, to sew, to mend,” which fits the
context better here and in Job 16:15. Although Pope (1965: 115)
translated the latter, “Sack I have sewed on my hide,” this hardly
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does justice to the context which reads, "He [God] stabs my vitals
without pity, Pours out my guts on the ground.” (Similar words
about abdominal wounds appear in Lam 2:11 and in 2 Sam 20:10–
11.) Two observations are in order. First, Job is not putting on qf;
“sackcloth” to mourn his death. He is painfully alive. The sackcloth serves a purpose other than that of mourning attire. With his
bowels exposed (literally, the gall bladder) the sackcloth was used
for self-administered first-aid. It seems clear that the sackcloth
“dress” should be a sackcloth “dressing,” i.e., a first-aid dressing
of coarsely woven cloth. Secondly, the sackcloth was not sewed to
or onto Job’s skin in some kind of surgical procedure. The cloth
was applied to, upon, or over (yl[) Job’s “wounded skin” (dl,G)< .
The noun dl,G< appears only in Job 16:15, but the meaning is clear
from the Arabic
(jildun / jalada) used for the noun “skin” and
as a verb “to beat, hurt, or flog the skin” (Lane 1865: 442–443) or
post-Biblical Hebrew where dl,G< may also indicate the scab of a
wound (Jastrow 1903: 245). One must conclude that rpt was a
term appropriate for a seamstress, a tailor, or one giving first-aid
by tying on bandages, compresses or dressings.

;p3

5. Hebrew uses several expressions to depict the earth’s extrem-

#r,a'-yteKr. >y: “the thighs of the earth” (Jer 6:22,
25:32, etc.), #r, ah
' ' tApn>K; “the wings of the earth” (Job 37:3,
38:12, etc.), and h'y l,y cia m
] We #r,a h' ' tAcq.m i “from the ends of the
earth and her limbs” (Isa 41:9). It is the usage of lyca in the last
expression which is important for understanding lyca in this
ities, including

Ö

verse. The Arabic qL (was.ala) “to join” (Lane 1893: 3054) is
commonly recognized as the cognate of lyca (KBS I: 82–83).
Lane (1877: 2349) noted the use of the noun qL (wus. l or wis. l)
“limb” in defining the thigh =8c (fah.Id
.) as the qL (wus. l) between the hip and the shank. It seems very likely that lyca in
Ezek13:18 has the same meaning, referring not to the joints but to

Ö
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the limbs.

6. MT

hn"dd> eAcT. is the cognate of Arabic ;L (s. adda) “to turn

away, to shun” (BDB 841; KBS III: 1000; and Lane 1872:1658),
and comparable to the cognates ;L (s. add) and ddc “side.”

7. Reading the l here as an emphatic rather than the preposition.
For other examples of the emphatic l see Richardson (1966: 89),
note McDaniel (1968) 206–208; Bloomerde (1969) 31; Dahood
(1975) 341–342); Whitley (1975) 202–204; and Huehnergard
(1983) 569–593, especially 591.

8. Compare the Arabic

Fdªw

(nafas) in form V “to breathe, to
inhale and exhale” (Wehr 1155).

ÇÜå

ytiAa “my sign” for the ytiao “me.” Like the Arabic
(cayat) “a sign, an example, or a warning,” as in the Qurcan Sura
12:7 (Lane1863: 135), Hebrew tAa need not mean a “miracle.” In
Deut 11:3 also tAa was used for destructive acts of God.
9. Reading

10. The noun “bandages” is probably a metonymy for the triage
and the first-aid. On the use of la, with the sense of l[;, see BDB
41.

11. Reading

~v' as ~f = ~Af = ~As “to mark, to designate”

(BDB 962–964; Jastrow 965; 1535; J. Payne Smith 366). For the
use of the infinitive as a substitute for a finite verb, see GKC 113y.

12. There is general agreement that dWcm. “prey” is related to dwc
“to hunt” (KBS II: 1000–1001).

13. The shift from second person to third person occurs frequently
in this oracle. The second person plural occurs in verses 4, 5, 7 and
8; the third person plural occurs in verses 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, and 16.
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14. See the next chapter on Ezekiel 28 for a study which identified
two oracles in Zech 4, one of which had insinuated itself into the
middle the second oracle, with Oracle I being Zech 4:1–6a and
4:10b–14, and Oracle II being 3:6–10 and 4:6b–10a. In Isaiah an
oracle about weird cultic activities is scattered in three sections,
namely, Isa 65:3b–5; 65:17–18a; and 66:24. Ezekiel 28 requires
fifteen adjustments to restore the oracle to a logical sequence.

XXII
THE KING OF TYRE
IN EZEKIEL 28
INTRODUCTION

Early in the transmission of the Hebrew text a number of
passages became disjointed, with either individual verses or
whole paragraphs becoming disconnected, resulting in a loss
of unity and coherence in the narratives as they now read. For
example, Zech 4:1–6a and 4:10b–14 make up the following
literary unit:
And the angel who talked with me came again, and waked
me, like a man that is wakened out of his sleep. And he said
to me, “what do you see?” I said, “I see, and behold, a lampstand all of gold, with a bowl on the top of it, and seven lamps
on it, with seven lips on each of the lamps which are on the
top of it. And there are two olive trees by it, one on the right
of the bowl and the other on its left.” And I said to the angel
who talked with me, “What are these, my lord?” Then the
angel who talked with me answered me, “Do you not know
what these are?” I said, “No, my lord.” Then he said to me, *
“These seven are the eyes of Yahweh, which range through
the whole earth.” Then I said to him, “What are these two
olive trees on the right and the left of the lampstand?” And a
second time I said to him, “What are these two branches of
the olive trees, which are beside the two golden pipes from
which the oil is poured out?” He said to me, “Do you not
know what these are?” I said, “No, my lord.” Then he said,
“These are the two anointed who stand by the Lord of the
whole earth.”

But as the Hebrew text now stands, verses 4:6b –4:10 insinuated themselves right in the middle of the narrative where
an asterisk has been placed. Verses 4:6b–10 actually conclude
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the narrative beginning with Zech 3:6–10. The unity of this
narrative becomes transparent once the two disparate sections
speaking of Joshua and Zerubabbel are rejoined:
And the angel of the Yahweh enjoined Joshua, “Thus says
Yahweh of hosts: If you will walk in my ways and keep my
charge, then you shall rule my house and have charge of my
courts, and I will give you the right of access among those
who are standing here. Hear now, O Joshua the high priest,
you and your friends who sit before you, for they are men of
good omen: behold, I will bring my servant the Branch. For
behold, upon the stone which I have set before Joshua, upon
a single stone with seven facets, I will engrave its inscription,
says Yahweh of hosts, and I will remove the guilt of this land
in a single day. In that day, says Yahweh of hosts, every one
of you will invite his neighbor under his vine and under his
fig tree.” * “This is the word of Yahweh to Zerubbabel: “Not
by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, says Yahweh of
hosts. What are you, O great mountain? Before Zerubbabel
you shall become a plain; and he shall bring forward the top
stone amid shouts of ‘Grace, grace to it!’” Moreover the word
of Yahweh came to me, saying, “The hands of Zerubbabel
have laid the foundation of this house; his hands shall also
complete it. Then you will know that Yahweh of hosts has
sent me to you. For whoever has despised the day of small
things shall rejoice, and shall see the plummet in the hand of
Zerubbabel.”

Another example of the obvious dislocation of verses involves Isa 66:24, which is totally unrelated to the preceding
verses dealing with the new heavens and the new earth, which
make a fitting conclusion to the book of Isaiah—whereas
66:24 is a very awkward ending for the chapter and for the
book. However, Isa 66:24 can be joined to Isa 65:1–7 and
66:17 to form a literary unit which speaks of the weird cultic
activities of the rebellious people, including:
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65:3b–5 sacrificing in gardens and burning incense upon
bricks; who sit in tombs, and spend the night in secret places;
who eat swine’s flesh, and broth of abominable things is in
their vessels; who say, “Keep to yourself, do not come near
me, for I am set apart from you.” These are a smoke in my
nostrils, a fire that burns all the day. 66:17–18a Those who
sanctify and purify themselves to go into the gardens,
following one in the midst, eating swine’s flesh and the
abomination and mice, shall come to an end together, says
Yahweh. For I know their works and their thoughts. 66:24
And they shall go forth and look on the dead bodies of the
men that have rebelled against me; for their worm shall not
die, their fire shall not be quenched, and they shall be an
abhorrence to all flesh.

In a similar manner the sequence of lines in Ezekiel 28,
involving verses 2, 7, 12, 16, and 17, need to be rearranged to
recover the literary unity and probable transitions in Ezekiel’s
pronouncements against the king of Tyre. As revised, the text
has the king boldly asserting his divinity, only to have it
denied— though it is acknowledged by Ezekiel that the king
of Tyre had a unique status with reference to wealth and
wisdom.1
The MT and traditional readings of the text, which place
the king in the garden of Eden with his own personal cherub,
have led many critics to speculate about pre-Israelite mythological motifs underlying Ezekiel’s oracle.2 Cook (1936: 315)
noted
The story [in Ezekiel 28] belonged, no doubt, to the common
stock of Semitic myths, some of them preserved in the Babylonian epics, some in Phoenician traditions. A select few are
to be found in Genesis, purged by the genius of Hebrew
religion; in Ez. the purifying process has not gone so far.
Certain features of the story as given here, the mountain of
God, the stones of fire, the gemmed robe, can hardly be of
Hebrew origin; they came from Babylonia; not that Ez.
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borrowed them directly, but the folk-lore upon which he drew
had been steeped in Babylonian mythology from early times.
It may be implied, but it is nowhere stated, that the chief
character in the story was the first man.

Zimmerli (1983: 90–91), in a very similar way, interpreted
Ezekiel 28 as follows:
It can scarcely be overlooked that from a traditio-historical
point of view this account has close connections with Genesis
2f, the Yahwistic paradise narrative, and that it reveals an
independent form of the tradition which is at the basis of that
narrative. . . . Instead of a human couple, Ezekiel 28 speaks
only of a single figure and this preserves the older form of the
tradition. That Ezekiel 28 is also concerned with primeval
man is strengthened by the two-fold emphatic reference to the
creation of this figure (vv 13, 15). . . . With its element of the
“mountain of the gods” and of this “warding off ” ( Kkws )
cherub, this tradition of the expulsion of the primeval man
from the seat of the god points clearly back to pre-Israelite
contexts.

However, the “garden of Eden” and the “sacred mountain
of God” motifs are better read as part of the king of Tyre’s
fanciful self assertion of his divinity, rather than part of
Ezekiel’s declaration about the king of Tyre—which would
have him using motifs from an otherwise unknown tradition
about the “primeval” man. It seems unnecessary to postulate
with Zimmerli (1983: 90) that “this account has close connections with Genesis 2f. . . and that it reveals an independent
form of the tradition which is at the basis of the narrative.” A
simple confusion ytiyyIhf “I was” and tfyyihf “you were” could
well account for the difference between the self assertion “I
was in Eden,” as proposed below, instead of the “you were in
Eden,” as found in texts and tradition. It would not be
surprising to have the king of Tyre using mythological motifs
in making his own claim of divinity and for Ezekiel to report
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those assertions made by the king of Tyre, whether real or
imaginary. But it is most unlikely that Ezekiel, given his
rigorous disdain for anything hinting of a foreign religion,
would have employed such motifs on his own.
THE RESTORED LAMENT
a

Thus says my Lord Yahweh: “Because your heart
is proud you have said:
‘I am a god.
a
3
4
28:13 ‘I was in Eden, the garden of God,
b
5
28:14 ‘I was on the holy mountain of God,
b
28:2
‘I sit on the seat of the God in the heart of the
seas.’
c
28:2 -5 “Yet you are but a man, and no god, though you
consider yourself as wise as a god. You are indeed wiser than Daniel. No secret has been hidden from you. By your wisdom and your understanding you have gotten wealth for yourself; and
you have gathered gold and silver into your treasuries. By your great wisdom in trade you have
increased your wealth, and your heart has become
proud in your wealth.”
28:6
Therefore thus says my Lord Yahweh:
“Because you consider yourself as wise as a god,
b
6
28:16 I—from the mountain of God—will defile you.
28:7 ff. Therefore, behold, I will bring strangers upon
you, the most terrible of the nations, and they
shall draw their swords against the beauty of your
wisdom and defile your splendor. They will thrust
you down into the Pit, and you shall die the death
of the slain in the heart of the seas. Will you still
28:2
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28:12 a
28:12

b

28:13

b

c

28:14
c
28:13
28:14

a

28:15

28:16

a

28:17

a

28:16

c

say ‘I am a god’ in the presence of those who slay
you—though you are but a man, and no god—in
the hands of those who wound you? You shall die
the death of the uncircumcised by the hand of
foreigners; for I have spoken,” says the Lord
Yahweh.
Moreover the word of the Yahweh came to me:
“Son of man, raise a lamentation over the king of
Tyre and say to him:
‘Thus says my Lord Yahweh:
“You were the signet of erudition,7 full of wisdom
and crowned with beauty. 8
Your canopy was of gold leaf 9 and precious
stones: carnelian, topaz, and jasper, chrysolite,
beryl, and onyx, lapis lazuli, garnet, and emerald.
Your (gem) settings 10 were filled with (lustrous)
antimony. 11
You walked in the midst of fiery (gem) stones.
For the day you were perfected12 they were prepared.
(As for) you,13 I treated you as the chief statesman14
of (all) those anointed!15
You were blameless in your ways from the day
you were perfected,12 until iniquity was found in
you.
In the abundance of your trade you were filled
with violence, and you sinned.
Your heart was proud because of your beauty; you
corrupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendor.
Therefore I remove you16 as chief statesman, from
the midst of the fiery stones.
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I have cast you to the ground; I have exposed you
before kings, to feast their eyes on you. By the
multitude of your iniquities (and) in the unrighteousness of your trade you profaned your sanctuaries. So I brought forth fire from the midst of
you; it consumed you, and I turned you to ashes
upon the earth in the sight of all who saw you. All
who know you among the peoples are appalled at
you. You have come to a dreadful end and shall
be no more for ever.”’ ”
CONCLUSION

The difficulties of Ezekiel 28, which have exasperated
many commentators, can be minimized once several well
attested scribal errors are identified (like the original scriptio
defectiva tyyh [= ytiyyIhf “I was”] being misread as tfyyihf
“you were”; an original hnwbt “understanding, erudition”
becoming tynkt “measurement”; and an original brk mispointed as bw@rk@; or misread as brm ).
Once the scribal errors are in focus it is possible to reconstruct the oracle from its current disjointed sequence of
phrases and sentences. The king of Tyre appealed to mythological traditions when asserting his divine nature, stating—as
reported by Ezekiel—“I am a god! I was in Eden! I was on
the holy mountain of God! I sit on the seat of God!” Ezekiel
quotes the king only to refute his claims. To insist that
Ezekiel himself employed mythological motifs or a variant
tradition about Eden’s “primeval” man when addressing the
king of Tyre reflects a failure to appreciate the use of direct
quotations in Ezekiel’s oracle, especially quotations which
were literary devices rather than verbatim quotations of fact.
Far from a mythological component in Ezekiel’s personal
expressions, there was a Deuteronomic element with which he
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wrestled. The power, wisdom, and wealth of the king of Tyre
was attributed to God’s favor (28:14a, 15), like the blessings
of prosperity promised to Israel in Deu 28:1–14. The king’s
abuse and misuse of his wisdom and wealth—culminating in
his claim of divinity—actually culminated in Ezekiel’s delivery of his death notice.
NOTES

@ÑáL

1. In light of the Arabic cognates
(s. ayyûr = rwyc ) “judgement, opinion, understanding, intellect, intelligence” and
(tas. awur = rwct) “the forming of an idea; conception, perception
or apprehension” (Lane 1872: 1744c, 1755), the reputed ‘wisdom
of the king / ruler of Tyre’ ( rco dygIn> / %l,m , rAc ) may reflect a wordplay on the name rAc .

@ÑK'

2. Note McKenzie 1959: 265–282; Habel 1967: 515–524; Margulis
1974: 1–23; van Seters 1989: 333–342; Muller 1990: 167–178;
Jeppesen 1991: 83–94.
3. Reading ytiyyIh f for MT tfy yih f. Compare Ezek 22:4 where the MT
)wO b tfw@ A “you [masc. sg.] came” should be read as y)i y bit fw@ A or y)i b i tf w@ A
[fem. sg.], which is in agreement with the preceding ybiyrIq;tw@a : ,
“you [fem. sg.] have made to draw near.” Numerous other
examples of problematic verbal suffixes in Ezekiel can be cited,
including (1) 23:49, where the Syriac read yti@tan Fw: for MT w@n t;n Fw: ; (2)
24:14, K1 yt@+
i ; p#
a $; in some manuscripts for MT K1w @+ pf# ;$; (3) 24:19,
where numerous manuscripts have rme)y@wo A for the MT w@rm;)yo@wA ; and
(4) 26:14, reading with the Septuagint yyIh;t @i for MT hy@Eh;t .@i
4. Possible Arabic cognates of !d[ “Eden” are
(cadân) “the
shore of the sea, the side of a river” and
(caydân) “tall palmtrees” (Lane 1874: 1976, and 2191), which are synonyms of

z!;á\

z!;\

@ÑL
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(s. awr = rwc ) “the bank, or side, of a river” and
(s. awr = rwc )
“small palm-trees or a collection of small palm-trees” (Lane 1872:
1744, 1755), suggesting a wordplay with !d[ “Eden” and rAc
“Tyre,” like the rc (= rWc or rAc ) and [l;s , “rock” in 26: 4, 14.
5. Reading ytiy yIh f “I was” here also for MT tfy yIh f “you were.”
6. Compare Ps 89:40, wOr z:n I Cre)fl f t@ fl;l@ axi K1 d@eb ;(a tyrIb ;@ ht@ fr)
: anE
“thou hast renounced the covenant with thy servant; thou hast
defiled his crown in the dust.” The Septuagint’s e)traumati/sqhj
a0po_ o!rouj tou~ qeou~ “you were wounded from the mountain of
God,” reflects a Vorlage having ll@ iIxut@ ;wA for the MT K1l ;l@ ex)
a e w F (see
BHS), reflecting problems with the consonantal tradition.
7. Reading hnwbt “understanding, discernment” for tynkt “measurement.” For other examples of the confusion of the y / w and the
k / b see Delitzsch (1920) 103–105, §103; 110, §107a.b.c .
8. Here llk has the meaning of the Syriac cognate LI\> (ke7 lîl) “a
crown” and its denominative “to crown” (BDB 480; Payne Smith
216).
9. Reading ttk bhz from the MT Kypt tk)lm bhz, moving
the )lm to follow the ttk, with ^t,k s
' mu . being the subject.
10. Reading Mb Kybqnw “and your settings for them [i.e., for the
enumerated gems]” for MT Kb Kybqnw , reflecting a confusion of
k and m in the older script of Ezekiel’s day. For other examples of
the confusion of k and m see Delitzsch (1920) 114, §115a.b and
note 15, below.
11. Reading K7 w@p % for the K1y p%e of the MT K1y p%et .%u A dittography of
the t changed the original $wp tkalm to $wpt tkalm .
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12. The MT K1) jrab@f h i is ordinarily rendered “you were created,”
(BDB 135), but can be translated “perfected” in light of the Arabic
cognate !?# (barac) “he was or became clear, or free of, or from, a
thing, he became in a state of freedom or immunity, secure or safe
[from sickness, imperfection, fault, defect, or blemish” and \£ ?#
(barîc ) “clear of evil qualities or dispositions, shunning what is
vain and false . . . sound in body and intellect” (Lane 1863:
178–179). The implication is that the king of Tyre owed no obligation or debt for the precious gems he acquired. They were perhaps
his coronation gifts.
13. Reading the masculine pronoun t@f) a or ht@f) a for the feminine
t@ ;) a of the MT. This is another example of the casus obliquus of
the independent pronoun, found elsewhere in Prov 22:19 and Gen
49:8 (see GKC 135e).
14. Reading NkiIwOs@ ha Myxiy#$im; brak @; ht@f) a for the MT bw@r k@-; t@;).a
K7k iIwOs@ h a x#$m
a ; m, i with its problematic feminine suffix. This requires
(1) reading a final N for the MT K, (2) moving the w of MT bwrk to
the next word as a y, and (3) transposing the initial m of x#$m
a ; m i to
become the final M of Myxiy #$im.; (The second change removes questions about the absence of the anticipated definite article h on the
MT bwrk since its apparent modifier, Kkwsh, has the article.) For
other examples of the confusion the N and K see Delitzsch (1920):
116 §120b . Hebrew Nks, to be read here for MT Kks, is a cognate
of Ugaritic skn “governor, mayor, high official,” used in parallelism with “king” (Gordon 450, #1754). Gen 42:30 w@ntf)o Nt@ye w@I A
Mylig %:ram ;k@I “and he treated us as spies,” is a parallel example of Ntn
followed by the preposition k and a direct object. The LXXAB ta_
tou~ xeroub e!qhka& se “I set you with the cherub” omits all but the
h of the MT x#$m
a ; m i K7 kwe s
O @ h.a The NkiIwO s -br A “chief statesman,” as
suggested here, would be a title like hqiI#$f- brA (II Kings 18:17–37
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and Isa 36:2–22), syrIs f- br A (Dan 1:3), and gmf- brA (Jer 39:3, 13).
15. Reading Mxi #m
$ i ; [scriptio defectiva for Myxiy #i$m]; for the problematic MT x#$m
a ; m,i which occurs only here. The MT has been
variously rendered: KJV “anointed” (following Theodotian and
LXXO , but not the LXXAB which have nothing for these words);
Vulgate extentus “far-reaching”; and E 6"J":,JD0:X<@H “measurement.” The Targum (Sperber 3: 1996) lends support to the
proposal made here. It reads Klm t) wklml )brm, and appears
(1) to have read brm (= preposition m + br ) rather than bwrk
“cherub” and (2) to have read Nks rather than the MT Kks, with
both the NkiIs o and the x#a$m;m i being translated as Klm “king.” For
other examples of the confusion the k and m , see Delitzsch (1920):
114 §115a.b and note 10, above. See also BDB 603, sub x#$m
a ; m.i
16. See GKC 68k for reading K1d:be)
@ wa F as a 1cs verb rather than as a
3ms. The verb is ddb “to separate, to isolate” (BDB 94; Jastrow
138) rather than db).

XXIII
NO MOON OF BLOOD
IN JOEL 2:31 ( HEBREW 3:4)
INTRODUCTION
K7#$exol; K7pehfyE #$me#%eh
$ a
Mdfl; xarey@Fhaw:
)rfwOn%haw: lwOdg%Fha hwFhy: MwOy )wOb@ ynEp;li

The sun shall be turned to darkness,
and the moon to blood,
before the great and terrible day of the LORD comes.
(RSV, NRS)
In Joel 2:10 it is stated that Mybikwf Okw: w@rdfqf xareyFw: #$me#$e
Mhfg:nF w@ps;)f “the sun and the moon are darkened and the stars
withdraw their shining.” The same words appear again in 3:15
(Hebrew 4:15). But sandwiched between these statements
which say the moon will be darkened is the statement that the
moon will be turned to blood. This cannot mean it will become red like blood since the preposition prefixed to Mdf@ is l;
“to, into,” not k@; “like.” The MT Mdfl; xarey@Fhaw : has to be taken
as literally as K7#$exol; K7pehfyE #$me#%eh
$ a “the sun will turn to dark1
ness.” Wolff (1977: 68) commented on the difficulty of the
text by suggesting: “That the moon turns ‘bloody’ indicates
that the thought here is not, or at least not only, of ordinary
eclipses of the sun and the moon, but at times of darkening to
catastrophe.” But if that were the case, one would expect the
text to say “the earth will turn to blood.”
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Wolff and other commentators failed to indicate how the
moon’s becoming real blood—which could certainly present
a red light in the sky—relates to darkness, per se. But the
moon’s turning literally into blood makes little sense since,
with the moon being dark (2:10), it would not be visible
anyway whatever its composition. These observation raise
this twofold question: must Md@f mean “blood,” and if not what
are the other lexical options for Md@f ?
M d@ f MEANING “DARK”

It has long been recognized that monosyllabic hollow verbs
often have by-forms in which a medial consonantal h or )
appears in lieu of the vowel letters w or y, including:
#$ w@b@

thab@;

“shame” (Aramaic)

rw@d@

rhad@a

“long time, age” (Arabic)

+ w@l

+half

“secrecy” (Exo 7:11)

+ w@l

+)alf

“secrecy” (Jud 4:21)

l w@m

lhamf

“to circumcise”

rw@m

rhamf

“to exchange”

rw@n

rhanF

“a light” and “to shine”

Mw@r

M)arF

“to rise” (Zech 14:10)

Cw@r

+har:

“run” (Aramaic, Syriac)

Out of this list rw@d@ and +w@l and rw@n are of special interest
because they illustrate that, in addition to by-forms with a h
or an ), there are monosyllabic nouns without the h or the )
or a w . (In the Bible rd@o “generation” appears thirty-seven
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times, +lf “secrecy” occurs three times, and rnIi “lamp” occurs
twenty-three times.)
The Md@f in Joel 2:31 (MT 3:4) can be derived from the root
Mhad@f “to be dark” just as rnIi can be derived from rhanF “to
shine, to light.” The Niph cal of Mhad@f, stem I, “to astonish”
appears in Jer 14:9, Mhfd:nI “to be astonished” (for which the
Septuagint has u9pnw~n “asleep,” apparently from a Vorlage
with Md@fr:ni).
The Arabic cognate of Mhad@f, stem II, is vª|< (dahama) “he
surprised, he took unawares” (BDB 187). But vª|<, in forms
2 and 9, means “it blackened, it became black” and there are
the derivative nouns Çt|< (duhmat) “blackness,” z"t|;o! ((addahmânu) “the night,” vá|;o! ((adduhaimu) “dark trial, calamity,” and v|<! ( (adhamu) “black.” This last term is also used
for “the twenty-ninth night of the [lunar] month because of its
blackness,” just as v|;o! ( (adduhmu) means “the three nights
of the [lunar] month [during which is the change of the moon]
because they are black” (Lane 1867: 925; Wehr 1979: 342).
In Gen 15:17 the hyFhf h+flf(jwA h)fb@f #$me#$%eha yhiy:wA “when the
sun had gone down and it was dark,” became in Walton’s
London Polyglot (1657) v|;o! )w"kÖ FtGo! )#"\ "tpc ( falammâ )âbat (aššamsu wakânat (adduhma), with the Hebrew
h+flf(j “darkness” being rendered by v|< (duhmu).2 In light of
such evidence, I have also proposed in Chapter X above that
Jos 10: 12b–13a actually means “Sun, be dark over Gibeon!
Moon over the valley of Aijalon! The sun became darkened,
and the moon stayed concealed—whereupon the nation took
vengeance upon its enemies. The sun concealed itself while in
the middle of the sky and actually hasten to set as though it
were a whole day!”
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CONCLUSION

Since Md “dark” can be related to Mhd as rn “light” is related to rhn, there is no longer any compelling reason to read
every occurrence of Md in the Hebrew Bible as Md@f “blood.”
The interpretation of Md needs to be contextually sensible.
Both occurrences of Md in Joel 2:30–31, in full agreement
with 2:10 and 3:15, can easily be translated as “darkness”
rather than “blood.” Subsequent direct or indirect quotations
of Joel, as in the Assumption of Moses 10:6, which reads “the
moon shall not give her light, and be turned wholly into
blood,” reflect the same misunderstanding of Md “dark” as
those in found in the Septuagint with its ai[ma and the Vulgate
with its sanaguinem.3
Joel’s portents included earthly fires, the smoke of which
would bring about such darkness that the sun, moon and stars
will not be visible. He also used the language of lunar and
solar eclipses with their diminished light.4
NOTES
1. Kapelrud’s (1948: 141) suggestion that the moon’s turning to
blood was “probably above all her colour which is thought of, as
in Ex. 7:20f., where Moses changes the water of the Nile into
blood,” must be faulted for its indifference to the force of the
preposition l .

vª|<

2. Castell (1669: 659) also noted the use of
(duhmu) in Zech
6:2, 6, and Rev 6:5. In Akkadian the cognate of Md @f / Mhad@f is
da(a%mu, as in id-.hI-im šamšum “the sun darkened” and [u%m]u%šu
utekkilu šamu id-da[(u-mu] “the day darkened for him.” (CAD 3:
1).
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3. See Charles 1973 II: 410, 422. As Charles pointed out, biblical
texts dealing with the darkness of the sun and the moon include
Ezek 32:7, Ecc 12:2, Isa 13:10, Matt 24:29, Mark 13:24, Luke
23:45, Acts 2:20, Rev 6:12, 9:2.
4. Aguirre (1999) noted:
Viewers of total solar eclipse of August 11, 1999 reported
that they were impressed with the eclipse’s fantastic display
of colors. The sky was a stunning deep blue, trimmed at the
horizon with a rich orange rim of dawn. The corona, which
was visible for a little over 50 seconds, was pearly white and
uniformly round.
Espenak (1999) noted “During the 50 century period -1999 to
3000 (i.e.: 2000 B.C. to 3000 A.D.), Earth experiences 11,897 solar
eclipses as follows:
All Eclipses
= 11897
= 100.0 %
Partial (P)
=
4197
=
35.5 %
Annular (A)
=
3960
=
33.3 %
Total (T)
=
3190
=
26.8 %
Hybrid (H)
=
550
=
4.6 % ”
For a suggestion on which of these eclipses Joel had in mind, see
Stephenson (1969: 224) and Ahlström’s (1971: 73) response to
Stephenson’s proposal.

XXIV
AMBIGUITIES IN AMOS’ RÉSUMÉ
AMOS 1:1 AND 7:14
INTRODUCTION

Amos 1:1
(awOqt@;mi MydIq;nO% ba hyFhf

[Amos] was among the ranchers from Tekoa
oi4 e0ge&nonto e0n nakkarim e0k Qekoue
[the words of Amos]
which occurred in nakkarim from Tekoa
Amos 7:14
ykinO)f )ybinF-Nbe )lo w: ykinO)f )ybinF-) Ol

I (am/ was) not a prophet and I (am / was) not the son of a
prophet
ou0k h!mhn profh&thj e0gw_ ou0de_ ui9o_j profh&tou
I am not a prophet nor the son of a prophet
Mymiq;#$i slewObw@ ykinO) f rqewOb@

I am a herdsman, and a dresser of sycamores
a0ll 0 h@ ai0po&loj h!mhn kai\ kni/zwn suka&mina
but I am a goat herder and a scrapper of sycamores
The résumé of Amos is limited to the above verses, which
together in Hebrew consists of fourteen words—excluding
prepositions and conjunctions—seven of which are repeated
words. Only six of these words are relatively unambiguous:
the pronoun ykn) “I” (three times), the verb hyh “he was,”1
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and the noun )ybn “prophet” (twice). The other eight words
are, to varying degrees, ambiguous and warrant continued investigation. The ambiguities are here examined in sequence.
AMBIGUITY OF MydIq;nO “RANCHERS”

Perhaps the most conspicuous difference is the transliterated nakkarim in the Septuagint of 1:1 for the MT MydIq;nO
“ranchers,” which was obviously read as MyrI q%;nA and treated
as a name or a noun unrelated to the stem rqanF “to bore, to
pick, to dig” (BDB: 669); otherwise one would have expected
a translation rather than a transliteration.2 Were the MyrIq;nO
original it could be a very appropriate assessment of Amos’
character—from Amaziah’s point of view—given the
semantic range of the Arabic cognate ?hªw (naqara) which
includes “to offend, vex, hurt, insult, revile, malign, and defame,” as well as “to investigate, to examine” (Lane 1893:
2838; Wehr 1979: 1161). However, Amos’ reference to N)c,
“flock” in 7:15 mitigates against reading MyrIq;nO (with the
Septuagint’s nakkarim) instead of the MT MydIq;nO.
However, there may be more to MydIq;nO than first meets the
eye. It is not a simple synonym of the more general h(r “to
pasture, tend, graze.” In Arabic ;hªw (naqd) is used for “a kind
of sheep of ugly form . . . having short legs and ugly faces”
(Lane 1893: 2836) and “a kind of sheep with very abundant
wool” (BDB: 667). In I Kings 14:3, it is noted that K7leme (#$ayme
dqenO hyFhf b)fwOm “Mesha king of Moab was a dqiIwOn ” and “he
had to deliver annually to the king of Israel 100,000 lambs,
and the wool of a hundred thousand rams.” 3
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In light of Mesha’s being a dqiIwOn on a grand scale, Anderson and Freedman (1989: 188) admitted that dqiIwOn “. . . can
designate a wealthy pastoralist, which has made some people
wonder whether Amos was a sheep owner and not merely a
tender of flocks, as the language of 7:14 suggests.” They concluded, however, “Amos lived in a different country, in a
different century, and in differing economic circumstances
from Mesha, so similarity need only be slight.” But there may
be more than a hint of wealth with dqiIwOn since ;hªw (naqada)
also means “he examined money, he separated the bad from
the good, he paid the price in cash or ready money”(Lane
1893: 2836; Wehr 1979: 1160).
Amos as a dqiIwOn may have been an affluent rancher once it
is realized that dqiIwOn has multiple levels of meaning. The
Arabic ;hªw (naqada) permits even a third level of meaning,
namely, “to examine critically, to criticize, to call to account,
to find fault, to show up the shortcomings” (Wehr 1979:
1160–1161). As an affluent rancher ( dqn ) Amos may well
have had enough money ( dqn ) to be invited as the speaker at
Amaziah’s royal sanctuary where, instead of offering cash
( dqn ) he proffered devastating criticism ( dqn ), and, not surprisingly, he insulted and offended ( rqn = Septuagint nakkarim) his audience.
AMBIGUITY ABOUT (awOqt@;

There is no uncertainty about the location of (awOqt@; Tekoa,
identified with H
. irbet Tequ c a ten miles south of Jerusalem. It
was “exactly on the border between the cultivated land to the
west and steppe, the ‘wilderness of Judah,’ to the east” (Wolff
1977: 123). However, the derivation of the name has been
problematic since any connection with (qat@f “to thrust (a
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weapon), to blow (a horn), to clap (the hands)” and (awOqt@f “a
wind instrument, horn” (BDB: 1075) seems dubious. But if
the t@; of (awOqt@; is only a prefix attached to the stem (wq — like
Mw@r and hmfw@rt@; — the Arabic cognate ^Ñªg /^èg (qw c / qâ c ) “an
even place, plain or level land that produces nothing”(Lane
1893: 2994; Wehr 1979: 932) is very suggestive. If this is the
derivation of Tekoa, it is ironic that one of the Israel’s greatest
prophets came from a town which, by name, was “a place that
produced nothing.”
AMBIGUITY OF )l

One of the most surprising statements in prophetic literature is Amos’ declaration ykinO)f )ybinF-)lo , literally, “not a prophet I (am).” 4 Lacking a verb, the tense of the phrase is ambiguous, consequently the debate whether Amos intended to
say, (1) “(formerly) I was not a prophet,” implying that he
acknowledged at that moment though he was now a prophet,
or (2) “I am not (now) a prophet, implying he never was and
never intended to be a prophet.
Even if a temporal modifier like h
@ zh Mwyh d( “until this
day” or hzh Mwyh Nm “from this day” had been used, ambiguity would remain since the )l may not have been the negative particle )lo “not” but the emphatic particle )lu “indeed,
surely, verily.” Richardson (1966: 89) noted: “[Amos] not
only spoke well of the My)Iybi n; but implied that he was one of
them (3 8 ). Moreover he twice used the verb )bn to characterize his own ministry (38 ; 715 ).” Following Richardson’s
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proposal, the ykinO)f )ybinF-)lo should be revocalized and read
as ykinO)f )ybinF )lu “Indeed, I am a prophet!” 5
Richardson rightly read the )l of )ybinF-Nbe )lo as the negative particle, reconstructing paronomasia with )lo . . . )lu
rather than simple repetition of )lo . . . )lo . A good analogy
of Amos’ affirmation that he was indeed a prophet but not of
the corps of prophets can be found with Micaiah ben Imlah
and his four hundred colleagues (I Kings 22:6–33). Jehoshaphat inquired, dA[ hw"hyl; aybin" hPo !yaeh; “Is there not
here another prophet for Yahweh?” King Jehoshaphat acknowledged the corps of prophets ( My)iybin: -ynIib)@; ,6 but he was
looking for someone outside the corps. Amos, like Micaiah,
was surely ( )lu) a prophet, but just as surely Amos and
Micaiah were not ( )lo ) members of the corps.7
In terms of today’s clerical terminology Amos was a lay
preacher who was not among the ordained and credentialed
clergy. As an independent lay preacher he was (1) free to
speak his mind— not the institutional line—and (2) free to be
bi-vocational. As with Amos’ prophetic vocation, there were
also ambiguities concerning his other jobs.
AMBIGUITY OF rqewOb@

The meaning of rqewOb@ “herdsman” has been problematic
for the Septuagint reads ai0po&loj “goatherd,” whereas other
Greek texts have bouko/loj “[cattle] herdsman.” Wolff
(1977: 306) identified rqewOb (which occurs only in this passage) “as a substantized participle, denominative from rqfbf@,
‘cattle’.” As such one would expect Amos to have been
involved with cows and bulls rather than with a N)c of sheep
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and goats. Andersen and Freedman (1989: 778) settled for
“cattleman,” suggesting “that Amos was a kind of jack-of-alltrades: cowboy, shepherd, seasonal farm worker; but not a
prophet” (italics mine). Wolff (1977: 306) opted for a “livestock breeder.” The Arabic cognate @èhª# (baqqâr) is equally
ambiguous since it can mean “cowhand, cowboy” as well as
“an owner or possessor of oxen, bulls, cows” (Lane 1863:
234; Wehr 1979: 84).
The verb rqfb@f “to inquire, to seek” (BDB: 183) is well
attested in Hebrew in the Pi cel, consequently no one has
proposed to read rqewOb@ as a Qal participle “examiner, investigator.” However, the Arabic ?hª# (baqara) in form I (= Qal)
is clearly attested meaning “he examined, or inspected” and
“he inquired, he searched” (Lane 1863: 233). In light of this,
rqewOb@ could be the Qal participle “inquirer,” rather than the
singular example of the denominative meaning “cattleman.”
In view of the Septuagint nakkarim (= MyrIq;nO “investigators,
examiners”) in 1:1, the possibility that rqewOb means “examiner” cannot be discounted—not to mention that dqiIwOn can
also mean “an examiner (of money).” If Amos was an
“examiner” the object of his investigation will be hidden in
the ambiguities in the last two words of his résumé.
AMBIGUITY OF slewOb

Just as rqewOb@ is the only example in the Hebrew Bible of a
denominative from rqfb@ f “cattle” becoming the participle
“cattleman,” slewOb@ is the only example of a denominative
from the Arabic cognate Fpª# (balas) “fig” meaning “a tender
of figs” (Harper 1905: 174). The Targum omitted slewOb@ but
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it noted that the sycamores were in the Shephelah, not in the
highlands of Tekoa. The Septuagint translated slewOb@ as
kni/z wn “scraping,” and Theodotian rendered it as xara/s swn
“marking.” Wright (1976: 368) has well summarized the
varied evidence, ancient and modern, about what Amos did to
the Shephelah figs, concluding “one of the tasks of Amos was
to nip the sycamore fruit in order to hasten ripening. . . .[or]
the concern of Amos with the sycamore was in providing fodder for those [animals] in his charge.”
Because the Arabic E (s) regularly appears in Hebrew as
a #$ rather than #&, the original spelling of slewOb may have
been #lwb. This seems to have been the reading of Aquila
who translated slewOb@ as e1reunon “he examined,” as though
this verb was from #$lab@ f “to inquire” (Jastrow 1903: 175,
BDB: 119, n. pr. N#$flb
; @ i “inquirer” [?]). Because Aquila is
renowned for extreme literalisms, #lwb warrants serious
attention. The interchange in Hebrew of #& and s is well
attested, as with (1) gw@s or gw@ #& “to backslide” and “to fence
about” (2) rw@s or rw@ #& (Hosea 9:12) “to turn aside,” and (3)
txap as
@ a “scab” but xp%a@#&i “to cause a scab” (BDB, 705).
Aquila’s translation suggests that the Vorlage was #lwb (=
#$liIwOb@ “searcher”) which was misread as #&liIwOb@ and changed
to sliI wOb@ when Mymq#$ was read as “sycamores.” If #lwb was
originally in the text and sliIwOb@ was secondary, the question
arises, “Did Amos search for sycamores trees or really have
anything to do with figs?” This question leads to the final
ambiguity in Amos’ résumé
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AMBIGUITY OF Mymq#

There is more than one way to read and interpret Mymq#.
can
obviously be vocalized Mymiq;#i$ “sycamores” as tradiIt
tionally understood .” But it can also be pointed as Mymiqf#$e
and read as the relative particle #$e affixed to the plural participle of Mw@q. The relative #$e followed by a participle of Mw@q
is attested in Jud 5:7, hrwbd ytmq# d( “until the rising of
Deborah.” ( #$ + tmq + y [the hireq compaginis, GKC 90m ]).
Instead of speaking of tending cattle and searching for sycamores, Amos may have stated: Mymiqf#$v #$lewObw@ ykin)
O f rqewOb@ “I
am an inquirer and an investigator of what are the happenings.” 8 (The participle suggests that the events under investigation were current events.) Had Amos simply said ykin)
O f
hyEh;yI-r#$e)j t)e #$riIwod @ “I am investigating what will come to
pass” rather than Mymiqf#e #$lewOb ykinO)f@ , the “figs” and “sycamores” would never have made it into his résumé.
CONCLUSION

Ambiguities can seldom be resolved into certainties, but
ambiguities addressed can provide probabilities. Concerning
Amos’ résumé, the reference to N)c in 7:15 (“the Lord took
me from following the flock”) corroborates the tradition that
Amos was a dqiIwOn “rancher” of sheep/goats (probably on a
grand scale like Mesha of Moab) and was successful enough
to have time, energy, and finances for an avocation as well as
a vocation. While tradition asserts that Amos’ second vocation was a lowly job working with figs and fodder, the consonantal Hebrew text suggests— upon reading # for s —that
Amos’ other occupation (or preoccupation) was that of a
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researcher and an examiner of what was happening in his
time.
In support of this untraditional interpretation of 7:14, one
can appeal not only to cognates and the semantic range of all
the lexemes, but also to Amos’ oracles themselves which are
as erudite as they are artistic. Amos demonstrated a breadth of
knowledge which came as much by education as from direct
revelation. His inquiries may have been the by-product of his
success as a rancher, which accorded him leisure for an
avocation of search and study. Far from being a jack-of-alltrades, Amos may well have been a master of two: ranching
and research. Personal wealth from ranching may have been
the “credential” which opened the doors of the royal chapel to
him as a prophet; and his personal integrity in declaring the
truth he learned may have closed those same doors against
him. Being a #$liIwOb@ “searcher” and a rqewOb@ “researcher” was
preparation for Amos’s becoming a prophet. His avocation
became primary, culminating in a career change from rancher
to prophet.
NOTES

1. The Septuagint reads the plural e0ge&nonto as though the Hebrew
was wyh rather than hyh , with the initial yrIib;d @I as the subject rather
than swOm ( f.

2. Theodotian also had difficulty with MydIq;nO and simply transliterated it as nwkedei/m (Hatch and Redpath 2: 956; Wolff: 116,
citing Jerome’s commentary, as nocedim).

3. The Septuagint reads kai\ Mwsa basileu_j Mwab h}n nwkhd

“and Mesha, king of Moab was a nôqe%d,” having only a transliteration of the Hebrew dqwn .
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4. It should also be noted that the Arabic cognates of abn /

£$w

£$w

aybn

are: (1) \
(nabî c ) or
(nabî ) “a prophet who acquaints or
informs mankind, or who is aquainted or informed, respecting God
and things unseen” (Lane 2752–2753); or (2) (nabû) / (nabâ)
“to be in conflict, to irk, to offend”; or (3)
(nabih) “noble,
famous, distinguished, perspicacious,” with
(nabac ) meaning
“news, information, intelligence, report” (Wehr 1100, 1104 –1105).
On the interchange of a and h, see GKC §19 a.

Ñ$w
Ä$w
è$w

è$w

5. Wolff (1977: 306) noted Richardson’s proposal but followed
tradition. Andersen and Freedman (1989: 777) made no reference
to Richardson’s proposal; but Driver’s article (1955: 91–92) is
noted, though not discussed. Driver observed that “the simple lo% c
‘not’ is used with interrogative force, which easily becomes asseverative, strange as this may seem . . .” The literature on the
emphatic l and )l continues to grow. In addition to references
cited by Richardson, note McDaniel (1968) 206 –208; Dahood
(1975): 341–342); Whitley (1975: 202–204; and Huehnergard
(1983) 569–593, especially 591. See also Chapter XV, 129–130,
above.

6. Ackroyd (1956: 94) has well summarized the options on the
ambiguous )ybin-F Nbe,
Either it means ‘I belong to a prophetic family’ where the
word family may be equivalent to ‘guild’ or ‘profession,’
just as in the expression ‘sons of the prophets’ we have in
such associations in Israel (cf. also I S 10 5 ). Or it means
‘I have the quality which belongs to a prophet,’ just as
lyxai-Nbe@ means ‘a man who has the quality of lyIxa ’ and
the Myhilo)v-ynIib@; are ‘beings which have the quality of
Myhilo)v.’

7. See also Wolff (1979) 313, especially the final paragraph of his
excursus on “The Vocation of Amos,” where he stated “Amos
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establishes a sharp contrast . . . between a prophet by virtue of
office . . . a salaried cult official and his own independent activity
sanctioned by Yahweh alone.”

8. For the semantic range of Mw@q , see See BDB: 877 and Wehr
1979: 934–938, where the following definitions are included, “to
come to pass, take place, be on-going; to happen.”

XXV
THE MOBILE SHRINE IN
ZECHARIAH 5: 5 –11
INTRODUCTION

At first glance Zechariah’s sixth vision in 5:5–11 appears
to depict a woman sitting in a basket, requiring a very big
basket or a very small woman. The hpfy)e, according to various estimates (Meyers 1987: 296), was about a bushel, more
or less, and was much too small a basket in which to seat a
woman. Consequently, the woman has at times been exegetically miniaturized to a female figurine to accommodate the
container. However, a closer examination of the text led some
commentators to shy away from ‘a woman in a basket.’ Carol
and Eric Meyers (1987: 293) opted for a simple transliteration
of the key word as follows:
t)zOw: . . . . t)cewOyh
@ a hpfy)ehf; t)zO
hpfy)ehf K7w Otb@; tbe#$ewOy txa)a h#$%f)I

“This is the Ephah which goes forth . . . .
and this is one woman seated in the Ephah.”
In this study I present the evidence for interpreting Zech 5:7
as follows, with the key words in italics: “This is the mobile
shrine . . . . and this is the ‘first lady’ sitting in the middle of
the shrine.” The shrine would have been the counterpart to the
tAab'c. hw"hy>-tyrIB. !Ara]. “ark of the covenant of Yahweh of
hosts” (I Sam 4:4). The t)cewOy hpfy)e “mobile shrine” may
have resembled and function somewhat like the sacred palanquins (o-mikoshi) used to transport a deity in Shinto festivals.
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hpfy)e MEANING “SHRINE”
Unrecognized by lexicographers and translators until this
century was the fact that hpfy)e had more than one meaning.
Just as Mytb could be Myt@Ib@a “measuring receptacles” (for
liquids = the bath) or Myt@Ib@f “houses, receptacles, temples,”
and as NyI(a could be either an “eye” or a “spring” (of water),
so the hpfy)e could be “a bushel like container for dry goods”
or “a room, cela, or shrine.” Recognition that hpfy)e could be
a “shrine” was made by Marenof (1931: 264) who associated
it with the shrine of the Sumerian goddess Nin-Girsu, known
as the E-pa “summit house.” Marenof suggested that e-pa became the Hebrew hpfy)iI in the same way Sumerian e-gal
became the lkfyhiI “palace, temple.” As noted, Carol and Eric
Meyers (1987: 297), with some ambivalence, embraced
Marenof ’s interpretation and opted to transliterate hpfy)e as
“Ephah,” with a capital “E” to indicate “the shrine frame of
reference,” rather than a straightforward translation of it as
“shrine.” 1
What Marenof could not have known in 1932, and what
was not mentioned by Carol and Eric Meyers in 1987, is that
the masculine form ((ap) of hpfy)e appears in the Ugaritic
texts as a synonym for hdrm
“rooms” and with .tg! r “gate” (=
.
the entrance / court of the gate” (Gordon 1965: 362, #264;
364, # 298). The absence of any cultic association of (ap at
Ugarit is noteworthy. Translating it as “shrine,” as proposed
in this study, comes from context, especially the use of tyIb@a
“temple” in 5:11 (like the tyIb@ a used for the temple of Yahweh
in I Kings 7: 12, 40–51).
The MT t)cewOyh
@ a “the one going forth” suggests that the
shrine was portable and mobile. In a vision even a room-size
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shrine could have had mobility and have been large enough
for a woman or a life-size statue of a goddess.
The trepe(O rk@ak@I , usually translated “lead weight” which
served as the roof of the shrine was probably just a simple
“circular cover.” The trepe(O is the equivalent of the Arabic
É?ád` (g! ufirat) “cover”; and rp( can be the cognate of ?dª\
(cafar) “dust” or ?ªdª` (g! afara) “he covered/concealed,” as in
c c
c
c
c
the phrase \"\Ño!£c ^"ª(to! ?d` (g! afara almatâ a f î alwi a% i)
“he concealed the things in a vessel” (Lane 1877: 2273).
The MT trepe(O would be the normal feminine participle in
agreement with the feminine rk@ak@I . The extended discussions
in some commentaries about trepe(O “lead” and rk@ak@I “talents”
seem gratuitous, and the failure to mention ?ªdª` (g! afara) has
to be an oversight. The fact that a circular covering was
placed over the “mouth” of the hpfy)e does not require the
hpfy)e to be a vessel. The semantic range of hp%@e “mouth” includes “end” and “top” (as in Pro 8:3, troqo-ypil ; “from the top
of rafters,” or the MT treqf-ypil; “to the end of town”).
THE MEANING OF Mny( / Mnw(

Delitzsch (1920: 105) listed Zech 5:6 among the numerous
texts in which there was a confusion of y and w, like Hos 10:
10 where the Kethib is MtfnOyO( but the Qere is Mtnw( “their
sins.” Although there is no Qere/ Kethib for Zech 5:6, the
Vorlage of the Septuagint and the Syriac must have read
Mnw(, “their iniquity,” whereas the oculus eorum “their eye”
of the Vulgate indicates a Vorlage with Mny(. The English
translations vary with the KJV, NKJ, NAS, and YLT all
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following the Hebrew Ny(, and translating Mny( as “resemblance,” or “appearance” or “aspect.” The RSV, NRSV, and
NAS followed the Greek and Syriac and rendered Mnw( as
“iniquity” or “guilt.” The NIV emended the text to M(h Nw(
“the iniquity of the people.” Carol and Eric Meyers (1987:
297) stated, “the MT need not be altered,” but they nevertheless emended MnFy(e to h@ nFy(e “its appearance,” the feminine antecedent of its being the Ephah since there was no
explicit antecedent for the masculine plural suffix M.
The proposal here is that Mnw( of the Greek and Syriac
Vorlagen should be followed, but the stem Nw( should not be
restricted to NwO(f “iniquity.” Knowing how the vision ends
helps in understanding how it developed. The mobile shrine
was to be relocated by winged women to Shinar where a
temple would be built for it—suggestive of the shrine atop a
ziggurat. Knowing this, it seems obvious that the figure in the
shrine was a goddess to be worship in Shinar—but not in
Judah! The female figure hidden in the shrine had her rightful
place of worship and her legitimate devotees for whom she
was MnFw@( “their help,” 2 with Nw( being the cognate of Arabic
zÑª\ (cawn) “aid, assistance,” used in reference to God’s aiding a person—as in the prayer “O my Lord, aid me, and aid
not against me” (Lane 1874: 2203; Wehr 1979: 771–772).
The ambiguity of the plural suffix M seems intentional. If the
shrine was a cult center in Shinar, it would be MnFw@( “their
[Shinar’s] help,” but, when the shrine became a cult center in
Judah, it then became MnFwO( “their [Judah’s] iniquity.” The
ambiguity of the M is a clue to the double entendre of Nw(.
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txa)a h#$%f)i “FIRST LADY”
The feminine txa)a h#$%f)i “the first lady” functions like the
masculine dxf)e MwOy “the first day” of Gen 1:5. The singularity
of the person rests in the singular demonstrative t)zO, as well
as the singular form of the noun. In terms of number the tx)
is superfluous since h#$%f)i is morphologically singular. Thus,
it seems best to interpret txa)a h#$%f)i as title of priority and/or
status. If priority was the focus, it suggests a title for a goddess (with txa)a h#$%f)i being a circumlocution for tx) hl) or
tx) tl) “first goddess.” A reference to such a goddess may
survive in the h)fn:qih
@ a lmesiI of Eze 8:3, which can be translated
“the image of jealousy” or as “the image of the creatress,”
since )nq / hnq can also mean “to create”—as well as “to
acquire” and “to be zealous” (Gordon 1965: 479). Jeremiah’s
reference to the “Queen of heaven” (44:17–19, 25) would be
another likely candidate for the title of txa)a h#$%f) I “first lady.”
Whether it was priority or status, txa)a h#$%f)i reflects a sarcastic
modification by the angel of Yahweh of what must have been
a title of reverence for the goddess and /or her image.3
For the devotees in Shinar the goddess figure in the mobile
shrine would be h(f#$; rAhf “the one making [the means of subsistence] abundant,” but for the people of Judah in covenant
with Yahweh she was h(f#$; rIhf “the wicked one.” There is
surely another double entendre here. Hebrew h(#$ r means
not only “wickedness,” it can also be the cognate of Arabic
aD@ (rasag! a) “he made ample, he made abundant” and the
adjective aáD@ (rasîg' ) “ample, abundant” (Lane 1867: 1081).
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CONCLUSIONS

The sixth vision of Zechariah suggests several subtle word
associations with dry or liquid measures: hpfy)e “the ephah”
and “shrine”; tb@ a “the bath” and tybi@ I “temple”; rk@o “the kor”
and rk@fk@I “circular.” It also has two cases of double entendre:
h(f#$; rI “wickedness” and h(f#$; rA “abundant,” as well as MnFwO(
“their iniquity” and MnFw@( “their help.” It has one circumlocution with txa)a h#$%f)i “the first lady” meaning tx) hl) “the
premier goddess.” Because the txa)a h#$%f)i was to be enshrined
in Babylon there is no basis to interpret the removal of her
image to Shinar as the symbolic legitimation for deporting
Babylonian women from Judah.
Thematically this vision resonates with the henotheism assumed in Deut 4:19, 29:26 and 32:9 (MT). Other gods had
their designated lands, but wOtlfxnj A lbexe bqo(jyA wOm@(a hwOfhy: qlexe
“Yahweh’s portion is his people, Jacob his allotted heritage.”

NOTES

1. Petersen (1984: 254) limits his discussion of Marenof to a footnote, stating: “Ingenious though this suggestion was, it has not
found general acceptance.”

2. Note KBS II: 799, which cites the Arabic cognate zÑ\ [I, II, and
IV] “to help,” without citing any occurrences in Hebrew. The MT
Nw(m or Knw(m in Ps 71:3; 90:1; and 91:9 has been recognized by
Ben Yehuda (1908: 3155), Zorell (1956: 455), Kopf (1958: 187–
188), and Dahood (1968: 172, 322, 333) as being derived from Nw(,
the cognate of
“to help, give succor,” and has been equated
with the nouns
(mi cwân) and
(ma cûnat) “help, aid.” The

zÑ\
z!Ñ[s

ÇwÑ[s
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yn( of Zech 9:9, coupled with (#$ w n “savior,” is probably from this

root also.

3. Note Lane’s (1863: 27) comment: “;/ê ((ahad),
without the
.
article, is used as an epithet specially in relation to God.” The feminine tx) would appear to be an epithet in Hebrew for a goddess
figure, even though h#$) appears in lieu of the anticipated hl)
or tl).

XXVI
THE SETTING STAR
IN MATTHEW 2:9
INTRODUCTION

Commentators have puzzled over the need for a star to help
the magi travel from Jerusalem to Bethlehem. Beare (1981:
80) commented, “ . . . it is hard to imagine how a star could
give any kind of guidance over such a short distance (ten
kilometers), or how it could be imagined as standing still over
a little village, and even over a particular cottage.” Similarly,
a few years later Davies and Allison (1988: 246) pondered,
“. . . why would one need supernatural guidance to make the
six mile trek from the capital to Bethlehem? And how could
a heavenly light be perceived as standing over a precise place,
seemingly a particular house?” Beare did not bother to answer
the questions he raised, and Davies and Allison answered
their two questions by adding a third, “Or do these questions
stem from an unimaginative and overly literal interpretation
of Matthew’s text?” They indirectly answered their third
question in the affirmative by calling attention to the very
imaginative interpretations of Clement of Alexandria (died
215) and Chrysostom (407) , among others, who equated the
star with an angel or had the star descend until it actually
stood over the infant’s head.
However, there are some likely answers to the questions
raised by Beare, Davies, and Allison. But, in lieu of wild
imagination and a disregard of the literal meaning of the text,
a bit of controlled philological inquiry permits the text to be
read quite literally and logically.
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THE GREEK AND HEBREW TEXTS

The text of Matt 2:9 in the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew
(Howard 1995: 6) probably holds the key. The relevant part
of the Greek text to be compared with the Hebrew text reads
o9 a0sth&r, o$n ei]don e0n th~| a0natolh~|,
proh~gen au0tou&j, e#wj e0lqw_n e0sta&qh
e0pa&nw ou{ h}n to_ paidi/on.
The star which they had seen in the East
went before them, until it stood
over the place where the child was.
Even though the verb i9sta&nai in the Septuagint was used to
translate thirty-six different Hebrew words, there is no ambiguity about the meaning of o9 a0sth&r e0sta&qh “the star
stood.” But when a graphically similar phrase appears in
Hebrew, there is unintentionally an ambiguity about the
meaning the text. For example, Matt 2:9 in the Shem Tob
Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (Howard 1995: 6–7) reads

jrzmb war r`a bkwkh
!hynpl ^lwh
!wqmh la !awb d[
!jl tyb wab r`akw
dlyh !` r`a !wqmh dgn dm[
the star which they had seen in the East
was going before them,
until they came to the place.1
When they entered Bethlehem
it stood before the place where the child was.
When bkwkh and dm[ are joined as subject and verb (cf.
Sir 43:10, sth&sontai kata_ kri/ma = qj dm[ “[the stars]
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stand as ordered”), the phrase may mean “the star stood.” But
dm[ can have two other meanings. It can be the cognate of
Arabic ;t\ ()amada) which is used with reference to the
dawning of the day, as in the expression 1$Ko! <Ñt\ ()amûdu
(as. sub
hi)
“the bright gleam of dawn, the dawn that rises and
.
.
spreads, filling the horizon with brightness” (Lane 1874:
2153). Were this the cognate, dm[ bkwkh could mean something like “the star gleamed,” suggesting in the context of
Matt 2:9 that when the magi came to Bethlehem a burst of
starlight signaled the magi that they had reached their
destination.
On the other hand, dm[ bkwkh could mean that “the star
set /disappeared.” This would be the required meaning were
the cognate of dm[ the Arabic ;t` (g! amada) “to conceal”
which is used (1) for sheathing a sword, (2) for thorns being
concealed by leaves, (3) for wells having their water covered
by dirt, (4) for the sky being obscured by clouds, (5) for a
cloth put over something to conceal it from the eyes of
another, (6) for concealing something with a veil, and (7) in
the expression qápo! ;t(ª`! ( (ig! tamada (allayla) “he entered
into [the darkness] of the night” (Lane 1877: 2291). In light
of this evidence it is reasonable to concluded that dm[, stem
II, could also be used “to cover or conceal a star, to engulfed
(a star) in darkness” or for a star “to set.”
Moreover, the Syriac D~` (ca7 mad) “to set, to go down” is
the cognate of ;t` (amada) and dm(, stem II, as proposed
here. The #$me#$%eha- )wObk@; “about sunset” in II Sam 3:35 and I
Kings 22:36, appears in the Syriac as A&~$ D~`d D>
(kad di ce7mad šemša c ). The basic meaning of the Syriac root
is “to plunge, to sink, to set” (used with the sun or stars or
day), as well as “to immerse, to baptize” (R. Payne Smith
1901: 666; J. Payne Smith 1957: 416).
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CONCLUSIONS

Although o9 a0sth&r e0sta&qh can only mean “the star stood,”
Hebrew bkwkh dm[ can, in light of Arabic and Syriac cognates, mean (1) “the star stood,” or (2) “the star gleamed” or
(3) “the star set.” Given the fact that the magi came from the
East, it would be quite natural for the traditions of the magi
to have been written or remembered in language of the East,
namely, in Aramaic. Even though Jastrow (1903: 1086) does
not cite any occurrences of dm[ used in Western Aramaic for
the “setting” of the sun or the stars, the Syriac (Eastern Aramaic) evidence is compelling.
With support from the Shem Tob Hebrew text of Matthew,
the Hebrew Vorlage can be reconstructed and translated as
...

!hynpl ^lwh jrzmb war r`a bkwkh
dm[ !jl tyb wab r`ak
dlyh !` r`a !wqmh dgn

The star which they saw in the East went before them
. . . . just as they came to Bethlehem
— right there where the child was —
it set.
When the Eastern tradition of the magi was introduced into
Western tradition, the original meaning of this dm[ — the
cognate of ;t` (g! amada) “to be engulfed in darkness” and
D~` (ce7 mad) “to go down, to set”—was lost. And, as is
obvious from the Greek text, the dm[ in its Vorlage was
understood as the more widely used verb meaning “to stand.”
A star somehow standing over a manger, as though it were
a laser beam from infinity, appears to be the result of a mistranslation of a Hebrew / Aramaic source. If it was in Hebrew
the dm[ should have been given the meaning attested in Jos
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10:12–13, where the MT #$me#%e$ha dmo(jyAw@ A . . . dma(f xarye Fw: should
be rendered “and the moon had been engulfed in darkness ...
and the sun set.” 2 If the source was in Aramaic it should have
been understood as the Syriac D~` (ce7 mad) “to set.”
The ambiguity of dm[ . . . bkwkh adds credibility to the
tradition. It is most unlikely that the ambiguity would have
originated in a fiction fabricated in Judean or Galilean
Hebrew, in which case one would expect ab bkwkh “the star
set” (the opposite of ^lh bkwkh “the star went” or, in the
language of Num 24:17, bk;/K &r'D; “the star marched forth”).
The o9 a0sth&r e0sta&qh “the star stood” remains problematic.
But recognition of a Hebrew Vorlage to Matthew opens up
avenues of inquiry which are very productive. Hebrew homographs have long been the bane of the interpreter; but they
frequently are the key for recovering the meaning of the text.
NOTES
1. This phrase has no equivalent in the Greek text tradition. It is a
misplaced phrase belonging to the end of 2:7, to be read as

tyar @mz bfyh !hm la`yw
wmwqmh la !awb d[ !hl bkwkh
he asked them well concerning the time the star
appeared to them until their coming into his territory.
The w of wmwqmh came from the w of the following r`akw. The unrecorded answer probably set the age limit “from two years old and
under,” as mentioned in Matt 2:16.
2. See Chapter X above.

XXVII
WHAT NOT TO DO
WITH A LAMP
INTRODUCTION

The Greek synoptic gospels, along with the Gospel of
Thomas, are in agreement that the place for a lu, c noj / h/bc
[he%bs] “lamp” is on a lucni,a / lu,N ia [luxnia] “lampstand.” The Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew concurs
with the Greek and the Coptic traditions, stating that the rn
“lamp” was placed on a hrwnm “lamp stand.” But there are
five different ideas in the tradition as to what people do not do
with a lamp, including the fact that people do not placed a
lamp (1) under a bushel, (2) or under a vessel, (3) or under a
bed, (4) in a hidden place (5) or in a cellar. The question to be
addressed is whether Jesus’ made multiple statements using
different terms on different occasions, or did he make one
statement which was interpreted in multiple ways in the
Gospels and tradition. The six relevant texts for review follow
(with the key words in bold font).
PROBLEMATIC TEXTS
Matthew 5:15
They do not light a lamp to put it in a hidden place
(rtsn ~wqmb) where it cannot shine, but they place it on
a lamp stand ( hrwnmh ) so that it might shine for all in the
house.” 1
Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel ( mo,dion),2 but on a stand (lucni,an),3 and it gives light to all
in the house.” 4
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Luke 8:16 and 11:33
No one after lighting a lamp covers it with a vessel
(skeu,ei),5 or puts it under a bed ( kli,nhj),6 but puts it on
a stand (lucni,aj), that those who enter may see the light.”
No one after lighting a lamp puts it in a cellar ( kru,pthn)7
or under a bushel ( mo,dion), but on a stand (lucni,an), that
those who enter may see the light.” 8
Mark 4:21
And he said to them, “Is a lamp brought 9 in to be put
under a bushel ( mo,dion), or under a bed (kli,nhn), and
not on a stand (lucni,an)?”
Gospel of Thomas Logia 33
No one lights a lamp and puts it under a bushel ( maaje
[maage]), nor does he put it in a hidden place
( maefh/p [maefhe%p]), but sets it on a lamp stand
(lu,nia [luxnia]) so that all who come in and go out
may see its light.10
OBSERVATIONS

The first observation is that the Shem Tob text is not a
translation of the Latin sub modio nor of the Greek u`po. to.n
mo,dion “under a bushel.” Surprisingly, the rtsn ~wqmb
“hidden place” of Shem Tob agrees with the maefh/p
[maefhe%p] “hidden place” of Logia 33 and the kru,p thn
“hidden /secret place, cellar” of Luke 11:33. If the text of
Shem Tob were a translation from the Latin or Greek, as some
scholars insist, it is very difficulty to explain why the
translator misunderstood the common word mo,dion/modio,
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“a measure for grain” and ended up with a “secret / hidden
place.”
Luke’s different doublets, “vessel” and “bed” followed by
“cellar” and “bushel,” do not match Mark’s doublet of
“bushel” and “bed” or the doublet of “bushel” and “hidden
place” in Logia 33. The “Q” source might account for Matthew’s “bushel” and Luke’s “bushel,” but as currently defined, “Q” cannot account for Luke’s four-fold “vessel,”
“bed,” “cellar,” and “bushel”—nor the “hidden place” in the
Shem Tob text and in the Gospel of Thomas Logia 33.
Since “Q” provided no help in understanding the differences in this saying of Jesus, commentators have given only
passing attention to them. Davies and Allison (1988: 477)
compared Matt 5:15 with Luke 11:33 and simply raised the
question: “But what of eivj kru,pthn (= ‘in a cellar’, ‘in a dark
and hidden place’ or ‘grotto’; cf. Josephus, Bell. 5.330)?”
There was, however, no answer given to the question. They
simply made two assertions: (1) that kru,p thn is not found in
the Septuagint and is a hapax legomenon in the New Testament, “and so not obviously from Luke”; and (2) “one may
doubt whether ‘under the bed’ (or: bench?) first stood in the
saying.” Mann (1986: 268) noted only that Matthew and Mark
agree in substance, without any mention of the five variants
in the tradition. He concluded, “The saying is somewhat
enigmatic, for making the point that the function of the lamp
is to give light does not accord well with the earlier text
(4:12), which suggest that in some fashion the revelation is
deliberately hidden.”
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ORTHOGRAPHIC AND LEXICAL ISSUES

All the variations of this saying can be accounted for by
a written Hebrew/Aramaic Vorlage which was understood in
different ways, depending of the reading of one letter as either
a r or a d and a second letter as a y or a w. The Hebrew Bible
has a number of Qere /Kethib variants reflecting scribal confusion of y or w, as in Prov 23:5 where the @w[itÜ'h] was to be
read as @y[itÜ'h] “you make [your eyes] flutter,”11 and the @Y[ïw"
(sic) was to be read as @W[y" / @A[y" “he will fly.” A Qere /
Kethib variant reflecting a misreading of a r and d occurs in
Jer 35:11, where the MT ~r"a] “Aram” was read as ~doa/
“Edom” in the Syriac tradition.12
The variants “bushel,” “vessel,” “bed,” “cellar,” and “hidden place” may simply go back to a Hebrew /Aramaic word
spelled either rws / rys or dws / dys. The ambiguously written
word would have been one of the following well attested
words:
(1) Syriac AdW* (sawda% c or sûda% c) “a measure for
grain, less than a pound.” The Hebrew /Aramaic cognate would be adws or dws.13
(2) Syriac dW* (se7 wad) “a rug, a divan-cushion,”14
which is related to the Arabic
(wisâd) “a pillow
15
or cushion.” The Hebrew /Aramaic cognate would
be dws or adws .
(3) Hebrew /Aramaic rys (sîr) “a pot, water pot, a
utensil for boiling,” as in 2 Kings 4:38–41. It would
be equal to Greek siro,j and Arabic
(zîr)” 16

<èDÖ
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(4) Hebrew dws (sôd) “a foundation, a secret place, a
base.” 17
CONCLUSION
The Vorlage of the Hebrew Matthew of Shem Tob probably had at one time dwsb “in a hidden place” in its text.
Given the ambiguity of dws, which could also be (a) “a
foundation,” (b) “a measuring container,” or (c) “a cushion,”
the synonym rts “secret place” replaced the original dws in
the Shem Tob text. The Greek Matthew understood the dws
/ rws in its Vorlage to be dWs, (1) above. The uncertainty of
the reading produced a doublet in Luke 8:16 derived from rysi
and dw: s,. (3) and (2) above. In Luke 11:33 a conflation of dAs
and dWs, (4) and (1) above, appeared. Mark’s Hebrew source
read the dws as dWs and dw:s,. (1) and (2) above. However, the
Gospel of Thomas reflects a tradition which conflated dWs
and dAs, (1) and (4) above.
The kru,p thn “hidden place” of Luke 11:33, the ~wqm
rtsn “hidden place” in Matt 5:15 of Shem Tob, and the
maefh/p [maefhe%p] “hidden place” of Logia 33 reflect the
obvious: people do not light a lamp to hide the light. Were
darkness preferred, lamps would not be lit in the first place.
Were the saying focused on fire-safety, a reminder that careful
people do not put a lighted lamp under flammable containers,
cushions, or sleeping mats would make sense. But Jesus’
focus was not on fire-safety. The mo, d ion “bushel” and the
kli,n hj “bed,” both of which could be flammable, are not
likely to have been the intended meaning of the original dws.
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Luke’s “covering the lamp with a vessel” (skeu, e i = rys),
instead of “putting the lamp under a vessel” may be a logical
adjustment since the rys, as suggested by its Arabic cognate,
could have been a water jar which was nearly pointed on the
bottom, making it difficult to put anything under it. By turning the vessel upside-down, the wide upper part of the vessel
would easily cover and extinguish the lamp.
These observations and interpretations lead to the conclusion that Jesus did not make multiple sayings about lamps on
lamp stands, but his one statement was open to multiple readings once it was written down in a script in which a r and d
and a y and w were easily confused.

NOTES
1. This is the translation of the Hebrew text of Shem Tob Ibn
Shaprut (Howard 1987: 16–17; 1995: 16–17). On the use in
Hebrew of the third person masculine plural for a personal indefinite (i.e., “people generally”) see GKC 144 e.
2. Liddell and Scott: 1140, “= Latin modius, a dry measure, = 1/6
of the corn-measure called me/dinoj. Arndt and Gingrich (1957:
527) defined this Latin loanword as “a peck-measure.”
3. Liddell and Scott: 1067, “lamp stand.”
4. Hill (1972: 116) conjectured, “The impersonal plural (‘men light
. . .’), which is infrequent in Greek (save in special legousi [‘men
say’] phrase) but common in Aramaic, and use of the definite
article (‘under the measure . . . upon the lamp stand’) to denote a
single person or thing as being present to the mind under given
circumstances (an acknowledged Semitism) suggest the Aramaic
origin and authenticity of the saying.” The same conclusion was
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expressed earlier by Black (1967: 126–127) and later by Gundry
(1994: 77). See above, note 1, for the Hebrew use of the indefinite
personal 3mpl.
5. Liddell and Scott: 1607, “vessel or implement of any kind.”
6. Liddell and Scott: 961, “that on which one lies, couch, used at
meals or for bed.”
7. Liddell and Scott: 1000; Arndt and Gingrich: 455; Oepke 1966:
959, kru,ptw “to conceal something, to keep secret, to keep
something from being seen; krupto,j “hidden, secret, a hidden
thing, a hidden place”; kru,pth “a dark or hidden place, a cellar.”
8. The phrase ouvde. u`po. to.n mo,dion is omitted by p 45 p 75 L X
0124 f1 700 al sys sa (UBS: 260) and the NEB. Marshall (1978:
488) suggested that the phrase “could be due to assimilation to the
parallels; but the structure of Mark 4:21 suggests that the original
wording had two phrases as here (of which Matthew has omitted
one).”
9. Gundry (1993: 212–216) suggested that the Greek e;rcetai may
reflect the Aramaic ata in the cIttaphal form meaning “was [the
lamp] brought?” W. Lane (1974: 165) rendered this verse quite literally, “Does the lamp come for the purpose of being placed under
the measure or under a couch? Does it not come for the purpose of
being placed on a lamp stand?”
10. Guillaumont 1959: 22–23. Crum 1939: 212–213, noting that
maaje [maage] also means “ear.” Some have conjectured that the
scribe’s intent was to write madion / mo,dion “bushel.”

@[;p[. ; “eyelid,” perhaps from “fluttering.” While @W[
means “to fly”and @y[i means “to faint” (BDB 733, 746), @y[i and
@W[ stem III (not cited in BDB) is the cognate of the Arabic fá\
11. Note
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eÑ\

and
(cyf / cwf ) which Lane (1874: 2198, 2212) defined as
“[birds that] circled over a thing, or over the water, or over carcasses or corpses . . . going to and fro and not going away, desiring
to alight.” This derivation is well supported by the Sumerian proverb cited by Scott (1965: 143) “Possessions are sparrows . . . in
flight which can find no place to alight.” The @y[ and @w[ in Pro
23:5 reflect paronomasia rather than repetition.
12. The confusion of d and r and the confusion of w and y is widely attested with many examples compiled by Delitzsch (1920:
a-c
a-c
103–104 § 104 and 105 ).
13. J. Payne Smith 364. On the loss of the a in Hebrew, see GKC
§23 f.
14. J. Payne Smith 363. This word occurs in Hebrew and Arabic
although the Hebrew is not cited in Jastrow or BDB. For the
Arabic see the next note.
15. Lane 1893: 2940, “a pillow, or cushion upon which one reclines, or rests . . . anything that is used as a pillow or put beneath
the head, whether of household-furniture or stones or earth.” Hava
(1915: 868) and Wehr (1979: 1250) cite the verb
(wassad)
“to place a pillow beneath the head.” The loss of the initial w in the
Syriac and Hebrew cognate would be like the loss of the y of dAsy>
“foundation” in the by-form dAs “foundation” (BDB 696).

;DÖ

16. BDB 696. Liddell and Scott (1966:1601) defined siro,j as “a
pit for keeping corn.” Lane (1867: 1276) defined
(zîr)” as “a
large water jar, wide in the upper part and nearly pointed at the
bottom.”
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17. Jastrow 961; for the variants dAsy> , ds'Am and dS;m ; see BDB
414.

XXVIII
A REAPPRAISAL OF THE “PEARLS”
IN MATTHEW 7:6
I. INTRODUCTION

The aphorism “like a gold nose-ring in a wild pig’s snout is
a pretty woman who lacks good manners” (Prov 11:12) has
influenced many interpretations of Matt 7:6. Given the fact
that Jewish sentiment about swine could be summed up in the
1
saying )ryzx hwh l+lw+m )sk tyb, “a pig is a moving privy,”
Prov 11:12 obviously contains a ridiculously unreal image of
a bejeweled pig to address the ridiculous reality of uncouth
beauty. Similarly, it has been argued that Jesus, in stating “do
not give dogs what is holy, and do not throw your pearls to
pigs,” utilized obviously unrealistic activities as a way of
calling for proper discrimination in making judgements,2 or
proscribing the evangelizing of Gentiles,3 particularly the
Romans,4 or the Samaritans,5 or anyone indisposed or unprepared for the gospel.6
The enigmas of Matt 7:6 are not in the prohibitions per se,
since the ban against the disciples’ going to the Gentiles and
the Samaritans is clearly given in Matt 10:6, “do not travel the
road of the Gentiles, and enter not the towns of the Samaritans.”7 The difficulties are threefold: (1) the artificiality of the
imagery, (2) the imbalance of two elements in the parallelism
(“the holy” in parallel with “pearls”), and (3) the variations of
the saying found in the Coptic Gospel of Thomas 8 and the
14th century Hebrew text of Matthew in Shem Tob’s Even
Bohan.9
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Perles,10 followed by Jeremias,11 Schwarz,12 and others,13
suggested that to\ a(g/ ion renders an original Aramaic )f$fd:q
“ear-ring, nose-ring.” Their proposals provide suitable parallels and complete synonymous parallelism: “Give not a (precious) ring to dogs, and cast not your pearls before swine” and
“Hang not (precious) rings on dogs, and adorn not the snout
of swine.”
While these retroversions of 7:6a do justice to poetic balance and parallelism, they are themselves problematic. They
produce prohibitions against behavior which common sense
precluded. They lack any literal significance and have no clear
metaphorical meaning or relationship to the violence insinuated in 7:6b, “lest they rend you.” However, when retroversion of all words in 7:6 are explored, more apparent parallels
become evident and explicit non-enigmatic prohibitions
emerge which resolve the differences found in the Greek text,
the Gospel of Thomas, and the Shem Tob text of Matthew.
One cannot be dogmatic about particular lexical possibilities or even the priority of Hebrew or Aramaic as the language
of preference.14 A strong case has been made for a Hebrew
substratum for the Gospel of Matthew,15 and a particularly
good case can be made for Matt 7:6, since an aphorism
pertaining to hrwt “Torah” might well be have been given in
the language of the Torah, even though the vernacular was
Aramaic.
The retroversion of margari/t aj in the second prohibition
to Hebrew hfrOT or tOrOT provides the key to understanding
Matt 7:6, rather than the retroversion of to\ a(/g ion to the
Aramaic )$dq “ring.” If rUhf+ “pure, holy,” stands behind to\
a(/g ion, as argued below, hfrOT or tOrOT provides alliteration
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and an attractive wordplay. By contrast, the Aramaic )yfyfrO)
“instruction, the Law” would provide alliteration but no wordplay.16
In the discussion which follows Aramaic and Hebrew
retroversions are provided and lexical support is drawn from
Semitic cognates where appropriate. Immediately beneath the
section headings II–V, below, appear the RSV translation and
the Nestle-Aland Greek text, followed by a retroversion into
consonantal Hebrew and Aramaic. These are followed by
vocalized Hebrew and Aramaic retroversions (which remove
all ambiguities in the consonantal text) and my translation of
the retroversions.
II.
“Do not give what is holy to the dogs.”
mh\ dw=te to\ a(/gion toi=j kusi/n

{yblkl rwh+h
)yblkl )#wdq
{yibfLaKal rUhf=ah
)fYfbfLak:l )f<Ud:q

wntt l)
bhwt l)
Un:TiT la)
b"hOT la)

“Do not give the holy (word) to the dog-keepers.”
“what is holy” or “the holy (word)”
Michel17 cited the biblical and rabbinic evidence for understanding to\ a(/gion in Matt 7:6 as a reference to sacrificial
meat which was not to be used for dog food (Ex 29:33; Lev
2:3, 22:10–16; Num 18:8–19; and Deut 12:15).18
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The Septuagint translators used a(/g ioj to translate twentyone words, sixteen of which are unrelated to the stem $dq.
For example, in Lev 10:14 the Septuagint reads e)n to/p wi
a(g i/w i “in (any) holy place” for MT rOhf+ {Oqfmb
: . Hebrew
rUhf+ “holy, pure” is an attractive option for a retroversion of
to\ a(/g ion in Matt 7:6. The rabbinic restriction }yxl$m }y)
jr)h {( dyb twrh+, “you must not send what is pure by the
hand of a commoner,”19 is similar enough to Jesus’ prohibition that to\ a(/g ion could well have rendered rUhf+. The connotation of rUhf+ in Ps 12:7 provides an attractive parallel:
tOroh:+ tOrfmA) hwhy tOrAmi)
“The commands of Yahweh (are) holy commands.”
ta\ lo/g ia kuri/o u lo/g ia a(g na/ (LXX 11:7).
In Ps 19:8–10 we have similarly,
hfrOh:+ hwhy t)arim . . . . hfmyim:T hwhy tarOT
“The Torah of Yahweh is perfect . . .
the command 20 of Yahweh is holy.”
The use of rUhf+ in Ps 12:7 and Ps 19:8 –10 is analogous
to these texts which have #dq :
“his holy word”

(Ps 105:42)

“his holy words”

(Jer 23:9)

“I swore by my holiness”

(Ps 89:36) yi$ :doq:B yiT (ab :$ in

O$:doq rab :D
O$:doq y"r :b iD

“he spoke by his holiness” (Ps 60:8; 108:8) O$:doq:B r"B iD
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A similar usage of a(g/ iwn no/ m wn and a( g i/a n gnw= s in is
reflected in II Macc 6:28–30, “I leave to the young a noble
example of how to die . . . for the reverend and holy laws
(tw =n semnw= n kai\ a( g i/w n no/m wn ) . . . it is clear to the Lord
in his holy knowledge (a( g i/ a n gnw= s in ) . . . that I am glad to
suffer these things.” Thus, the hfrOT, hfr:mi), h)frim and rfbfD of
Yahweh are rOhf+ in the same way that the gnw= s ij and no/m oj
are a(/g ioj. Any or all of these words, used in the singular, the
plural, or as a collective could be rendered by the neuter
collective to\ a(/g ion.21
Consequently, even though to\ a(g/ ion in Matt 7:6 could
mean sacrificial meat or ceremonially pure food, it is more
likely an ellipsis for “the holy word of Yahweh,” like the
i(e ra\ gra/m ma ta (2 Tim 3:15), the Aramaic )ftyfrO), and the
English “Scripture”—all meaning “sacred writings.” Lachs 22
arrived at a similar conclusion (but differed with his retaining
margari/t aj as a metaphor), stating: “The meaning is, do not
teach Torah, i. e., that which is holy to the non-Jew . . . . Do
not present that which is holy, i.e., the biblical passages or any
nuggets of ‘wisdom’.” Additional support for the first part of
Lach’s conclusion is offered below in section III. 23
“to the dogs” or “to the dog-keepers”
In Babylonian myth dogs functioned as agents of the gods
and in Greek mythology ku/w n was a term used for the servants, agents, or watchers of the gods— like Pan who was the
ku/w n of Cybele. A similar positive role given to dogs is
encountered in Jewish tradition. According to Tobit 5:17
(MSS BA), 6:1 (MS S), and 11:5, a dog accompanied the
angel Raphael on his mission to heal Tobit’s blindness, to
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bind the demon Asmodeus, and to be a “match-maker” for
Sarah and Tobias. In Jewish lore golden dogs kept watch over
the coffin of Joseph, and two brazen dogs were stationed at
the temple gate to prevent the misuse of the Ineffable Name.24
However, ku/w n in the Greek world 25 and beleK in the Semitic world were frequently terms of disparagement. The selfdeprecating words of Hazael to the prophet Elisha, “what is
your servant the dog . . .” (II Kings 7:13) are like those in
Lachish Letter II, “to my lord . . . who is thy servant (but) a
dog that my lord hath remembered his servant?” 26 Such
expressions parallel self-effacing Akkadian confessions (e.g.,
“I am the dog of the king,” “your slave, your dog, your subject,” and “I used to be a poor man, a dead dog”)27 and
Akkadian invectives and pejoratives like minum sun[uma] kaal-bu “What are they? [Nothing] but dogs!”).28
There is more than a hint of the pejorative in Jesus’ reply to
the Syro-Phoenician woman (Matt 15:26–27), “I was sent
only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. . . . It is not fair
to take the children’s bread and throw it to the ‘little dogs’
(kuna ri/ o ij).” 29 The type of food fit for the kuna / r ia (both
literally and metaphorically) can be found in Ex 22:30 of
Targum Neophyti I: “you [Israelites] shall not eat flesh torn
from a wild beast, killed in the field; you shall throw [}wql+t]
it to the dog, or you shall throw it to the gentile stranger
[ymm( rb hyyrkn] who is likened to a dog [ymdm )whd
)blkl],” which is an expansion of the MT, “you shall not eat
any flesh torn [by beasts] in the field, (but) you shall throw it
to the dog.” 30
In Isa 56:10–11, Phil 3:2, and Rev 22:15 “dogs” refer to the
wicked in general, while in Psa 22:17 and in Psa 59:7 they
refer to the enemy, and in Enoch 89:41–50 they indicate the
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Philistines in particular. But the pejorative use of beleK was not
restricted to strangers and gentiles in general.31 A sexual
nuance is evidenced in Arabic z"$(pªk (kaltabân) “pimp” and
%pªk (kaliba) “to function as a pimp.” 32 In Deut 23:18–19,
“dog” and “prostitute” are equated with the $"dfq and the
hf$"d:q, the male or female hierodule involved in cultic sexual
activity.
The pejorative “dog” was used by Rabbi Yannai who said
to an effusive dinner guest unable to answer questions on
Scripture and Talmud, “a dog has eaten Yannai’s bread!” 33 In
a dialogue between Rabbi Akiba and his disciples, Rabbi
Akiba recalled, ”when I was an jr)h {( [a commoner] I said,
‘I would that I had a scholar [before me], and I would maul
him like an ass’.” To this his disciples replied, “Rabbi, say
‘like a dog’.” 34 Although neither Akiba nor his disciples
equated the jr)h {( with a dog, the jr)h ym( could well
have been called dogs since they were elsewhere equated with
vermin and beasts:
Let him not marry a daughter to the jr)h {(, because
they are detestable and their wives are vermin, and of the
daughters it is said, “Cursed be he that lieth with any
manner of beast” (Deut 27:21).35
The following Talmudic prohibition approximates a ban on
entrusting the holy word to the jr)h ym( who, as noted, were
called dogs:
We do not commit testimony to them [i.e., to the ym(
jr)h]; we do not accept testimony from them; we do not
reveal a secret to them; we do not appoint them as
guardians for orphans; we do not appoint them stewards
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over charity funds; and we must not join their company
on the road. Some say, “We do not proclaim their losses
too.” 36
If human testimony could not be entrusted to the jr)h ym(,
how much more so sacred tradition needed to be protected
from profanation. Jesus’ prohibitions in Matt 7:6a were apparently addressing this issue of protecting sacred texts and
traditions— making the prohibitions more than a Halakic expansion on Ex 22:31, which deals simply with meat, or Ex
29:33, which deals with consecrated food. Jesus’ prohibitions
can be understood as a fence around the hrwh+ (= hrwt /
twrwt), keeping it / them safe from undesirables like the ym(
jr)h.
However, these prohibitions of Jesus may not have used the
word meaning “dogs,” either literally or figuratively. The
Greek kusi/n of Matt 7:6 may reflect a misreading of the
{yblk or )yblk in the Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlage. While
{yblk or )yblk could mean “dogs,” they could just as well be
qat. tal
noun forms used for a vocation or profession, like
.
Syriac AB|> (kalla% ba%( ) “dog-keeper” and the Arabic &âªk
(kallâb) “dog trainer” (in contrast to %o"ªk [kâlib] “owner of
dogs”).37 If the original {yblk or )yblk in the written tradition stood for {yibfLKa or )fYfbfLKa “dog-keepers,” rather than
{yibfl:K or )fYfB:lKa “dogs,” the Greek text should have read toi=j
e)/x ousin ku/ n aj instead of toi=j kusi/n .
The retroversion and translation offered here, “do not give
the holy (word) to dog-keepers,” assumes the tradition intended {yibfLaK or )fYfbfLaK, and this interpretation restores an
explicit literal prohibition to safeguard sacred tradition. The
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restoration accords well with a Talmudic comparison which
equated dog owners with swine herders: “the one who breeds
dogs ( {yblk ldgmh) is like one who breeds swine (ldgmh
{yryzx).” 38 Such breeders or owners were unfit to handle the
hfrOT (see below, notes 49–53).
III.
“nor throw your pearls before swine”
mhde\ ba/l hte tou\j m argari/ta j u (m w=n
e)/m prosqen tw=n xoi/r wn

{yrzxh ynpl {ktrwt wrwt l)w
)yrzx {dq }wklyd )tyyrw) }wrw)t )lw
{yiraZaxah y"n:pil {eK:tarOT UrOT la):w
)fYfrfZax {fd:q }Ok:lyiD )ftyfyfrO) }UrO):T )fl:w
“and do not teach your torah
in the presence of swine-herders”
“do not throw” or “do not teach”
In the Septuagint ba/ l lein was used to translate twenty
different Hebrew words, most of which could be used in a
retroversion here. Even though wmy#t l) appears in the
Shem Tob text and nW#r= A|w [welâ tarmûn] appears in
the Syriac, the verb of choice is hfrfy if one anticipates a
wordplay and alliteration .39 Hebrew hfrfy has a wide semantic
range including “to throw, to teach, to rain, to shoot” and the
following varied derivatives: hfrOT “instruction,” herOm
“teacher,” herOm “archer,” and herOy “rain.” The negative
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imperative, wrwt l), could mean “do not teach,” or “do not
throw,” or “do not shoot.” The choice depends upon the
object of the verb, which in this case would most likely have
been a synonym of, or a parallel to, to\ a(/gion.
“your pearls” ({ekyetOrOT) or “your Torah” ({eK:tarOT)
Even though a tradition emerged that the temple candelabrum had 183 pearls and 200 precious stones, margari/taj
“pearls” is not a synonym of, or a parallel to, to\ a(/gion the
holy.”40 In addition to the Greek loanword syi+yil:G:ram or
tyilfG:ram, other Hebrew words for “pearl” are {yinyin:P 41 and rOD
or rOT. The latter noun is cognate to the masculine and feminine nouns in Arabic, @< (durr), @@< (durar), É@< (durrat),
*!@< (durrât), all meaning “a (large) pearl.” 42
Hebrew raD was used in Esther 1:6 in the description of the
courtyard of the Susa palace: “[there was] . . . a mosaic pavement of porphyry, marble, mother-of-pearl [raD], and precious
stones.” The variant rOT appears in Cant 1:10, “how beautiful
are your cheeks with pearls, your neck with beads!” 43 The
interchange of d and t is well attested in other words.44
Interestingly, the interchange occurs with the homographs and
homophones rOD / rOT “generation” in I Chron 17:17 (“you
have shown me future generations”) and its parallel account
in II Sam 7:19, where {fdf)fh rOT and {fdf)fh tarOT appear in
these two texts instead of the anticipated {fdf)fh rOD. These
texts illustrate well not only the interchange of d and t but
also a gender shift in parallel texts.45
The Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlage behind the tou\ j margari/t aj u( m w=n of Matt 7:6 must have contained the Hebrew
or Aramaic homograph {ktrwt/ }ktrwt (sg.) or {kytwrwt/
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}wkytrwt (pl.), which could mean either “your teaching(s),
your torah” or “your pearl / pearls.” 46 The retroversion of 7:6a
to
“do not give the holy (words) . . .” . . . tOrOh:=ah Un:TiT la)
“do not teach your teachings . . .” . . . {ek:tOrOT UrOT la):w
restores a very understandable prohibition and provides the
desiderated parallel to to\ a(/gion.
Once {yblk and {yrzx in the Vorlage were understood to
mean “dogs” and “swine,” rather than “dog-keepers” and
“swine-herders” (see below), it is not surprising that hrwt /
twrwt was read as “pearl / pearls” rather than as “Torah” or
“teachings.” Any prohibition against teaching Torah to an
animal, particularly to dogs and pigs, would have been considered inane.
The plural twrwt, if original, could be a reference to the law
and the prophets (as in Matt 5:17) or to the (a) btkb# hrwt
and (b) hp l(b# hrwt, i.e., the written and oral Torahs,47 or
to the Torah and the Halakah.48 Either way, singular or plural,
the prohibitions of Matt 7:6 were apparently concerned with
the issue of protecting the Torah and Halakah, an issue which
was frequently addressed in later Talmudic tradition, including:
(a) Wine reveals the secrets of God and men to foreigners
(just as I revealed the commands of God and the secrets
of my father Jacob to the Canaanite woman Bathshua);
and God told us not to reveal them [the secrets] to them
[the foreigners].49
(b) The teachings of the Torah are not to be transmitted to
an idolater (ywg), for it is said: “He hath not dealt so with
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any nation; and as for his ordinances, they have not
known them” (Ps 147:20).50
(c) Whoever studies (engages in) the Torah in front of an
jr)h {( is as though he cohabited with his betrothed in
his [ the jr)h {(] presence.51
(d) Just as this treasure ( hmys) is not revealed to everyone, so you have no right to devote yourself [to the exposition of the] words of Torah except before suitable
people.52
(e) [R. Johanan said] “a heathen ( ywg) who studies Torah
deserves to die, for it is written, ‘Moses commanded us a
law for an inheritance’ (Deut 33:4); it is our inheritance,
not theirs.” 53
“to the pigs” or “before the swineherders”
References to dogs and pigs as a fixed-pair appear frequently in Semitic texts. Similar to English “fight like cats
and dogs” is an Akkadian text which reads, “if dogs and pigs
fight each other . . .” 54 This fixed-pair appears in Isa 66:3,
“who breaks a dog’s neck . . . who offers swine’s blood,” and
in Tractate Sabbath 155b, “none is more poor than a dog,
none is richer than a swine.” 55
The uncertainty in knowing if blk is to be read beleK “dog”
or bfLaK “dog keeper” is also encountered with consonantal
rzx, which can be either rI z fx (scriptio defectiva) or rf Zax.56
Even though }yryzx ldgm and }yryzx h(r were used for the
“pig breeder” and “swine herder,” Aramaic )fry"zfx is also
attested. One cannot preclude, therefore, the likelihood that
Hebrew {yrzx would be {yirfZax “swine herders.” 57
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Talmudic discussion about rearing dogs in towns bordering
on Israel paired dog-breeders and swineherds: “he who breeds
dogs [ }yryzx ldgm] is like someone who breeds swine
[}yryzx h(r].” Both breeders could be referred to by the
pejorative jr)h {( or o)/x loj , in a manner similar to that
found in Jn 7:49, o( o)/x loj o)/u toj o( mh\ ginw/s kwn to\n no/m on
e) p a/ r atoi/ ei) s in , “this mob which does not know the Torah
is accursed.”
The extent to which precaution was made to keep swine
herders away from the sacred traditions is reflected in a midrash telling of Diocletian’s unhappy experiences when, in his
youth, he came near the academy of Rabbi Judah.58
Diocletian the emperor used to be a }yryzx y(r “swineherd” near Tiberias and whenever he came near Rabbi’s
school [ybrd hyrds] students would come out and hassle
him [hyl {yyxm].
When Diocletian become emperor, and these students were
adults, they were summoned before him and admitted their
harassment, “Diocletian the swineherd we did indeed insult
[wnylyq] but to Diocletian the emperor we are loyal subjects.”
Jesus’ refusal (Matt 8:28–34; Mk 5:1–20; Lk 8:26 –39) to
let the Gadarene demoniac become a disciple may also reflect
his putting a “fence” around Torah and Halakah. It was one
thing for Jesus, while in the vicinity of swine herds and
swineherds, to heal the Gadarene and to instruct him, {Upage
eivj to. n oi= k o,n sou pro. j tou. j sou.j kai. avp a,g geilon auvtoi/j o[ s a o` ku, r io,j soi, “go home to your friends, and tell
how much the Lord has done for you!” But it was another
matter to accept a dyim:laT “disciple” from a community renowned for its pig farms. In this respect swine herders were
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treated differently than fishermen. It was not a matter of
Jesus’ withholding the “gospel” from the Gadarenes or the
Gerasenes, but one of disinterest in having a dyim:laT learning
and discussing Torah and (his) Halakah from a community of
swine herders.59 To have responded otherwise to the Gaderene would have surely created insurmountable problems of
credibility in the Judean community in which Jesus also
ministered.
IV.
“lest they trample them under foot”
mh/p ote kata path/s ousin au)tou\j
e)n toi=j posi\n au)tw =n

{hylgrb htw) {ypyr+m }p
}whylgrb hty }ypyr+m )ml yd
{ehy"l:gar:B hftO) {yipyir+
: am }eP
}Ohyal:gar:B hftfy }yipy"r:+am )fm:l yiD
“lest, blaspheming it with their slander”
The second half of the aphorism reflects not so much a
misreading of an original Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlage, but a
literal rendering of metaphors. The imagery of the Greek text
simply creates a picture of the senseless loss of pearls, with no
hint of the desecration of sacred traditions. Consequently, the
Semitic metaphor behind the “trampling under foot,” has gone
unrecognized.
The Septuagint kata patei=n translates sixteen Hebrew
words meaning “to tread, to trample,” and these do not exhaust the lexical possibilities for reconstructing the Vorlage.
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Burney’s retroversion, following the Syriac text, has sUD “to
tread under foot, to transgress or violate” as in w&id==)
A]W[o ((ettedîšû qannûne( ) “the canons were violated, set at
nought.” 60 But sUB “to trample, to despise” and its by-forms,
or even sarfD could also be used.61 Were sarfD “to tread, to
attack with paws or claws” the word of choice, an implicit
wordplay with $arfD “to interpret, to expound” would be introduced: swineherds and dog-keepers would more than likely
sarfD the Torah, rather than $arfD it.
The verb varf+, chosen for the retroversion here, is supported
indirectly by (1) the Coptic kopri/a of the Gospel of Thomas
(“do not give what is holy to dogs, lest they throw them on the
dung-heap [kopri/a ])” and (2) the wnmsrky “they chew it” of
the Shem Tob text.62 At first glance it is somewhat difficult to
relate {kyny(l htw) wnmsrky “they chew it to your eyes” to
katapa th/ s ous in a)utou\j e)n toi=j posi\n au)tw =n “to trample them with their feet.” The verb {srk “to bite, to nibble, to
destroy” reflects the influence of Psa 80:14, “the boar (ryI zfx)
from the forest chews on it ( hfNem:s:rak:y).” 63 If the Shem Tob
text were a translation from the Greek, it would require a
Vorlage having some form of katape/s sw , katapi/ n w ,
kata pone/w , or kata/ p osij “to gulp, to swallow, to digest,”
or the like. But the Shem Tob text wnmsrky is better explained
by variations in a Hebrew or Aramaic substratum than by conjectured variants in the Greek tradition.
It is possible to account for the variations in Matt 7:6 in the
Greek, Hebrew, and Coptic text traditions by a retroversion of
katapa th/ s ous in to the root vrt / vr+ stem I (with the
interchange of + and t like hf(fT and hf(f+ “to wander, to
err”).64 Aramaic vrt / vr+, stem I, means “to blaspheme, to
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deviate from the right, to use obscene language,” with the
Aramaic )fP:rOT ty"B meaning “pudenda.” 65 In Hebrew the
root appears in tUP:raT “foulness, obscenity, debauchery.” By
contrast, vrt / vr+, stem II (normally with a +), means “to
move with vehemence, to knock down, to prey, to strike or
tear, to eat or devour.” 66
Although vrt / vr+ (stem I) “to blaspheme” was intended
in the Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlage of Matt 7:6, Greek translators, followed by Syriac and Latin translators, opted for
vrt / vr+ (stem II) “to trample.” This was a logical choice
once {yrzx was read as “swine” rather than “swineherds.” By
contrast, Shem Tob or his predecessors resolved the ambiguity of vrt / vr+ stems I, II, and III (see below) by substituting {srk, a synonym of vrt/vr+ stem II, collocated with
the ryzx “boar” in Ps 80:14 (noted above).
Similarly, the kopri/a “dunghill” in the Coptic Gospel reflects a Vorlage with vrt/vr+ (stem I), a synonym of hf)Oc
“excrement, filth.” Although }Oy:par:T “laxative” is found in
post-Biblical Hebrew, vr+m “dunghill” (= }"m:dam and hf n"m:dam
“dunghill” in Jer 48:2 and Isa 25: 10) is not found in Biblical
Hebrew. However, the causative participle vyr+m/ vr+m
“blaspheming” could have been understood as a noun with the
locative m preformative, “a place of filth,” i.e., a dunghill.
Moreover, the {kyny(l, which displaced {hlgrb in all but
one manuscript of the Shem Tob Matthew, can be traced to
the stem vr+ stem III. Widely attested in Arabic are e?U
(tarafa)
“to eye, to wink, to move the eyelids” and (tarf
)
.
.
67
“eye” (= vr+ = }y(). The {kyny( “your eyes” in the Shem
Tob text is a false correction of the {kypr+ / {kypr+m “your
blasphemies” in the primitive Hebrew Matthew. Thus, the
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{kyny(l and wmsrky in the Shem Tob text can be viewed as
a doublet for the original {ypyr+m (or variant wpr+y), with the
l and {k of {kyny(l being secondary additions in the Shem
Tob tradition.
Consequently, the canonical katapath/ s ousin “they trample,” the Coptic kopri/a “dunghill,” as well as the Shem Tob
wmsrky “they eat” and {kyny(l “to your eyes,” can be accounted for by recognition of the stem varfT / varf+ in a Hebrew
or Aramaic Vorlage of Matthew. Therefore, the conclusion of
Perles and Lachs that mh/ p ote k atapath / s ousin “lest they
trample” was not part of the Jesus’ original saying (since it
presupposes the mistranslation of Hebrew UrOT la):w as mhde\
68
ba/ l hte “nor throw”) cannot really be sustained.
“under their feet” or “with their slander”
The Hebrew lagfr “to slander” (which is a denominative of
leger “foot”) is very helpful in understanding e)n toi=j posi\n
au)tw =n . The verb lagfr appears in the MT of II Sam 19:28, “he
has slandered [l"Gar:Yaw ] your servant to my lord, the king,” and
in Psa 15:3 “who does not slander [lagfr )Ol] with his tongue.”
The Shapel of Syriac Lgr (r7egal) means “to ensnare,” and
the Arabic qª3@ (rigl ) is a synonym of É@Ö>"ªg (qâd.ûrat) “a
man of foul language and evil disposition who cares not what
he says or does.” 69
Even though the original {hylgrb “with their slanderings”
survives in only one Shem Tob manuscript, there is sufficient
support from the Greek text tradition for its being in a Hebrew
or Aramaic Vorlage of Matthew. To be sure, the phrase “with
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their feet” is an anomaly with the verb {srk “to chew.” However, lgr is a very appropriate modifier of varfT / varf+, stem I,
“to blaspheme,” once lgr is recognized as lagfr “to slander”
rather than leger “foot.”
V.
“and turning they rend you”
kai\ s trafe/ntej r(h /cw sin u(m a=j

{kt) w(rqy {yrzwxw
}wkty }w(rqy }yryzxw
{ekte) U(:r:qiy {yir:zOx:w
}OK:tay }U(:r:qiy }yiry"zax:w
“and disavowing it, they malign you”
“turning” = “changing one’s mind” = “disavowing (it)”
The imagery in Matt 7:6, as interpreted here, is more than
a literal about-face of frightened dogs and scared pigs turning
to attack those who throw gems at them or put nose-rings on
them. In the Septuagint strefe/ i n “to turn” translates llg, rrg,
\ph, hnp, bb$, bw$, and ty$. But strefe/ i n in Matt 7:6 was
probably a translation of Hebrew/Aramaic razfx “to go round,
to return, to revoke,” which appears in the Shem Tob text.
Opting for razfx “to change” provides a nice wordplay with rfZax
“swine herder.” 70 The nouns hfrf zAx and hfryi zAx and the verb
razfx, may indicate someone’s making an about-face, having a
change of heart, or making a retraction or a reversal of judgement.71 In Matt 7:6 the change of heart would be analogous to
the “about-face” mentioned in Pesahim
49b: “he who has
.
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studied and then abandoned the Torah hates the teacher more
than any jr)h {( [“commoner”] hates the teacher.”72
The Shem Tob manuscripts BCH , in contrast with manuscripts ADEFG , have htw) following the verb rzx. Thus, there
is some uncertainty whether the idea expressed was originally
“changing [their minds] they malign you” (following the
participle and aorist of the Greek text) or “they disavow it [3fs
= the Torah] to malign you” (following the imperfect and
sequential infinitive of Shem Tob).
In the Septuagint r(h /g numi “to shatter, to rend” translates
(qb, srh, xtp, and (rq. Of these verbs, (rq (which appears
in the Shem Tob text) was used literally and figuratively in
Biblical texts. Examples include Hosea 13:8, “I will tear open
their breast . . . I will maul them like a lion,” and Psa 35:
15b–16a, “smiters gather about me, and they whom I did not
know ‘tore me to pieces’ [U(:rfq] and did not desist from
slandering me [yiP:nox:B, for MT y"P:nax:B], my encircling mockers
gnashed their teeth at me.”73
In the retroversion of Matt 7:6, the literal meaning of (rq
“to maul” would make sense if the subjects of the verbs were
literally “dogs” and “swine.” But the metaphor (arfq “to malign, to slander” is required if kusi/ n and xoi/r wn are themselves metaphors, or (as proposed above) go back to a Vorlage with {yibfLKa “dog-keepers” and {yirfZax “swine herders.”
VI.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The prohibitions in Matt 7:6, if they were spoken by Jesus
in Hebrew, could have been written in a consonantal text as
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{yrzxh ynpl {ktrwt wrt l)w {yblkl rwh+h wntt l)
.{kt) w(rqy hwt) {yrzxw {hylgrb htw) {ypyr+m }p
Were they given in Aramaic, they could have been
{dq }kld )tyyrw) }wrw)t )lw )yblkl )#dq bhwt l)
.}wkty }w(rqy }yryzxw }whylgrb hty }ypr+m )ml yd )yrzx
There are unintentional ambiguities in these consonantal
reconstructions, even though scriptio plena has been used.
Several of the words can have more than one meaning,
depending on the vocalization. If these reconstructions approximate the Vorlage, the translators of the Greek text read
the {yblk and {yrzx in the Vorlage as {yibfl:K and {yiryizAx
“dogs” and “pigs.” But {yblk and {yrzx could just as readily
have been read {yibfLKa and {yiraZax “dog-keepers” and “swineherds.” With the exception of Aramaic )ftyfyfrO) “Torah,” the
unpointed retroversions can be translated into koine Greek
precisely as Matt 7:6 appears in the Greek text, recognizing
that singular / plural differences could simply reflect scriptio
defectiva / scriptio plena variations.
If these retroversion into Hebrew and Aramaic prove
reasonable, the following vocalizations warrant serious consideration. The Hebrew reconstruction can be vocalized as
{yiraZaxah y"n:pil {eK:tarOT UrOT la):w {yibfLaKal rUhf=ah Un:TiT la)
.{eKt
: e) U(:r: qyi {yirz: Ox:w {ehy"lg: ra B
: hftO) {yipyir+
: m
a }eP
The Aramaic reconstruction, with the same meaning, can be
{fd:q }OK:lyiD )ftyfyfrO) }UrO):T )fl:w )fYfbfLak:l )f<Ud:q b"hOT la)
.}OK:tay }U(:r:qiy }yiry"Zax:w }Ohy"l:gar:B hftfy }yipy"r:+am )fm:l yiD )fYfrfZax
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These pointed retroversions can be translated:
Do not give the Holy (Word) to dog-keepers,
and do not teach your Torah before swine-herders,
lest, blaspheming it with their slander
and disavowing it, they malign you.
If the {yblk and {yrzx are “dog-keepers” and “swineherders,” the meaning of the prohibition is straightforward.
According to Talmudic tradition, reciting the Shema c in the
proximity of dung was prohibited.74 Consequently, prohibiting those who worked with offal and filth from handling to\
a(/g ion, i.e., hfrOh:=ah hfrOTah “the holy Torah,” appears quite
reasonable. Even though the keepers of dogs and swine
contributed indirectly to the production of Torah scrolls
(since canine and porcine excrement was used in the process
of tanning the leather for the scrolls),75 they were not to deal
with the text of the Torah or its interpretation.
Like the healed Gaderene demoniac (who was told, “go
home to your kinfolk and declare to them how much the Lord
has done for you”), the bfLaK and the rf Zax was able to become
a axyilf$ / )fxyil:$, an “apostle,”76 witnessing to one’s personal
experience of God’s grace, as in Mk 5:19, Upage
(/
. . . kai\
a)pa/ggeilon “go . . . and declare.” But dog-keepers and
swine-herders could not become {yidyim:laT or dida/s kaloi
“disciples” studying Torah and Halakah.
The prohibitions in Matt 7:6 are similar to the following
ones in the Manual of Discipline:77
Do not admonish or dispute with the “men of the pit” 78
[tx#h y#n)], conceal the counsel of the Torah in the
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midst of the “men of perversity” [lw(h y#n)], but admonish with true knowledge and righteous law those who
chose the way . . . . Now these are the rules of the way for
the wise man in these times, with regard to his love as
well as his hate. Let there be eternal hatred toward the
“men of the pit” [tx#h y#n)] in the spirit of secrecy.
(DSD ix. 17)
Josephus recorded that an Essene swore to communicate to
no one the doctrines of the sect except in the manner in which
they were received, even on pain of death.79 Thus, Jesus’
virtual silence before Pilate (Matt 27:11–14; Mk 15:2–5; Lk
23:2–5) was consistent with his putting a fence around the
Torah and (his) Halakah when he was in Pilate’s court in the
presence of {yblk and {yrzx—figuratively speaking—whose
intentions were to impugn and malign him.
It seems highly doubtful, therefore, that the prohibitions of
Matt 7:6 were intended as (1) riddles couched in the imagery
of bejeweled animals or (2) humorous figures of speech permitting one to proscribe, as one pleased, the proselytizing of
Gentiles, giving the Eucharist to the those who were not baptized (Didache 9:5), or keeping “nuggets of wisdom” from the
Samaritans or the Romans.
This “reappraisal of the pearls” leads to the conclusion that
the pearls in Matt 7:6 originated in a misunderstanding in the
Matthean tradition of hrwt “Torah” as hrwd / hrwt “pearl or
mother of pearl.” The shift from “pearls” to “Torah” restores
Jesus’ prohibitions as an explicit ban on activities that could
compromise the Torah and Halakah. This is precisely the kind
of tradition one might expect Matthew to have included in his
gospel given his agenda and his initial readers— who would
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have appreciated Jesus’ assertion, “think not that I have come
to abolish the law and the prophets; I have come not to
abolish them but to fulfill them” (Matt 5:17).
NOTES

1. Schwab (1969: 38) translated, “a pig which is a moving uncleanliness.” Note also Simon and Epstein (1960: 25a), where it is
stated, trbw( twck ryzx yp “the mouth of the swine is like moving
filth.”
2. Bruce 1983: 86–87.
3. Albright and Mann 1978: 84.
4. Gnilka 1986: 258. It should be noted with Krause (1914, 5: 15)
that “there is reason to believe that this [symbolization of Rome as
a pig in rabbinic literature] came into prominence only since the
time of Hadrian and the fall of Betar (135 C .E .) since, in order to
insult the Jews, the image of the pig was attached to the south gate
of Jerusalem which had been transformed into the Roman colony,
Aelia Capitolina” (cited by Braverman 1978: 94). Epstein (1885:
33) called attention to Rome’s worship of deities associated with
Mars, which was depicted as a swine. Ginzberg (1925, 5: 294, n.
162) noted that the association of the Romans and pigs is rooted in
the Roman legions’ emblem of the wild boar.
5. Lachs (1987:139) identified the “dogs” as the Samaritans and
the “swine” as the Romans. If Lachs were correct, it would be
difficult to account for the affirmative Samaritan stories (like the
Samaritan woman at the well [John 4:4–30] and the parable of the
good Samaritan [Luke 10:29–37]), as well as the influential role
of Stephen, who, according to Spiro (1967: 285–300), was a
Samaritan.
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6. Sabourin 1982: 427.
7. Beare (1981: 342) thinks Matt 15:26, “It is not fair to take the
children’s bread and throw it to the dogs,” is a retrojection into the
life of Jesus of attitudes held by zealous members of the Jewish
Christian community in the apostolic age. In this respect, Beare
differs with Michel (1966: 1102–1004) and Bultmann (1961: 107)
who regard Matt 7:6 as one of the “profanen Meshalim die wohl
erst durch die Tradition zu Jesuworten gemacht sind.”
8. Guillaumont (1956: 48–49); Robinson (1977: 128). Logia 93
reads, “do not give what is holy to dogs, lest they throw them on
the dung-heap (kopri/a ).”
9. Howard (1995: 28–29). Matt 7:6 reads (with variants appearing
in brackets)
{yblkl #dq r#b wntt l)
[{kynynp, {knynp] {kynp wmyst l)w
[{yryzxh, {yryzx] ryzx ynpl
[{hlgrb] {kyny(l [{tw)] htw) [hnmsrky] wnmsrky }p
.{kt) (rql htw) wrzxyw
This was translated by Howard as follows (with “you” and “yours”
being masculine plurals):
Do not give holy flesh to dogs
nor place your (pearls) before swine
lest (they) chew (them) before you and turn to rend you.
Howard’s translation is a good example of making the Shem Tob
text follow the canonical Greek text. A literal translation, including
variants in brackets, is “do not give holy flesh to dogs nor place
your face [your pearl, your pearls] before a pig [pigs, the pigs] lest
they chew it [them] to your eyes [with their feet] and they turn it
to rend you.” (See also note 49.)
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10. Perles (1926: 163–164) following the Syriac of Gen 24: 47, he
translated, “Hängt den Hunden keine Ringe an und legt nicht eure
Perlen am Rüssel der Schweine,” from the retroversion:
. )yryzx yp)b }wktyngrm }wmrt )lw )yblkl )$dq }wltt )l
11. Jeremias 1963: 271–275 and 1966: 83–87. His retroversion
was
)yblkl )$ydq }wbht )l
)yryzx yp)b }wklyd )tyylgrm }wmrt )lw
“Legt den Hunden keinen Ring an
und hängt eure Perlen (schnüre) nicht an die Rüssel
der Schweine.”
Jeremias rejected the earlier proposal of Zolli (1938: 154f) that the
magari/ taj reflects an Aramaic )yzwrx “beads” (after {yizUrAx in
Canticles 1:10) in a wordplay with )yiryi zAx . Nevertheless, as argued
below, Canticles 1:10 provides the clue for the interpretation of
margari/t aj in Matt 7:6.
12. Schwarz 1972: 18–25. He proposed, “Legt eure Ringe nicht
den Hunden an; Und hängt eure Perlen nicht den Schweinen um,”
based upon the Aramaic retroversion:
.)yryzxl }wkylgrm }wmrt )lw )yblkl }wky$ydq }wbht )l
13. Fitzmyer (1979: 14 –15) considered the )f$fd:q retroversion
plausible in light of 11QtgJob 38:8, “they gave him each one a
lamb and a ring ( $dq) of gold.” Note the reservations of Black
(1967: 200–201).
14. See Grintz 1960: 32–47, and Fitzmyer (1979: 7, 22, 45–46)
who asserted,
As for the language that Jesus would have used, the evidence
seems to point mainly to Aramaic. There is little cogency in
the thesis of Harris Birkeland and others who maintain that it
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was normally Hebrew . . . . Presumably, Jesus used Hebrew on
occasion. (22 n. 36)
Hurst (1986: 71) noted, “One of the most important results of
recent research into Aramaic close to the time of Jesus is the
knowledge that we still know so little of the language spoken by
Jesus.” One must question the assumption that Jesus was monolingual. If he was multilingual it could still be asserted we know so
little of the languages spoken by Jesus.
15. See Howard 1986: 49–63, which deals with the Hebrew Gospel
of Matthew by Jean du Tillet, and 1987: 155–160. (See above, note
9, for a summary of the evidence supporting a Hebrew substratum
for Matthew. With reference to the Shem Tob text of Matthew,
Howard (1987: 180) noted:
The evidence as a whole presupposes a Hebrew text of
Matthew that existed from ancient times and was used among
the Jews for polemical purposes against Christians. Through
centuries of use this text went through a process of evolution
which included stylistic modifications and changes designed
to bring the text into closer harmony with the canonical text
used by Christians.
16. See Howard 1987: 194–201; 1995: 184–190 for a list of puns,
word connections, and alliteration in the Shem Tob text of
Matthew.
17. Michel 1966, 3: 1102.
18. Even though $dq r&b appears in the Shem Tob text, to\ a(/g ion
need not be understood simply as “sacrificial flesh.”
19. Tosefta D’Mai II:20 (Zuckermandel 1963: 48).
20. Following Dahood (1966: 123–124) who attached the final {
of the preceding {yn( to hwhy t)ry to read hwhy t)rm. He cited
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the Ugaritic mrc (see Gordon 1965: 437, #1543) (cited as UT) and
Aramaic rm) “to command.”
21. See GKC §123 b . On the collective in Greek, see Robertson
1914: 404 and 1310.
22. 1987: 138–139.
23. See Goulder 1974: 278. His conclusion, “to a Christian his
fellows are a(g/ ioi ; to utter a false report of them . . . would be like
casting them to the dogs,” reflects the difficulty in making sense
out of the aphorism when viewed as a metaphor.
24. Braude and Kapstein 1975: 211; and Ginzberg 1925, 5: 15–16.
According to the Jerusalem Talmud (Terumot 46a [8:7]), Rabbi
Meir and Rabbi Joshua ben Levi debated whether the friend and
helper alluded to in Prov 16:7 was the dog or the snake (see AveryPeck 1988: 392–393). Note the discussion and bibliography on the
significance of dogs from Mesopotamian to Greece in Thompson
1970: 83–87.
25. See Liddell and Scott 1966: 1015, sub II; and on the use of u|"
“wild pig” as a pejorative, see 1904. Note also Scholz 1937: 7ff,
(cited by Nussbaum 1986: 414, 510). Margalith (1981: 491–495)
argued that “. . . it may be assumed that kalbu [in Mesopotamian
texts] was not a metaphorical self-abasing use of the quadruped’s
name, but simply a synonym of ‘slave.’ It is thus that we find the
word used in the Old Testament. . . .” See also Firmage 1992, 6:
1130–1135 (“Dogs”) and 1143–1144 (“Pigs”).
26. Pritchard 1955, 322.
27. Gelb 1959–1971, 8: 69–70. (Cited as CAD.)
28. CAD 8: 72. See also Thomas 1960: 410–427; Paul 1993:
242–244.
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29. Like the servant of Lachish Letter II, the woman accepted the
pejorative and deprecated herself in order to receive favorable
attention. However, it is surprising that the non-pejorative diminutive kunari/o n was used rather than kuw=n . This may reflect a
misreading of bylk ( = byilfK) “mad dog, importune beggar” as the
diminutive bylk (= by"lfK) “little dog” in the “primitive” Hebrew
Matthew. On the diminutive, see GKC, §86 g ; Fitzmyer 1965: 361;
and Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington 1978: 184. For the Arabic
cognate of byilfK “dog, beggar,” see Lane 1885: 2626c. The woman
was indeed a hfbyil:K “a mad dog = persistent beggar,” as well as a
hfB:laK “a dog = gentile.” Her reply, “even ‘beggars’ eat the crumbs
that fall from their master’s table,” recalls the beggar Lazarus’
waiting for crumbs from Dives’ table (Matt 15:27; Luke 16:20).
Although kunari/o n “little dog” seemingly has its counterpart in
te/ k non “little children” (see Michel 3: 1104), the semantic range
of te/ k non in the New Testament precludes certainty that in Matt
15:26 it means “children” rather than “disciples” or “the children
(of Israel).”
30. See Díez Macho 1970: 147, 474.
31. See Abrahams 1929: 195–196, on the midrash on Ps 4:8, “if it
be thus with dogs . . . and the nations of this world are to be compared to dogs, as is said, ‘yea, the dogs are greedy’ (Isa 56:11).”
32. Lane, 1885: 2627b and 2625a. In Greek kuw=n , xoi= roj , and uÂj
were used with double meaning in obscene humor for male/female
genitalia (see Henderson 1975: 127, 131–133).
33. Leviticus Rabbah 9: 3 (Freedman and Simon 1951: 108–109.
34. Pesahim
49b (Epstein 1935: 237 (cited as Soncino ed.).
.
35. Pesahim
49a, Soncino ed., 236.
.
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36. Pesahim
49b, Soncino ed., 238.
.
37. These nouns are comparable to Aramaic )frfUaT “ox-driver,
cattle-dealer,” Hebrew $frfP (*parraš) “horseman” and gfYaD
“fisherman,” Arabic r"t3 (jammâl) “an owner or attendant of
camels,” and Ugaritic hazzar
“swine herder.” On the qat. tal
form,
.
.
see Moscati 1964: 78. For the lexical items, see Jastrow 1656 ;
BDB 832; UT 402; and Lane, 1865: 461b.
38. Kirzner and Epstein 1964: 83a.
39. See Lachs’ statement (1987: 139) “The Semitic original of Gr.
% is toru from the root yaro [sic], which means ‘to teach’ and
ballo
also ‘to throw’.”
40. Ginzberg 1968, 4: 321. On the pearls of the gates of Jerusalem
(Isa 54:12 and Rev 21:21), see Dalman 1971: 76.
41. This appears in one manuscript of the Shem Tob text as ynp.
The missing n appears to have been erroneously included in the
suffix of the verb wnmsrky (see above, note. 9).
42. Lane, 1867: 863c; BDB 204. On the interchange of medial d
and t, note the stems ldb and ltb “to separate.”
43. The {yirOT and {yizUrAx in Cant 1:10 have been discussed by
Pope (1977: 343–344) who appealed to Arabic B?7 ( .haraz) “neck
ornament of beads strung together” to explain the Hebrew {yizUrAx.
He did not relate rOT to Arabic @@< (durar) “pearl,” but opted for
“bangles” from rOT “to turn.” His citation of midrashic exegesis
which identified the {yirOT with the Written Law and the Oral Law,
is noteworthy.
44. See, for example, Mendenhall 1975: 163–166, who was followed by Mc Daniel 1983: 108–109; 2003: 74–75.
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45. See Curtis 1910: 231 for a summary of the problems with this
text. Compare Myers 1965: 128–129 and references cited there.
46. It is of interest that five manuscripts of the Shem Tob text have
htw), i.e., the particle te) with the feminine singular suffix; only
one manuscript has {tw) with the masculine plural suffix (see
above n. 9).
47. Shabbath 31a, Soncino ed., 139. For a discussion of the oral
law at this time see, Neusner 1987.
48. The repeated feminine htw) (“it” = “pearl / face”) in Shem Tob
is noteworthy in support of an original singular noun here. The
singular htw)’s are unexpected in light of the plural tou\j
margari/t aj. They may reflect an original singular element in the
primitive Matthean tradition. Shem Tob MSS E and F omit htw)
but have a 3fs suffix on the verb (hnmsrky), whereas MS H, with
{tw), reflects the Greek plural.
49. The Testament of Judah 16:4. See Sparks 1984: 546; Kee
1983: 799; and Charles 1913, 1: 320–321.
50. Hagigah
13a; Soncino ed., 75.
.
51. Pesahim
49b, Soncino ed., 237.
.
52. Jerusalem Abodah Zarah 2:7, cited from Neusner 1986, 33: 93.
53. Sanhedrin 59a, Soncino edition, 400. Rabbi Meir’s objection
is noteworthy, “whence do we know that even a heathen who
studies the Torah is a High Priest? From the verse, ‘which if man
do, he shall live in them’ [Lev 18:5].” See also Abodah Zarah 3a,
Soncino edition, 5.
54. CAD, Vol. 8, 70. Akkadian .hanziru and .haziru are from the
roots rz( and rzx “to help,” unrelated to ryzx “swine.” The
Akkadian .humsiru is a synonym of the Sumerian loanword šahû.
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55. Soncino ed., 796; note also, “food may be placed before a dog
but not before a swine,” 795.
56. In Ugaritic .hzr, in contrast with .hnzr “pig,” refers to either the
“swine” (xoi= roj ) or the “swine herder” (suforbo/j ). The Ugaritic
text 1091: 6 lists the .hzr[m] in parallel to a guild designating some
type of personnel. Similarly, .hzr appears as a collective noun in
c
Ugaritic text 1024: rev 4, .t mn . .hzr w . arb . hršm,
“eight swine.
herds and four craftsmen.” See UT 401, # 948 and 403, #977, and
compare Dahood (1968: 259) who views the Ugaritic .hzr, as a
metaphor. On .hnzr, see Lane, 1865: 732a. Hebrew /Aramaic ryizfx
(which could be a diminutive [see above, note 28] ) was used for
Greek xoi= roj “young pig” and de/l fac “mature pig.”
57. See above, note 37.
58. Midrash Rabbah, Genesis 63:8 (Freedman and Simon 1951:
563–564, and Edleman 1891: 148–149). The verb yxm can be stem
I, “to interfere, to protest, to try to prevent, to forewarn” or stem II,
“to smite, to strike, to slap” (Jastrow, 759). Compare Avery-Peck
(1988, 6: 421) who translates the parallel in the Jerusalem Talmud,
“Diocles the swineherd—the students of R. Judah the patriarch
would make fun of him (hynwhm).”
59. On the hklh and )rmg, see Jeremias 1971: 204 –214; and
Davies 1964: 392 and 396, n. 1.
60. Burney 1925: 169. Note also R. Payne Smith 1878, 1: 859; J.
Payne Smith 1903: 88; and Jastrow, 290.
61. The by-forms are )sb, hzb, )zb and zwb. Aramaic srd means
“to trample” and “to treat harshly” (Jastrow 324b; CAD 3, 110);
the Arabic cognate carries the meaning “to efface, to obliterate”
(Lane 1867: 870).
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62. See notes 8 and 9.
63. For Hebrew {srk and Aramaic {srq “to cut, to trim, to bite,
to nibble,” see BDB 493 and Jastrow 1424.
64. Note the Aramaic interchange of t and + in the following:
)fPr: yi+ “a document conferring the right of seizure of a debtor’s
property,” and v"rOT “that which makes a debt collectable”
(Jastrow, 535 and 1658). The following interchanges are very
similar: Arabic Çc?ª' (turfat), fÜ ?U ( tatrîf
) and Çªc?ª' (turfat) all
.
mean “a rare and pleasing present or food,” and the Hebrew +q#
(ša%qat)
. is related to the Arabic )ªlD (sakata), “to be silent, to be
at rest, to be tranquil,” with the t / + and q / k interchanges (see
Lane 1863: 304a; 1874: 1844c, 1845a; 1872: 1389–1390, respectively).
65. BDB 382–383 and Jastrow 555–557, 1658, 1702. This stem
with the + appears in the Wisdom of Ahiqar:
[{] ypr+ hwhy l) \mp rmt#)
guard your mouth,
let it not be (for) obscenities/ blasphemies.
Compare Cowley (1923: 215) “keep watch over your mouth, let it
not be [thy] destruction [\] ypr+ (?)”; and Lindenberger (1983,
73–74, 235 n. 160 and 1985, 2: 500) “But keep watch over your
mouth, lest it bring you to grief !” For the Arabic cognate, see Lane
1863: 304.
66. BDB, 382; note the Shem Tob text of Matt 7:15, {yprw+ {yb)z
“tearing wolves.”
67. Lane, 1874: 1842. For additional examples of resolving longstanding cruces in the Biblical text, see McDaniel 1983: 262–264.
68. Lachs 1987: 140. Perles (1926: 164) stated,
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Der Schluss des Verses mh/ p ote . . . u( m a=j hat wohl nicht im
Aramäischen gestanden, sondern ist erst eine erklärende
Glosse zu dem auffälligen griechischen Text, nach welchem
man die Perlen den Schweinen nicht vorwerfen soll.
69. Lane 1867: 1045a and 1885: 2498c; J. Payne-Smith, 528.
70. The verb is transitive in the Shem Tob text, followed by htw).
71. Jastrow, 444, 446.
72. Soncino ed., 237, which is here paraphrased because of its
terseness. For strafe/n tej, see Arndt and Gingrich 1957: 779.
73. Following Dahood 1966: 209, 214. On Ps 35:15, see BDB,
902b “to malign.” Arabic ^?ªg (qara ca) means “to impugn the character of someone, to censor, to abuse, to despise, to repel, to reject,
to speak against” (Lane, 1893: 2987).
74. Babylonian Talmud: Berakoth 25a; see above, n. 1.
75. Babylonian Talmud: Berakoth, 25a:
{yryzx t)wc dgnk )lw {d) t)wc dgnk #''q {d) )rqy )lw
. }kwtl rwrw( }tn# }mzb {yblk t)wc dgnk )lw
For other references, see Ginzberg 1935, 3: 6.
76. For the “solemn technical sense” of a) p o/s toloj , see Agnew
1986: 75–96.
77. Burrows 1951, 2: 21ff.
78. Arabic T8D (sa.hat)
. “to be displeased, to be angered, to show
discontent or hatred” (Lane, 1872: 1324c) suggests a wordplay.
Note Shem Tob’s reference to religious adversaries in similar language, “In this way glory will come to the Jew who debates with
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them [the {yrcwn “Christians”] whenever he captures them in their
own pit ( }txw$b)” (Howard 1987: 177).
79. Jewish Wars II. 8. 7:
A candidate to join their sect . . . [must swear] to be ever a
lover of truth and to expose liars; . . . to conceal nothing from
members of the sect and to report none of their secrets to
others, even though tortured to death . . . . He swears, moreover, to transmit their rules exactly as he himself received
them . . . and in like manner to carefully preserve the books of
the sect.
Cited from Thackery 1926–1965: 376–377. See Leaney 1966: 231.

ADDENDUM
The sixth codex of the Nag Hammadi texts, entitled The Acts of
Peter and the Twelve Apostles, contains a story about Jesus and his
disciples which seemingly utilized a wordplay upon hrwt “Torah”
and hrwt / hrwd “pearl.” This wordplay lends support to the retroversion of margari/t hj to hrwt “Torah,” as argued in this chapter.
According to the story (Tractate 1, 1–12, 22), the resurrected Jesus
appeared to the disciples disguised as a pearl merchant named
Lithargoel, meaning “glistening gazelle-stone [of God]”).
The Hebrew roots underlying this name reflect a wordplay on the
name Penuel / Peniel, which was taken to mean “pearl of God,” as
though the ynp / wnp here was the equivalent of ynp in the Kethib of
Prov 3:15 and 8:11, “(Wisdom) is more precious than pearls ({yynp
/ {ynynp). (The variant spellings of {ynynp in the Shem Tob text are
{kynynp and {kynp [Howard 1995: 45–46]). Krause (1972: 51)
stated,
“Er wird zwar (S. 5,18) mit ‘der leichte Gazellenstein’ übersetzt, jedoch is diese Übersetzung falsch. Lithargoêl bedeutet
‘der Gott (’l) des hellglanzenden (a)r go/j) Steines ( li/q oj )’
und das ist der Gott der Perle.”
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In disagreement with Krause, Parrot (1979: 214) responded,
“Krause takes Lithargoel to be a god’s name. However, names
construed in a similar fashion tend to be those of angels . . . and in
later usage Lithargoel was an angel.”
Although Lithargoel had no pearls, he went about the port-city
on the island crying, “Margarites! Margarites!” (with the Coptic
text having the Greek margari/t hj in col. 2: 32 and 3: 12). When
the disciples obeyed Lithargoel and made their way to his city
(named “Nine Gates”) to receive a pearl at no cost (col. 4: 12),
Lithargoel offered them not margari/t hj “pearls” (i.e., twrwt /
twrwd) but more twrwt “teachings / Torah, stating
Continue in endurance as you teach . . . give to the poor of the
city [of “Habitation”] what they need in order to live, until I
give them what is better, which I told you that I will give for
nothing (col. 10: 4–12). . . . Do you not understand that my
name, which you teach, surpasses all riches, and the wisdom
of God surpasses gold and silver, and precious stone(s)? (col.
10: 24–30).
This story, obviously, was not about intentional deception by a
“pearl” merchant who had no pearls. It was a didactic drama based
on a double entendre. This Greek tale which was translated into
Coptic was apparently derived from a Hebrew original in which
there was a wordplay on twrwt “pearls” (which were not offered by
Lithargoel) and twrwt “teachings” which were freely given.
However, while the author of the Acts of Peter and the Twelve
appears to have used an intentional Hebrew wordplay with hrwt
/ hrwd ( = hrwt = {ynynp = margari/t hj), the “pearls” in Matt 7:6
(“do not cast your pearls before swine . . .”) originated from an
unintentional misreading of hrwt “Torah” in the “primitive” Matthean Hebrew tradition as hrwt / hrwd “pearl, mother of pearl.” A
translation shift from “pearls” to “teaching” ( = Torah) would
restore Jesus’ prohibitions in Matt 7:6 from being at best an
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ambiguous metaphor to an explicit ban on activities that could
compromise the sacredness of the Torah and his own teachings and
halakah. This is precisely the kind of tradition one might expect
Matthew to have included in his gospel given his agenda and his
initial readership (as noted above 272–273).

XXIX
WHO SHOULD BURY THEIR DEAD?
MATTHEW 8:22b
INTRODUCTION

Matthew 8:22b
a;f ej tou.j nekrou.j qa,y ai tou.j e`a utw/n nekrou,j
Leave the dead to bury their dead.1
Mhytm rwbql Mytmh bwz(w 2

and let the dead bury their dead
(Howard 1995: 35)
and let the next of kin bury their dead
(McDaniel)
The enigmatic phrase “let the dead bury the dead,” written
without vowels in an Aramaic and Hebrew fashion, would be
lt th dd bry th dd,” which makes the phrase all the more
obscure. The English dd is very ambiguous because it can
mean not only dead but also dad, dud (= a person who
‘bombs out’ or an unexploded shell), dude (= a fop or cityslicker at a ranch), dodo (= a bird, or a fogy, or a dullard),
deed (= a document or an action), as well as the verb did. The
options available to the interpreter of lt th dd bry th dd are
many, including: (1) “let the dude bury the deed” or “let the
dad bury the dodo ,” or “let the dud bury the dude,” or “let the
dad bury the dead,” or “let the dead bury the dead,” etc.— all
of which could be “spiritualized” as quaint proverbs about the
“spiritual dude, dud, and dodo” who is to bury a “dead dad”
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or a “doodad” (assuming a dittography of a d in the Vorlage
of this last example).
The difficulties in interpreting Mhytm rwbql Mytmh is
analogous, though the options are fewer. At first glance the
Greek and the Hebrew texts above appear to express the same
idea. But upon closer examination the Greek and Hebrew
texts may well express different ideas, as is reflected in my
translation of the Hebrew when compared to that of Howard.
The Greek words in Matt 8:22 are as unambiguous as the
clause they compose has been inexplicable. On the other
hand, two of the four Hebrew words, Mytmh and Mhytm, are
ambiguous. Removal of the definite article, the plural possessive suffix, and the plural endings produces the base tm.
Hebrew lexicons now list two meanings for tm: (1) the noun
tma “a male, a man” (related to the Egyptian mt, “male, man,
written with a hieroglyphic phallus), a cognate of Ugaritic mt,
Akkadian mutu, and Ethiopic T| [me7te7] “husband”); and
(2) the participle tmiI “a dead (man),” derived from the cognate of Arabic
(mâta), Syriac tYM (mît), and Aramaic
tymi “to die” (BDB 559, 607) and related to the Egyptian
m(w)t “a dead man” (Gardiner 1966: 443, 568). However, tm
may also be derived from the (“( stem ttm (like Mt and
Mmt “complete”), a lexeme which was noted in the lexicons
of Castell (1669: 2166) and Simon (1793: 956) but has gone
unnoticed in more recent lexicons (BDB 607; KBS 653).3 The
definitions of ttm given by Castell and Simon, reviewed
below, support the translation of the Mytmh in Matt 8:22
given above. In turn, this translation of the Hebrew text has
significant implications for the interpretation of the Greek text
of this verse.

*ès
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PROPOSED ARAMAIC VORLAGEN

Davies and Allison (1991: 57) understated the case when
they noted that the seven Greek words in Matt 8:22 and Luke
9:60 are “so scandalous, many scholars have refused to take
them at face value.” As I have surveyed the literature, including the studies of Klemm (1969–1970) and Kingsbury (1988),
it appears that no one has taken the Greek text at face value,
including Davies and Allison who professed “that it is prudent to accept the text as it stands,” and then concluded that
Jesus “simply asserts that the disciple should leave it [the
burial] to others.” But to interpret nekrou,j as “others” is not
to accept the text as it stands, but is one more attempt, in the
words of Davies and Allison (1991: 57), “to convert a dramatic and memorable imperative into a palatable pedestrian
utterance.”
Some scholars argued that the Greek reflects a (mis)translation of an Aramaic Vorlage which may have read in part
Nwhytym Nyrbq )yytym qwb#w yrtb Kl )t) (Dalman 1935:
153; Jeremias 1971: 132) which corresponds to the Greek; or
)y% Ftaymi yrIib% ;qam;li )y% Ftaymi qw%b#$; “Laß die Toten den Toten
gräbern” (“Leave the dead to the grave diggers”) (Schwarz:
1981: 275). Other proposed corrections in translation include
the following (in chronological order):
Let the dead past bury its dead.4
Laß die Toten ihrem Totengräber
Leave the dead to their ‘grave-diggers.’ 5
Let the undecided bury their dead.6
Let the young men bury the dead.7
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Leave it to the men of the town.8
The city will bury the dead. 9
Albright and Mann (1971: 95), assuming a Hebrew Vorlage
and recognizing that Hebrew Mytmh means “the dead” or “the
dying,” translated the phrase “let the dying bury the dead.”
However, all of these reconstructions have been dismissed by
Davies and Allison (1991: 57), by Kingsbury (1988: 55), and
by Keener (1999: 275). Kingsbury noted, “The Achilles’ heel
of this interpretation is, of course, that the reconstructed
Aramaic original is a pure figment of scholarly conjecture.”
PARAPHRASTIC INTERPRETATIONS

But the reconstructions of an Aramaic Vorlage for Matt
8:22 and Luke 9:60 are not the only figments of scholarly
conjecture evoked by these verses. Many interpreters, unimpressed with the Aramaic reconstructions, keep a;f ej tou.j
nekrou.j qa,y ai tou.j e`a utw/n nekrou,j as the ipsissma verba
of Jesus, only to confess that Jesus did not mean literally what
he said. What he said was seemingly a kind of zrF (the Persian
loanword meaning a “secret” or “mystery”) which required an
interpretation (rv,P), , like the !ysir>p;W lqeT. anEm. anEm. “50
shekels, 50 shekels, a shekel, and a half shekel” in Dan 5:25.
As a result, some interesting paraphrastic interpretations have
emerged from commentators who, following in Daniel’s footsteps, have offered their rv,p, in order to reveal the intent of
Jesus’ command to the disciple.10
A survey of some of the paraphrases of what Jesus said or
meant, follows in a list from the shortest to the longest
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quotation. Although the Greek text has Jesus using seven
words, the interpretations, even with ellipses, range from
eight to sixty-two words.
[Follow me,] That business must look after itself.11
Let the ‘spiritually dead’ see to such concerns.12
Cut yourself adrift from the past when matters
of present interest call for your whole attention.13
Leave the matter of his father’s burial
to take care of itself.14
Those who are wholly consecrated to God
have even more important things to do.15
Leave the spiritually dead to bury their own physical dead;
that is, Leave the spiritually dead to care for thy aged father
till his death and burial; they can do the work.16
He [Jesus] is teaching that Christian undertakers are better
undertakers than those who are unsaved . . . if we must make
a choice between being undertakers or disciples, we must do
the latter and leave the former to the unsaved.17
“You may attend to that duty if no other will do it, but if you
go you must act as one who is not a member of the family,
one who is really exempt (cf. Matthew 17, 22–27), remaining,
in principle, untainted by their deaths and by their mourning.
The “dead” will do their best to bury the dead, but you are not
one of them.18

These interpretations reflect but another genre of “figments
of scholarly conjecture,” to borrow Kingsbury’s phrase, which
tell the reader more about the interpreters than about the text
or Jesus’s intent.
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The Hebrew Gospel of Matthew of Shem Tob Ibn Shaprut,
dated around 1400 C.E ., which contains elements from an
older, if not an original, Hebrew gospel tradition,19 has simply
Mhytm rwbql Mytmh bwz(w. But the Hebrew may not be as
simple as it appears at first glance, for Mhytm . . . Mytmh may
well involve paronomasia rather than repetition. As noted in
the Introduction, Mytm can mean “men” or “dead men” or
“next of kin.” It is this last definition of tm which requires
further attention.
Although Castell (1669: 2166) and Simon (1793: 956) referenced ttm, the stem has received scant attention since.
Castell noted (1) the Ethiopic cognate T|/ ™T{| [me7te7 /
c
a7me7ta7te7] meaning “maritus” (husband), “sponsus” (fiancé /
bride-groom), “sponsa” (fiancée/ bride), and (2) the Arabic
(matta) “miscuit” (a mixed marriage), “familiam saturavit ” (an extended household), and “gradus consanguinitatis,
ob quem connubium non potest iniri (a blood relative whom
one cannot marry).”
Lane (1885: 2687c–2688a) defined the verb
(matta) as
“he sought to bring himself near [to another], or to approach
[to him], or to gain access [to him], or to advance himself in
[his] favour by relationship . . . by affection, or by love.” The
noun
(mâttat) meant “anything that is sacred or inviolable . . . which renders one entitled to respect and reverence
. . . a thing whereby one seeks to bring himself near.” Lane
noted
(baynanâ rahimun
mâttat) “between us
.
is a near/ inviolable relationship.” These definitions survive
to the present in literary Arabic, where
(matta) means “to

)s
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seek to establish a link to someone by marriage, become
related by marriage . . . to be most intimately connected with
someone,” and the noun
(mâttat) means “close ties,
family ties, kinship” (Wehr 1979: 1045).
In Exo 4:24 the MT reads Atymih] vQeb;y>w: hw"hy> WhveG>p.YIw:
which has been translated “Yahweh met him and sought to
kill him.” In light of the Ethiopic and Arabic cognates of
ttm —and simply by changing Atymih] to AtymIih] — the text
would mean “Yahweh met him and he sought to make inviolable his relationship.” 20
Castell considered the names Amitti (yT;mia] / Amaqi) and
Matthew ( hyttm / Maqqai/oj) to be derived from this stem.21
If so, ttm was not only in the vocabulary of Zipporah and
Moses (Exo 4:24), it accounts for the name hT'T;m; (Maqaqa)
in Ezra 10:33, as well as the Levitical name hy"t.T;m; (Mattaqiaj, Maqqat, and Mattaqa). Supporting the derivation of
hyttm from ttm, rather than !tn, are the names Ahijah
( hY"xia]) “Yah is my brother/ kin” and Reuel (laeW[r>) “kin /
friend of God.” Hebrew ttm, like its Arabic and Ethiopic
cognates, denoted a familial relationship, similar to xa “kin,
brother, relative” and [;rE “friend, fellow, kin.” Thus, while
hyttm can mean “gift of Yah,” it can also mean the “family
of Yah” or the “relative of Yah,” like the affirmation in the
name Abijah ( hY"bia)] “Yah is my father” and Ahijah ( hY"xia] )
“Yah is my kinsman.”

ÇÜès
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Consequently, the ~hytm rwbql ~ytmh bwz[w in the
text of Shem Tob Ibn Shaprut, cited above, has at least four
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possible meanings: (1) “let the men bury their dead”; or (2)
following Howard, “let the dead bury their dead”; or (3) reading with Albright and Mann, “let the dying bury their dead”;
or as I prefer, (4) “let the relatives / the next of kin bury their
dead.” While the disciple requesting the delay in following
Jesus was a son of the deceased, there is no evidence to insist
that he was the only relative or the next of kin.
Once ttm is restored in the lexicons of Biblical Hebrew
and identified as the verb used in Exo 4:24, as well as appearing in the names hT'T;m; and hy"t.T;m;, the Hebrew text of Matt
22:8b can be read as Jesus’ providing a realistic alternative
for someone who is away from home when a death in the
family occurs: “other relatives can handle the burial,” or “[in
your absence] let the next of kin bury their deceased.”
Because Hebrew was and remains a language of discourse
for rabbis and their disciples, Jesus could have spoken to his
bereaved disciple in Hebrew. If so, he may have used words
similar to those which appear in the Shem Tob Hebrew
Gospel of Matthew: ~hytm rwbql ~ytmh bwz[. But the
ambiguity in the written text would not have been present in
the spoken word since vowels are a requisite for speech. The
~ytmh of the written record stood for ~yTiM;h; “the relatives”
— rather than ~ytiM.h; “the men” or ~ytiMeh; “the dead.” The
use of ~yTiM;h; from the root tt;m' and ~h,yteme from the root
tWm presents a wordplay rather than repetition.
What Jesus said in Hebrew was clear and simple. But once
it was written down in Hebrew it became automatically
ambiguous since vowels were not recorded along with
consonants. Of the four possible ways to read ~ytmh, a
Greek translator opted for tou.j nekrou.j “the dead,” thereby
transforming a very practical suggestion of Jesus into an
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impossible proverb, which in turn has led to many implausible interpretations.22 It is a bit ironic that many who disdain
the idea of an Aramaic or Hebrew Vorlage—insisting that
Jesus meant for his disciples to let the “spiritually dead” bury
their loved ones—turn to the clergy for funeral services and
burial rites.
NOTES
1. Luke 9:60 contains the same phrase, Afej tou.j nekrou.j qa,yai
tou.j e`autw/n nekrou,j( but the rest of the verse differs considerably, reading su. de. avpelqw.n dia,ggelle th.n basilei,an tou/
qeou/ “but as for you, go and proclaim the kingdom of God,” for
Matthew’s VAkolou,qei moi “follow me.”
2. The Hebrew text of Shem Tob Ibn Shaprut; see Howard 1987:
34–35; 1995: 34–35.

3. Not to be confused with the misprint htm for xtm on 654a.
Note Dillman’s reference (1955: 183) to the stem htm.

4. M’Neile 1915: 110. By misreading the infinitive rB;q . ml
i . as the
participle rBeq ; ml
. ,i it was thought to mean “‘Leave the dead to him
that buries dead bodies,’ i.e., Leave your father’s body to be buried
by anyone who will do it.”

5. Perles 1919: 26 and Abrahams 1924: 183, who reconstructed the
phrase as

ayxym rbqm aytyml qwbX.

6. Black 1950: 219–220 reconstructed the Aramaic as cithai bathrai wisheboq methinin qabrin mithyanin, which could have been
translated into Greek as a;fej tou.j nwqrou.j (?) qa,yai tou.j (e`autw/n) nekrou,j.
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7. Herrmann 1981: 283. This assumes a misreading in the Greek
tradition of nekrou.j “dead men” for neani,aj “young men.”

8. Köhler 1987: 91.
9. Basser 1993: 89. See Goldenberg 1996: 64–83 for a critique of
Basser's proposal. Gilad Gevaryahu (private communication,1993)
noted (1) the absence of )tm “city, town” in the western Aramaic
dialects could simply mean that most documents from the period
under review have not survived or are in poor condition, whereas
the use of )tm in the eastern dialects suggests more documents
survived, not necessarily that )tm was used more than )trq
“town”; (2) contact between the Babylonian and Palestinian Jewish
communities was so routine that elements in the respective dialects
could have easily have migrated from one community to the other,
without showing up in the texts which survived; and (3) in poetry
or for paronomasia a word from another dialect may be borrowed.

10. Note also McCane’s argument (1990: 31–43) that the disciple
wants to participate in a customary second burial service for his
father. Important also is Bockmuehl’s critique (1998: 553–581) of
Hengel’s (1981: 3–15) and Sanders’s (1987: 252–255) proposal to
read this saying as Jesus’s rejection of ritualism and his annulment
of the fourth commandment. Sanders (1985: 255) concluded
At least once Jesus is willing to say that following him
superceded the requirements of piety and the Torah. This
may show that Jesus was prepared, if necessary, to challenge the adequacy of the Mosaic dispensation.

11. Manson 1949: 73.
12. Keener 1999: 275.
13. Allen 1912: 82.
14. Kingsbury 1988: 59.
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15. Bockmuehl 1988: 581.
16. Howard 1950: 351.
17. Yeager 1977: 36.
18. Derrett 1985: 226.
19. See Howard 1987 and 1995; and Hewitt 2000.

tymeh ' or tmeh ' would be the Hiphcîl infinitive of ttm “to bond
(by marriage),” whereas tymih ' or tmih ' would be the Hiphcîl infinitive of twm “to die.” For a more detailed examination of Exo 4:
20.

24–26, see Chapter V.

yT;m ai ] Amitai from !m;a ' “to confirm, to support” or tm,a , “truth,” and (W) hy"t T
. m; ; Matthew from
tT;m ; “gift” and !t;n" “to give,” as if it was just a variation of other
names derived from !t;n" , like (W) hy"n>tn; > Netanyah(u) and (W) hy"nT
> m; ;
21. Other lexicographers derive

Mattanyah(u) (BDB 54, 682).

[r in the versions provides a
good analogy of translation errors in other texts. The ^y[,r o Wmn" in
Nahum 3:18 was rendered in the LXX evnu,staxan oi` poime,nej
sou “your shepherds ( = h[r , stem I) slept,” but the Peshitta
has
.
Y<iRB} W~] (na) mw habraiky)
“your friends ( = h[r , stem II )
.
slept.” In Micah 4:9 the MT [; r e y[iyrIt ' “you commit evil” was
translated in the Septuagint as e;gnwj kaka, “you have known evil”
(= [[r , stem I, and reading y[yrt as y[ydt), and the Peshi tta
has
.
c
c
)+&Ib y=DB` ( a) badty bišta) ) “you committed evil.” However,
Targum Jonathan has aY"m m
; [. l; . ar"b x. t; m. i Ta; “you made friends
(= h[r , stem II) with the gentiles.”
22. The different translations of

XXX
“I HAVE NOT COME TO BRING THE END”
MATTHEW 10:34–36
INTRODUCTION
Matthew 5:9

maka,rioi oi` eivrhnopoioi,(
o[ t i auvt oi. ui`o i. qeou/ klhqh,s ontai
Blessed are the peacemakers
for they shall be called the sons of God.
Matthew 10:34

mh. nomi,s hte o[ t i h=l qon balei/n eiv r h,n hn ev p i. th. n gh/n \
ouv k h=l qon balei/n eiv r h,n hn av l la. ma, c airan
Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth;
I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.1
Matthew 26:52

to,te le,gei auvtw/| o` VIhsou/j(
VApo,streyon th.n ma,caira,n sou eivj to.n to,pon auvth/j\
pa,n tej ga.r oi` labo,n tej ma,c airan evn macai,r h|
av p olou/ n tai
Then Jesus said to him,
‘Put your sword back into its place;
for all who take the sword will perish by the sword.’
These statements of Jesus are impossible to harmonize,
although there have been some attempts to minimize the tension, if not a contradiction, in these verses. Luz (2001: 109)
summarized well the difficulties, stating
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The sword saying is difficult. Its content is “dangerous and
almost unbearable” and seems “more appropriate to the
Qurc an than to the Gospels.” It does not fit well with the
greeting of peace that the disciples are to bring into the
houses (10:13) and the image of the disciples as peace
makers (5:9, cf. Mark 9:50). It is more appropriate for the
Christ of the Apocalypse who carries the sword in his
mouth (Rev 1:16; 2:12, 16; 19:15, 21).2

Albright and Mann (1971: 129) paraphrased 10:34, “Do
not think that I have come to impose peace on earth by force;
I have come neither to impose peace, nor yet to make war.”
They thought the saying was spoken in Aramaic, which they
reconstructed as ab'r>x; aL'a, am'l'v. ymer.mil. ttea] al' ,3
with the aL'a, . . . al' “not . . . but” reflecting “some confusion in oral tradition into Greek” for the original al'w> . . . al'
“neither . . . nor,” 4 thereby making Jesus neither a pacifist
nor a militarist.
Davies and Allison (1991: 218), without comment, called
attention to the Aramaic retroversion of Albright and Mann,
preferring instead just to recognize a “Semitism” in the expression balei/n eiv r h,n hn “to cast peace” and to recognize
Luke’s “division” for Matthew’s “sword” as a secondary element in the tradition.5
Whereas Albright and Mann thought Matt10:34 suffered
from several omissions, Davies and Allison, followed by Luz
(2001: 108), considered 10:34 –35 to be “an indissoluble unit
that faithfully preserves words of Jesus.” They concluded that
10:34 means
the advent of the kingdom must not lead to a utopian view
of the here and now: the enthusiastic extremes of ‘overrealized eschatology’ must be avoided. Tribulation is still
the believer’s lot.
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While Jesus’s words in 10:34 in Greek sound like an announcement of a <è}ª3 (jihâd) “war,” they become altered in
their interpretation by Davies , Allison, and many others into
a ;|è3 (jâhid),6 i.e., when Jesus stated that he was “casting a
sword upon the earth,” he was actually announcing the impending “difficulty, distress, and affliction” which his disciples
would experience. Luz (2001: 110) phrased this idea in terms
of the “active sword” versus “the passive sword,” with Jesus
saying the sword would not be drawn actively by him or by
his disciples, but against him and his disciples. In other words
Jesus was not calling for his disciples to do what Moses
commanded the Levites to do for God: “put every man his
sword ( ABr>x;-vyai Wmyfi) on his side, and go to and fro from
gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man his
brother, and every man his companion, and every man his
neighbor” (Exo 32:27). To the contrary, the “passive sword”
Jesus spoke of referred to the anticipated suffering, woes, and
tribulation which would be inflicted upon his followers.
On the other hand, Buchanan (1996: 467) argued for Matt
10:34 being Jesus’ call for an active sword. He reasoned:
It seemed to many that the only way to obtain freedom and
be ruled by their own king was to overpower Rome with
military force. . . . There were extreme nationalists on the
one side and those who had made peace with Rome and
were profiting from this relationship on the other. . . . The
peace required without revolution was the peace that
collaborators had made with Rome. Neither Jesus nor his
followers were prepared to endorse that kind of peace. To
break this sabotage that was called peace, Jesus came to
introduce a war. . . . The religious zeal of nationalist Jews
prompted them to believe that they could succeed as others
had done. Jesus was evidently involved in these aspirations.
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Buchanan reaffirmed notions of Jesus’s being a political
zealot, which were made popular by earlier critics like Reimarus and Brandon — whose interpretations had been subjected to a brief but careful critique by Black (1970: 116–117).
Black espoused a variation along this line, stating
While not a political Zealot, Jesus could perhaps be claimed as an apocalyptic Zealot, proclaiming a final impending
War against Belial and all his followers in heaven and on
earth, even in the same family.

Keener (1999: 329), in disagreement with Black, noted that
“sword” is standard metonymy for violence and war in Jewish
literature and need not be so narrowly interpreted as Black
proposed.7 Keener concurred with Davies and Allison that
Jesus’ sword referred to the suffering of Jesus’ followers.
What commentators have failed to notice is that in Matt
10:34 Jesus was addressing two “messianic expectations”
articulated by John the Baptist: (1) Matt 3:2, “repent, for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand,” and (2) Matt 3:11–12,
but he who is coming after me . . . will baptize you with
the Holy Spirit and with fire. His winnowing fork is in his
hand, and he will clear his threshing floor and gather his
wheat into the granary, but the chaff he will burn with
unquenchable fire.

Since the kingdom of God was at hand, John the Baptist expected the imminent end of the earth, coupled with the messiah’s fiery retribution upon the unrepentant. The Greek text
of Matt 10:34 could be read simply as Jesus’s changing the
weapon of retribution from unquenchable fire to an insatiable
sword, in which case Luke 21:8–35 could serve as commentary:
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they will fall by the edge of the sword . . . when you see
these things taking place, you know that the kingdom of
God is near . . . this generation will not pass away till all
has taken place.
A HEBREW VORLAGE

The Aramaic Vorlage reconstructed by Albright and
Mann, ab'r>x; aL'a, am'l'v. ymer.mil. ttea] al', is ambiguous
when the vowels are removed. The consonantal reconstruction, abrx ala amlv ymrml tta al, could be translated, “I did not come to impose retribution nor wage war.”8
The ambiguities are even greater when considering a Hebrew
Vorlage.
The Hebrew text of Shem Tob Ibn Shaprut9 provides
several clues for reconstructing the Hebrew Vorlage which
would account for differences between Matthew’s “sword”
and Luke’s “divisions,” as well as demonstrate how ambiguous Jesus’s saying may have become when it was written in
consonantal Hebrew. The best Shem Tob manuscripts10 read,
#rab ~yXl ytabX, whereas six other manuscripts read
#rab ~wlX ( ~yXl ) ~wXl ytabX, which equals the Greek
text. At first glance the two best manuscripts seems simply to
have omitted the word ~wlX “peace.” However, the manuscripts may reflect an entirely different textual tradition because ~yX can mean more than “to set, to cast.” This possibility is suggested by texts where ~Ws (= ~Wf) means “to
finish, to end,” as in Arakhin 10 b, ~yysmw lylxb xtp
bwbab “[the Mishnah] begins with h.alil and ends with
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abbub,” and in Baba M ctsic a 76 b, hymq h'WmyY>s; “they cited
it before him to the end.” 11
Following this line of evidence, the best Shem Tob manuscripts could have Jesus saying, “think not that I have come
to bring the end (= ~yfil)' on earth.” 12 The six other Shem
Tob manuscripts (with ~wlX ~yXl or ~wlX ~wXl) could
have the same meaning were the ~wlX read as ~lX — on the
assumption that the original ~lX was vocalized as ~wlX to
bring it into conformity with the Greek eivr h,n hn “peace.”
A Vorlage with #rab ~lX ~Xl ytabX wbXxt la
could be read several ways, given the ambiguity of ~lX,
which could mean any of the following:
šlm “peace”
šlm “recompense”
šlm “retribution”
šlm “end, Finis”

~lX
~lX
~lX
~lX

~Alv'
~Levi
~WLvi
~l,v,

shalôm13
shille%m14
shillûm15
shelem .16

What appears as repetition in the Greek text, balei/n
eivr h,n hn . . . balei/n eivr h,n hn, could come from a Vorlage
with paronomasia rather than repetition. If the original saying
included the words ~lX ~Xl . . . ~wlX ~Xl, the meaning
could have been “Do not think that I have come to bring retribution ( ~WLvi) on the earth, nor have I come to bring the end
( ~l,X), .” Were these Jesus’ words, he would have disagreed
with John the Baptist that the end was near and the messiah
would soon torch the earth in retribution upon the sinners.
Such disagreement could have contributed to John’s doubts
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about Jesus, which led him to inquire of Jesus, “Are you he
who is to come, or shall we look for another?” (Luke 7:20).
If the Hebrew saying of Jesus did not mention “peace,”
did it speak of a “sword”? The answer must be, “Probably
not!”17 In the first place, Greek ma,k aira need not mean
“sword.” The xi,f oj was used for the straight sword and
r` m fai,a indicated a large, broad sword.” The ma,c aira was
used for a knife, a carving-knife, a sacrificial knife, as well as
a dirk, a dagger, an assassin’s weapon, and a short sword or
cavalry saber. The ma,k aira was the base word for a variety of
knives, from the butcher’s cleaver, to the instruments of the
surgeon and the barber.18
Moreover, neither ma,c aira nor br,x, can account for
Luke’s having diamerismo,n “division” instead of the ma, c airan in Matthew. If the Hebrew Vorlage of Matthew and Luke
had @lx rather than brx, the differences in the Gospel tradition become transparent and the ambiguity of @lx could account for the misunderstandings reflected in the Greek texts.
The ambiguity of consonantal @lx can be summarized as
follows:
1. h. lp “knife”
2. h. lp “sharp spear”
3. h. lp “butcher knife”
4. h. lp “change”
5. h. lp “reversion”
6. h. lp “substitution”

@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx

@leAx
@yLix;
@ylix'
@l'x}m;
@WLxi
@l,xe
hp'ylix]

h. ôlef
h. allîf 19
h. alîf 20
ma7 h. a%laf 21
.hillûf 22
.he%lef 23
h.a7 lîfa%h24
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7. h. lp “differences”
8. h. lp “dissension”
9. h. lp “contention”
10 h. lp “covenant”
11 h. lp “friendship”
12. h. lp “brotherhood”

@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx
@lx

@ Olxi
@ Olxi
@l,xe
@l,xe
@l,xe
@l,xe
@l,xe

.hilôf 25
.hilôf 26
.hilf 27
h.e%lef 28
h.e%lef 29
h.e%lef 30

13. h. lp “league”
h.e%lef 31
14 h. lp “a sincere friend who swears to his companion
that he will not act unfaithfully with him” =
@ylix' h.alîf 32
In light of these lexical options, the original saying could have
included a wordplay, as well a double entendre, to convey the
following message:
Do not think that I have come to bring
• upon the earth retribution ( ~WLvi),
• nor have I come to bring the end ( ~l,v,).
But [I have come] to
• make a change ( @lx),33
• establish a covenant community ( @lx).34
THE CURETONIAN VARIANT

Although the Old Syriac (Syr s) reads like the Greek text,
“do not think that I came to bring peace on earth; I did not
come to bring peace but a sword,”35 the Curetonian (Syr c )36
has the doublet AfI*w A[I`jd )=W@\p (pelgûta% c
dre cya% na% c we7 saypa% c), meaning “the division 37 of opinion 38
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and the sword.” 39 This doublet can readily be explained by a
Hebrew Vorlage with the ambiguous @lx, meaning (1) @lx
(.h ilâ f ) “difference of opinion” (the cognate of Arabic eâ7
[.hilâf ]), and (2) @lx (h. allîf ) “knife.” 40
This “division of opinion” in the Curetonian text also appears in Luke 12:51 as diamerismo,n “division, division of
opinion,” discussed above, where it was noted that Luke’s
diamerismo,n “division” cannot be explained easily as a variant of Matthew’s ma, c airan “sword,” although it can readily
be explained as a different understanding of the ambiguous
@lx in the Hebrew Vorlage.
MATTHEW 10:35–36

h= l qon ga.r dica, s ai
a;n qrwpon kata. tou/ patro.j auvt ou/
kai. qugate,r a kata. th/j mhtro.j auvth/j
kai. nu,m fhn kata. th/j penqera/ j auv t h/j
For I have come to divide
a man against his father,
and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
and a man’s foes will be those of his own household.
Shem Tob Text of 10:35–36

~dah dyrphl ytab
hmam tbhw wybam !bh
~ybwha twyhl ~ybywahw
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I have come to separate mankind:
the son from his father,
and the daughter from her mother;
and the enemies are to become loved ones.
The Shem Tob text is obviously not a translation of the
Greek text. The Greek preposition kata “against,” repeated
three times, calls to mind the hostility found in Micah 7:6,
“For the son dishonors his father, the daughter will rise up
against her mother, the daughter-in-law against her mother-inlaw: those in his house shall be all a man’s enemies.” But the
tone in the Shem Tob text is gentle by comparison, requiring
only the kind of separation often found when a man “forsakes
father and mother and cleaves unto his wife.” (Gen 2:24).
The Shem Tob text has the verb drp for the Greek dica,zw “to separate, to divide one against another, to turn someone against someone”41 The Arabic cognate of drp is
(farada) “to separate, to be single, to be alone, to be singular,
to be unique” (Lane 1877: 2363–2365; Wehr 823– 824). Lane
noted that in stem II this verb means, “he applied himself to
the study of practical religion, or the law, and withdrew from
[the rest of ] mankind, and attended only to the observance of
the commands and prohibitions [of religion],” with the noun
(mufarrid) meaning “those who are devoted to the commemoration of the praises of God.” Noteworthy also is the
adjective
(faradî ) “personal, individual, individualist,
individualistic.”
To the degree that nuances which survived in classical
Arabic were common with their cognates in classical Hebrew,
the division envisioned by Jesus would have been for individual freedom to participate in a religious community of his

<?c

<?ds

£<?c
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avowed followers. Following the Hebrew text tradition, the
new covenant community would not be against (kata,) anyone, not even against one’s enemies, for enemies could now
be embraced as family members, i.e., members of the covenant family for whom Jesus was Lord.
If @lx and drp were in the Hebrew Vorlage of the
Greek Matthew and the Greek Luke, they would provide the
first hint from Jesus of a church, individualism, and a monastic lifestyle.
NOTES
1. Luke 12:51 reads dokei/te o[ti eivrh,nhn paregeno,mhn dou/nai evn
th/| gh/|È ouvci,( le,gw u`mi/n( avllV h' diamerismo,n,, “Do you think that I
have come to give peace on earth? No, I tell you, but rather
division” (RSV). Plummer (1922: 334–335) commented only on
the avllV, preferring to read it as a'llo and translating, “I came not
to send any other thing than division” (Plummer’s italics) and
concluded simply, “Jesus does not wish his followers to live in a
fool’s paradise. . . . In this world they must expect tribulation.”
2. Luz’s two quotations are from Brenz (1567: 438) and Black
(1970: 115).
3. The brx in the reconstruction could have varied meanings in
addition to “sword” or “war” (which are the cognates of Arabic
[h.arb]), including br< x,o the cognate of Arabic
(.harîb)
“desolation,” or br< x o “drought,” which has no Arabic cognate.
(See BDB 351–353; Lane 1865: 540, 715–717.)

&?/

&?7

4. In their notes Albright and Mann translated, “Do not think that
I have come to impose peace on earth by force; I have come neither
to impose peace, nor yet to make war. But I have come to divide
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the just from the unjust . . . a man against his father . . .” (italics
mine), assuming that a simple homoioteleuton (from the first “I
have come” to the second “I have come”) was responsible for the
loss of the italicized words. The lacuna (indicated by the repeated
three dots) are Albright’s and Mann’s way of indicating that “there
has obviously been an omission here, but we do not know what it
was at this stage—presumably the Micah passage [7:6] was quoted
in full.”
5. Luz (2001: 110) noted, “While ‘to cast’ peace is a Semitic term,
using ‘I cast’ with ‘sword’ is linguistically quite unusual.” On the
“Semitism” of “casting peace” see (1) Jastrow’s references (1903:
965, 1535) to ~Wf (= ~Ws ) “to place, to put” as in B'rakhoth 39 b ,
~wlv tmX “thou hast made peace,” and in Sanhedrin 99 b, ~yXm
~wlX “causing peace,” and (2) ~Ws ( = ~Wf ) “to attach,” as in
~Alv' Hl' ~ymiyY>s;m.X hmwa “a nation to which peace is assigned” (Cant. R to VII, 1). In the Septuagint ba,llw “to cast” is
used frequently to translate ~Ws / ~yfi, as in Num 22:38, Jud 6:9,
Jer 40:10 [LXX 47:10]; and Ezek 21:22 [LXX 23:24], where
balei/n ca,raka is used twice to translate ~yrIK' ~Wfl “to set up
battering rams.” (Hatch and Redpath [1954: 189] list 20 different
words in Hebrew translated by ba,llein.)
6. See Lane 1865: 474, where this term is defined as “striving,
labouring, or toiling,” used in the phrase
(jahd jâhid)
“intense labor, severe difficulty or distress.”

;|è3 ;~3

7. In Hebrew it may not be a matter of metonymy since br,x
“sword” and brE x ' “desolation, violence” are from two distinctly
different roots. The former is a cognate of Arabic
(h.arb),
while the latter is the cognate of
(.harîb). See above, note 3.

&?7

&?/
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8. See Jastrow 1563, ~WLvi “payment, punishment”; J. Payne
Smith 156, WI#ra abR} (h.arba% c carmîw) “they waged war.”
9. See Howard 1987, 1995, and Hewitt 2000.
10. British Library Ms. Add. no. 26964 and its replica, ms C.
11. See Jastrow 965 for the verb ~Ws and 977 for the noun ~WYsi.
On the interchange of s and f , see GKC 6 k.
12. On the elision of the h of the Hiph cîl infinitive, see GKC § 53q .
13. BDB 1022–1024; Jastrow 1586; J. Payne Smith 581–582.
14. BDB 1022; J. Payne Smith 581.
15. BDB 1024; Jastrow 1563, “requital, retribution, compensation,
payment, punishment.”
16. BDB 1022; Jastrow 1585, “to be whole, complete; to end,
cease,” used in the Niphcal meaning “has ended (must die).” J.
Payne Smith 581, “to come to the end of life”; )t wKLM tM L$
“the kingdom came to an end” and )M L( hL m L$ “the world has
come to an end.” Note especially the use of ynIm e y liv . T ; “you bring
me to an end” in Isa 38:12 and 13.
17. The saying of Jesus in Luke 12:49, “I came to cast fire ( pu/r)
on the earth . . .” could have come from a Hebrew Vorlage which
had “I will cast rwa on the earth,” meaning “I will cast light upon
the earth.” The rwa in Isa 44:16; 47:14; and Ezek 5:2, was translated as pu/r “fire” rather than as “light.” Elsewhere rwa appears
in onr hundred fifty places meaning “a light, to enlighten, to light.”
18. Liddell and Scott 1085, 1190, and 1574. In the Septuagint,
ma,caira translated tynIx ] “spear,” tl,k a
, m] ; “knife,” lz<r>B; “iron,”
as well as br, x , “sword.”
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19. Jastrow 469. Note Jud 5:26 and Job 20:24 where @lx means
“to pierce, to pass through.”
20. Lane 1865: 628 and 797c, where
an error for
(h.alîf ).

fápª/

fápª7 (.halîf ) is recognized as

21. BDB 322; Jastrow 762; Klein 219 “slaughtering knife” from
the root “to pierce, be sharp.”
22. BDB 322; Jastrow 469, 472; J. Payne Smith 144; Wehr 297;
Lane 1865: 792, 798, noting especially the English loanword
“Caliph” meaning “vice-regent, lieutenant, substitute, one who has
been made or appointed to take the place of him who was before
him.” Note also Klein 219, “change, pass away, change religion.”
23. Jastrow 472.
24. BDB 322.
25. Lane 1865: 796; Wehr 298.
26. Wehr 297–299.
27. Lane 1865: 796, 798.

fpª/

28. Lane 1865: 627. Arabic
(h.ilf ) would be analogous to the
Hebrew segolate rp,s e (*sipr). The feminine
(.hilfat ) is also
attested. According to Simon (1793: 564, citing Schultens),
(h.alafa ) is the cognate of the tApylix ] in Psa 55:19–20,

Çdpª7

~yhila{ / War>y " al{w > Aml' tApylix ] !yae
`AtyrIB . lLex i wym'lv{ . Bi wyd'y " xl;v '
There were no oaths of allegiance from them,*
and they did not fear God.
He stretched forth his hands in retribution;
they (plural with LXX) had profaned his covenant.
(McDaniel)

fp/
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ouv ga,r evstin auvtoi/j avnta,llagma
kai. ouvk evfobh,qhsan to.n qeo,n
evxe,teinen th.n cei/ra auvtou/ evn tw/| avpodido,nai
evbebh,lwsan th.n diaqh,khn auvtou/
For they suffer no exchange,
and they have not feared God.
he has reached forth his hand with retribution;
they have profaned his covenant.
*See GKC 103 f for reading wml as a plural, and UT 425, #1337,
for l “from.”
29. Lane 1865: 627; Wehr 235. KBS (321) cited @lx stem II, the
cognate of Arabic
(h.alaf ) “sharp, high coarse grass, a writing reed.” However,
(h.alafa) “to swear an oath, to establish
a brotherhood, to unite in a covenant” and
(h. îlf ) “confederacy, league, covenant” go unmentioned in KBS, even though these
cognates were cited in earlier lexicons, like those of Castell (1669:
1255 –1260) and Simon (1793: 564). The name Alphaeus,
( VIa,kwboj o` tou/ ~Alfai,ou) in Matt 10: 3, which appears in Hebrew
as yPil . x,; in Syriac as YF\x (h.alpay), and in the Arabic as
(h.alfî ), is to be derived from this stem. See Jastrow 457.

fpª/
fpª/

fpª/

£dpª/

30. Lane 1865: 627; Wehr 235. The @Alx] ynEB . “sons of the covenant” in Prov 31:8 is another likely occurrence of this cognate in
Hebrew. Especially noteworthy in the context of this proverb is
that
(h.alif ) which means “the act of confederating, or making
a compact or confederacy, to aid, or assist; and making an agreement . . . the object was to aid the wronged, and for making close
the ties of the relationship, and the like . . . .” The verse should be
translated, “Open your mouth for the dumb, for the rights of all
who are sons of the covenant.” The Arabic translation of tyrb
frequently used
(h.alif ), as in Jud 9:46 where the MT tyrIB .

fpª/

fpª/
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lae tyBe appears in the London Polyglot of Brian Walton (1657)

!Ñdoè0(áo qÜ! )áª# (bayti

as
conspirarentque.”

c

il liyatah.a7 lafû c ) “ut ibi conjurarent

31. Lane 1865: 627; Wehr 235.
32. Lane 1865: 627.

fpª7 ( .hillûf ) cited in Lane 1865: 792, 798.
34. The cognate of fpª/ (h.%e lef ), cited in Lane 1865: 627. If this
33. The cognate of

reconstruction is on target, this could be the first hint of the church.
35. Reading A[I$ (šayna% c) for “peace” and AfI* (saipec) for
“sword.” The Peshitta
reads abR} (h.arba% c) rather than AfI*
.
(saipec). This variant was noted by Hill (1972: 194), but without
his distinguishing between Codex Sinaiticus (Syr sin) and Codex
Curetonianus (Syr cur).
36. William Petersen noted,
If one ignores the Diatessaron (which is the oldest gospel
text in Syriac), then three recensions of the gospels in
Syriac exist. (A) The oldest of these three is the vetus syra
or “Old Syriac,” which exists in two manuscripts: Codex
Sinaiticus (Syr s or Syr s i n , dated to the mid- or late-fourth
cent.) and Codex Curetonianus (Syr c or Syr c u r, early fifth
cent.). It must be pointed out that these two manuscripts do
not appear to be related; rather, each seems to represent a
more or less independent translation of a Greek archetype
(the Greek archetype apparently differed, as well); that this
is the case is demonstrated by the differences in (1) word
order, (2) vocabulary choice, (3) handling of passages in
the Greek which required circumlocution in the Syriac,
etc.
37. J. Payne Smith 446–447.
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38. J. Payne Smith 546.
39. J. Payne Smith 375–376.
40. Lane 1865: 796; Wehr 298. The Curetonian )NY(r{d )twgLP
(pelgûta% c drec ya%na% c) could also translate @lx which would be the
cognate of
(.hilf / .hulf ) “contention, division, dissension.”

fpª7

41. Liddell Scott 403; Arndt and Gingrich 186.

XXXI
THE MISREADING WHICH LED
TO THE “HATE” IN LUKE 14:26–27
INTRODUCTION

In the Torah, the Gospels, and the Epistles a number of
texts can be collated into a litany of commandments to love
4
one’s “neighbor” (xa'1 or [;re2 or plhsi, o n 3 or fi,l wn or
6
avd elfou,j 5 ) and even one’s enemies (evc qrou.j ). The litany
would include
Leviticus 19:17

^b,b'l.Bi ^yxia-' ta, an"f.ti-al{
You shall not hate in your heart anyone of your kin. (NRS)
Leviticus 19:18; Matthew 19:19, 22:39;
Mark 12:31; Luke 10:27;Romans 13:9; James 2:8

^AmK ^[]rel. T'b.h;a'w>
kai. avg aph, s eij to.n plhsi, o n sou w`j seauto, n
You shall love your kinfolk as yourself.
Leviticus 19:34

^AmK' Al T'b.h;a'w> ~k,T.ai rG"h; rGEh;
The stranger who sojourns with you . . .
you shall love him as yourself.
Matthew 5:44; Luke 6:35
avg apa/t e tou.j evcqrou.j u`m w/n . . . o[ p wj ge,n hsqe
ui`oi. tou/ patro.j u`mw/n tou/ evn ouvranoi/j
Love your enemies . . . so that you may be
sons of your Father who is in heaven.
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John 13:34 –35
I give you a new commandment, that you love one another.
Just as I have loved you, you also should love one another.
By this everyone will know that you are my disciples,
if you have love for one another.
John 15:12–13, 17
This is my commandment,
that you love one another as I have loved you.
Greater love has no man than this,
that a man lay down his life for his friends (fi,l wn).
You are my friends (fi, l oi) if you do what I command you.
. . .This I command you to love one another.
Romans 13:10
h` avg a, p h tw/| plhsi,o n kako. n ouv k evr ga, z etai\
plh,r wma ou=n no,m ou h` avg a,p hÅ
Love does no wrong to a neighbor;
therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.
Hebrews 13:1
~H filadelfi,a mene,t wÅ
Let brotherly love continue.
I John 3:11–4:21
This is the message which you have heard from the
beginning, that we should love one another (avl lh,l ouj)
. . . . We know that we have passed out of death into
life, because we love the brethren (avd elfou,j ). He who
does not love abides in death . . . . Beloved, let us love
one another (avl lh,l ouj), for love is of God, and he who
loves is born of God and knows God. . . . He who does
not love does not know God; for God is love. . . . If we
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love one another (avl lh,l ouj), God dwelleth in us, and
his love is perfected in us. . . . God is love; and he that
dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him. . . .
If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother
(avd elfo.n ), he is a liar, for he that loveth not his brother
(avd elfo.n ) whom he hath seen, how can he love God
whom he hath not seen? . . . And this commandment we
have from him, that he who loves God should love his
brother (avd elfo.n ) also.
I Corinthians 13:13
nuni. de. me, n ei pi,s tij( evl pi, j ( av g a,p h( ta. tri, a tau/t a\
mei,z wn de. tou,t wn h` avg a,p hÅ
And now faith, hope, and love abide, these three; and the
greatest of these is love.
THE IMPERATIVE TO HATE

The affirmation by Jesus (Mark 12:29–34) that the commandment to love one’s neighbor (i.e., kith and kin) as oneself (Lev 19:18) is on par with the commandment to “love the
LORD your God with heart, soul, and strength” (Deut 6:4), and
that “there is no other commandment greater than these”
—coupled with Luke 10:28 that these two commandments
are the keys to eternal life—create serious problems for
understanding Luke 14:26, which records Jesus’ imperative
to hate everyone in one’s family. The problematic verse reads

tij e;rcetai pro,j me kai. ouv misei/
to.n pate,ra e`autou/ kai. th.n mhte,r a kai. th.n
gunai/ka kai. ta. te,k na kai. tou.j avd elfou.j kai. ta.j
avdelfa.j e;ti te kai. th.n yuch.n e`a utou/(
ouv du,natai ei=nai, mou maqhth,jÅ
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If any one comes to me and does not hate
his own father and mother and wife
and children and brothers and sisters,
yes, and even his own life,
he cannot be my disciple.
It appears as if Pro 8:13, [r' tanOf. hw"hy> ta;r>yI “the fear
of Yahweh is to hate evil,” was being restated by Jesus to
mean [;re tanOf. hw"hy> ta;r>yI “the fear of Yahweh is to hate
your kith-and kin”—which negates the entire litany of love.
CONJECTURES OF COMMENTATORS

Many commentators have appealed to “the less offensive
but still accurate” 7 parallel in Matt 10:37 to interpret Luke,
which states, “He who loves father or mother more than me
(~O filw/n pate, r a h' mhte, r a u`p e. r evm e.) is not worthy of me;
and he who loves son or daughter more than me (o` filw/n
ui`o.n h' qugate,r a u` p e.r ev m e.) is not worthy of me.” Whereas
in Luke 14:26 Jesus required a person to hate his own life
(th.n yuch. n e`a utou/), according to Matt 10:38, Jesus said
“whoever does not bear his cross” (ouv lamba,n ei to.n stauro.n auvt ou/) and follow me is not worthy of me.” 8 The two
phrases are not synonymous.
A sampling of scholarly conjecture reveals that no one
thinks Jesus literally meant what he is alleged to have said in
Luke 14:26. The following sampling of statements, cited in
chronological sequence) are typical.
. . . Jesus is here regarding the well-beloved ones whom he
enumerates as representatives of our natural life, that life,
strictly and radically selfish, which separates us from God.
Hence He adds: Yea, and his own life also; this word
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forms the key to understanding of the word hate. At
bottom, our own life is the only thing to be hated. Everything else is to be hated only in so far as it partakes of this
principle of sin and death. . . . (Godet 1881:139)
In most cases these two [natural affection and loyalty to
Christ] are not incompatible; and to hate one’s parents as
such would be monstrous (Mt. xv. 4). But Christ’s followers must be ready, if necessary, to act towards what is
dearest to them as if it were an object of hatred. Comp[are], Jn. xii. 25. Jesus, as often, states a principle in a
startling way, and leaves his hearers to find out the qualifications. (Plummer 1922: 364)
The term “hate” demands the separation of the disciple,
and the warning not to love anyone or anything more is the
test. This abnegation is to be taken, not psychologically or
fanatically, but pneumatically and christocentrically.
(Michel 1967: 691)
. . . in this context ‘hate’ is not primarily an affective
quality but a disavowal of primary allegiance to one’s kin.
In a way consistent with other teaching in Luke, then,
Jesus underscores how discipleship relativizes one’s
normal and highly valued loyalties to normal family and
other social ties. (Green 1997: 565)
Mise,w, ‘to hate’, is usually said to have its Semitic sense,
‘to love less’9 . . . . it should be noted that the Hebrew Ña%ne%a
has the sense ‘to leave aside, abandon’, and this sense may
be present: cf. the use of avrne,omai in 9:23 diff. 14:26, and
the use of avfimi in 18:29 par. Mk. 10:29. The thought is
not of psychological hate but renunciation. . . . Luke retains the hyperbolic form which is an authentic part of
Jesus’ teaching. (Marshall 1978: 592–593)
The Saviour, of course, does not mean that he who desires
to follow him must hate his parents and other loved ones
as such, but certainly that if loyalty to Him clashes with
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loyalty to them he is to treat his loved ones in this connection as though they are persons whom he hates. But
even when he acts thus towards them . . . he must continue
to love them . . . in accordance with Christ’s law of love.
(Geldenhuys 1979: 398)
To hate is a Semitic expression meaning to turn away
from, to detach oneself from. There is nothing of that emotion we experience in the expression “I hate you.”
(Craddock 1990: 181)

The statement by Marshall and by Craddock that Hebrew

anEf' /Ña%ne%a has the sense “to leave aside, abandon, turn away”

finds absolutely no support in the Semitic lexicons. The stem
hn"v' / an"v' (ša%nâ / ša%na%a) can mean “to change, to remove, to
depart” (see below), not anEf' /Ña%ne%a . In the Septuagint misei/n
“to hate” never translated hn"v' / an"v', although it regularly
translated anEf' (Hatch and Redpath 1954 2: 929). The sense
of “abandon” or “forsake” can be recovered only if it is recognized that what Jesus said became garbled, thanks to normative Hebrew /Aramaic spelling which used the X for the s (Ñ)
and the sh (š) sibilants, so that sa%ne%a “to hate” and sha%na%a
“to withdraw” were spelled anX, automatically—though
unintentionally—creating a garbled written record of a perfectly clear oral statement.
THE AMBIGUITY OF

hnX AND anX

Thus, the misei/ “hate” in Luke 14:26 reflects the difficulties in interpreting some statements of Jesus once they were
written in Hebrew or Aramaic. In oral tradition there could
have been no confusion of lo-yis-naa “he does not hate” and
lo-ye-shan-neh “he does not forsake” (phonetic spellings).10
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The Hebrew/ Aramaic anXy al could have either meaning,
with the reader being forced to interpret. Interpretations could
be lexicographically correct without being true to the intent of
the speaker. This is especially true with hnX and anX.
The ambiguity of the hnX and anX, much to the consternation of the interpreter, permits the following choices.
(1) anEf' “to hate,” the cognate of Syriac A[* (se7na%a),
\ xH (šunîaa) “he
Arabic ëxH (šanaaa) “he hated” and £
was hated,” Aramaic anEf' / aN"s,; Ugaritic šna (Jastrow
1005, 1604; J. Payne Smith 1957: 382; Lane 1872:
1603; Gordon 1965: 492).
(2) hn"v' / an"v' “to change” the cognate of Syriac A[$
(še7na%a) “to change from one place to another, to remove, to depart . . . [as a metaphor] to leave, to fall
off from, to desert,” and Ugaritic šnw “to go away, to
break out, to hasten” (Castell 1669: 3788; J, Payne
Smith 1957: 382; Gordon 1965: 492; KBS 4: 1597;
BDB 1039).11
(3) hn"v' “to repeat, to do again” and ynIve “second,”
the cognate of Aramaic an"T. “to repeat, to teach,”
Syriac A]t (te7na%a) “to repeat, to tell” and Arabic £xª+
(.tanaya) “to fold, to double, to repeat”; !a'n>vi “repetition” (BDB 1040; KBS 4: 1598; J. Payne Smith 1957:
616; Lane 1863: 356–360).
(4) hn"v' / an"v' (a) “to glean, to sparkle, to shine, (b) to
facilitate, to make easy,” and (3) “to exalt, to promote,
be of high rank,” a cognate of Arabic£xD /ÑxD (sanay
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/ sanaw) “he ascended, he exalted” (see # 6, below)
and ynIv. “scarlet” (BDB 1040; KBS 4:1599; Lane
1872: 1448–1449; Wehr 1979: 509).
(5) hn"f' / an"f,' the cognate of Arabic ëxH (šanaaa) or
£\ xH (šaniaa) “he gave him his right or his due” (Lane
1872: 1603, not cited in BDB, KBS, or Jastrow).
(6) hn"v' / anEv', the cognate of Arabic£xD /ÑxD (sanay
/ sanaw) “he treated him with gentleness . . . behaved
well with him in social intercourse . . . endeavoring to
conciliate one” [form 3]; “he raised, exalted, or
elevated, him” [form 4]; and “ he sought to please,
content, or satisfy, such a one” [form 5] (Lane 1872:
1449; Wehr 1979: 509; not cited in BDB, KBS, or
Jastrow).
A clear example of the ambiguity of hnX / anX is found in
Ecc 8:1 where the MT reads aN<vuy> wyn"P' z[ow> “and the hardness of his countenance is changed.” But the Septuagint reads
kai. av n aidh.j prosw, p w| auv t ou/ mishqh, s etai, “a shameless
countenance will be hated.” Moreover, a Talmudic tradition
in Taua7nith 7 b (Epstein 1948: 29; Jastrow 1604), seemingly in
support of the Septuagint against the MT, stated: “Do not read
anwXy / y’shunne” [changed] but anXy / yissane [hated].”
The anX in Psa 127:2, an"ve AdydIyli !TeyI !Ke “for [God]
gives to his beloved sleep (= hn"v e)” has been translated by
Emerton and Seybold (cited in KBS 4: 1595) as “He [God]
certainly gives status / respect to the one whom he loves,”
which draws upon definitions (4c) and (6), above. The hnX in
Est 2:9, bAjl. . . . h'N<v;y>w: “and he advanced her . . . to the best
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place,” became in the Septuagint ev c rh,s ato auvth/| kalw/j “he
treated her well” and in the Peshitt. a B- . . . H| ?Rfw “and
he separated /distinguished . . . her above.” These reflect
definitions (4c) and (6), above.
THE AMBIGUITY OF

anXy alw

A Hebrew Vorlage of the phrase kai. ouv misei/ to.n pate,ra
e`autou/ “and he not hate his father” (Luke 14:26a) would have
been wyba ta anXy alw. But, whereas the Greek phrase is
perfectly clear, the Hebrew phrase is clearly ambiguous. First,
the al need not be the negative particle alo. It could well be
the emphatic alu “verily, truly, indeed” which appears in the
Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew in 19:22b, rwxbh
twbr tw[qrq wl hyh alX ypl [@[z] $lh “the young
man went away (angry)12 because he indeed had many
properties” (Howard 1995: 94–95).13
The presence of the emphatic al in Matt 19:22 suggests
that it could also have been in the Vorlage of Luke 14:26.
Assuming that anX in the Vorlage meant “hate,” Jesus may
well have meant, “If any one comes to me and he truly (or
actually) hates his father and mother and wife and children
and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot
be my disciple.” In this case the Greek text should have used
the emphatic ou=n “really” rather than the negative ouv “not”
—with only a n being the difference in Greek between “really
loving” or “not loving”— similar to the difference in Hebrew
between the al being read as lôaor lua. Were the ouv emended
to ou=n , 14:26 could be added to the biblical litany of love.
On the other hand, anX in the Vorlage of 14:26 need not
mean “hate.” Of the definitions listed above, an"v' (2) “to
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change, to go away, to withdraw” would provide a reasonable
alternative which would be compatible with the litany of love.
Forsaking one’s own family for a new love has its roots in the
creation story: “a man leaves / forsakes ( bz"[]y): his father and
his mother and cleaves ( qb;d"w> ) to his wife, and they become
one flesh” (Gen 2:24). The forsaking of kith and kin (saying
“good-bye”) for a new love required no hate, just change,
separation, new commitments and priorities. Jesus’ call for
the forsaking of all others in order for one to become a disciple appears in Matt 19:29 and Luke 14:33, which support the
reconstruction of the Vorlage of Luke 14:26 with anX / an"v'
“to leave, to forsake” rather than anX / anEf' “to hate.”14
Jesus’ response to the rich young ruler who inquired about
eternal life included the commandment to honor one’s father
and mother (Matt 19:19; Luke 18:20; Mark 10:19). Jesus
severely chastised the Pharisees and scribes for circumventing
this commandment, stating
God said, “Honor your father and your mother,” and, “Whoever speaks evil of father or mother must surely die.” But
you say that whoever tells father or mother, “Whatever support you might have had from me is given to God,” then that
person need not honor the father. So, for the sake of your
tradition, you make void the word of God. (Matt 15:4–6)

In light of the emphasis on honoring one’s parents— which
clearly includes financial assistance15— the hn"X' / an"X' in
Luke’s Vorlage could be definitions (5) “to give someone
their right or due” and (6) “to treat someone with gentleness,
conciliation, and esteem.” Had Jesus said Xya yla aby ~a
wyba ta anXy alw, he could well have meant “if a man
comes to me and does not treat his father with gentleness” or
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“if he a man comes to me and does not rightfully support his
father.” These definitions would apply equally well with all
family members mentioned by Jesus, including oneself—
validating self-esteem and self-support, as well as wifesupport, child-support, and conciliation among siblings.
While on the cross, just before he died, Jesus made provision for his mother’s welfare after his death.
When Jesus saw his mother, and the disciple whom he loved
standing near, he said to his mother, “Woman, behold, your
son!” Then he said to the disciple, “Behold, your mother!”
And from that hour the disciple took her to his own home.
(John 19:26–27)

This was not an act of hate ( anEf)' on Jesus’ part, nor was the
beloved disciple, in obedience to Jesus’ earlier command,
likely to start hating Mary once she became “Mother.” To the
contrary, Jesus and the beloved disciple were making it possible for Mary to receive what was her right and due (an"v').
This interpretation brings Luke 14:26 into the biblical litany
of love and into conformity with the family responsibilities
spelled out in Pro 28:24 and I Tim 5:4 (cited in note 15).
LUKE 14:27

o[stij ouv basta,zei to.n stauro.n e`autou/
kai. e;rcetai ovpi,sw mou(
ouv du,natai ei=nai, mou maqhth,j
Whoever does not carry the cross
and follow me
cannot be my disciple.
Luke’s earlier quotation of Jesus’s similar statement in
9:23, “If any man would come after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross daily (kaqV h` m e,r an) and follow me,”
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makes it certain that carrying / bearing a cross was something
that could and should be done repeatedly. Consequently, it
was not a call for martyrdom which could only be done once.
The Hebrew Vorlage of 9: 23 and 14:27 may well have had
al'T' / hl'T' — which was translated staurwqh,tw “be hanged,
impaled, or crucified” in Est 7:9. Once Jesus’ statements were
interpreted in the light of his crucifixion, the al'T' / hl'T' was
understandably read as the synonym of blc “a pole, stake,
or cross” used for hanging, impaling, or crucifixion, even
though, as Schneider (1971: 578) noted, “Cross-bearing in the
sense of patibulum ferre finds no parallel in Semitic at all.”
However, if al'T' / hl'T' was in the Vorlage used by Luke
it was probably the cognate of (1) Arabic \ãª' (talâa) “a bond,
or an obligation, by which one becomes responsible for the
safety of another, . . . responsibility, or suretiship, . . . the
transfer of a debt, or of a claim by shifting the responsibility
from one person to another” and£pª'! (aatlay) [form 4] “he
gave him his bond, or obligation, by which he became
responsible for his safety” and (2) Arabic Ñpª' / âª' (tilw / talâ)
“follower, companion” and “he followed, or went, or walked,
behind, or after. . . he imitates such a one, and follows what
he does; and follows him in action” (Lane 1863: 313–314).
With these definitions in focus the original meaning behind
Jesus’ statement, “whoever does not carry the cross and follow me cannot be my disciple,” may well have been “whoever
does not bear responsibility and does not imitate me cannot
be my disciple.” There may well have been multiple layers of
meaning to the statement:16
• to fulfill obligations for the support of one’s parents,
• to be lovingly responsible for kith, kin, and sojourner,
• to be a bonded imitator of Jesus in word and in deed.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The enigmatic statement of Jesus in Luke 14:26 calling for
his disciples to hate their family members and themselves is
in stark disagreement with the biblical litany of love outlined
in the Introduction. Therefore, a Hebrew/Aramaic Vorlage
was reconstructed in order to see what options were available
for an interpreter working with unpointed and unvocalized
written sources of Jesus’ sayings. The Greek ouv misei/ “not
hate” would easily have translated anXy al. But anXy al
could also have meant ou=n misei/ “truly hate” if the verb were
anEf'—meaning people who truly hated their family members
could not become Jesus’ disciples.
However, the verb anX (or its by-form hnX ) should have
been read with a sh sibilant (v) rather than the s ( f). By reading hn"v' / an"v' at least five different definitions become transparent, three of which are contextually appropriate in light of
the larger litany of love. It is my opinion that Jesus’ use of
hn"v' / an"v' (rather than hnEf' / anEf' “hate”) carried multiple
layers of meaning which included:
• “to forsake, to say good-bye, to depart”
• “to rightfully support, to give what is due,”
• “to treat with kindness, respect, and conciliation.”
Therefore, it appears that Jesus’ original oral statement
meant “Whoever comes to me and does not say good-bye to
father and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters, yes,
and his own life, cannot be my disciple.” But it was a good
good-bye. The separation, grounded in love, carried responsibilities for those left at home. Kinfolk were to receive their
due in kindness, conciliation, and support, as assuredly as
Jesus cared for his mother by appointing a guardian upon his
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impending death. While self-indulgence may be a symptom
of self-hate, self-denial was to become an exercise in selflove.
To interpret Pro 8:13, [r tanX hwhy tary “the fear of
the LORD is to hate a neighbor” would not be totally wrong,
but it would not do justice to the context or to the intent of of
personified Wisdom who was speaking. Similarly, the translation of anXy al ~a as “if he does not hate” would not be
totally wrong. But it appears to have been an early misreading
of a saying of Jesus which did not do justice to the biblical
litany of love, other teachings of Jesus, and the example he set
in his responsible relationship to his own mother.
NOTES
1. xa' “a brother or half-brother born of the same mother or father”
was also used for kinship in a wider sense meaning a “relative,
kinfolk, fellow, equal” (BDB 26; Jastrow 38). As noted by Jastrow
xa' could be gender inclusive, as in the Midrash Canticum Rabbah
VIII: 1 where ~yxa ynv “two brothers” is use for “brother and
sister.” The Arabic cognate
(c a.h) can also mean “a friend, an
associate, a fellow, or a companion” (Lane 1863: 33).

:ê

[;re and its by-form [;rme e mean “friend, companion, fellow, best
man, loved one.” In Lam 1:2 h' y [,r e appears as a synonym of
h'y b,h a] o “her lovers”; and in Cant 5:16 in appears in parallelism
with dAD “beloved, loved one.” In Jer 3:20 [; r e has the meaning of
2.

“husband,” similar to the Ethiopic cognates O`Å (ma7 re7 ca% )
“marriage” and O`Ãª* (ma7 re7 ca% wi% ) “bridegtoom” (Dillman
1955: 310; BDB 946).

3. In the Septuagint plhsi,on translated

[;r,e

or a variant form
thereof, 122 times and xa' four times, as well as twenty-three times
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as the translation of nine other Hebrew words (Hatch and Redpath
1148–1149).

4. Fi,loj “beloved, dear, friend, kith and kin” (Liddell and Scott

1939). In the Septuagint it translated [; r,e or a variant form thereof,
thirty-seven times and bhea ' ten times, as well as eight times for the
translation of four other Hebrew words (Hatch and Redpath 1431).

5. Adelfo,
v
j “brother, kinsman, colleague, fellow, associate”
(Liddell and Scott 20). In the Septuagint it translated xa' over four
hundred times, as well as fifteen times for the translation of five
other Hebrew words, including the [; r e in Gen 43:33 (Hatch and
Redpath 20–23).

6. The basic meaning of evcqro,j [passive] is “hated, hateful (of
persons or things),” [active] “hating, hostile,” and “enemy”
wherein the active and passive meanings coincide (Lidell and Scott
747–748 sub evc qai,r w , e;c qo,j , e;c qra). In the Septuagint evc qro,j
generally translates by:a ' or hb'y ae “enemy,” but in nine texts it
translated anEf ' (Exo 23:5; Job 8:22, 31:29; Psa 9:13, 40:7, 80:15
[LXX 81:15], 118:7 [LXX 117:7]). The reading of Matt 10:36 in
the Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (Howard 1995: 46–47)
is of particular interest: ~ybwha twyhl ~ybywahw “and the
enemies are to become loved ones.”

7. Davies and Allison 1991: 221, where it is noted that “service to
one’s teacher comes before service to one’s father” (Baba M’tsiua
2.11). However, the Talmud required the father to be served first
if he was a sage. The passage reads (Epstein 1935: 204–205):
But if his father is a sage, his father takes precedence. If his
father and his teacher were [each] carrying a burden, he must
[first] assist his teacher to lay it down, and then assist his
father. If his father and his teacher are in captivity, he must
[first] redeem his teacher and then his father, but if his father
is a sage he must [first] redeem his father and then his
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teacher. (See also Goldschmidt 1933: 579–580, [2, 11, folio
33a].)
Davies and Allison cited Hill’s (1981: 195) conclusion, “This verse
is not an attack on family relationships and natural attachments, but
it is a clear insistence that following Jesus is more important than
family ties . . . .”

8. The Gospel of Thomas Logia 55 retains elements common to
Matthew and Luke. It reads, “Whoever does not hate his father and
his mother will not be able to be a disciple (may/t/c / maqhth,j)
to Me,” and (whoever does not) hate his brethren and his sisters
and (does not) take up his cross (mpefcM oc) in My way will not
be worthy of Me.” The cM oc here is an abbreviation of ctauroc
= stauro,j “a cross, stake, or pale” used for crucifixion and used
as a metaphor for voluntary suffering (Liddell and Scott 1635;
Crum 1939: 546). (For Logia 55, see Guillaumont 1959: 30–31.)

9. Citing Luke16:13 par Matt 6:24; Gen 29:31–33; Deu 21:15–17;
2 Sam 19:7; Pro 13:24; Isa 60:15; Mal 1:2f.; Rom 9:13; 1 John 2:9;
SB I, 434.

10. There were, however, dialectal variations with the sibilants as
in the Sibboleth / Shibboleth incident in Jud 12:6. Mistakes with
sibilants could be costly. An analogy in English is the command
(written in Semitic style with consonants only): st yrslf ! It could
mean “suit yourself!” or “shoot yourself!”

11. Note, for example, Matt 4:12 where avnecw,rhsen “he withdrew” was translated in the Peshitt.a as Y[$ (šanî). For the interchange of

hn"v ' and an"v ' compare II Kings 25:29 and Jer 52:33.

12. The @[z “angry” is missing in three, possibly four, of the nine
available manuscripts of the Shem Tob Matthew.

13. Howard rendered the twbr

tw[qrq wl hyh alX “because

he did not have much property.” But, in light of
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(1) the Greek text reading h=n ga.r e;cwn kth,mata polla,
“for he had great possessions,” here and in Mark 10:22,
(2) the parallel passage in Luke 18:18 having h=n ga.r
plou,sioj sfo,dra “for he was very rich,” and
(3) Jesus’ following this encounter with an aphorism about
how hard it is for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven
the al of 19:22 must surely mean “verily!” For bibliography on
the emphatic l / al , see Chapter XIV, note 10, and KBS 510–511.

14. When John 12:25, “He who loves his life loses it, and he who
hates his life in this world will keep it for eternal life,” is read in
he light of John 15:13, “Greater love has no man than this, that a
man lay down his life for his friends,” the “hate” ( = anEf )' of
12:25 may have originated in a misreading of an"v ' “forsake /
abandon” in the original. Brown (1966 1: 474) noted,
Underlying John xii 25 is an independent variant of a saying
attributed to Jesus, a variant comparable in every way with
the variants represent in the Synoptic tradition [Mark viii 35;
Luke ix 24; Matt x 39; Matt xvi 25; Luke xvii 33]. Dodd
even suggests that John’s form is in some ways closer to the
original Aramaic saying than is any of the Synoptic patterns.

15. Davies and Allison 1991: 523, where attention is called to Prov
28:24 (“He who robs his father or his mother and says, ‘That is no
transgression,’ is the companion of a man who destroys”); and I
Tim 5:4 (“If a widow has children or grandchildren, they should
first learn their religious duty to their own family and make some
repayment to their parents; for this is pleasing in God’s sight”).

16. For a summary of six different traditional interpretations—
from understanding it as the equivalent of a;rate to.n zugo,n mou
evfV u`ma/j “take my yoke upon you” to its being marked with a Tau
( t ) as a sign of protection and possession—see Schneider 1971:
578–579.

XXXII
THE M EANING OF “MARY,”
“MAGDALENE,” AND OTHER NAMES
INTRODUCTION
The idea that Mary Magdalene was a penitent prostitute
became crystallized on Sept. 14, 591, when Pope Gregory the
Great gave a sermon in Rome in which he identified Mary
Magdalene in Luke 8:2 with the unnamed sinner in Luke
7:37, who “previously used the unguent to perfume her flesh
in forbidden acts,” and with the Mary of Bethany mentioned
in John 11:11
The reason for Gregory’s identifying these three women as
the same person may have been due to the proximity in sound
of the name Magdalene and the Greek noun magda7lia,, which
was a later form of av p omagdalia, “the crumb or the inside of
the loaf, on which the Greeks wiped their hands at dinner, and
then threw it to the dogs: hence, dog’s meat [dog food].”
(This custom may lie behind the Syro-Phoenician woman’s
reference to the “crumbs” ( = yici,w n = ~yTiPi = small pieces
of bread) thrown or fallen from the master’s table which the
dogs ate.)2
VApomagda7lia, appears in Sophocles’ Fragmenta 34 with
the meaning of “dirt washed off ” (Liddell and Scott, 209,
1071).3 With this latter definition and the shortened magda7lia,
in focus, it could be said that the sinful woman of Luke 7:37
had her “dirt washed off” (= av p omagda7lia,) when Jesus forgave her, making her a “magdalene” in the Greek sense of
magda7 lia. As a result, the Greek magda7lia, — which was at
best only insinuated in Luke 7:37—became erroneously
associated with the Hebrew / Aramaic Magdalene of Luke 8:2,
whose seven demons disappeared—like dirt wiped off.
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Mariam and Mariva
The uncertainty about the derivation of the names Miriam
( ~y"r>m)i and Maria/ Mary ( ha'yrIam'),4 matches the uncertainty of the derivation of Magdalene (hn"yliD"g>m;). Among the
many proposed derivations of Miriam ( ~y"r>m)i (arranged from
the least likely, in my opinion, to the most probable) are:5
(1) rm “bitter” and ~y “sea” meaning “bitterness of the
sea,” which, by reversing the word order, becomes “sea of
bitterness,” and then by equating the ~y" “sea” with ~yIm;
“water,” Miriam could mean “bitter water,” perhaps an
allusion to Exo 15:23, ~he ~yrIm' yKi hr'M'mi ~yIm;, “the
waters from Marah for they were bitter,” a phrase which
follows the “Song of Miriam” in 15:21. In the Midrash the
question was asked, “Why was she called Miriam?” and the
answer was, “on account of bitterness” (Seder Olam Rabbah, III).6

£?s

(2) arm “to be fat” (perhaps related to Arabic \
[marîc]
“to be digestible”), requiring the shift of the a to the consonantal y found in the name ~y"r>mi . However, ayrIm. was
used only for well-fed animals, usually for sacrificial “fatlings” (BDB 597), making it very unlikely that ayrIm. was
the base for Miriam’s name.7
(3) hrm “to rebel, to be contentious” (exemplified by
Num 12:1, “Miriam and Aaron spoke against Moses”), with
the y of ~y"r>mi reflecting the original y of this y" l verb and
the final ~ being a noun suffix. The participle ha'r>mo would
have been an appropriate epithet for Miriam after her confrontation with Moses, but was hardly her name at birth.
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Deut 21:18–20 calls for the stoning of the rebellious
(hr,A m) son, precluding any likelihood that this stem would
have been used for any child’s name, either before or after
the introduction of Mosaic law.8
(4) ~yr the cognate of the Akkadian rimu “to give,” 9
which would require a prefix m like the m of !T'm; “gift,”
for ~y"r>mi to become another noun meaning “gift.” Also,
for this to be the derivation of ~y"r>m,i the y of ~yr would
have to be read as consonant rather than as a vowel.

u!?s
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(5) ~rmthe cognate of Arabic
(mara%m) and
(marûm) “wish, desire, craving, aspiration, longing,
sought for” (Lane 1867: 1194–1195; Hava 1915: 279;
and Wehr 1979: 428). Ross (1962: 402) cited
(mara%m) as meaning “the wished-for child,” but there is
no reference in the lexicons to a child, per se, being the
object of the desire. Without the addition of a y it is
difficult to equate ~r"m' with ~y"r>m.i If the final ~ of
~y"r>mi is not a suffix but a part of the stem, it is impossible to relate ~rm to Mary ( Mari,a) or to Martha
(Ma, r qa), which do not reflect a final ~ stem.10

u!?s

(6) The Virgin Mary was referred to as stella maris, “star
of the sea,” a title which was commonly credited to
Jerome (d. 420), but Jerome actually called Mary stilla
maris, “a drop of the sea,” as though it were derived
from rm; “drop” and ~y" “sea.” The stella maris— if not
an error of stilla for stella—suggests an association of
Miriam with rAam' “luminary” and ~y" “sea,” an epithet
for Mary which was used by Isidore of Seville (d. 636);
Alcuin (d. 804); and Rhabanus Maurus (d. 856).11
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The combination of rAam' “luminary” and ~y" “sea”
may have contributed to the Talmudic tradition (Sot. a
12a) which gave Miriam three additional names:
[Miriam was called:] ‘Zeroth’ because she became
the rival [z. arah] of her contemporaries [in beauty].
‘Zohar’ because her face was like the glistening of
the sea [z. e7 har yam]. ‘Ethnan’ because whoever saw
her took a present [cethnan] to his wife.
The ~y" rh;c. “glistening of the sea” (dividing ~yrhc
into two words) would be the equivalent of ~y" rAam. ( =
~y"r>m)i . Cohen (1938: 59), following the textual tradition
of having only one word here, read ~yIr;h'co “noon,” requiring the gloss “[beautiful]” to give meaning to the
rather senseless “her face resembled noon.” 12
(7) arm “beloved” related to the Egyptian mri’ “to love”
and mrwty “the well-beloved.” 13 Zorell (1906: 356) conjectured that the -am ending in Miriam was an alternative
form of the -iah ending (which stands for the Yah =
Yahweh) found in Hebrew names. If so, Miriam meant
“one loving Yahweh” or “one beloved by Yahweh.”
However, because the Canaanite sea god was named
Yamm, it would have been difficult to know if ~yrm
meant “one loving Yah” or “or one loving Yamm.”
Gardiner (1936: 197) expressed his serious doubts about
this Egyptian derivation.

vªÜ?s

(8) ~y"r>m; the cognate of Arabic
(maryam) “a woman who loves the discourses of men but does not act vitiously or immorally, or commit adultery or fornication”
(Lane 1867: 998, 1204). It is a proper name, perhaps
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from
(râm) “a purely white antelope,” used for a
beautiful woman (in contrast to the Hebrew ~aer> “a
fierce wild ox.”). This derivation would be a perfect fit
for ~y"r>m.i Her participation with Moses and Aaron in the
early Israelite triumvirate (Mic 6:4) could well have
earned her the title ~y"r>m; , providing a pun on—if not the
derivation of— the name ~y"r>m.i Similarly, as discussed
below, Mary Magdalene, in view of her many discourses
with Jesus and her fellow disciples — which were free of
sexual overtones — would also have qualified her for the
~y"r>m; epithet.
(9) rm; “man, master, lord” and ht'r>m' “Martha, lady,
mistress” (BDB 1101; Jastrow 834). This Aramaic root
( cimraw c) “a
is the cognate of Arabic \ (mar c) and \
man or human being,” 14 with its feminine counterparts
being \ (camraca) and
(cimrât) “a woman, a perfect woman” or “an excellent woman” (Lane 1885:
2702– 2703).15 The am ending in Miriam is a suffix like
the –am /–om in the names Amram ( ~r'm.[;), Gershom
( ~vor>GE ), and Milcom ( ~Kol.m)i .16 The –am /-om suffix
could be either feminine or masculine, as evidenced by
the –om ending of ~ro[e (from rW[ “to be naked”) in Eze
16:7 ( hy"r>[,w> ~ro[e T.a;w> “and you were naked and bare”),
where the three words are clearly feminine singular.17
This derivation would mean that Miriam (Mariam),
Martha (Ma,rqa), and Mary (Mari,a =
= Mâriyat)
have the same derivation and differ only in terms of
which suffix was used to indicate the feminine gender:
~– ' or h– ' or ht' – '.18 This derivation would also account
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for Mary’s being called “Notre Dame /Our Lady” and for
her being esteemed by the church fathers and in the
Roman Catholic tradition as the “perfect woman.”19
Magdalhnhv and Magdwvlo"
The uncertainty about the derivation Magdalene matches
the uncertain derivation of Miriam and Maria, discussed
above. The possible derivations of Magdalene include the
following (without any significance to the order):
(1) lDog>mi and lD;g>m; “tower, turret,”20 used as the place
name Migdol (Hebrew) and Magdala (Aramaic); and
ha'l'D>g>m; , used as a surname of several rabbinic scholars
from Magdala (Jastrow 726).21 The –ene ending of
Magdalene is an adjectival ending like the –ene ending
on Nazarene, corresponding to the at'y– ending of
at'yliD>gm> ; “one from Magdala.” Of the many places
named Magdala, or having a name hyphenated with
Migdol, Mary’s Magadala has been identified with
Migdol Nûnîya ( aynwn-ldgm) “the Fish Tower,” known
in Greek sources as Tarichea (“Center of Fish Salting”)
which was situated about three miles north of Tiberias at
the place known by its Arabic name Mejdel (
s).22
Mary Magdalene’s Magdala should not be confused
with the Magdala near Jerusalem from which a certain
scribe “set his candles in order every evening of the
Sabbath, went up to Jerusalem, prayed there, returned
and lighted up his candles when the Sabbath was now
coming in” (Midrash Rabbah Lamentations [Lightfoot
1658: 375]). However, the aY"[;B'c; lD' g>m; “ Tower of

i
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Dyers,” also near Tiberias (Jastrow 1259), must be considered as a possible hometown for Mary Magdalene.
According to the Midrash Rabbah Lamentations (Freedman 1951: 162),
There were three cities whose taxes were carried to Jerusalem in wagons because of their great weight. The names
of these three cities were Kabul [south east of Acco],
Shih.un [near Sepphoris],23 and Magdala [near Tiberias].24
Why was Kabul destroyed? Because of their discords.
Why was Shih.un destroyed? Because of their magic arts.
Why was Magdala destroyed? Because of their harlotries
( twnz ynpm).25

If the twnz in this midrash means “idolatries” rather than
“harlotries,” and if the Magadala refers to aY"[;B'c; lD' g> m;,
the disappearance of Mary’s seven demons suggests a
shift in her religious practices rather than her being
penitent for sinful sexual activities. Since there were
many places named Migdol and Magdal, as there were
other places named Tarichea (“Fishtown”), identification
of her hometown remains uncertain at best—assuming
that Magdalene refers to a place—and traditions must be
perpetuated cautiously.
(2) al'D.g:m“. governess, caretaker” (Jastrow 213, 218,
321), with Hebrew variants tl,D, G: or tl,d, A G, from ld; G"
“to be high, to grow,” which, in the Pacel, means “to rear
[small children (qD;r.D); ], especially children of a primary
class.”
(3) al'D.g:m. “hairdresser,” with Hebrew variants tl,D, G:
or tl,d, A G, from ld; G" “to weave, to twine, to plait, to
dress hair” (Jastrow 213, 218). In Syriac lDg (ge7 dal)
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means “to twist, to plait, to interweave.” In the ArabicSyriac lexicon of Bar-Bahlul (c. 953 C.E .) it was stated
that Mary was called Magdalene because her hair was
braided (A|DG# [me7 gadlac] (J. Payne Smith 60–61).26
The Arabic
(jadala) can also mean “to twist tight,
to braid, to plait (Lane 1865: 392–393; Wehr1979:
137).27
A Talmudic tale in H.agigah 4 b illustrates just how easy
it was to confuse al'D.g:m. “hairdresser” and al'D.g:m.
“caretaker.” On one occasion, the Angel of Death said to
his messenger, “Go, bring to me Miriam Magdala [intending it to be al'D.g:m. ‘the hairdresser’].” However, the
messenger went and brought Miriam Magdala [misunderstood as al'D.g:m. ‘the caretaker’]. When the Angel of
Death called the mistake to the attention of his messenger, saying, “I told thee Miriam, the al'D.g:m. [‘the hairdresser’], the messenger volunteered to restore Miriam
al'D.g:m. [‘the caretaker’] back to life.” But the Angel of
Death opted for an easier solution, saying to the messenger, “Since you brought her, let her be added [to the
dead].”28

r;3

(4) al'WDg>m; or al'Dug>m; “a petite woman,” which would
have been the cognate of the Arabic
(majdûlat)
“a woman of beautiful compacture, of beautiful compact
make,” which is the feminine counterpart of
(majdûl) “a man of slender, slim, spare, lean make”
(Lane 1865: 392–393).

ÇoÖ;4s
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(5) al'D.g:m. “a cheerful woman” (an Aramaic Pa cel participle), which would have been the cognate of the Arabic
r=3 (jad.ala) “to be glad, joyful, happy, exuberant,” and
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the noun and adjective
(jad.lân) and
(jad.il)
“joyful, glad, happy, cheerful, in high spirits” (Lane
1865: 397; Wehr 1979:139). Because the Arabic (d. )
appears in Hebrew as z but as a d in Aramaic, al'D.g:m.
would be the Aramaic cognate.

>

(6) al'd.g"mu “deliberator, a debater,” which would be the
cognate of (1) Arabic
(jidâl) and
(mujâdalat) “he compared evidences [in a discussion with another person . . .] in order that it might appear which of
those evidences was preponderant, and the doing of this
is commendable if for the purpose of ascertaining the
truth,” and (2) Arabic
(jadal) “a term of logic, a
syllogism composed of things well known, or conceded;
the object of which is to convince the opponent, and to
make him understand who fails to apprehend the premises of the demonstration.”
The gnostic community must certainly have understood
Magdalene to be derived from al'd.g"mu “she who discusses for the purpose of ascertaining the truth.” In the
gnostic text Pistis Sophia thirty-nine of the sixty-four
questions addressed to Jesus by his disciples are attributed to Mary Magdalene, who readily admitted to her
persistence in questioning Jesus, saying, “I will not tire
of asking thee. Be not angry with me for questioning
everything,” to which Jesus replied, “Question what thou
dost wish” (I: 24). In the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas,
the Gospel of Phillip, and the Gospel of Mary, Mary
Magdalene is depicted as the beloved disciple who had
such intense discussions with Jesus that it created tension
with some of the other disciples, especially Peter.29 In
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this literature Mary Magdalene received truth directly
from Jesus, after which she sought to convince her
fellow disciples and make then understand what they
failed to apprehend.30
On the other hand,
(jâdal) may be quite negative,
meaning “he contended in an altercation, or disputed, or
litigated, by advancing what might divert the mind from
the appearance of truth and of what was right” (Lane
1865: 392). With this definition in mind, the tAldoG>" and
tAql'x] in Psa 12:4 can be read as abstract nouns tWldoG>
and tWql'x] , with negative nuances like the cognate
(jâdal). So interpreted, the verse reads:

r<è3
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tWql'x] ytep.fi-lK' hw"hy> trek.y:
tWldoG> tr,B,d;m. !Avl'
May the Yahweh cut off all lips of spuriousness
(and every) tongue speaking contentiously.31
Recognition of lAdG>" “contentious and deceitful” in this
Psalm—even though negative—would add support to
the idea that lAdG>" “honest discursive discourse” was an
available term in Hebrew which could provide a meaningful derivation for Magdala.
MARY MAGDALA AND SAT.DA
A very terse Talmudic tale in Sabbath 104b was thought by
many, including zealous Christian censors, to have identified
Mary Magdalene with Mary, the mother of Jesus, because it
speaks not only of an adulterous Magdalene,32 but identifies
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her as the mother of a man who had been crucified. The uncensored text reads as follows:33
c
‘And thus they did to Ben Sat.da in Lydda (dwl), and
c
they hung him on the eve of Passover. Ben Sat. da was
Ben Pandira.34 Rabbi H.isda said: The husband ( l[b)
c
was Stada , the paramour ( l[wb) was Pandira. But was
not the husband Pappos Ben Judah? — His mother’s
c
name was Sat.da . But his mother was Miriam, a dresser
of woman’s hair [ayXn aldgm]— As they say in Pumbaditha,35 “This woman was turned away from her husband” [hl[bm ad ty:j. s;] (i.e., committed adultery).36

The names in this text require comment, otherwise the
dialogue in the paragraph could be easily misunderstood.
According to Jastrow (972), Sat.da ( aD"j.s; / aD"j.As) was a
surname for Jesus of Nazareth and was probably a Greek
name like Stadieu,j .37 Given the occasional interchange of t
and j38 and the absence of a prosthetic a, the Aramaic aD"j.s;
is more likely to be the Persian loanword
(custâd. ),
which Castell (1669: col. 28 [Persico-Latinum]) defined as
“praeceptor, magister, peritus, ingeniosus.” This Persian loanword also appears in Arabic meaning “a master; a skillful
man, who is held in high estimation; a preceptor; a tutor; a
teacher, a craftsmaster . . .” (Lane 1863: 56, citing the
“Proverbs” of El-Meydánee [d. 1140 C.E .]).39
The Greek / Latin name Pappos “governor, tutor,” as well
as “grandfather” (Lewis 1964: 725), found in the quotation
above, would have been partially synonymous with Sat.da—
the two names referring to the same person but in different
languages. This interpretation of the names could well provide an explanation for the statement in Sanhedrin VII: 25 d

>"(D!
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(“so they did in Lydda, when they made two scholars lie in
wait for him [Ben Sat.da]”), indicating that Ben Sat.da was met
by two of his peers or tutorial colleagues. Were Ben Sat.da a
reference to Jesus, the name Sat.da would have to refer to (1)
Joseph as a craftsman, which would be like the use of
(custâd. ) in the Persian translation of the bvex “an ingenious
worker” in Exo 26:1, “with the work of an ingenious worker
you shall make them [the appliqué of cherubim for the tabernacle curtains],” or (2) to Jesus as “ingenious teacher” by
recognizing aD"j.s; !B, as a descriptive modifier like lyIx;-!B,
“the son of strength,” i.e., “a mighty man” (BDB 121), rather
than reading it as a patronym.
The name Pandira / Pant. ira) was noted by Jastrow (1186),
but no derivation was suggested. The clue for the meaning is
to be found in Shabbath 104 b which states:

>"(D!

It is tradition that Rabbi Eliezer said to the Wise, “Did not
Ben Sat.da bring spells from Egypt in a cut which was upon
his flesh?” They said to him, “He was a fool ( hjwv ), and
they do not bring proof from fools.”

;xªc

In light of the Arabic cognate @
(fandar) “plump, wanting in courage, heavy, and stupid” (Lane 1877: 2449), it is
obvious that arydnp /Pandira “stupid” is a synonym of
hjwv “fool.” Were arydp / Padira attested in the Hebrew
text,40 the cognate would be
(fadir) “foolish, stupid, unsound intellect or understanding”(Lane 1877: 2351), which
would make arydp an equally striking synonym of hjwv
“fool.”
What can be learned from this Talmudic text is summarized
as follows:
(1) A certain Miriam was a woman’s hair dresser (magdala) about whom Babylonian Jews reported: “this one
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( ad ) departed (tj;s)' from her husband,” thus qualifying
her for the name Sat.da ( ad + ty:j. s; = aD"j.s;, i.e., a
feminine pronoun + a feminine verb = a feminine name).
(2) This Miriam Magdala, alias Sat.da, was the wife of a
man named Sat. da, but his name was obviously not composed of a feminine pronoun and feminine verb like the
alias of his wife. His name meant “Ingenious / Teacher /
Tutor.” But the husband Sat.da also had an alias, namely,
Pappos which also meant “Teacher/ Tutor,” as well as
“Papa.” The son of mother Sat.da and father Sat.da—
who was obviously called Ben Sat.da — ended up with an
antonym as his alias, namely, Ben Pandira “Stupid/
Fool,” which was to say that the “Son of Ingenuity” became the “Son of Stupidity,” and perhaps for what some
saw at least as stupid behavior he was crucified on the
eve of Passover at Lydda.41
(3) Rabbi H.isda made it clear that the derogatory epithet
Ben Pandira was not only the alias of Ben Sat.da, but it
was also the epithet given to the paramour of “Miriam
the hairdresser,” who was certainly not the Mary Magdalene encountered in the Gospels nor Mary the mother of
Jesus.42 The Roman Diospolis ( = Lydda = dwl), where
Ben Sat. da was hanged, was a day’s journey west of
Jerusalem, precluding, on the basis of place alone, any
possible association of this text with the Gospel traditions of Jesus’ crucifixion at Golgotha.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
While the focus of this study has been on the names Miriam
(~y"r>m)i , Mary/Maria ( hayram), and Magdalene (hnyldgm),
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reference has also been made in the text or endnotes to the
derivation and meaning of nine other names. In summary they
can be reviewed as follows (in alphabetic order):
(1) Aaron ( !Arh]a; ) “rod, staff,” the cognate of Arabic
(harâwa) “rod, staff, scepter,” enhanced with a pros-
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thetic a.
(2) Dalmanutha (Dalmanouqa,) “seaman’s wall,” a compound name from the Aramaic amlyd “wall” and the Greek
loanword nau,t hj “sailor, seaman,” which appears in Arabic
as
/
(nutiyy / nawwât) “a sailor upon the sea.”

£ª'Ñw *!Ñw

(3) Magadan (Magada,n ) “highland,” from the stem dgn “to
be conspicuous,” with a locative m prefix, having the nuance
of the Arabic cognate
(najd ) “high or elevated land.”

;4ªw

(4) Moriah (hY"rIAm) “Yahweh is my Lord,” the equivalent of
WhY"nIdoa], with rm / arm being equivalent to the Aramaic rm
(murûc) “man” and Ö\
“lord” and the cognate of Arabic \
(marû ca) “manly perfection.”

Ö?s
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(5) Pandira/ Pant. ira ( ar"yden>P; /ar"yjen>P;) “stupid,” the cognate of Arabic cognate
(fandar) and its by-form
c
(fadir) “stupid, fool.”

@;xªc
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(6) Pappos (Pa, p poj) “governor, grandfather, tutor.”

a$L

(7) S.abacîm ( ~y[bc) (1) “dyers,” the cognate of Arabic
/
( s. ibg' / s. ibâg'at )” and (2) ~y[bc “religious laws,”
the cognate of Arabic
/
(s. abg' / s. ibg'at) “ religious
law, religion.”

Ç`"$L
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(8) Ših. in ( !Wxvi) “small salt fish,” the cognate of Arabic
\
(s. ih. nâ c ).
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(9) Sat.da ( aD"j.s;) “an adulteress,” from a popular etymology
based upon the Aramaic aD" and ty:j.s;, meaning “this one
forsook [her husband].”
(10) Sat.da ( aD"j.s;) “ingenious, teacher, tutor, craftsman,” the
Persian
(custâd. ) borrowed as a loanword in Aramaic
and Arabic.
Of the nine proposed derivations of ~y"r>mi (Mariam) noted
in this study, only the last one permits a common derivation
for Miriam, Mary and Martha, which are simply variant
feminine forms of the Aramaic cognate rm; / ar'm' “man,
lord.” Martha is the Aramaic equivalent of the Hebrew
Maria, and Miriam is an older Hebrew form of the name
having a suffixed -am, analogous to the suffixed -on on the
name of Solomon (which is based on the word Shalom). All
three can mean simply “Lady” or have the nuance attested
with the Arabic
(cimrat) “an excellent / perfect woman.”
The seven possible meanings of Magdalene can be found
in the following contrived sentence: “the petite ( hldgm)
governess (hldgm) became the cheerful (hldgm) hairdresser
( hldgm) deliberating (hldgm)at the tower ( ldgm) named
Magdala ( hldgm).” Tradition has focused on the last two
meanings, i.e., “the tower named Magdala” which has been
identified with a site about three miles north of Tiberias now
named Mejdel. But in gnostic traditions Mary Magdalene
became renown for her forensic faculties when questioning
Jesus and in deliberations with her fellow disciples.
While “Mary the hairdresser” of Talmudic tales received
the epithet Sat.da “adulteress,” the Mary Magdalene of the
Gospel texts and gnostic tradition deserved the epithet Sat.da
“ingenious, tutor” in her quest for truth and her efforts to tutor
the disciples following her conversations and encounters with
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Jesus. It is most unfortunate that the chance similarity of the
Greek magdaliá “dirt washed off ” and the Aramaic magdalac —with all of its positive definitions—became intertwined
( =hldgm) in Western traditions about Mary Magdalene, soiling
her name and her reputation.
NOTES
1. Onesti (2000: 106 –107). The effect of Gregory’s sermon has
been long lasting, as Onesti noted:
But what Gregory did in associating Mary of Magdala with
Luke’s unnamed sinful woman who anointed Jesus was to set
the stage for Magdalene interpretation in the West for the
next fifteen hundred years. In is unclear why Gregory would
make such a biblically inaccurate association between these
women. Yet, despite the lack of textual support in any Greek
or even Latin biblical manuscript, Gregory’s series exercised
tremendous influence on the history of exegesis in regard to
Mary of Magdala .

There are now numerous efforts being made on the internet to
reverse Gregory’s damage to Mary Magdalene’s reputation.
2. The verb pi,ptw was used for the throwing of dice as well as for
falling down or casting oneself down, suggesting that the morsels
of bread could have been tossed to the dogs as well as those
crumbs that accidentally fell from the table.
3. Rare words in the literature and the lexicons does not mean that
the words were rare in the language, especially when they were
apocopated non-literary terms. The word avpomagdalia, appears
twice in one passage in Aristophanes’ Knights (lines 411 and 415),
but something as common as a “napkin” (bread used to clean the
fingers and then thrown to the dogs) must have been widely used.
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4. The Shem Tob Hebrew Gospel of Matthew has two spellings of
Mary Magdalene. In Matt 27:56 hnyldgm hayram ( = Maria
Magdalene) appears, but in Matt 28:1 it reads hnyldgm ~yrm (=
Miriam Magdalene), suggesting that Maria and Miriam were fully
interchangeable. (For the Shem Tob text of Matthew, see Howard
1995: 146–149.)
5. Bardenhewer (1895), in a book I have not seen, reportedly dealt
with seventy different meanings of the names Mary and Miriam.
For a shorter list, see Ross 1962: III, 402.
6. I am indebted to Mr. Gilad Gevaryahu for this reference and a
similar passage in Yalkut Shimoni, Shemot 165, “. . . Miriam,
because in those days the Egyptians started to embitter the life of
the sons of Israel.” The equation of ~y" “sea” and ~yIm; “water” and
then with raeB. “well” appears to lie behind a tradition in Ta cnith
9a (Goldschmidt 1933, III: 432; Rabbinowitz 1938: 38), where it is
noted, “when Miriam died, the well disappeared, as it is said, And
Mirian died there [Num 20:1], and immediately follows [the
verse], And there was no water in the congregation.” If the ~y" of
~y"r>mi could suggest a raeB,. the rm of ~y"r>mi could be associated
with the cognate of Arabic (marra) “it passed away, it passed
along” (Lane 885: 2699). These associations could well have contributed to the traditions about the Well of Miriam roving about
and eventually ending up in the Sea of Tiberias (see Ginzberg
1968, 3: 49–54).

?s

7. Compare Maas (1912), who preferred this derivation, stating
that “Orientals consider the idea of being well nourished as
synonymous with beauty and bodily perfection, so that they would
be apt to give their daughters a name derived from mara. Mary
means therefore The beautiful or The perfect one.” According to
Gardiner (1936: 195) this was Bardenhewer’s preferred derivation.
But it is hard to imagine calling anyone a sacrificial “fatling.” If so,
it is easy to understand why Miriam was not a popular woman’s
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name for well over a thousand years.
8. The Targum on Micah 6:4 has a wordplay on hr"Am and ~y"r>m,i
with the notation that “Miriam was a teacher (hr"Am) for women.”
9. See von Soden 1981: 986–987, where ri-mu and ri-mu-tu are cited
with the meaning “Geschenk.”
10. Note also Bauer’s preference (1933: 87, note 2) for the stem
~wr / ~yr meaning “wünschen, Wunsch, Wunschkind, gewünschter
Gegenstand.” Lane (1867: 1194), Hava (1915: 279), and Wehr
(1979: 428) define
(mara-m) as “wish, desire, craving, sought,
sought for,” with no reference to a child being the object of the
desire. Ross (1962: 402) stated that
(mara-m) meant “the
wished-for child.” (See also note 13.)

u!?s

u!?s

11. For further discussion see the article by A. J. Maas, available
at http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15464a.htm and the article
from the Marian Library of the International Marian Research Institute at http://www.udayton.edu/mary/questions/yq/yq17.html.
12. See Jastrow 722 for rAam' and 1265 for rh;c;, both meaning
“light, light-hole, opening, window,” and rh;c. “glistening.” The
sexual overtones associated with the !nta “gift, hire [of a harlot]”
indicates that rhc also had sexual overtones, like the Arabic
cognate
(z. uhâriyat) “coitus, a certain mode, or manner, of
compressing” (Lane 1874: 1930). The Arabic \ª (mac îr) “coitus”
(Lane 1863: 136 –137) could have contributed to the r>mi of ~y"r>mi
having a sexual nuance hinted at in the !nta of Sotah 12a.

ÇÜ@è~Y

?áw s

13. Gardiner (1966:569) cited mrwt “love, wish” and mrwyty “the
beloved.”
14. The names hy"r"m. (Neh 12:2), hY"rIAm (Gen 22:2), and tAyr"m. (I
Chr 5:32) can be derived from rm / hrm “man, master, lord, Lord”
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(Jastrow 834). hy"r"m. and tAyr"m. could be the cognates of theArabic
(murûcat) and
(muruwat) which are variant spellings of
the word meaning “manliness, manly perfection” (Lane 1885:
2702–2703). In light of the use of arm in Dan 2:47, !ykil.m; arEm'
“Lord of kings” and in Dan 5:23, aY"m;v. - arEm' “Lord of heaven,”
hY"rIAm (ma-rîyâ > môrîyâ) would be the equivalent of WhY"nIdoa]
“Yahweh is my Lord.” See below, the discussion on derivation
number 9 in the list. Devila stated (1985) that “the actual meaning
[of Moriah] is unknown,” even though there is a folk etymology
which associates it with the root ha'r' “to see” and the name Yah.

É\ Ö?s

ÉÖ?s

É!?s!

15. The initial calif of
(cimrât) is a “conjunctive calif ” (Wright
1962: 20 –21), corresponding to the prosthetic a in Hebrew, which
means it is not a part of the stem. The usual feminine -ât ending of
c
imrât corresponds to the rare feminine –am ending of Miriam.
Just as this Arabic cognate brings clarity to the meaning of Miriam,
another cognate,
(harâwa) or
(harâwat) “stick, scepter,
c
staff, rod” and \ [hirâ ] “shoot of a palm-tree” (Lane 1893:
2889; Hava 1915: 826; Wehr 1979: 1203;) brings clarity to the
meaning of !Arh]a ; “Aaron.” The proverbial “Aaron’s rod ” is
rooted in his name. The initial a of !Arh]a ; is a prosthetic a,
mentioned above, which was added to the Hebrew !Arh'. The final

£Ö!?|
!?|

ÉÖ!?|

! of !roh]a; is a suffix, mentioned below in footnote 18. Thus, !roh]a;
is from the stem wrh* “to beat with a rod” and !wor>h*
; (harwon >
harôn) “staff, rod, scepter.” Just as Miriam has the rare –am
ending instead of the usual –at termination, Aaron has the –ôn
ending found in proper names like Solomon. Aaron’s rod appears
in Exo 7:8–13, 18–20; 8:5–7, 16–19; and Num 17:6–8. Another
example of a “rod or staff” appearing as a noun and a proper name
is lQem; and tAlq.mi (BDB 596).
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16. Maria,mmh / Mariamme, the variant spelling of Miriam found
in Josephus (Antiquity of the Jews, II: 221 and III: 54; see Naber
1888, I: 113, 149; Whiston 1974, II: 155, 187), reflects the lengthening of the –am suffix and the use of Greek case endings. For
examples of the reduplication of the final letter of Hebrew stems
see GKC 84 b k-m .
17. Other words and names ending with -am or -om are cited in
GKC 85 t.
18. The masculine name Marion ( !Ayr>m' = Mari,wn) has the same
derivation, but the noun !Ayr>m, means “rebel” (Jastrow 842). Other
g
u
words / names ending with -ôn or -ûn are cited in GKC 85 and 86 .
See note 14 for other names derived from rm; / arEm'.
19. Note especially the sixth tableau, called “The Perfections of
Mary,” in the famous “Tapestry of Our Lady” in Reims, France.
See http:// www.udayton.edu/ mary/ questions/yq/yq204.html. In
Islam the Virgin Mary is esteemed more highly than the wife or the
mother of Mohammed.
20. The Magada,n of Matt 15:39 can be derived from dgn “to be
conspicuous, in front of ”(BDB 616), but having the nuance of
Arabic cognate
(najd) “high or elevated land or country,
highland, . . . an elevated or mountain road” (Lane 1893:
2766–2767), which appears in the place name
(Nejd) for the
Arabian highland. The original name, with a prefix m designating
a place and a suffix ! indicating a name (see above note 18), was
probably !d"g"n>m;, which became !d"G"m; with the assimilation of the
initial n of the stem. It is probably a reference to Mount Arbel
which towers above Magdala.
The Dalmanutha ( Dalmanouqa,) of Mark 8:10 is a compound
name of (1) the Aramaic amlyd “wall” (Strange 1992: 4, citing
Kilayim 32d ) and (2) the Greek nau,thj “sailor, seaman” which

;4ªw

;4ªw
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appears in Arabic as
/
(nutiyy / nawwât) “a sailor upon the
sea.” In the S. ih.áh. of El-Jowharee (died c. 1015 C .E .) it was stated
that
(twn) came “from the language of the people of Syria.”
Evidently, nau,thj had become a Greek loanword in Aramaic, and
from Aramaic into Arabic. If so, the atwnmld in the Aramaic/
Hebrew source of Mark should have been read as the compound
at' W"n:-~l'yDI “Sailors’ Wall” rather than as the unknown abstract

*!Ñw

at' Wnm'l.D:.
All three (Magadan, Magdala, Dalmanutha) point to the same
general area: Dalmanutha was the Sailors’ Wall at the tower of
Magdala—that particular Magdala which was in the region of
Magadan, i.e., the one near the highland of Mount Arbel. In light
of Jos 12:2, where the MT tp;f. “shore, bank” was translated by
me,roj, the phrase h=lqen eivj ta. me,rh Dalmanouqa, in Mark 8:10
could mean simply, “he went to shore at the Sailors’ Wall.”
21. The Greek ma,gdwloj “watch-tower” is obviously an Aramaic/
Hebrew loanword, unrelated to the magda7 lia discussed above in
the Introduction. The name Magdiel in Gen 36:43 was noted as
follows in the Targum Yerushalmi, ar'q>nI Ary[i ~v, l[; laeyDIg>m;
aWh qz"x' lD'g>mi, “Magdiel was named after his city, (for) its strong
tower.” Contrary to this tradition, lexicographers generally derive
Magdiel from dg<m, “excellence” and lae “God.” (See BDB 550.)
a

22. See Pesah.im 46 (Goldschmidt 1933: 483; Freedman 1951:
219) where Migdal Nunia was said to be a mil (= 2000 cubits)
distant from Tiberias ( ayrbj d[w aynwn ldgmmk lymd). For an
internet site of interest, see http://www.ourfatherlutheran.net/
biblehomelands/galilee/magdala.htm.

"x0L

23. Note the Arabic \
(s. ih.nâ c ) “a certain condiment, or seasoning made of fish, small salt fish” (Lane 1872: 1656; Hava 1915:
390; Wehr 1979: 590). Shîh.în (Sîh.în) and Migdol Nûnîya, could
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be identified in Greek as Tarichea, “Salt Fish Center.” For the
interchange of c ( ) and X / s, note #tn and stn (BDB 683).

M

24. The gloss in the midrash identified this aldgm with lD;g>m;
~y[iB'c; “Tower of Dyers” which was destroyed because of harlotry
(twnz ynpm). The Arabic cognates of [bc are
/
(s. ibg' /
'
s. ibâgat) “dye, the art of the dyer” and
/
(s. abg' / s. ibg'at)
“religion, religious law, anything whereby one advances himself in
the favour of God” (Lane 1872: 1648). Thus, the aY"[;B'c; al'D> g>m;
“Tower of Dyers” may have also implied a “Tower of Torah.”

a$L Ç`"$L
a$L Ç_$L

25. The twnz “harlotries” referred to in this midrash could actually
be the cognate of Arabic
(zûn) “an idol, and anything taken as
a deity and worshiped beside God . . . a place in which idols are
collected and set up” (Lane 1867: 1273, 1268). See also Chapter
IX, page 93, above.) Idolatry at Magdala could have been a more
serious problem than prostitution at Magdala. The ha'l'D>g>m; surname of several rabbinic scholars may well have referred to lD' g>m;
aY"[;B'c; with its religious overtones, “because [bc ‘religion’ intermingles in the heart like the [bc ‘dye’ in a garment” (paraphrasing
a phrase from Lane’s lexicon).

zÖB

26. It is interesting to note how Lightfoot (1658: 3:87, 375) equated the plaiting of hair with prostitution. He stated:
Whence she was called Magdalene, doth not so plainly
appear; whether from Magdala, a town on the lake of
Gennesaret, or from the word aldgm which signifies a
plaiting or curling of the hair, a thing usual with harlots.
. . . The title which they [the Talmudists] gave their Mary
[aldgm] is so like this of ours [Magdalene], that you may
with good reason doubt whether she was called Magdalene
from the town of Magdala, or from that word of the Talmudist, aldgm a plaiter of hair. We leave it to the learned
to decide.
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Lightfoot was able to equate Mary Magdalene’s demons with vices
by appealing to Talmudic usage which was “wont to call vices by
the name of devils: as ‘An evil affection is Satan’ [Gloss. in Joma,
fol. 67.2]: ‘Drunkenness by new wine is a devil’ [Gittim, fol. 77.2,
&c.] . . . by devils seems to be understood the vices to which she
was addicted . . . . ”
27. KBS (I: 178–180) sub voce ldg cited Arabic jazula and
jadaila with jadala “to twist, to plait, rope” but jazala means “to
cut, to be chaste, to be generous, to be correct” (Lane 1865: 420;
Hava 1915: 89; Wehr 1979: 147).
28. See Abrahams 1938: 17.
29. The Coptic Gospel of Thomas (Guillaumont 1959: 56–57) ends
with Peter saying, “Let Mary go out from among us, because
women are not worthy of the Life,” to which Jesus replied. “See,
I shall lead her, so that I will make her male, that she too may
become a living spirit, resembling you males. For every woman
who makes herself male will enter the Kingdom of Heaven.” Behind the Coptic HOOUT (hooit) “male,” which occurs here three
times, was a Vorlage with either Hebrew rkz or Aramaic rkd,
both of which are cognates of Arabic
(d
.akara), and all three of
which mean either (1) “male, male organ” or (2) “remembrance,
memory” (BDB 269–271). The Arabic
(d
.akara) also means
“repentance” and “obedience” (Lane 1867: 969, 971), with its use
in the Qurcan (Sura 89:24) of particular interest. It deals with
repentance which comes too late for a person to enter the Kingdom
(literally, “enter among My servants, enter My Garden”).

?k>

?k>

Thy Lord shall come with angels rank upon rank . . .

?k=(Ü [yatad.akkaru]),
But how will repentance ( £ ?k=o! [ad
.d
.ikrî]) avail him?
On that day a man will repent (

With this Arabic cognate in focus, the rkz / rkd in the Vorlage of
Logia 114 could have meant that Jesus would lead Mary to
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“repentance” and “obedience,” promising that any repentant woman could enter the kingdom as readily as any male penitent—
thereby dismissing Peter’s chauvanistic request. Given the ambiguity of Hebrew /Aramaic rkz / rkd , it is easy to see how the
Vorlage was interpreted to promote the widely attested Gnostic
gender agenda which deprecated the feminnine and females.
30. For reading Pistis Sophia, the Gospel of Mary, the Gospel of
Philip, and other gnostic text including the Nag Hammadi texts
online, see http://www.gnosis.org/library.html. Otherwise, note
Robinson (1977: 130, 135–138, 470–474) and Mead (1921).

Çhoè/

31. The Arabic cognate of qlx is
(h.âliqat) “the cutting, or
abandoning, or forsaking, of kindred, or relations . . . and mutual
wrong doing, and evil speaking . . . or that which destroys, and
utterly cuts off, religion” (Lane 1865: 630). Rendering tWld"G>
“contentiousness” as “contentiously” is in the interest of idiomatic
English.
32. According to the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus (2:3), Mary,
the mother of Jesus, was indirectly charged with fornication when
the Jewish elders said to Jesus at his trial before Pilate, “. . . thou
wast born of fornication.” This charge was also made by Celsus,
who according to Origen, said that when the mother of Jesus “was
pregnant she was turned out of doors by the carpenter to whom she
had been betrothed, as having been guilty of adultery, and that she
bore a child to a certain soldier named Panthera.” See Chadwick
1953: 31–32) and James (1924: 98–99) for the full text of the
Gospel of Nicodemus. Verses 2:3–5 are as follows:
The elders of the Jews answered and said unto Jesus: What
shall we see? Firstly, that thou wast born of fornication;
secondly, that thy birth in Bethlehem was the cause of the
slaying of children; thirdly, that thy father Joseph and thy
mother Mary fled into Egypt because they had no
confidence before the people. Then said certain of them
that stood by, devout men of the Jews: We say not that he
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came of fornication; but we know that Joseph was
betrothed unto Mary, and he was not born of fornication.
Pilate saith unto those Jews which said that he came of
fornication: This your saying is not true for there were
espousals, as these also say which are of your nation.
Annas and Caiaphas say unto Pilate: The whole multitude
of us cry out that he was born of fornication, and we are
not believed: but these are proselytes and disciples of his.
33. Shachter and Freedman 1935: 456.
34. The Hebrew text has awh arydnp !b adjs !b (Goldschmidt
(1: 564 and 7: 285), whereas the English text of Shachter and
Freedman (1935: 456) reads Padira rather than Pandira. Jastrow
(1137, 1186) does not cite arydp among the variant spellings of
this name.
c
c
35. at'ydIB.m.WP means “the mouth of the Be7dîtâ .” The Be7dîtâ was
a canal along the Euphrates. A great Jewish academy in Babylon
was located there (Jastrow 1142).

36. aD" ty:j.s; “this one deserted (her husband)” is a popular etymology combining aj's. “to go astray, to be faithless” and the
feminine aD" “this one.” (The variant aD" tj;s' appears in Sanhedrin 67a .) Shachter and Freedman (1935: 457, n. 5) commented
that “Derenbourg (Essai note 9, pp. 468–471) rightly denies the
identity of Ben Stada with Jesus, and regards him simply as a false
prophet executed during the second century at Lydda.”
37. See Box 1916: 201 for several attempts to force the name to
mean “the son of a harlot.”
38. Note @t;x' and @j;x' “to seize” and the interchange of d and
in the various spellings of Pandira / Pant. ira, noted below.

j
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39. The loanword
(c ustâd
. ) is used widely in modern Arabic
for academic titles like “master” and “professor” and to address
intellectuals (Wehr 1979: 18–19).
40. In the Soncino English edition of the text, Shachter and Freedman (1935: 457) list the names as Padira and Pandira. However, in
the printed Hebrew text, Goldschmidt (1933 1: 564 and 7: 285) has
arydnp for Ben St. adac and the paramour of “mother St. adac .”
41. Crucifixion was not uncommon. Josephus wrote of Alexander
Janneus’ crucifixion of 800 Jewish fighters while still alive—after
the victims watched the murder of their wives and children before
their eyes—in response to the outcry of many Jews for Janneus to
do the people a favor and kill himself (Antiquities XIII: 14: 379–
383; see Whinston 1974: III, 265; Naber 1892: II, 211).
42. While the Greek/Latin pa,nqhr / panthera “panther” was, according to Diessman (1906: 871–872), a common surname for
Roman soldiers at that time, it is unlikely that the hard j of
ar'yjen>P; reflects the soft Q of the Greek pa,nqhr. Consequently,
there seems to be little reason to appeal to pa,nqhr as the Greek
loanword which produced the name Pandira / Pant. ira. However,
it would not be surprising that a derogatory pun was used for any
Roman soldier named Panther—suggesting fierceness—to be
called in Aramaic ar'yjen>P; “Chubby / Coward / Fool.”

XXXIII
“DO YOU LOVE ME
MORE THAN KITH-AND-KIN?”
JOHN 21:15–17
INTRODUCTION
John 21:15a

Si,mwn VIwa,nnou(1 avgapa/|j me ple,on tou,twnÈ
le,gei auvtw/(| Nai. ku,rie( su. oi=daj o[ti filw/ seÅ
Simon of John, do you love me more than these?
He said to him, “Yes, Lord; you know that I love you.”

The Greek text has avg apa/|j “love” as the verb in Jesus’
question to Peter and filw/ as the verb in Peter’s response.
The significance of Peter’s changing the verb from avg apa,w
to file,w has been thoroughly debated, with a number of commentators convinced that Peter, perhaps from guilt over his
threefold denial of Jesus (Matt 26:74–75), would not use the
lofty verb avg apa,w , but humbled and humiliated could only
respond with a contrite file,w .
Other commentators have disagreed with any conclusion
that file,w was a less lofty verb than avg apa,w. Bernard (1923:
703) concluded that avg apa,w and file,w are “practically synonyms” in the Gospel of John, noting that both verbs are used
for (1) God’s love for man, (2) the Father’s love for the Son,
(3) Jesus’ love for men, (4) the love of people for other
people, (5) the love of people for Jesus, and (6) the love of
people for God. Consequently, for Bernard “it would be precarious to lay stress on the change of avg apa/|j in vv. 15 and 16
to filei/j in v.17.”
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Similarly, Brown (1970: 1103) aligned himself with the
ancient scholars like Chrysostom and Cyril of Alexandria,
with the Reformation scholars like Erasmus and Grotius, and
with more modern scholars like Bernard, Moule, Freed, and
McKay—against other scholars like Trench, Westcott, Marsh,
and Plummer—by denying any clear distinction of meaning
in the alternation of avg apa,w and file,w in 21:15–17. One of
his reasons for taking this position was
In Hebrew and Aramaic there is one basic verb expressing the
various types of love, so that all the subtlety of distinction
that commentators find in the use of the two verbs in 15–17
scarcely echoes the putative Semitic original. We note that
LXX uses both verbs to translate Hebrew aa%he%b, although
agapan is twenty times more frequent than philein. In the
Syriac translation of 15–17 only one verb is used.

Aside from this reference to the “putative Semitic original,”
the Hebrew or Aramaic which may have been used in the
actual conversation between Jesus and Peter received almost
no attention in Brown’s twenty-two page discussion on John
21:15–23. Actually, Hebrew had a rather rich vocabulary for
“love” and “lovers,” including the widely used bha (Deut
6:4), the familial or intimate h[r (Jer 3:1),2 the romantic dwd
(Cant 1:24), and the compassionate ~xr (Psa 18:1). Moreover, the Aramaic familial rbx and the Syriac Rvx (h. e7bar)
correspond in part to the semantic range of Hebrew familial
h[r.3
THE MEANINGS OF

hla AND h[r

Since no Hebrew or Aramaic text of Jesus’ conversation
with Peter is available, commentators have been reluctant to
speculate over the Semitic Vorlage, contenting themselves
with defining the nuances of avg apa,w and file,w . However,
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the debate could be resolved if the following Hebrew texts
were given due consideration. The first significant text is Isa
61:3, which reads in the MT and the Septuagint as follows:

raePt' .hli . hw"hy> [J;m; qd,Ch, ; yleyae ~h,l' ar" qow>
that they might be called oaks of righteousness,
the planting of Yahweh that he may be glorified

kai. klhqh,sontai geneai. dikaiosu,nhj
fu,teuma kuri,ou eivj do,xan
and they shall be called generations of righteousness,
the planting of the Lord for glory.

The MT yleyae (rendered “trees” or “oaks” or “terebinths” in
standard translations) became in Greek the plural of genea,
“family, race, generation, clan, offspring” (Liddell and Scott
342; Arndt and Gingrich 153).
The Greek translators were obviously aware of that hla /
lya which was the cognate of Arabic r! (Aâl /Aill ) and ÇªpªÜ!
(A îlat) meaning “a man’s family, i.e., his relations or kinfolk;
or nearer, or nearest, relations by descent from the same father
or ancestor; . . . household, followers; those who bear a
relation, as members to a head” (Lane 1863: 127–128).4
In support of the Greek reading geneai “family, generation,
one’s people, relations” in Isa 61:3 is the parallel in Isa 60:21,
[Q /K] y[;J m
' ; / A[J'm; rc,nE . . . ~yqiyDIc; ~L'Ku %Me[;w>
your people—all of them—shall all be righteous . . .
the branch of my/ his [Q/K] planting

kai. o` lao,j sou pa/j di,kaioj . . .
fula,sswn 5 o. fu,teuma
all your people also shall be all righteous . . .
preserving that which they have planted.

The lya of 61:3 and the ~[ of 60:21 are interchangeable,
although, admittedly, ~[ was as common as lya was rare.6
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Although noted in Castell’s lexicon (1669: 58, 115, “populus,
asseclae, affines, familia, domestici”) the Arabic cognate
r! / ÇpÜ! (= lyai / hL'a)i has dropped out of subsequent lexicons.
Although rarely found in the literature, it probably appears in
the name laeylia/ (Elihl / Alihl) in I Chron 11:46–47,
meaning the same as the ~['ylia/ (Eliab) in II Sam 11:3 and
the laeyMi[; (Amihl) in I Chron 3:5—all meaning “God is my
kinsman”—which are much like laeW[r> (Ragouhl) “God is
my kinsman” and hY"xia] and hY"bia] “Yahweh is my brother /
father.”
In Lam 1: 5, 11, 15, 16, and 19 there are numerous references to the family and community members over whom the
personified Jerusalem lamented, including

h'yb,h]ao
h'y[,rE
h'yl,l'A[
HM'[;
yr:yBia;
yr"WxB;
yb;h]a;me
yn:qez>
yn:h]Ko
yn:b'

(avg apw,n twn auvth/n )

“her lovers”

(filou/ n tej auvth/n )
(nh,pia auvt h/j )

“her family members”
“her little ones”

(lao.j auvth/j )

“all her people”

(iv s curou,j mou)

“my mighty ones”

(ev k lektou,j mou)

“my young men”

(ev r asta,j mou)

“my loved ones”

(oi` presbu, t eroi, mou) “my elders”
(oi` I` e rei/j mou)

“my priests”

(ui` o i, mou)

“my sons”

In view of this focus on Zion’s “kith and kin,” (i.e. on
people rather than things) the phrase hY"kiAb ynIa] hL,ae-l[;
in Lam 1:16, commonly translated “for these things I weep,”
would be better translated “for kith-and-kin I weep,” with
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hL,ae being repointed as hL'ai.

7

In light of this definition,
along with the Septuagint’s translation of hla in Isa 61:3 as
geneai., Hebrew hla can mean (1) hL,ae “these”, (2) hl'a' “to
curse,” (3) hl'a' “to wail,” (4) hl'ae “terebinth, oak tree” (5)
hL'a; “lance, fork, sign-pole,” (6) Hl'a/ / H;Ala/ “God,” and (7)

hL'ai “kith and kin.” This last definition is the key for interpreting Jesus’ question to Peter, avg apa/|j me ple,o n tou,t wn
“do you love me more than these?” (discussed below).
Prov 18:24 sheds significant light on the difference between
avg apa,w (when it equals bha) and file,w (when it equals
h[r). It reads
xa'me qbeD' bheao vyEw> [;[erot.hil. ~y[ire vy[ai]8
There are kinfolk who proffer special friendship,9
but there is a loving one who sticks closer than a brother.

The contrast here between [r / [[r ( = h[r to share in
“familial love” or “brotherly love”) and bha “the loving one”
definitely places the latter as more lofty than the former.
On the other hand, the use of h[r Jud 14:20, tv,ae yhiT.w:
Al h['rE rv,a] Wh[erEmel. !Avm.vi “Samson’s wife was given
to his special friend, who had been his best man,” also needs
to be in focus when interpreting the conversation between
Jesus and Peter in John 21:15–17. Of special interest is the
denominative Pi cel h['rE “to love in a special way,” coupled
with [;rEme “friend, best man, confidential friend.”10
JESUS’ DIALOGUE WITH PETER

If Jesus’ question to Peter (avg apa/|j me ple, on tou, t wnÈ “do
you love me more than these?”) had been asked in Hebrew it
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could have been stated as either hlam rtwy ynbhath or
hlam rtwy yta bhat htah. Either way, the meaning was
more likely to have been, “Do you love kith-and-kin more
than me?” Far from hla being the indefinite tou,t wn “these”
(which could have meant anything from Peter’s fishing gear
to his fellow fishermen) it was a very definite reference to
Peter’s geneai., his “family, clan, kith-and-kin.” The Matthean
(10:37) indicative statement of Jesus,
~O filw/n pate,ra h' mhte,ra u`pe.r evme.
ouvk e;stin mou a;xioj(
kai. o` filw/n ui`o.n h' qugate,ra u`pe.r evme.
ouvk e;stin mou a;xioj
Whoever loves father or mother more than me
is not worthy of me;
and whoever loves son or daughter more than me
is not worthy of me,

became the Johanine (21:15) interrogative “Do you love me
more than kith-and-kin?” The question may have been in anticipation of Peter’s ministry with Gentiles. Was he so locked
into his Jewish clan that he would insist that “it is unlawful
for a Jew to associate with or to visit any one of another
nation” (Acts 10:28)? Or would his love for Jesus permit him
to affirm—as he later did—“I truly understand that God
shows no partiality, but in every nation anyone who fears him
and does what is right is acceptable to him!” (Acts 10:34f.)?
Thus, Jesus asked, hlam rtwy ynbhath “Do you love me
more than ‘family’ or ‘clan’ or your ‘ethnic’ identity?” Jesus
asked the question in the spirit of Prov 18:24, for while “there
are kith and kin who proffer friendship,” Jesus was asking
about “a loving one ( bha = avg apa,w ) who sticks closer than
a brother.”
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If the response of Peter to Jesus was in Hebrew, he probably did not say ^t.ao bh;a—
e since the Greek became file,w
rather than avg apa,w. Peter’s Hebrew was either ^t.ao h[,r"a]
or ^y[,r"a,] with the verb being the intensive Pi cel h['rE ,
which was well translated as file,w in the Septuagint of Jud
14:20, where e`n i. tw/n fi,l wn auv t ou/ w- n evf ili, a sen appears
for the MT Al h['rE rv,a] Wh[erEmel. “to his special friend,
who had been his best man.” Peter seemingly opted for an
intensive form of a verb which carried the nuance of the
special love of a confidant. It was no less lofty than bha but
it was a great deal more specific, reflecting the special relationship established earlier in John 15:15 when Jesus called
the disciples fi,l ouj ( = ~y[irE ) “loving confidants,” which
Brown (1970: 659) translated, “I have called you my beloved,
for I have revealed to you everything I heard from the Father.”
The force of the Peter’s choice of h['rE would match its use
in Psa 37:3–4, hw"hy>-l[; gN:[;t.hiw> hn"Wma/ h[er>W “cherish faithfulness and take exquisite delight in Yahweh.” Both imperatives, h[er> and the gN:[;t.hi, convey the idea of “exquisite
love,” which is unambiguous considering the gn[ in Cant 7:7,
~ygIWn[]T;B; hb'h]a; “O Love, daughter of delights.”11 When
limiting the inquiry about Peter’s choice of verbs to the nuances of Greek file,w , the intensive force of Peter’s affirmation in Hebrew—“I cherish you!”—and its nuance of the love
of a confidant or best man never comes into focus.12
Jesus seemingly took advantage of Peter’s use of h['rE instead of bh;a' as an opportunity for some didactic paronomasia with (1) h['rE “to love as a confidant or best man / friend ,”
(2) h['r" meaning literally “to pasture, to tend, to feed, and (3)
h['r" used as a metaphor meaning “to pastor, to lead, to teach,
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to rule.” While the oral tradition could easily distinguish between h[e r > “feed!” and h[e r " “love!” the written tradition did
not. With these texts, definitions, and nuances in focus, the
conversation between Jesus and Peter can be reconstructed
(with uninflected stems in parentheses) as follows:
“Simon of John, do you love ( bh;a )' me
more than kith-and-kin ( hL'a )?”
[Peter] said to him,
“Yes, Lord, you know that I cherish13 ( h[' r E ) you.”
Jesus said to him, “Feed ( h[' r " ) my lambs!”14
A second time he said to him,
“Simon of John, do you love (bh;a )' me?”
[Peter] said to him,
“Yes, Lord; you know that I cherish ( h[' r E ) you.”
Jesus said to him, “Lead ( h[' r ") my sheep!”15
He said to him the third time,
“Simon of John, do you cherish ( h[' r E) me?”
Peter felt hurt because he said to him the third time,
“Do you cherish ( h[' r E ) me?”
And he said to him,
“Lord, you know everything;
you know that I cherish ( h[' r E ) you.”
Jesus said to him, “cherish ( h[' r E ) my lambs!”16

i

CONCLUSION
As reconstructed—by reading

h['rE “Cherish!” rather than

h[er> “Lead!”—the climax of Jesus’ dialogue with Peter was
a command for the new shepherd to love, not just to lead. The
command resonates well with Matt 25:40, “Truly, I say to
you, as you did it to one of the least (evl aci,s twn = ~yrIy[ic.)13
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of these my brethren, you did it to me.” Peter’s profound love
for Jesus was to be extended to Jesus’ flock. Therefore,
Brown’s statement (1970: 1115), “The love demanded from
Peter is for Jesus and not explicitly for the flock . . .” (italics
mine), requires reconsideration in light of this reconstruction
and in light of I John 4:21, o` avg apw/ n to.n qeo. n av g apa/| kai.
to.n avd elfo.n auvt ou/ “he who loves God must love his brother
also”—the force of which would remain the same were the
noun qeo.n replaced by the name VIhsou/n .
In the language of John 10:14–15 and I Pet 5:4, Jesus as the
Good Shepherd (o` poimh.n o` kalo.j ) and the Head Shepherd
(av r cipoi,m enoj) had laid down his life for the sheep—having
practiced what he preached: “Greater love has no man than
this, that a man lay down his life for his friends (fi,l wn
auv t ou/). In what appears to be an ascending order of importance the Good Shepherd instructed the new shepherd
•

TO FEED THE SHEEP

(21:15), with Matt 25:31–46 providing the commentary for Peter’s taking this command
literally: “For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was
thirsty and you gave me drink . . . .”

•

TO LEAD THE FLOCK

•

TO LOVE THE LAMBS

•

TO GIVE HIS LIFE FOR THE FLOCK

(21:16), with I Peter 5:2 providing
a commentary: “Tend the flock of God which is among
you, serving as overseers, not by compulsion but willingly, not for dishonest gain but eagerly.”
(21:17), with John 13:34–35 providing the commentary: “Just as I have loved you, you
also should love one another. By this everyone will
know that you are my disciples if you have love for one
another.”
(21:18), with I John
3:16 providing a commentary: “By this we know love,
that he laid down his life for us; and we ought to lay
down our lives for one another.”
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(21:19, 22), with Luke 9:23 being the
commentary for this command: “and he said to all, ‘If
any man would come after me, let him deny himself and
take up his cross daily and follow me.’”
TO FOLLOW HIM

Only by retroverting the Bo, s ke of 21:17 to h[r and interpreting it as h['rE “Love!” or “Cherish!” do the indicative
statements about Peter’s later laying down his life follow
naturally from this command to “love/ cherish the lambs.”
The Vorlage of the command in 21:19, 22, VAkolou, q ei moi
“Follow me!” may have used the language of Ruth 1:14,
“Ruth followed (hv k olou,q hsen) her,” where the avk olouqe,w
translated qb;D" “to follow closely, to cleave /cling to.” If Jesus
said yBi qb;D> “stay close to me” or “stay devoted to me” it
would have echoed (1) the command in Deut 22:11; 30:20;
and Jos 22:5 “to love Yahweh your God . . . and to follow him
closely” ( Ab-hq'b.d"l.W . . . ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>-ta,. hb'h]a;l). , as
well as (2) Prov 18:24, noted above.17
In John 10:16 Jesus had declared, “I have other sheep that
do not belong to this fold. I must bring them also, and they
will listen to my voice. So there will be one flock, one shepherd.” The command to “Follow me!” was the Jesus’ invitation for Peter to lovingly embrace the sheep who were not of
the household of Israel or of the tribe of Judah.
The dialogue ended with Jesus’ permitting the “Beloved
Disciple” to remain [with his own Jewish people], whereas
Peter, the “Loving Disciple,” was to move on to shepherd the
larger flock of Jews and Gentiles. With this goal in mind,
Jesus had initiated the dialogue with the question, “Simon of
John, do you love me more than kith-and-kin?” In the ninety
second dialogue recorded in John 21:15–22, the reader is
given no indication that Peter directly addressed in word the
hL'aime “more than kith-and-kin” part of Jesus’ question. But
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what was missing in his words became apparent in his deeds.
Even Paul—while asserting “I had been entrusted with the
gospel for the uncircumcised, just as Peter had been entrusted
with the gospel for the circumcised” (Gal 2:7)—recognized
that Peter’s love for Jesus had freed him to “live like a Gentile
and not like a Jew” (Gal 2:14). Thus, it is not surprising to
read in the apocryphal Acts of Peter (31– 41) of Peter’s living
in Rome where, according to tradition, he loved his flock of
Gentiles and Jews enough to die on a cross as did his Lord.
NOTES
1. In John 1:42 the text reads Si,mwn o` ui`oj. Viwa,nnou “Simon the
son of John.” The omission of o` ui`o.j here seems to emphasize the
Viwa,nnou, perhaps being Jesus’ way of reminding Simon that
Yahweh is indeed gracious and forgiving, as this name affirms, so
that nothing more needed to be said about Peter’s earlier denials.
2. Whereas the Vulgate has amatoribus “lovers,” which is followed
by most English translations, the Septuagint rendered it poime,sin
“shepherds.” Compare Hos 12:1 where the MT x;Wr h[,ro ~yIr;p.a,
became Ephraim pascit ventum “Ephraim feeds on wind” in the
Vulgate, but Efraim ponhro.n pneu/ma “Ephraim is an evil spirit”
in the Septuagint. Wolff (1974:201) translated it as “Ephraim befriends the wind”; and Young (YLT) has “Ephraim is enjoying
wind”—based on the Aramaic a[r / y[r “to take delight in” (see
Jastrow 1486). For another example, dealing with the ambiguity of
[r, rather than h[r, see the Addendum following note 14.
3. In the Septuagint avgapa,w, avga,ph, and avgaphto,j translated not
only bha but also ddy, dxy, rqy, ~xr, [[v and twelve other
stems; file,w, fili,a, and fi,loj translated bha, dwd, [r, and four
other stems (Hatch and Redpath 1954: 5; 1430). The statement by
Bernard (1923: 704) that
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avgapa,w and file,w are indifferently used in the LXX to
translate the Hebr. bhea'; this Hebrew root being nearly
always behind avgapan and always behind file,w except
when file,w means ‘to kiss,’ when it represents qv;n"
failed to mention that fili,a and fi,loj frequently translated [;rE .
It would not be surprising if file,w had been used also to translate
h['r" “to cherish, to associate with” or the Pi cel denominative h['rE
“to love in a special way” (BDB 945–946). The synonyms h[r
and bha appear in Psa 38:11, ybwrq . . . y[rw ybha “my loved
ones and my kinfolk . . . and my relatives.”
4. It was a synonym of q|! (aahl) “the people of a house or dwelling, and of a town or village . . . and the family of a man, fellow
members of one family or race, and of one religion” (Lane 1863:
121). Lane (127) noted that “By the
(aâl) of the Prophet are
meant, accord[ing] to some persons, His followers, whether relations or others: and his relations, whether followers or not . . . .”
For this reason “kith-and-kin” [hyphenated at times to correspond
to the one word in Hebrew and Arabic] is probably the best English
translation. The term appears in the Quraan (Sura 3:9, 8:54 and 56)
in reference to “the family of Pharaoh” (
[aala fir cawnu]).
The word survives in modern literary Arabic for “blood relationship, consanguinity, pact, covenant” (Wehr 1979: 27).
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5. Reading rcenO for the MT rcen.E
6. An analogy from English would be the current use of “family”
and “kith and kin.” A sample check on one internet database came
up with 38,000 references to “kith and kin” and 68,000,000 references to “family.”
7. On the qitl noun formation, see GKC §84c.
8. Reading vyE for MT vyai, with the Targum, Syriac and Greek
manuscripts (see BHS).
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9. The MT Hithpolel [;[erot.hi is not from [[r “to break” (BDB
950) but is a by-form of h[r “to be a special friend” (BDB 946).
For other examples of the interchange of h"l, ("( and y"( byforms see GKC §77 b. e . In light of these by-forms, the etai/roj
“friend, companion, comrade” in some Greek manuscripts does
not require the emendation of [;[erot.hi to tA[r't.h,i as suggested in
BHS.
10. See BDB 945–946; Jastrow 1475–1476; KBS 3: 1258–1262.
11. Pope (1977: 632) noted, “It could scarcely be termed an emendation to follow Syriac and Aquila in dividing batta ca7nûgîm, ‘with
delights’ to bat- ta ca7nûgîm , ‘daughter of delight(s).’”
12. Note also Evans (1957: 64–71) who argued that file,w denoted
a higher kind of love.
13. The use of “cherish” rather than “love” is to reflect the Pi cel
intensive form and the special quality of the endearing love of
h['rE .
14. The avrni,on may have translated yr:y[ic,. with the Arabic cognate
(s. ag' îr) suggesting not only small lambs, but people who
are held in low esteem, rank or dignity (Lane 1872: 1691–1692).
Note Psa 119:141 hz<b.nIw> ykinOa' ry[ic “I am small and despised.”
If the pro,bata of manuscripts C* and D reflect the original
Greek of 21:15, the Vorlage may have had yn:aco, with !aco retaining a nuance of its Arabic cognate, \ /
(d. âain / d. âan),
which was used as an epithet for “a soft man as though he were a
ewe or one who ceases not to be goodly in body while a scanty
eater” (Lane 1874:1760). The command to Peter to feed the flock
may have influenced the tradition behind manuscripts C* and D.
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15. The proba,ton here may well be a translation of

yn:aco.

16. The proba,tion here may translate yl;j', with the hl,j' retaining
the nuance of its Arabic cognate
(.t alîy) meaning not only a

£pU
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lamb but also “confined, restrained, or withheld” (Lane 1874:
1876). The use of yl;j' here may have facilitated the transition to
the restraint mentioned in 21:18, “someone else will fasten a belt
around you and take you where you do not wish to go.”
17. The Arabic cognate of qb;D" includes the ideas of attachment
and devotion, as in the expression
(mâ aadbaqatu), “How
great is his devotedness!” (Lane 1867: 849). The Arabic usage
would permit VAkolou,qei moi to mean “Stick with me!”
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ADDENDUM
Matthew 7:11

The translation of Hebrew (r has been problematic in
several texts. For example, MT !ye(or Umfn in Nahum 3:18 is
rendered in the Septuagint e)nu/stacan oi( poime/nej sou
“your shepherds ( = h(r, stem I) slept,” but the Peshi tta
has
.
W~] Y<iRB} (na)mw habraiky)
“your friends ( = h(r, stem
.
II) slept.” In Micah 4:9 the MT a("r yi(yirfT “you shout a shout”
(= a(Ur) was translated in the Septuagint as e[g nw" kakav
“you have known evil” (= (dy and ((r, stem I), and the
Peshitta
has also )+&Ib y=DB` ( ca)badty bišta) c ) “you
.
committed evil,” but the Targum Jonathan has )fr:bax:tim Ta)
)fYam:ma(:l “you made friends (= h(r, stem II) with the gentiles.” A retroversion of the ponhroi / in Matt 7:11 to {y(r
suggests a similar ambiguity with {y(r in the original version
of the verse.*
The rhetorical questions in Matt 7:9–11 established the
point that parents do not give their children something suggestive of death when they asked for the staples of life. The
inference is that “family members” ( = Hebrew {yi("r or Aramaic }yir:bax ) naturally give good gifts to each other. However,
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the {y(r (= {yi("r) “family, friends, kinfolk, loved ones” of
the original saying was misread as {yi(fr “evil ones.”
The Aramaic )fr:bax “family, friends” could not have produced such a misunderstanding, adding support for there
being a Hebrew Vorlage for this Matthean tradition. Instead
of interpreting {y(r as ponhroi\, the early translator should
have rendered it as plhsi/on, as in Matt 5:43, “you shall love
your plhsi/on as you love yourself.” At one time Matt 7:11
surely carried the meaning, “If you who are kinfolk know how
to give good gifts to your children, how much more so will
your heavenly father give good things to those who ask!”
If a)/rton was a translation of {xl “bread” in this tradition, then either }ebe) “stone” or {eger “stone” could have been
used in a wordplay. In light of Lev 24:14 and 16, wb wmgry
{wgr (Septuagint li/qoij liqobolei/t w au)to\n) “stone him
with stones,” {eger is more likely to have been in the original
saying. Even though }ebe) was used with {gr for stoning (Lev
24:23, }b) wt) wmgryw “and they stoned him with stones”),
}ebe) could have highly desirable connotations, like building
stones, writing stones, and gem stones. But {eger always conveyed a sense of death. Jesus’ question seems to have been,
“what man of you, if his son ask him for {xl (a staple of life)
will give him {gr (an instrument of death)?”
Similarity, the contrast between “fish” ( i)xthu\n) and “serpent” ( o)/fin) was more than a contrast between what swam in
the sea and what crawled on the earth. It was a contrast
between an edible fish and the devouring sea-serpent. In
Hebrew }ynt was used for the sea-serpent Leviathan (Psa
74:14, 104:26; Job 40:25–41:26 [Eng 41:1–34]). The question
was probably, “if the son ask for a fish (gaD) will the father
give him the sea-serpent / Levithan (}yiNaT / }ftfy:wIl)?” Although
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o)/fij was used for a kind of fish (Liddell and Scott, 1279), the
preferred Greek word would have been kh=toj , which renders

the }yiNaT in Gen 1:21.
* Gelston (1987: 123–125) listed sixty-six passages in the minor
prophets where the “the vocalization presupposed by the Peshi tta
.
differs from the Masoretic vocalization without affecting the consonantal text.”

XXXIV
“STABBED ALONG THE INLETS OF EGYPT”
PSALMS OF SOLOMON 2:26–27
INTRODUCTION
The sinner contemptuously used his battering-ram
to smash down the strong walls, and you did not interfere.
Foreign nations went up to your altar;
they brazenly trampled around with their sandals on.
For their part, the people of Jerusalem
desecrated the sanctuary of the LORD.
They profaned the gifts of God with their lawless acts.
(PsSol 2:1–2).1

The contemptuous figure in the first line of these verses
has been identified by many as Pompey the Great. With the
assistance of Hyrcanus II, Pompey entered Jerusalem in 63
B .C .E ., at which time the faction of Aristobulus II retreated to
the security of the Temple Mount to resist him. Pompey
besieged the Temple Mount for three months, bringing in
siege engines from Tyre to facilitate a Roman victory.
Josephus provided a detailed account of the Jewish civil war
which prompted Pompey to intervene, and in summary noted
“. . . of the Jews twelve thousand were slain, but of the
Romans very few were slain . . . .”2 Pompey, by right of
conquest, entered the Jerusalem Temple and its Holy of
Holies, where, according to Josephus, Pompey saw everything
but took nothing. Following this victory, Pompey made
Hyrcanus II the high-priest in Jerusalem and ordered the
traditional Jewish sacrifices to be resumed.
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This destruction of the Temple Mount by Pompey, his
desecration of the Temple and entering the Holy of Holies,
along with the thousands of Jewish casualties, well qualified
Pompey for much subsequent Jewish vilification. Just fifteen
years after the murder of twelve thousand Jews in Jerusalem,
the author of the PsSol 2:26–27 was able to celebrate Pompey’s assassination on September 12, 48 B.C.E ., with these
words:
And I did not wait long until God showed me his arrogance,
pierced through on the mountains of Egypt,
scorned as worthless as anything on earth and sea.
His body was violently carried on the waves,
and there was no one to bury him,
because God contemptuously despised him.

As is obvious even to the casual reader, the assertion that
Pompey was killed on the mountains of Egypt and his corpse
was carried away on the waves appears to be in and of itself
inconsistent and in disagreement with other traditions about
his assassination.
POMPEY'S DEATH IN CLASSICAL TRADITION

The murder of Pompey by Ptolemy III was recounted in
great detail in classical sources. Dio Cassius, in his Roman
History, provided the following account:
[Pompey] set out for Egypt . . . to Pelusium where Ptolemy
was encamped while making war against his sister
Cleopatra. Bringing the ships to anchor, he sent some men
to remind the prince of the favor shown his father and to
ask that he be permitted to land under certain definite
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guaranties; for he did not venture to disembark before
obtaining some guaranty of safety. Ptolemy gave him no
answer for he was still a mere boy, but some of the
Egyptians and Lucius Septimus, a Roman who had once
served with Pompey . . . and Achillas, the commander-inchief, and others who were with them . . . embarked on
small boats and sailed out to him. After many friendly
greetings they begged him to come over to their boats,
declaring that by reason of its size and shallow waters a
ship could not come close to the land and that Ptolemy was
very eager to see him promptly . . . Now when they drew
near . . . they killed him before sailing into the harbour
. . . . Although he had subdued the entire Roman sea, he
perished on it; and although he had once been, as the
saying is, “master of a thousand ships,” he was destroyed
in a tiny boat near Egypt (pro/j te th~| Ai0gu/ptw|) . . . near
Mount Casius (pro/j te tw~| Kasi/w| o!rei). . . . following
a certain oracle, he [Pompey] had been suspicious of all
the citizens named Cassius (Kassi/ou), but instead of
being the object of a plot by any man named Cassius he
died and was buried beside the mountain (o)/rei) that had
this name. . . . . and [when Caesar at Alexandria] saw the
head and finger-ring of the murdered man, sent him by
Ptolemy, . . . he wept and lamented bitterly; . . . and he
commanded that the head should be adorned, properly prepared, and buried.3

Plutarch in his Parallel Lives provided even greater detail
in some respects, reporting as follows:
By this time, the Egyptian boat drew near, and Septimius
standing up first, saluted Pompey in the Latin tongue, by
the title of imperator. Then Achillas, saluting him in the
Greek language, desired him to come aboard his vessel,
telling him, that the sea was very shallow towards the
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shore, and that a galley of that burden could not avoid
striking upon the sands. At the same time they saw several
of the king's galleys getting their men on board, and all the
shore covered with soldiers; so that even if they changed
their minds, it seemed impossible for them to escape, and
besides, their distrust would have given the assassins a
pretense for their cruelty. . . . When they drew near to the
shore, Cornelia, together with the rest of his friends in the
galley, was very impatient to see the event, and began to
take courage at last, when she saw several of the royal
escort coming to meet him, apparently to give him a more
honorable reception; but in the meantime, as Pompey took
Philip by the hand to rise up more easily, Septimius first
stabbed him from behind with his sword; and after him
likewise Salvius and Achillas drew out their swords. He,
therefore, taking up his gown with both hands, drew it
over his face, and neither saying nor doing anything
unworthy of himself, only groaning a little, endured the
wounds they gave him, and so ended his life, in the fiftyninth year of his age, the very next day after the day of his
birth. . . . they cut off Pompey’s head, and threw the rest of
his body overboard, leaving it naked upon the shore, to be
viewed by any that had the curiosity to see so sad a
spectacle. Philip stayed by and watched till they had
glutted their eyes in viewing it; and then washing it with
sea-water, having nothing else, he wrapped it up in a shirt
of his own for a winding-sheet. Then seeking up and down
about the sands, at last he found some rotten planks of a
little fisher-boat, not much, but yet enough to make up a
funeral pile for a naked body, and that not quite entire.4

Lucan, in a more poetic way, confirms Pompey’s murder
along the waterways of Egypt in his Pharsalia (“The Civil
War”), of which the following lines are of particular interest:
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. . . Where the treacherous shore
Runs out in sand below the Casian mount
And where the shallow waters of the sea
Attest the Syrtes [= a sandbank in the sea] near, in little boat
Achillas and his partners in the crime
With swords embark. (622–627)
. . . Furling now his sails,
Magnus [= Pompey] with oars approached th’ accursed land,
When in their little boat the murderous crew
Drew nigh, and feigning from th’ Egyptian court
A ready welcome, blamed the double tides
Broken by shallows, and their scanty beach
Unfit for fleets; and bade him to their craft
Leaving his loftier ship. (654-660)
. . . As Magnus passed,
A Roman soldier from the Pharian boat,
Septimius, salutes him. Gods of heaven!
There stood he, minion to a barbarous king,
Nor bearing still the javelin of Rome;
But vile in all his arms; giant in form
Fierce, brutal, thirsting as a beast may thirst
For carnage. (691–697)
. . . A Roman swordsman, once within thy ranks,
Slave to the orders of a puny prince,
Severed Pompeius’ neck . . . (704–706)
. . . Thus did Pompeius die, Guarding his thoughts. (735)
. . . . Now beaten by the sands,
Torn upon rocks, the sport of ocean’s waves
Poured through its wounds, his headless carcase lies,
Save by the lacerated trunk unknown. (825–829)
. . . Yet ere the victor touched the Pharian sands
Some scanty rites to Magnus Fortune gave,
Lest he should want all burial. Pale with fear
Came Cordus, hasting from his hiding place; (829–832)
. . . He knew the body. In a fast embrace
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He holds it, wrestling with the greedy sea,
And deftly watching for a refluent wave
Gains help to bring his burden to the land.
Then clinging to the loved remains, the wounds
Washed with his tears, . . . (841–846)
Here upon a meagre stone
We draw the characters to mark thy tomb.
These letters reading may some kindly friend
Bring back thine head, dissevered, and may grant
Full funeral honours to thine earthly frame. (899–903)
. . . Now half consumed, and sinews; and the wave
Pours in upon them, and in shallow trench
Commits them to the earth; and lest some breeze
Might bear away the ashes, or by chance
Some sailor’s anchor might disturb the tomb,
A stone he places, and with stick half burned
Traces the sacred name: HERE MAGNUS LIES .
(917–923) 5

Dio Cassius, Plutarch, and Lucanus concur that Pompey’s
assassination occurred on a small boat in the shallow waters
off Pelusium, on the eastern edge of the Egyptian delta. They
also agree that the burial of the ashes from Pompey’s
decapitated body was along the sea coast near Pelusium6 in
the direction of Mons Casius 7 (see the Map of the Delta), a
promontory which lies along the northern land barrier separating the Sirbonian Lagoon from the Mediterranean Sea, where,
as stated above, “by chance some sailor’s anchor might
disturb the tomb.”8 This agreement that Pompey was assassinated while changing boats and that his partial burial was at
sea level is in obvious disagreement with the PsSol 2:26 as
literally translated and traditionally interpreted.
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THE GREEK TEXT OF PSSOL 2:26

The Greek text of PsSol 2:26 reads in part ejkkekenthmevnon ejpi; tw'n ojrevwn Aijguvptou, “he [Pompey] was
pierced through upon the mountains of Egypt.” The corresponding phrase in the Syriac text reads L` Y{~# D>
NirC#d )jW-, “when he [Pompey] was slain upon the
mountains in Egypt” (2:30). The Greek ojrevwn and the Syriac
)jW- mean “mountains,” and either word could have translated the other or have been a translation of a Hebrew Vorlage
having yriIhf. But ojrevwn and )jW- are problematic since
there are no mountains in the Egyptian Delta at Pelusium or
even at Mons Cassius.9
Trafton (1985: 45) and Ward (1966:56) have summarized
earlier scholarly solutions for this problem, noting that Hilgenfeld (1871: 388) emended ojrevwn “mountain” to ojrivwn
“borders.” Ryle and James (1891: 24–25) suggested possibly
a Hebrew Vorlage with yr)y “rivers,” but retained ojrevwn in
light of Dio Cassius’ statement that Pompey was killed pro\j
te tw~| Kassi/w| o!rei, “near Mount Cassius.” Ward (op. cit.)
proposed a Hebrew Vorlage with yrx “nobles, freemen”
which became corrupted to yrh “mountains,” resulting subsequently in the Greek ojrevwn and the Syriac )jW- .
The confusion of h and x is so well attested in the Hebrew
Bible (see Delitzsch 1920: 109, §106a-b) that a closer look at
words composed of rx is warranted. Such words include
)rx
rwx
rwx
rrx

“dung”
“white/white stuff”
“hollow”
“hole”
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hrx
rrx
rx
)rx

“to burn”
“to burn
“noble, freeman” (stem rrx)
“freedman” (Aramaic)

Five of these words are of no help in the context of Ps Sol
2:26. Given these definitions, Ward’s opting for rx “noble,
freeman” was reasonable, especially if there is some sarcasm
in PsSol 2:26, which is suggested by Plutarch’s description of
Ptolemy XIII’s council as being somewhat less than aristocratic. Plutarch stated
Now, Ptolemy was quite young; but Potheinus, who
managed all his affairs, assembled a council of the most
influential men (and those were most influential whom he
wished to be so), and bade each give his opinion. It was
certainly a dreadful thing that the fate of Pompey the Great
was to be decided by Potheinus the eunuch, and Theodotus
of Chios, who was a hired teacher of rhetoric, and Achillas
the Egyptian; for these were the chief counselors of the king
among the chamberlains and tutors also gathered there . . . .10

At first glance, the third word in the above list, rwx
“hollow,” does not fit the context of PsSol 2:26. It is the
cognate of Arabic @Ñ7 (.hawr) “the depressed ground between
hills” (BDB, 301). But Pompey was not assassinated in “the
hollows of Egypt” or “the valleys of Egypt.” However, when
the Arabic cognate @Ñ7 (.hawr) is examined more carefully a
contextually perfect option becomes transparent. Castell’s
(1669: 1175) citation for Hebrew rwx referenced the Arabic
cognate@è7 (.hâra) which he defined not only as (1) “depressa,
planior que terra inter duos montes,” (as noted later in BDB),
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but also (2) “Ostium fluminis” [entrance to a river] and
“Sinus maris” [the land around a gulf, shore of a bay]. About
two hundred years later, Lane (1865: 821a; 1877: 2308)
defined @Ñ7 (.hawr) as (1) “low, or depressed, ground or land
between two elevated parts; like @Ñ` (awr) low, or depressed,
land, country, or ground,” and (2) “an inlet (lit. a neck) from
a sea or a large river, entering into the land, a place, or
channel, where water pours into a sea or large river, or a wide
place or channel, where waters pour, running into a sea or
large river; a canal, or cut, from a sea or large river.” Hava
(1915: 188) defined @Ñ7 (.hawr) as the “gulf, mouth of a
river” and, similarly, Wehr (1979: 306) translated it as “inlet”
and “bay.” 11
Because the Hebrew h and x would appear in Greek transliterations of Hebrew words simply as a smooth or rough
breathing mark (see Hatch and Redpath, 1954: Supplement,
passim) the Greek ojrevwn — minus the genitive plural suffix
wn— may actually be the transliteration of yriIxo “inlets” in
the Hebrew Vorlage of PsSol 2:26—rather than the translation of yriIhf “mountains.” Even the o!rei of Dio Cassius’
Kassi/w| o!rei could be a transliteration of a Semitic place
name composed of the y#%&iqA 12 and yriIxo.13
A similar transliteration of rx occurs in Num 33:32–33
which lists the names of the Israelite encampments. The MT
and Septuagint text read in part
14

dG"d>GIh; rxome W[s.YIw: . . . dG"d>GIh; rxoB. Wnx]Y:w:
and they encamped at Horhaggidgad
. . . and they set out from Horhaggidgad (RSV)

and they encamped at the inlet of the (Wadi) Gidgad
. . . and they set out from the inlet of the (Wadi) Gidgad
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kai. parene,balon eivj to. o;roj Gadgad
. . . kai. avph/ran evk tou/ o;rouj Gadgad
and they encamped in the mountain Gadgad
. . . and they departed from the mountain Gadgad.15

The repeated rxo was transliterated as “o;r . . . o;r” which,
when given case endings became the “o;roj . . . o;rouj of Gadgad.” The addition of case endings on the Greek transliterations was sufficient here to make a mountain—not out of the
proverbial molehill—but out of a waterway.
There is one other significant difference between the
Roman recollections about Pompey’s burial (cited above) and
the PsSol 2: 27b, which simply states “and there was no one
to bury him.” On the other hand, the recollection of Dio
Cassius and PsSol 2: 27a are in remarkable agreement. The
Jewish psalmist recalled that “his body was violently carried
over the waves,” and the Roman poet, in more detail, penned
the following:
Now beaten by the sands,
Torn upon rocks, the sport of ocean’s waves
Poured through its wounds, his headless carcase lies,
. . . Now half consumed, and sinews; and the wave
Pours in upon them, and in shallow trench
Commits them to the earth. . . .
(in lines 825–829 and 917–919)

The Jewish poet was probably unaware of Caesar’s command that Pompey’s “head should be adorned, properly prepared, and buried.” and he was also unaware that Cordus
(according to Dio Cassius) or Philip (according to Plutarch)
affectionately cremated and buried Pompey’s ashes. Similarly,
the tradition that Pompey was later interred at Alba was
unknown or ignored. The Jewish poet resonated with what
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was Ptolemy’s assessment of Pompey—he was as dispensable as trash thrown overboard.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Whereas Wright (1998: 97) translated the Greek PsSol 2:
27c, “because God contemptuously despised him” (adding
“God”), and Trafton (1985:30) translated the Syriac (2:32a),
“because they despised {him} in disgrace” (adding “him” and
opting for “they” as the subject, contra the Greek singular
verb), the Hebrew Vorlage probably had a singular passive
verb. It was misread as an active, requiring a new subject
(“God” or “they”) and an object for the Syriac (“him”). The
poetic lines can be translated, “and no one buried him because
he was despised and treated-with-contempt” by his Egyptian
assassins. For the Jewish poet, the ignominious death and disposal of Pompey was all he needed to prove his point that
Pompey received from God what he well deserved.
The Greek ejkkekenthmevnon ejpi; tw'n ojrevwn Aijguvptou,
in PsSol 2:26 translated a Vorlage having just yrx l( rxn
Myrcm “he [Pompey] was stabbed along the inlets of Egypt.”
The Greek ojrevwn could reflect (1) either a transliteration of
the yrx in the Hebrew Vorlage, resulting in a homograph of
the Greek word for “mountain,” or (2) the yrx “inlets” in the
Hebrew Vorlage was misread as yrh “mountains.” The
Syriac NirC#d )jW- L` Y{~# D> “when he [Pompey]
was slain upon the mountains in Egypt,” simply misread the
original yrx in its Vorlage as yrh, as well as having misread
hkn “slain” instead of the original rxn “stabbed.”16
NOTES
Wright, 1998: 95. Compare Ward’s proposal (1996: 23) that the
Hebrew Vorlage for “the sinner” was lw(h “the attacker” or
1.
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)+xh “the General,” homographs of lw( and )+x, with both
meaning “sinner.” The poet’s calling Pompey the “General” would
parallel Septimius’ salutation of Pompey as “Imperator” just prior
to his assassination (see the quotation from Plutarch, below).

2. Wars of the Jews, I: 7. 5 (Naber, V: 30–31; Whiston, I: 30) and
Antiquities of the Jews XIV: 4. 4 (Naber, III: 235; Whiston, III:
286).

3. See Cary, 1917, section 42: 3–5.
4. See Perrin, 1917: 316–317. Ironically, Ptolemy XIII was himself
soon to die in the Nile waters in the Alexandrian War. Achillas
marched from Pelusium and surrounded Caesar’s 3,200 legionnaires and 800 cavalry with 20,000 troops. Eventually and with
difficulty Caesar prevailed and Ptolemy drowned in the Nile while
trying to escape. (Dio Cassius’ Roman History, sections 34–43.)

5. See Ridley, 1896. Pompey’s ashes were later collected and sent
to his wife, Cornelia, who buried them at Pompey’s villa at Alba.
According to Dio Cassius, Caesar “commanded that the head [of
Pompey] should be adorned, properly prepared, and buried.”

6. Pelusium (derived from phlo,j “mud, mire”) was known in
Hebrew as Nysi “clay” (BDB 695).

7. The “Mount” of “Mount Cassius” is much like the “Mount” of

“Mount Vernon.” It could qualify for being a h(bg “hill” or a
“rise” but hardly a rh “mountain” and definitely not the plural
yrh, i.e., a plural of intensity which would suggest a large mountain. The Egyptian Cassiotis—which Ptolemy situated at 63°30!
and 31°10! with Pelusium some distance to its west at 63°15! and
31°10!—was unrelated the Mount Casius (Arabic Jebel 'el-Aqra`)
which rises 5,660 feet at the mouth of the Orontes River, about
twenty-five miles north of Ugarit. Goetze (1940: 32–33), on the
basis of place names which appear in Akkadian and Ugaritic, made
the following equation and comments with reference to this
northern Mons Cassius:
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a%l H
.al-bi H
.UR.SAG H
.a-zi = .hlb s. pn
Mount H
.assi = Mount Cassius = Mount S
. apanu.
. . . the name Casius derives from our H
.a(-az)zí which, of
course, can be transliterated H
.a(-as)sí. The question as to
the meaning of the Hurrian .hazzi/.hassi cannot be
answered as yet, but the equation under discussion seems
to indicate that it should be connected in one way or
another with the notion expressed by Semitic s. apa%nu.
The desiderated Semitic meaning of S.apanu is not Npc “to hide”
or Nwpc “north” but the Arabic cognate
/
(s. afwun /
s. afwân) “clear, pure, choice, select” (Lane 1872: 1704; Wehr
1979: 606), used with reference to Adam and Mohammed, as
God’s elect ones, or anything purely or exclusively belonging to
God. This word may occurs in Psa 48:3, with the yteK r
. >y: being a

ÑdL z!ÑdL

plural of intensity: !Apc' yteK r
. y> : !Ayci- rh;, meaning “Mount Zion,
the quintessence of purity” or “Mount Zion, (God’s) exquisite
choice. ”
8. Sirbonis is now called Sabkhet el Bardowil. Herodotus III: 5
(Godly 1957: II: 8–9) noted that
. . . [the seaports] are Syrian again from Ienysus as far as
the Serbonis marsh, beside which the Casian promontory
stretches seaward; from this Serbonian marsh, where
Typho, it is said, was hidden, the country is Egypt. Now
between Ienysus and the Casian mountain and the Serbonian marsh there lies a wide territory for as much as three
days journey, wondrous waterless.
9. See note 7, above.
10. Perrin 1917: 316–319 [47: 2–3]. In this context it should be
noted that Philip, who made a funeral pyre for Pompey of scrap
wood, identified himself as a “freedman” (apeleu/qeroj), which
in Hebrew would be a y#&px or a rxo.
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@Ñ7

11. The aw diphthong in the Arabic
(.hawr) would have contracted in Hebrew to ô, resulting in the spelling yriIwOx or yrxo
(scriptio defectiva) which could easily have been misread as yrh.
This cognate is not cited in KBS (299).

Fhoé

Fg

12. It is of interest to note that
(al-qassu) and
(qassu) are
not linked in Arabic with
(jabal) “mountain” (= rha), but with
(.hawr) “gulf, inlet, bay, shore” (= rxo ) (see next note). In the
Targum the Kasi/wtij or Ka/sioj was simply transliterated as
y)+wysg.

q$3

@Ñ7

13. The yriIxo is the “gulf, bay, inlets,” discussed above, and the
(qasy#%&iqa ( = Kassi/w| ) would be the Hebrew equivalent of
siy), which, according to Lane (1885: 2521), was “a kind of cloth
or garment brought from Egypt” which was “so called from a
district, or place, or town or village, upon the shore of the sea
called
(al-qassu) or
(qassu), between El-’Areesh and ElFaramà in Egypt.” The translation of a transliteration is well
attested, as in Judges 5:21, where the MT w@ml;hf was transliterated
as omaliei in MSS Mnamyb2 ot and the Lucianic MSS dgknptvw
—with an inversion of the wmlh to wlmh in the Vorlage of these
manuscripts—and as ama law in MSS k and k*. The Armenian
text ( = Latin planabunt “they will level”) has a translation of the
transliteration, as though omaliei were from o`m ali,z w “to make
level.”

£Cg

Fhoé

Fg

14. This word is the cognate of Arabic ;3;3 (jadjad) “hard level
ground” and <;3 (jadd) “hard level ground . . . containing no soft
place in which the feet sink, nor any mountain nor any [hill such as
is called \ å?0L (s. ah.râ c) (= “Sahara”)], as well as ;3 (judd) “water
little in quantity : water at the extremity of a desert” and É;3
(juddat) “a bank or side of a river/wadi” (Lane 1865: 385– 387).
These cognates, coupled with a reference to ~yIm' ylex]n : #r,a in the

,
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parallel passage in Deu 10:7, mitigate against emending rx to rh
to accommodate the o;roj . . . o;rouj in the Septuagint.
15. The Wadi Giddade, near the Gulf of Aqaba, and the Wadi
Ghadhaghedh have been identified with this site, but Binns (1927:
211, note 32) correctly concluded that Ghadhaghedh is improbable
on etymological grounds.
16. See Lane, 1893: 2774 and BDB, 637–638, noting carefully the
Arabic cognates
(na.hara) “to snort” and
(nah.ara) “to
stab.” Ward concluded that “it is more likely that hrkn was
original and that the r was missed by the Syriac rather than
assuming that the Greek added it.” But rxn “to stab” is much more
widely attest than is hrk “to pierce,” which generally means “to
bore, to dig.” Jastrow (1903: 666, 896) included “pierced” in his
notes on hrk, but it was a reference to the stem )rb “perforate”
in Ezek 23:47,
, which appears in the
Septuagint as kai. katake,ntei auvta.j evn toi/j xi,fesin auvtw/n, “and
he stabbed them with their swords.” Jastrow defined rxn as “to
perforate, especially to kill by stabbing” and suggested that this
verb is a secondary root of rwx and rrx.

?8w

~t'Abr>x;B. !h,t.Aa areb'W

?0w
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MAP OF THE EGYPTIAN DELTA

XXXV
ARABIC COGNATES WHICH CLARIFY
THE MEANING OF “HASMONEAN,”
“THE SEEKERS OF FLATTERY”
AND “THRACIDA”
I. HASMONEAN

The name of the Hasmoneans, yan:A mv. x ; / A)samwnai=oj,1
who were prominent in Judah from 165–37 B.C.E and ruled
Judah from 142–63 B.C.E ., is unrelated to the ynw[mvh (Greek
Sumewn) in Num 26:14 and Jos 21:4. The proper name ~vu x '
appears in Ezr 2:19, 10:33; Neh 7:22, 8:4, and 10:19. The
Septuagint renders this name as Asem or Hsam or Wsam. In
the Hebrew text of Jos 15:27 the Judean town of !Amv.x ; is
mentioned (with no corresponding name in the Septuagint),2
and a wilderness encampment named hn" Amv. x ; (with the Septuagintal variants Selmwna [B-text]and Aselmwna [A-text])
appears in Num 33:29.3
The ambiguous ~yIr'cm
. i yNImi ~yNIm;vx. ; Wyt'a/y< of Psa 68:31
(MT 68:32), rendered “Princes shall come out of Egypt” in
the KJV and “let bronze be brought from Egypt” in the RSV,
provides one clue for the derivation of “Hasmonean.” The
Arabic cognate
(h. ašîm) can mean one who is “regarded with reverence, veneration, respect, honour, awe, or fear”
(Lane 1865: 577). This cognate explains the Septuagint’s
translation of this phrase as pre,sbeij evx Aivgu,ptou “elders /
ambassadors / venerable men from Egypt.4 In the language of
Psa 68:32 (MT), the Hasmoneans (yan:A mv. x); would have been
the hd"W hy yNIm i ~yNI mv
; .x; “the men from Judah held in high
esteem” or “the men from Judah regarded with fear.”5

váG/
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The second clue for the derivation of !Amv.x ,; hn" Amv. x,; and
yan:Amv.x; is found in 1 Macc 3:4, where Judas Maccabeus was
said to have been “like a lion in his deeds, like a lion’s cub
roaring for prey.”6 This reference to a roaring lion suggests
that the ~vx of !Amv.x ;, hn" Amv. x ;, and yan:A mv. x ; is the cognate
of Arabic uèG7 (.huša%m) “lion” (Lane 1865: 744), so called
because of the greatness of the lion’s nose. (The Arabic for a
large nose is uèG7 [.haša% m], a flat nose is uª,ª7 [.ha.ti%m] and
an ordinary nose is vV7 [.hit.am] or fw! [canf ] ( = @na > @a ).7
The third clue for the meaning of the stem ~vx is the
Arabic cognate vG// ÇtG/ (h. ašima / h. išmat) “he became
angry/anger” (Lane 1865: 576–577). The anger of the Hasmoneans is well noted in I Macc 2: 24–27 and 2: 49.
When Mattathias saw it, he burned with zeal and his heart
was stirred. He gave vent to righteous anger; he ran and
killed him upon the altar. At the same time he killed the
king’s officer who was forcing them to sacrifice, and he tore
down the altar. Thus he burned with zeal for the law, as
Phinehas did against Zimri the son of Salu. Then Mattathias
cried out in the city with a loud voice, saying: “Let every one
who is zealous for the law and supports the covenant come
out with me!” . . . Now the days drew near for Mattathias to
die, and he said to his sons: “Arrogance and reproach have
now become strong; it is a time of ruin and furious anger.”

In light of the cognates cited above, 1 Macc 3:4, coupled
with 1 Macc 2:24–49, suggests several layers of meaning for
the name yan:A mv. x,; including “lions” and “angry (men).” The
Hasmoneans as angry ( ~vx ) lions (~vx ) were feared ( ~vx )
by their enemies and held in awe ( ~vx ) by their followers.
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II. “THE SEEKERS OF FLATTERY”

Support for the derivations meaning “lion” and “angry”
comes from 4Q169 (4Qp Nahum), where — with reference to
Nahum 2:12, “he fills his cave with prey and his den with
game”—the interpretation was given that
this refers to the Lion of Wrath ( !wrxh rypk) . . . vengeance
upon the Flattery Seekers (twqlxh yXrwdb), because he
used to hang men alive, as it was done in Israel in former
times . . . .8
Although Doudna (1999) identified the “Lion of Wrath” here
in 4Q169 with Pompey (who killed 12,000 Jews in his seige
against Jerusalem),9 most scholars have identified him as Alexander Jannaeus, the Hasmonean who ruled 103–78 B .C .E .10
The translation of twqlx in 4Q169 by “flattery” or “easy interpretations,” as if it were from qlx “to be smooth” (BDB 325;
KBS 322), is very misleading.11 According to Josephus (Antiquities XIII: 13: 376),12
He [Alexander Jannaeus] fought against them [his own
people who were seditious against him] for six years, and
slew no fewer than fifty thousand of them, and when he
desired that they would desist from their ill will to him, they
hated him so much the more, on account of what had already
happened; and when he asked them what he ought to do,
they all cried out that he ought to kill himself.

The outcry for Alexander to commit suicide could hardly
qualify as “flattery” or “easy interpretations.” It was after this
outcry for his death that Alexander’s forces of 20,000 Jews
and 6,200 Greek mercenaries were defeated by Demetrius
Eucerus’ 3,000 horsemen and 40,000 footmen which included
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some 6,000 Jews. However, once Demetrius return to Greece,
Alexander Jannaeus successfully defeated those Jews who had
fought with Demetrius, culminating in Alexander’s crucifixion of 800 Jewish fighters while still alive after the murder
of their wives and children before their eyes,13 which earned
him the enigmatic name Qraki,dan (discussed below).
Flattery may have been used by Demetrius when he
attempted out of ethnic loyalty to get Alexander’s Greek mercenaries to defect to his side; and Alexander, likewise, may
have used flattery in his attempt to get Demetrius’ Jewish
fighters to defect to his side. But there is no hint that “smooth
talk” led to Alexander’s mass crucifixions and the slit throats
of the wives and children of the crucified men.
The twqlxh in 4Q169 is better read as the cognate of the
Arabic epithet Çhoè/ (h. âliqat) rather than being the cognate of
ip7 ( .halaqa) with any of its varied meanings cited in standard Hebrew lexicons.14 The epithet Çhoè0o! (calh. âliqat), meant
The cutting, or abandoning, or forsaking, of kindred, or
relations; syn[onym of]
(qat.î catu carrah.imi)
[‘the forsaking, abandoning of kindred or relations’] . . . and
mutual wrong doing, and evil speaking . . . or that which
destroys, and utterly cuts off, religion; like as a razor utterly
cuts of hair.15

v/?o! Ç[áVg

Lane noted also “the tradition in which \èO_$o! (clbag' d. â c ) [i.e.
vehement hatred] and Çhoè0o! (calh. âliqat) are termed the
diseases of the nations.”
The allegations of the Pharisees that Alexander, like his
father Hyrcanus, was born of a captive woman, along with the
outcry for his death, are good examples of “evil speaking,”
but are hardly examples of “flattery.” The abolition of the
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Pharasaic decrees by Hyrcanus was his attempt to cut off the
religion (= Çhoè/ [h. âliqat] = hqlx ) of the Pharisees, which,
according to Josephus, led to “that hatred which he and his
sons met with from the multitudes.”16
When the twqlxh in 4Q169 is read as the cognate of Çhoè/
(h. âliqat), the meaning of which includes the “cutting, or forsaking, or abandoning, of kindred, or relations,” it becomes
obvious that qlx can be a synonym of vrp “to divide, to
separate, to secede.” The twqlx may not be a plural noun but
an abstract, the equivalent of tWvr"P ' “secession, separation”
(Jastrow 1222, 1244). The twqlxh yXrwd of 4Q169 would
then mean “the ones seeking secession” or simply “the secessionists.” The compound twqlxh yXrwd , then, is synonymous with ~yviW rP' the “Separatists,” i.e., the Pharisees.
4Q169, col, I: 5ff. can be translated, “This concerns the
furious lion [who executes revenge] on the secessionists and
hangs men alive.” Similarly, col. II: 11b can be translated,
“Demetrius, King of Greece, who sought the counsel of the
secessionists to enter Jerusalem . . . .” The latter phrase
corresponds quite closely to Josephus’ statement, “They [the
secessionists in Jerusalem] also sent to Demetrius Eucerus,
and desired to make a league of mutual defense with them.”17
III. THRACIDA

The unusual nature of the name Qraki,dan led Whiston
(1741: III, 266) to comment, “This name Thracida, which the
Jews gave Alexander, must, by the coherence, denote as
barbarous as a Thracian, or somewhat like it; but what it
properly signifies is not known.”
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This unknown becomes intelligible when Qraki,dan is disassociated from the place name Qra,|kh / Thrace and is recognized as a transliteration from a Hebrew source used by Josephus which contained a name composed of (1) $rt “to drive
out, to divorce, to banish” (Jastrow, 1699) and (2) wd[ / yd[
the cognate of Arabic Ö ;\ /£ ;\ (cadûw / ciday) “enemy, foe,
hostile party” (Lane, 18:74: 1980). Josephus followed Qraki,dan with a definition of sorts, stating, “whereupon the
soldiers that had fought against him, being about eight thousand in number, ran away by night and continued fugitives all
the time that Alexander lived.”18 The interpretation of Qraki,dan as the “Banisher-of-the-Enemy” is particularly attractive since the cognate Ö ;\ (cadûw = yd[) is the antonym of
iÜ;L (s. adiq = qydc) “true, sincere friend,” with all the rich
associations of this stem with the Zadokites and the Sadducees who were especially friendly with the Hasmoneans.
Given the fact that Alexander had overcome the Arabians,
at least for a while (Josephus, Antiquities XIII: 13: 374–376),
it should not be surprising to learn that the Arabians not only
paid Alexander tribute, but they may also have contributed the
cognates in his title of Qraki,dan, “Banisher-of-the-Enemy.”
It was not only the barbarity of his live crucifixions and slit
throats which earned him this title. It was the terror created by
his barbarity which eventually caused his adversaries to abandon their struggle and flee as fugitives beyond his reach. The
“Banisher-of-the-Enemy” by terror vanquish his foes. As the
“Lion of Wrath” who succeeded against the secessionists,
Alexander Jannaeus exemplified well the multiple meanings
of “Hasmonean.” He was an angry lion who instilled fear in
many and inspired awe in some.
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NOTES
1. See Jastrow, 511. Note Josephus, Antiquities, 12: 265–266,
(Taber 1892: II, 111–112; Whiston 1964: III, 184) “Now at this
time there was one whose name was Mattathias, who dwelt at
Modin, the son of John, the son of Simeon, the son of Asamoneus
(A)samwnai=ou), a priest of the order of Joarib, and a citizen of
Jerusalem. He [Mattathias] had five sons; John, who was called
Gaddis, and Simon, who was called Matthes, and Judas, who was
called Maccabeus and Eleazar, who was called Auran, and Jonathan, who was called Apphus.” (Note also 14: 490; 16: 187; 20:
189, 238.) The name Gaddis ( Gaddh/j) may reflect the Hebrew dg,
the cognate of Arabic ;3 (jad) “greatness, majesty, good fortune”
(Lane 1865: 384–385; BDB 151). The name VApfou/j is probably
the same name as the @a cited by Jastrow (99) as the allegorical
name of the angel administering justice, which may be the cognate
of Arabic
[canf] “nose,” which can also mean “lord or chief”
(Lane 1863: 116).

fw!

;

2. The form of this name is analogous to the name Aaron ( !roh ]a /
!Arh]a ); . For the ya -: and !A - afformatives on the names, see GKC
85 u and 86 h-i.
3. Loewenstamm (1958: 315), after citing Noth’s reference (1928:
227) to the Arabic
(.hit. am ) “nose, noseband, a halter for an

vV7

animal,” concluded that hrrbth al ~Xh lX wtw[mXm “the
meaning of the name is not clear.” Lane’s definitions (1865: 767–
768) include (1)
(.hat. m) “a thing, an affair, or business of
magnitude,” (2)
(.hât. im) “leader, conductor, manager” and
(3) “nose and noseband.”

vV7
vUè7

4. Liddell and Scott (1966: 1462) noted that pre, s beij “elder,
chief, prince, ambassador” was a term of respect and veneration.
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;

Compare Dahood (1968: 32), who considered ~yNIm ;v.x here to be
the cognate of Akkadian .hašma% nu(m) “blue cloth.”
5. Simon (1793: 627) identified

!m;v.x; “magnas, optimas” with

vHè/ / váG/ (h.âšim / h.ašîm) “magnus magni-

the Arabic cognate

que famulitii vir.” Ewald (1870: 520), cited by Tregelles (1875:
313) had identified
with the Arabic
(.hašam) “the nose

!m;v.x;

vG7

which may be applied to a prince.” (Lane 1863: 116 cited
[canf ] “nose,” which can also mean “lord or chief.”)

fw!

6. The Greek text reads, Kai. w`moiw,qh le,onti evn toi/j e;rgoij
auvtou/ kai. w`j sku,mnoj evreugo,menoj eivj qh,ran. Note the title o`
le,wn o` evk th/j fulh/j VIou,da( “the lion from the tribe of Judah” in
Rev 5:5. The personal names !Amv.x ; or ~v' x ' would be analogous
to the hyEr a
> ; “Lion” in II Kings 15:26, as well as the Arabic
c
( usâma) (Simon 1793: 188; Lane 1863: 59–60).

Çs"Dé

uèG7

7. In Persian
(.hašâm) signified anger, about which Lane
(1865: 744) commented, “this meaning is with probability deductible from the literal root of this art.; for he who is angry raises his
nose and makes it pointed.” The association of “nose” and “anger”
is very widely attested with @a “nostril, nose, anger” and the denominative verb @na “to be angry.” The Arabic
(.ha.t %i m) “flat
nose” is cited by Hava (1915: 157), who also noted
(.ha.t cam)
w
“lion,” which is probably related (see GKC 85 for examples of
stems extended by the addition of an [ ). KBS ( I: 362) cited Arabic
.ha.t %i m “flat nose” and .ha.t am “big nose,” but made no mention of
% m “lion.” The / (.t /š) variants in
.haša%m “big nose” or .huša

v,7
v[,7

.J

the Arabic cognate explain the Hebrew yan:A mv. x ; (with a v ),
rather than yan:A mf. x; (with an anticipated f ). The place names
!Amv.x; and hn"Amv.x; would be analogous to the name hr'ypiK. in
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Jos 9:17, 18:26, Ezra 2:25, and Neh 7:29, which, in light of rypiK .
“lion” and rp' K ' “village,” could have a double meaning and be the
equivalent of Leoville or Lionville.
8. See Allegro, 1968: 38–39, Column I, lines 5–8; and Vermes,
1995: 336–340. For a summary of the scholarly discussions on
Pesher Nahum, see Berrin, 2000: 653–655.
9. Wars of the Jews, I: 7. 5 (Naber, V: 30–31; Whiston, I: 30) and
Antiquities of the Jews XIV: 4. 4 (Naber, III: 235; Whiston, III:
286).
10. See Turner 1962: 528–535. Note especially Josephus, Antiquities XIII: 14: 381, “This was indeed by way of revenge for the
injuries they had done him; which punishment yet was of an
inhuman nature.”
11. See Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000: 334–377) and Rabinowitz
(1978: 397), where he suggested: “the ‘Resorters-to-Flatteries,’
those imitators of the way-of-life of the Greeks of the Selucid
Empire, are clearly the Hellenizers of whom we read in the Book
of Maccabees.”
12. See Whiston 1974: III, 265; Naber 1892: II, 211.
13. Josephus, Antiquities XIII: 14: 379–383 reads as follows:
Now as Alexander fled to the mountains, six thousand of
the Jews hereupon came together [from Demetrius] to him
out of pity at the change of his fortune; upon which
Demetrius was afraid, and retired out of the country; after
which the Jews fought against Alexander, and being
beaten, were slain in great numbers in the several battles
which they had; and when he had shut up the most
powerful of them in the city Bethome, he besieged them
therein; and when he had taken the city, and gotten the
men into his power, he brought them to Jerusalem, and did
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one of the most barbarous actions in the world to them; for
as he was feasting with his concubines, in the sight of all
the city, he ordered about eight hundred of them to be
crucified; and while they were living, he ordered the
throats of their children and wives to be cut before their
eyes. This was indeed by way of revenge for the injuries
they had done him; which punishment yet was of an
inhuman nature, though we suppose that he had been never
so much distressed, as indeed he had been, by his wars
with them, for he had by their means come to the last
degree of hazard, both of his life and of his kingdom,
while they were not satisfied by themselves only to fight
against him, but introduced foreigners also for the same
purpose; nay, at length they reduced him to that degree of
necessity, that he was forced to deliver back to the king of
Arabia the land of Moab and Gilead, which he had
subdued, and the places that were in them, that they might
not join with them in the war against him, as they had done
ten thousand other things that tended to affront and
reproach him. However, this barbarity seems to have been
without any necessity, on which account he bare the name
of a Thracian (Qraki,dan) among the Jews whereupon the
soldiers that had fought against him, being about eight
thousand in number, ran away by night, and continued
fugitives all the time that Alexander lived; who being now
freed from any further disturbance from them, reigned the
rest of his time in the utmost tranquillity.

14. Lane’s definitions (1865: 799–802) of ip7 ( .halaqa) included
“he measured, he brought into existence, it was smooth, she was
goodly in make” and the nouns “perfect /complete” and “all
created things.” KBS (322–324) noted ip7 ( .halaqa) “to make
smooth, to measure off” and ip/ ( h.alaqa) “to shave,” but made
no reference to the epithet Çhoè/ (h.âliqat), cited in this study.
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15. See Lane 1863: 231; 1865: 630; 1867: 1056; and 1874: 2090.
In light of the Arabic
(h.âliqat) and r<è3 ( jâdal) “he contended in an altercation, or disputed, or litigated, by advancing
what might divert the mind from the appearance of truth and of
what was right”(Lane 1865: 392), the tAql'x ] and tAldoG> in Psa
12:4 (tAldoG> tr,B,d;m. !Avl' tAql'x] ytep.fi-lK' hw"hy> trek.y):
need to be revocalized as abstract nouns rather than as feminine
plurals, and translated idiomatically as “may Yahweh cut off all
lips of spuriousness (and every) tongue speaking acrimoniously.”

Çhoè/

16. Antiquities XIII: 10: 296.
17. Antiquities XIII: 13: 376.
18. See Whiston 1974: III, 266–267; Naber 1892: II, 212–213.
Note also Hatch and Redpath 1954: Supplement 69 –73, where
many examples are cited of the Hebrew t having been transliterated by a q instead of the t .

XXXVI
SUMMARY
The following list of eighty-four phrases from fifty-five
verses summarizes the translations I proposed in the chapters
above. Scriptural references in italics indicate that Arabic
cognates were cited to support the italicized translations. The
nine words / phrases requiring an emendation of the consonantal Hebrew text are marked with an asterisk at the end of the
translated line and are summarized in a subsequent paragraph.
Gen 3:14
Gen 3:16
Gen 16:12

lk;aTo rp[ “small creatures shall you eat”
%B' lvmy “(your husband) will be like you”
~da arP hy<h.yI aWh “he shall be a peacemaker, a reconciler”

Gen 16:12

!Kov.yI wyx'a,-lk' ynp-l[ “in the favor of all his

brothers he will dwell (tranquilly)”
Gen 25:18 lp'n" wyx'a,-lk' ynp-l[ “he embraced all his
brethren”
Exo 4:24 wtymh vQeb;y>w: hw"hy> WhveG>p.YIw: “Yahweh met him
and sought to bond the relationship”
Exo 4:26 tl{WMl; ~ymiD' !t;x] . . . @ryw “they became
bonded . . . ‘You are a blood relative by circumcision’”
Lev 16: 10 hr'B'd>Mih; lzaz[l Atao xL;v;l. “to send it to a
harsh rugged place, into the wilderness”
Lev 16:21 hr'B'd>Mih; yt[ vyai-dy:B. xL;vi “to send (it) by
the hand of an extremely corrupt man into the
wilderness”
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Num 12:3
Num 33:32
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hv,mo vyah “Moses was brought to despair”

dG"d>GIh; rxb Wnx]Y:w: “they encamped at the inlet

of the (Wadi) Gidgad”
Deu 15:11 !Ayb.a, ldxy-al{ “the poor must not be treated
unjustly”
Deu 15:11 !Ayb.a, ldxy-al{ “the poor must not be denied
assistance”
Jos 2:1
hnwz hV'ai-tyBe WaboY"w: “they entered the house of
a woman innkeeper”
Jos 10:12 ~wd !A[b.gIB. vm,v, “Sun, be dark in Gibeon!”
Jos 10:13

dm[ x;reyw" > vm,V,h; ~dyw “the sun became dark-

ened and the moon stayed concealed”
Jos 10:13 ~yIm;V'h; ycix]B; vm,Vh
, ; dm[yw “the sun concealed
itself while in the middle of the sky”
Jos 10:13 ~ymiT' ~AyK aAbl' #a' al “it actually hastened
to set as though it were a whole day”
II Kings 22:14 ~ydgbhrmX “the (woman who was) guarding the truths / traditions”
II Chron 34:22 ~ydgbhrmX “the (woman who was) guarding the truths / traditions”
II Chron 34:22 hnXmb ~÷Il;v'WryBi tb,v,Ay ayhi “she was
dwelling in Jerusalem in her old age”
II Chron 28:6 @la ~yrIf.[,w> ha'me “one hundred twenty contingents”
II Chron 28:15 twmXb wbqn-rv,a] ~yvin"a]h' “the men who
were designated by badges to be in charge”
Psa 2:11 hd[rb wlyg “adore [God] with unrestraint”
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Psa 48:2
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rb wqvn “worship with fidelity”
!wpc ytkry !Ayci-rh; “Mount Zion, the quintes-

Pro 30:4
Pro 30:4

sence of purity”
rwga yreb.DI “the words of one-rewarded-forrighteousness”
hqy-!Bi “a pious person”
~aun> aXmh “the one authoring the saying”
rbgh “the one-restored-to-sound-estate”
lae ytya l “surely there is a God”
lka “I will be kept safe”
vyam ykinOa' r[;b; yKi “for I was consumed from
despair”
wmv wmv hm “How exalted his name!”*
Anyb ~v hm “How sublime his intelligence!”*

Pro 30:5

hp'Wrc. H;Ala/ tr;m.ai-lK' [d'te yKi “Certainly

Pro 30:1
Pro 30:1
Pro 30:1
Pro 30:1
Pro 30:1
Pro 30:1
Pro 30:2

Ecc 7:26
Ecc 7:26
Ecc 7:28

you know every saying of God has stood the
test!”
hrva hV'ai-ta, tw<M'mi rm; “. . . more bitter
than death is a self-conceited woman”*
HB'li ~ymir"x]w: ~ydIAcm. ayhi “she is a (sure)
snare and her heart is a (really tight) net”
@l,a,me @lam dx'a, ~d'a' ytiac'm' “I found a
single friendly man out of a thousand”*

SSol 1:3

~ybiAj ^yn<m'v. xyrl “truly, the scent of your

SSol 1:3

perfume is delightful!”
$mv qrwt !mv “precious, your scent was
made to induce pleasure”
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SSol 1:4
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^Wbhea] ~yrXym “they loved you more than great
luxuries”

Isa 65:25

Amx.l; rp[ vx'n" “the serpent (will have) vegetation for his food”

Jer 5:8

Wyh' ~ykXm ~ynzwm ~ysiWs “they were stallions
on the verge of discharging semen”

Jer 31:21

hla %yIr;['-la, ybivu laer'f.yI tlwtb ybiWv “Re-

Ezek 13:18

turn, O Virtuous Israel, return to your negligent
city.
hb'beAVh; tB;h; !yqmxtt yt;m'-d[; “How long
will you remain stupid, O faithless daughter?”
rb,G" bbst hb'qen> “the female enamors the
male”
hz[ ~Arm. rCeb;t. ykiw> “though she make inaccessible the top of her tel ”
xwr tmxb rm %leae “I went off flying in circles of wind ”*
ydy yleyCia;-lK' l[; twtsk tArP.tm; .li yAh “Woe
to the ones tying bandages on every maimed
limb”
ddwc varo-lKo-l[; twxpsmh tAf[o “placing
compresses upon every oozing head”
ym[l hnddwct “they shun my very own people”

Ezek 13:18

hn"yY<x;t. hn"k,l' twXpn

Jer 31:22
Jer 31:22
Jer 51:53
Ezek 3:14
Ezek 13:18

Ezek 13:18

“those of their own
[still] breathing, they restore to life”
Ezek 13:19 hn"yy<x.ti-al{ rv,a] twXpn tAYx;l. “to keep
alive those breathing who ought not to be alive”
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hn"t,Wmt.-al{ rv,a] tAvp'n> tymih'l. “to let die

Ezek 28:13

those breathing who ought not to have died”
yMi[;-la, yta hn"l.L,x;T. “they have undermined
my warning to my people”
twddcm hn"Tea; rv,a] tAvp'N>h;-ta, “The ones
breathing whom you shunned ”
hnkytwtsk-la ynIn>hi “behold, I am against your
bandages”
twxrpl ~X “(I) designate(to be) the ones-setfree”
txrpl yTix.L;viw> “I will let go to (become) the
ones-set-free”
hn"WbT. ~teAx hT'a; “you were the signet of erudition”*
ypy lylk “crowned with beauty”
ttk bhz “(your canopy was of) gold leaf ”*
$wP alm ~b $ybqnw “your settings for them
were filled with antimony”*
$arbh ~AyB. “for the day you were perfected”

Ezek 28:14

^yTit;n> ~yxyvm !kwsh brk “I set you as the

Ezek 13:19
Ezek 13:20
Ezek 13:20
Ezek 13:20
Ezek 13:20
Ezek 28:12
Ezek 28:12
Ezek 28:13
Ezek 28:13

chief statesman of the anointed ”*
Ezek 28:13 ytyyh ~yhila
{ /-!G: !d,[eB. “I was in Eden, the
garden of God”
Ezek 28:14 ~yhil{a/ vd,qo rh;B. ytyyh “I was on the holy
mountain of God”
Joel 2:31 ~dl x;reY"h;w> %v,xol. %peh'yE vm,V,h; “the sun will
be turned to darkness and the moon to blackness”

SUMMARY

Amos 7:14
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~ymqX slwbw ykinOa' rqwb “I am an inquirer

and an investigator of whatever happens”
Zech 5:6 taceAYh; hpyah tazO “this is the mobile shrine”
Zech 5:7 taFenI trp[ rK;Ki hNEhi “lo, the circular cover /
circular roof was lifted”
Zech 5:7 hpyah %AtB. tb,v,Ay txa hXa tazO “this is
‘the first lady’ (= goddess) sitting in the center of
the shrine”
Matt 2:9 o` avs th,r . . . evs ta,q h = dm[. . . bkkh = “the star
set ”
Matt 7:6 mh. dw/te to. a[gion toi/j kusi.n = rwhjh wntt la
~yblkl = “Do not give the holy (word) to the
dog keepers”
Matt 7:6 mhde. ba,l hte tou.j margari,t aj u`m w/n e; m prosqen tw/n coi,r wn = ynpl ~ktrwt wrwt law
~yrzxh = “and do not teach your torah in the
presence of swine-herders”
mh,pote katapath,sousin auvtou.j evn toi/j posi.n
Matt 7:6
auvtw/n = ~hylgrb htwa ~ypyrjm !p = “lest,
blaspheming it with their slander ”
Matt 7:6 kai. strafe,ntej r`h,xwsin u`ma/j = w[rqy ~yrzwxw
~kta = “and disavowing (it), they malign you ”
Matt 7:11 eiv ou= n u`m ei/ j ponhroi. = ~y[r ~ta ~a = “if
you being kinfolk”
Matt 8:22 a; f ej tou. j nekrou.j qa,y ai tou. j e`a utw/n nekrou,j = ~hytm rwbql ~ytmh bwz[ = “let the
next of kin bury their dead”
Matt 10:34 mh. nomi,shte o[ti h=lqon balei/n eivrh,nhn evpi. th.n
gh/n = ala #rab ~lX ytabX wbXxt la
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@lx = “do not think that I have come to bring
the end /retribution on the earth, but a change”
Luke 14:26 kai. ouv misei/ to.n pate,r a e` a utou/ = aby ~a
wyba ta anXy alw Xya yla = (1) “if a man
comes to me and does not treat his father with
gentleness” or (2) “. . . and does not rightfully
support his father” or (3) “. . .and does not forsake his father” or (4) “. . . and he truly hates his
father”
John 21:15 avgapa/|j me ple, on tou, t wn = rtwy ynbhath
hlam = “Do you love me more than kith-andkin ?”
PsSol 2:26 ejk kekenthmevn on ejpi; tw'n ojr evw n Aij g uvp tou
= ~yrcm yrx l[ rxn = “he was stabbed along
the inlets of Egypt”
The high frequency of correspondence between Hebrew
and Arabic words is illustrated in the Addendum to Chapter
XIX (178 –180) which lists twenty-nine Arabic cognates of
the thirty-three lexemes in Jer 32:21–22. While these cognates
are widely recognized in standard Hebrew lexicons, relevant
nuances of five of them have gone unnoticed in recent interpretations of these verses. Moreover, Arabic cognates were
helpful in clarifying the ambiguities of Septuagintal readings
in Gen 16:12, Jer 31:22, Ezek 3:14, and Psa 68:31.
Non-Judean dialects of Hebrew, found in Exo 4:24–26 and
in Prov 30:1–5, were quite baffling to interpreters who assumed these texts were in standard Judean Hebrew. Clarity
came to these verses once dialectal elements were recognized
and possible Arabic cognates were examined.
Although Arabic cognates provided most of the clues for
the interpretation of the biblical and extra-biblical texts
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examined in the chapters above, other Semitic languages
including Akkadian, Aramaic, Syriac, Ugaritic, and Ethiopic
provided many clues, as well as non-Semitic languages including Greek, Coptic, Egyptian, and in one case even
Sanskrit.
In addition to new translations which are based on lexical
data that had been overlooked, a number of the above translations come from the recognition that highly ambiguous
Hebrew homographs permit a wide variety of interpretations.
Variant definitions of homographs may be lexically correct,
but not all definitions would convey the intent of the author
—unless there had been a deliberate use of layered meanings.
The statement of Jesus in Luke 14:26 when reconstructed in
Hebrew presents the interpreter with this type of ambiguity.
As a result, even in summary, four different translations for
the reconstructed Hebrew text of this verse need to be noted.
While three chapters (IV, XXX, XXXII) focused primarily
on biblical or biblically related names, the meaning of thirty
six names were reviewed, and the uncertainties about the etymology and meaning of many of the following names were
clarified.
Aaron
Abraham
Abram
Agur
Alphaeus
Amatti
Azazel
Ben Sat. dac
Ben Pandira
Ben Pant. ira
Beth-hadurey
Cassius

Dalmanutha
Dudael
Hasmonean
Horhaggidad
Huldah
Ithiel
Jakeh
Magadan
Magdalene
Martha
Mary
Massa

Massa
Mattattah
Matthew
Miriam
Moriah
Oded
S.abacim
S.aphon
Tekoa
Thracida
Ucal
Zion
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The emendations proposed in the chapters above include
reading the MT:
(1) wmX hm as wmX wmX hm (a haplography)
(2) wnb ~X hm as wnyb ~X hm (scriptio plene)
(3) rXa hXah as hrva hXa (shifting of a h)
(4) @lam as @lam @lam (a haplography)
(5) yxwr tmxb as xwr tmxb (removing a y )
(6) tynkt as hnwbt (a confusion of b and k, w and y)
(7) $yPt tkalm as $wp ttk alm (a redivision)
(8) $b $ybqnw as ~b $ybqnw (confusion of kand m)
(9) $kwsh brk as !kwsh brk (confusion of $ and ! )
These are modest changes to the received text—in contrast to
bold emendations, like the one proposed by Holladay (see
166, above) who changed the MT hL,ae to hl'[}Bo, as if a [b
could have been confused with an a.
More serious textual problem were encountered in Eze 13:
17–23 and 28:2–19, requiring a rearrangement of many lines
in order to reconstruct a logical sequence of statements about
the triage given to the wounded when Jerusalem fell in 587
B .C .E . and of statements by the king of Tyre about his being
divine and his having been in the Garden of Eden.
Even baffling statements in the Gospels—like a star
standing over a manger, throwing pearls to swine, putting a
lamp under a cushion, dead people burying dead people, and
a commandment to hate kith-and-kin after saying that “loving
your neighbor” is the second greatest commandment—were
clarified simply by reconstructing a Hebrew Vorlage and dealing with the ambiguities created once the reconstructed oral
statement was written in consonantal Hebrew/Aramaic, much
like the spelling found in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
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61, 70, 103, 152, 154,
234, 247, 285
lectio difficilior
189
loanword
72, 73, 94, 116, 118,
124, 249, 261, 281, 291, 312,
343, 346, 347, 353, 358
locative h
52
mater lectionis
63
metaphor
3, 146, 256, 265, 270,
278, 282, 286, 331, 365
metonymy
203, 302, 311

Niphcal
parallelism

66, 86
8, 146, 214,
252, 253, 329
Pe7 cal
12
plural of intensity
142, 148,
150, 386, 387
% le
%l
Po
111
pseudo-correction
128, 138
qa.t.tal
259, 280
qat. til
61
.
Qal
12, 16, 111, 129, 131,
147, 163–165, 194, 226
Qere
59, 63, 103, 234, 247
qit.l
370
qut.l
142
scriptio defectiva
39, 43,
72, 73, 128, 155, 162, 168,
176, 178, 211, 263, 271, 387
scriptio plene
39, 136, 147, 148,
154, 155
Semitism
300, 310
transliteration 147, 161, 222, 229,
232, 383, 385, 388, 396
vocative l
130
yqt.l-qt.l sequence
147

V. INDEX OF ROOTS AND WORDS CITED
AKKADIAN, SUMERIAN, HURRIAN
%ma
%
Abam-ra
H
. a (-as) sí
H
. a (-az) zí
.hanziru
% nu(m)
.hašma
.haziru
.hazzi/.hassi
da( 2a mu
e-gal
e-pa
eperu

35
386
386
281
398
281
387
85, 92, 219
233
233
1

izuzzum
ka-al-bu
kasû
%-awe
%lu
lullu
mutu
ri-mu / ri-mu-tu
šahû
šitqulu
.humsiru
zenû
zinûtu

94
257, 278
193
20
289
335, 350
281
94
281
79
79
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INDICES
ARABIC

;#é ( cabad)
55
É;#å (ca% bidat)
201
?+! (ca .t ara)
184
?3! (cajara)
126
c
\ çt/! ( a hmâ’
)
42
.
zèá7ê (ca .h tân)
42
c
u<ê ( adama)
23
Çs<ê (cadamat)
23
c
u!<ê ( idâm)
23
>!\ (ci d. )
88, 91
RÜ@ ! (carîd. )
161
c
Q@! ( arad. a)
29
Q@! (card. )
161
rBé (cazil)
49
rBé (cazala)
49, 55
rBé (cizl)
49
rBès (mâ c zil)
49
c
>"(D! ( ustâd ) 343, 344, 347, 358
Çs"Dé (cusâma)
398
c
?Hê ( aš ir)
138
c
qL! ( a sl. )
102
@è~Lê (ca shâr)
42
.
c
É?cé ( afurrat)
29
115
Ä#è(g! (caqtâbahu)
ÇáCkê (caksiyat)
193
c
uèké ( akâm )
51
c
Çtké c( akamat)
50, 56
fo! ( cilf )
107, 140
114
eÑoê ( ulûf )
c %
foès ( mâ la f )
140
eÑoès ( mâ lu%f )
140
C

r! ( câl / A ill )
361
ÇªpªÜ! (c îlat)
361
c
qáo! (c alîl )
167
184
Äpo! ( Alla%c h)
?$k! Äpo! ( Alla% h cakbar) 176, 182
167
£ªoÖé ( c ulay)
Äo! (caliha)
167, 168
\ ?s / \Ö ?s! (mar c / cimraw c ) 337
\?s! ( camra ca)
337, 347, 351
É!?s! (cimrâ t )
337, 347, 351
\
c
?áwªs (ma îr)
350
fw! (canf )
392, 397, 398
q|! (cahl )
370
Ño! / à! (cl w / calâ)
169
c
ÇÜå ( ayat)
203

FÜ! ( ayisa)
E"Ü! ( iyâs)
c

c

60, 71, 131
60, 71, 131

É;4# (bajd at / bujudat) 102, 104
)# (batt)
165
q(# (bata la)
163, 165, 175
;# (badd)
165
?# (birr / barr)
122
c
!?ª# (bara )
21, 214
£ ?# (bariy)
122
c
\£?# (barî )
214
201
2 ?# (barh. )
qUè# (bât.il)
50, 56
\ èO_# (bag' d. â c )
394
?hª# (baqara)
226
@èhª# (baqqâ r)
226
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INDICES

Fpª# (balas)

227
283

Çªc?ª' (turfat)

@ÑK' (tas.awur)
212
127
£ªhª' (taqî)
q' (tel)
56
Ñpª' / âª' (tilw / talâ )
327
c
\ãª' (talâ
)
327
c
327
£pª'! ( atlay)
?t' (tamr)
183
?$3 ( jabara )
128, 133, 182
@è$3 (jabbâr)
182
c
@è$4o! ( aljabbâr)
176
q$3 (jabal)
388
;3 (jad)
397
;3 (judd)
388
É;3 (juddat)
388
<;3 (jadd)
388
;3;3 (jadjad)
388
r;3 (jadal)
341
r<è3 ( jâdal)
401
ré;3 ( jidâ l)
341, 342
Ço<è4s mujâdalat)
341, 342
r;3 (jada la)
340, 355
r;4s (mejdel)
338, 347
rÖ;4s (majdûl)
340
ÇoÖ;4s (majdûlat)
340
r=3 ( jad.ala)
340
{à=3 /r=3 ( jad.lân / jad.il ) 341
rA3 (jazala )
354
155
@è3 ( jâra)
rÑ3 ( jûl )
121
q3 ( jalla)
121

;p3 (jildun / jalada)
201
r â3 ( jalâ l )
121
v3 ( jam)
170, 177, 181
r"t3 (jammâl)
280
;|è3 (jâhid )
301
< è}ª3 (jihâd)
301
;|è3 ;~3 ( jahd jâhid )
311
@Ñ3 ( jaur)
155, 156
y3 (g4 inn)
3
@;/ (h. adara)
55
É@;á/ (h. aydarat)
55
@Ö;/ (h. adûr)
55
r;/ (hada
la)
66,
68
.
&?/ (h. arb)
310, 311
vG/ /ÇtG/ ( h. ašima / h. išmat) 392
vHè/ /váG/ (h. âšim / h. aš îm) 398
váG/ (h. ašîm )
391
váG/ (h. ašîm )
391
%
uèG7 ( .h uša m)
392, 398
fpª/ ( h. alaf )
313
fpª/ (h. alif )
314
314
£dpª/ ( h. alf î )
Çhoè/ ( h. âliqat)
356, 394, 401
ip/ ( h. alaqa )
400
it/ ( h. amiqa)
185
it/ (h. umaq)
172
y/ (h. ann)
166
zèx/ (h. annân)
167
yáx/ (h. anîn )
167
y0(Cs (mustah.a. n)
167
UÑ/ (h. awît. / h. ayyit. )
30
uÑ/ / uè/ (h. ûm / h.âma)
188

INDICES

uÑ/ (h. ûm)
189
yá7 (.h atana)
42
uª,ª7 (.h a .t %i m)
392, 398
r;7 (.h ada la)
66
r;7 ( .h adl )
66, 68
r=7 (.h ad.ala)
67, 68, 69
)o=7 (.h ad.alat)
71
@è7 (.h âra)
382
&?7 (.h arîb)
310, 311
B?7 ( .h araz)
280
uèG7 ( .h uša%m)
392, 398
vV7 ( .h it.am)
392, 397
vV7 (.h at. m)
397
vUè7 (.h ât. im)
397
;pª7 (.h ald / .h uld / .h ild)
100
;pª7 ( .h alada)
100
;p7 (.h alada) ”
100
;oè7 ( .h âlid)
100, 104
;p7 (.h alad)
100
e â7 (.h ilâf )
307
ip7 ( .h alaqa )
400
@Ñ7 (.h awr)
382, 387, 388
Ç#!< (da) bbat)
5
@< (durr)
260
*!@< (durrât)
260
É@< (durrat)
260
@@< (durar)
260, 280
j< (daq)
155
n< (dak)
155
ªs<
(damî
)
84, 85
£
84, 85
£ªs;s (mu dam miy)
?|< (dahr)
31, 180, 217

vª|< (dahama)
v|< (duhmu)
Çt|< (duhmat)
vá|< ( duhaimu)
z"t|< (dahmâ nu)
v|<! ( cadhamu)
v|;o! ( cadduhmu)
uÖ< (dûm)
uÖ< / u!< (dûm /d â ma)
Çs!Ö< (duwwâmat)
Ç$,ÜÖ< (duwaybbat )
?k> (d.akara )
z> (d.anna)
çªw> (d.anna% c u)
£w"w > (d. unânay)
yáw> (d.inîn)
y|> (d.ahin )
<Ö> / <!> (d.ûd / d.âd)
u!@ (râm)
qª3@ (rigl)
<@ (radda)
Ç0ªÜ @ (rihat)
.
;\@ (ra )ada)
;`@ (rag' ada)
;`@ (rag' d )
aD@ (rasag! a)
aáD@ (rasî g' )
èc@ (rafâ )
èc@ /Ñc@ (rafâ / rafû )
\èc@ (rifâ’un)
u"|@ (ruhâm)
uÑ|@ (rahûm)

455
84, 218
85
85, 218
85, 218
85, 218
85, 218
85, 218
83, 94
83, 84
95
5, 6
355
153, 157
157
153
153
75, 78
55
32, 337
268
111
145
121
121
121
236
236
41
41
41
33
34

456

INDICES

Çt|@ (rihmat)
34
jÖ@ (ruq)
145, 147, 149
iÜ @ / j!@ (rîq / râqa) 145, 149
vªÜ @ (raym)
33
rB (zi l )
56
rB (zul)
56
\èªwB (zanâ c )
74, 75, 78
ÄxªÜB (zinat)”
73, 78
w"ªwB
(zunânay)
153
£
72
£wB (zanaya)
75
?|!B ( zâhir)
@ÖB ( zûr)
76
z ÖB ( zûn)
76, 156, 354
ÇwÖB (ziwannat)
74
?Ü B (zîr)
247, 251
T8D (sa .h a t).
284
1ádD (safîh. )
193
)ªlD (saka ta)
283
ylD (sakana)
28
ÇsÑD / ÇtáD (sîmat / sûmat) 109
ytD (siman)
145
ÑtD (sumû )
132, 133
yD (sanna)
103, 104
ÑxD (sanaw)
323, 324
£xD (sanay / sanaw) 322, 323
@ÑD (sûr)
115
qáD (sayl )
183
qáCs (ma sîl)
183
c
ÇsëH (šâ mat)
146
%H (šabba)
174
Ä$H (šabah)
173
Ä$H (šabaha)
173

181
ç(H (šitâ c)
Ö;H / !;H (šadw / šada% )
140
£?H (šaraya)
184
vH (šamma)
145, 146
ëxH (šanac a)
322
c
ëxH (šana a)
323
\£xH (šanic a)
323
c
322
£\ xH (šunî a)
346, 354
a$L ( s. abg' )
Ç_$L (s. ibg' at)
346, 354
;L (s. add)
203
;L (s. adda)
195, 201
;Ü;L (s. ad îd)
195, 201
iÜ;L ( s. adiq )
396
\ å?0L (s. ah. râ c)
388
c
\"x0L (s. ih. nâ )
346, 354
É;[L (s. a cdata )
28
'
?á_L (s. ag îr)
371
ÑdL (s. afwun)
387
z!ÑdL (s. afwân)
387
è}L (s. uhâ)
180
*!Ñ}L (s. ahawât)
180
177, 180
£}L ( s. uhay)
180
£|èL ( s. âhây)
zÑá}L (s. ahyûn)
180
@ÑL ( s. awr)
212
zéÑL ( s. awwân)
180
@ÑáL (s. ayyûr)
212
yw\ èP /zëP (d. â c in / d. â cn) 371
&èU ( tâba)
145
.
&?U ( tariba)
74,
78
.
e?U ( tarf
)
267
.
\

INDICES
267
.
e?U ( tarafa)
fÜ ?U ( tatrîf
)
283
.
371–372
£pU (.t alîy)
yY ( zannun)
80
.
zÑxY (zanûn)
75, 78, 79
.
É?á~Y ( zahîrat)
75
.
ÇÜ@è~Y ( z. uhâriyat)
350
c c
\
;w è\ ( â id)
112
c c
\
É;w è\ ( â idat)
112
*èª\ (câti)
50
c
(\
(
itîy)
50
£
c
%4\ ( ajiba)
182
%4\ ( cujb)
182
c
z!;\ ( adân)
212
Ö;\ /£ ;\ (cadûw / ciday) 396
£;\ (ciday)
184
£<è\ (câdiy)
110
c
Q?\ ( arad. a)
29
c
rAª\ ( azala)
50, 54
BéAª\ (cazâz)
51
c
ÇªoAª\ ( uzlat)
54
c
?d\ ( afar)
5, 7, 234
?d\ (cipir)
11
c
É?d\ ( afurrat)
29
qh\ (ccaql )
172
145
£p\ ( alay)
c
c
136
£p[o! ( a l a lî )
;t\ (camada)
82, 84, 91, 241
94
z!;t[s (mu cmidânu)
c
;x\ ( inda)
96
c
Ax\ ( anz)
49, 50, 56
Ñx\ / "x\ (canâ )
61

457

61, 62
£x\ (c)aniya )
<Ñ\ ( awd)
110, 111
zÑ\ (cawn)
235, 237
c
z!Ñ[s (mu âwana)
238
ÇwÑ[s (ma cûna)
238
c
z!;á\ ( aydân)
212
c
c
Ñ\
(
y
f
/
wf
)
251
fá\/e
?d` (g' fr)
5, 7
?d` (g' afar)
6, 7
?d` (g! afara)
234
?d` (g' uf r)
5
É?ád` (g! ufirat)
234
?d_s /?ácè_s (mig' fi r / mag' â fir ) 11
vp` (lm)
144
vâ` (g! ula%m)
145
;t` (g'amada) 84, 91, 241, 242
z!;t_s (mug! midânu)
94
5x` (g'unj)
142
61
£x` (g' aniya)
x`
(g
'
anniya
)
61
£
?4ªc (fajr)
94
=8c (fah.Id.)
195, 202
@;ªc (fadir)
344, 346
c
ê?c (fara )
19
6 ?c (faraja )
196
Ç3?c ( furjat)
201
6 Ö ?c (farû j)
201
%
*è/?ds (mu frih. at)
201
?c
: (far.h / farah. )
201
308
<?c (farada)
<?ds (mu farrid)
308
£<?c ( faradî )
309
Å?c (faruha)
23

458

INDICES

Å@èc (f ârih)
23
c
?c
(fara
a)
22
^
c
?ds
(mifra
)
^
22
@;xªc (fandar)
344, 346
%g (qabb)
108, 115
É@Ö>"ªg (qâd.ûrat)
268
c
?ªg
(qara
a)
284
^
Fg (qassu)
388
Txg (qanita)
60
.
^Ñg / ^èg (qâ c )
224
?$k (kabar)
182
Eè#?k (kirbâs / karbâs)
116
Fc?k (kurfus)
116
fD?k (kursuf)
116
Fc?k (karafs)
116
\çCk (kisâ c)
193
c
âªk (kala a)
130, 133
Äpo! É \ âªk (kilâ cat callahi) 130
%pªk (kaliba)
258
%o"ªk (kâlib)
258
&âªk kallâb)
259
z"$(pªk (kaltabân)
258
r (la)
145
%o (labba)
183
ylo (lakin)
145
)s (matta)
40, 293
*ès (mâ ta)
289
ÇÜès (mâttat)
40, 293, 294
q,s (ma .t ala )
16, 173
;p8s (mu .h allad)
100, 104
?s (marra)
349
\£?s (marî c )
334

\ Ö ?s (murû c )
\Ö ?s (marû ca)
É \Ö ?s (murû cat)
ÉÖ ?s (muruwat)
u!?s (mara%m)
uÖ ?s ( marûm)
£?s (maraya)
ÇªÜ @ès (Mâriyat)
vªÜ ?s (maryam)
mCs (misk)
yCs (musinn)
ys (man)
è$w (naba c )
Ä$w (nab ih)
Ñ$w (nabû) / è$w (nabâ)
\£$w (nabî c ) /£$w (nabî )
;4ªw (najd )
?0w (nah. ara)
?8w (na .h ara)
iCw (nasaqa)
mCw (nasaka)
ëGw (naša c a)
£Gxs (munš î )
Fdw (nafas)
&èhw (naqâb)
%áhªw (naq îb)
Ç$áhw (naqîbat)
;hªw (naqada)
;hªw (naqd)
=hw (naqid.a)
=hw (naqad. )
?hªw (naqara)

346
346
351
351
335, 350
335, 350
188
337
336–337
146
103
132, 133
230
230
230
230
346, 352
389
389
124
122
128
128, 133
203
172
115
172, 175
223
222
162
163
222
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INDICES

£ª'Ñw (nutiyy)
*!Ñw ( nawwât)
\!?| (hirâ c)
£Ö!?| (harâwa)
ÉÖ!?| (harâwat)
mp| (halaka)
£Ñ| (haway)
vá| /u"| (haim / hâma)
q3Ö (wajila)
£<Ö (wadaya)
^>Ö (wad.a c a)

346, 353
346, 353
351
346
351
184
186
61
121
194
70

<DÖ (wassad)
<èDÖ (wisâd)
mHÖ (wašuka)
qLÖ (wus. l / wis. l )
qLÖ (was.ala)
£ªgÖ (waqî )
ioÖ (walaqa)
ÄoÖ (waliha)
Fx\ªÜ (ya c isa)
£;Ü (yaday / yad î )”
?CÜ ( yusr)

251
247
155, 157
195, 202
195, 202
127, 132
177, 184
167
60, 131
194
139, 148

ARAMAIC

atwdba
201
anplwa
120
Ayy"rA" a
254, 256
ytya
130
rma
278
th; B .
31, 180, 217
aP' r>AT tyBe
267
rB;
120
at' y>rB: '
124
amlyd
346, 353
rkd
355
adwdx
55
aryzx
252, 259, 264, 266, 274
aY"r " Z"x ;
260, 262, 263, 271, 272
yjx
30
arx
382, 387
ab' rx> ;
300, 303
aP'r>y ji
283

aY"B ' lK. ;
258, 262, 271
aY"B L'K. ;
255, 258, 262, 271, 272
aynwn -ldgm
338
aY"[;B 'c; lD' gm> ;
339, 354
aldgm
348
al' Dg. m: .
339, 340, 343,
344, 347, 354

al' dg. m" u
al' WDg>m ; / al'Dug >m ;
ha' lD' > g>m ;
!ykil . m ; arem '
aY"m v; . - are m '
atyylgrm
atm
at' ynIt . m ;
aD' js. ; / aD'j.As
aY"~ m; [. ;
arp[

341, 347
340, 347
338, 354
351
351
274
297
104, 105
343, 347, 357
372
1
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INDICES

arydp
at'ydIBm. .WP
yqid"nW> P
arydnp
atyqdnp
ar" yje nP> ;
xrp

344, 357
357
72
344, 346, 357
73
346 , 358
196

~srq
~yIA Gh varo
jh; r "
ax'y liv .
am'l v' .
an"T .
aN"T ;

282
182
31, 180, 217
272
300, 303
322
104

COPTIC

h/bc (hebs)
lu,N ia(luxnia)
maaje (maage)
may/t/c (ma.tte%s)

maefh/p (maefhe%p)
madion (modion)
cMoc (stros)
ctauroc (stauros)

244
244, 245
245, 250
331

245, 248
250
331
331

EGYPTIAN
Aburahana
m ri’
mrwt

33
336
351

mrwyty
mt
m(w)t

336, 351
289
289

ETHIOPIC

7 ta7 te7 )
™ T { | ( ca7 me
NR n ( h. omaqa )
O`Å (ma7 re7 ua%)

293
185
329

O`Ãª* (ma7 re7 ua%wi%)
T| (me7te7 )

329
289

GREEK

avgapa/n
avgapa,w
avga,ph
a( g
/ ioj

avgkw/na
a;groikoj
avdelfo.n
ai0 p o&l oj

359, 360, 367, 369, 370
316
318
253, 255, 256, 261, 278
194
20, 21
316, 317, 330, 367
221, 225, 367

avkolouqe,w
avllh,louj
Alihl
Amaqi
Amihl
avnapetsqh/nai
a0 n epodi/s en
apeleu/ q eroj

368
317
361
39
361
196
87
387

INDICES

a;nqrwpo,j
avpomagdalia,
avpopomph,n
VApfou/j
avpo,stoloj
avrgo,j
avrne,omai
a;rton
VAsamwnai/oj
Aselmwna
Asem / Hsam / Wsam
a;fesin
avfi,hmi
bouko,loj
bu,ssinoj
Gaddh/j
genea,
gh/n
gi,vomai
gnw/sij
gra,mmata
gunnh,
Dalmanouqa,
de,lfax
diamerismo,n
diaskorpismo,n
dida,skaloj
diestalme,non
dica,zw
dra,ssomai
eivrh,nhn
evkastoj
evkkenwqe.n
evklekto,j
e;klusin
evla,cistoj
Eliab

20, 21
333, 348, 353
47
397
284

285
320
1, 4
391
391
391
47
320
225
116
397
361
1, 4
152, 157
256
246
152
346, 353
282
307
196
272
47
308
120, 122
300, 304

152
143
120, 123
196
366
361

461

Elihl
361
evndeh,j
64
evnepodi,sqh
96
evnto,loj
103, 105
evtraumati,sqhj
213
euvdokimou,ntwn
111
evcqro.j
316, 330
e;xousin ku,naj
258
h[lioj
81
qhlumanh,j
152, 157
Qra,|kh
396
Qraki,dan
393, 395, 396 , 400
i`drw/ti tou/ prosw,pou
17
i[ppoj
152, 157
Icqu,j
373
6"J":,JD0:X<@H
215
ka,lpasoj
116, 117
kaqaro,j
120, 123
ka,rbasoj
116, 118
karpa,sinoj
116
ka,rpasoj
116, 118
karpo,j
116, 117
Kasi,w| o;rei
377, 383
Kassi,ou / Kassi,w
377, 388
katafile,w
120
katafu,teusin
160, 162
katagw,gion
73, 76
katapatei/n
265
katape,ssw
266, 268
kate,luon
155
kh/toj
374
kli,nhj
245, 250
kni/zw
221
kopri,a
266, 267, 268
kru,pthn
245, 246, 250
kti,zw
160
ku,wn / kusi,n 255, 256, 259, 279

462

INDICES

kunari,oj
li,qoj
lucni,a
lu,cnoj
Magada,n
magda
7lia
ma,gdwloj
ma,kaira
Maqqai/on
margari,taj

257, 279
285
244, 245
244
346, 352
333, 348, 353
353
305, 307, 312
39
253, 256, 261,
276, 281, 285, 286
Mariam
337, 338
Maria,mmh
352
Mari,wn
352
Ma,rqa
335, 337
me/dinoj
249
me,roj
353
metanoei/n
135
misei/n
320, 321, 324, 328, 332
mo,dion
244, 245
nau,thj
346, 353
nakkarim
221, 223, 226
no,mwj
256

xi,foj
oi;moj
o`mali,zw
o;r / o;roj
ovre,wn
o;fij
o;cloj
paidei,a
paidi,on
pandokeu,j
pa,nqhr
Pa,ppoj
paraklh,sei
parqe,noj

305
161, 162, 176
161, 388
383, 385
381, 385
1, 4, 373
264
120, 123
123
72
358
346
166
160

penqe,w
perieleu,sontai
perie,rcomai
phlo,j
pikrammo,j
pi,ptw
plhsi,on
poiki,loj
poimh.n
politei,a|
ponhro,j
poreu,omai
pornei/on
po,rnh
pre,sbeij
pro,baton
proskunei/n
ptwcou,j
pu/r
Raab
Ragouhl
~Raca,b
~rh,gnumi
r`mfai,a
Selmwna
Si,mwn
siro,j
Siwn
siwnim
skeu,ei
spargno/w
Stadieu,j
stauro.n
staurwqh,tw
stola,j
stragalwn
stre,fw

160, 166, 184
160
160
386
182
348
152, 316, 317
117
367
111
372
160
73
72
391, 397
371
120, 123, 124
69
312
77, 79
361
77, 78, 79
270
305
391
369
247, 251
160, 166, 176
160
245, 249, 250
194
343
319, 326
326
105
119
269, 284

INDICES
strefe,in
suka& m inon

Sumewn
suforbo,j
swthri,an
te,knon
timwri,an
tribon
u9p nw~n

u-j
filadelfi,a
filei/n
fi,loj

269
221
391
282
160, 162
79
160, 176
161, 162
218
279
317

359, 360, 363, 364,
365, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371
316

fobe,omai
fula,ssousan
fulakth,ria
camaitupei/on
cara,sswn
ceiridon
ceiro.j
ci,maron
citw.n
coi/roj
cremeti,zw
yici,on
w;mouj
wvrgi,sqh

463
126
103
191, 193
73
227
119
194
47
117
259, 279, 282
152
333
160, 161, 176
79

HEBREW

~h' rb" . a ;
~r" ba. ;
@s' ay' bia ]
hY"b i a ]
~r" ybi a ]
gv;y bia ]
rWvybia ]
!b,a ,
ryBia ;
~ga
rg:a '
rWga'
~yrIy DIa ;
~da
~do a '
hm'd'a ]
WhY"ndI o a ]

33
31, 85
32
294, 361
33
32
32
373
152, 362
23
126
127, 132
55
23, 26, 27, 29
97
2
346, 351

bh;a '
!Arh]a ;
dwa
rwa
za
lz"a '
al' z>yai
xa'
hY"x i a ]
tx; a ;
hp' ya,
vyai
vy:a '
la, yti yai
lk; a '
lk; a u
rABGI lae

316, 330, 360,
362–366, 370
346
23
312
88
47, 51, 54
54
316, 329
294, 361
236–238
232, 237
59, 131
59, 63, 131
129
130
130, 133
176

464

INDICES

~[' y lia /
ryBiK ; lae
tla
@la
@l;a '
@l, a ,
@WLa;
hla
hL' a ;
hL' aö ;
hl'a'
hl' a e
hL' a i

361

hL, a e
Hl' a /
H; Ala/
laeylia/
@lam
@lu am] ;
!m;a'
tm, a ,
yT;mia ]
hn"a ' / !n"a '
@a
x; rpo . a ,
lyCia ;
hyEr > a ;
#r< a ,
#yrIa '
hV' a i
%v, a ,
hr" vai '

176
236, 237, 238
107
114
107, 112, 114
114
170, 177, 178
363
167, 177, 177
168, 169, 177, 178, 363
361, 363
361, 362, 363,
364, 366, 368
159, 166170,
178, 184, 363, 364
363
363
361
142
140
45
45
39, 294, 298
181
1, 14, 17, 398
201
194, 195, 202
3, 398
1, 161, 177
162, 177
236–238
154
141

rXa
dg<B ,
dd;B '
ddb
ld;b '
qdb
sWB
vWB
hv'WB
hZ"B i
rWxB;
!yBi
hnwbt
tyIB ;
~yTiB ;
yrwdh tyb
!rh tyb
ask tyb
sl,AB
vl; B '
!be
lyIx ; -!B,
hq, y-" !B,
aD' js. ; !B,
l[b
l[wb
hl'[} Bo
r[;b '
r[u B '
r[;b ;
rqb
rqfb@f rq' B '
rq,AB
rb

138
101
169, 181
215
164, 165
165
266
31, 180, 217
80
107
362
133
211, 213
233, 237
233, 237
48, 54
48
252
221, 226, 227, 228
227, 229
362
107, 344
127
344
343
343
166
172
131
131
3, 225
201, 226
221, 226, 229
22, 26, 121, 122

INDICES

arb
lz<r . B ;
hwcm tb
lt; B '
hl' WtB.
lag
h[bg
rbg
rb,G,
rABGI
rWbG"
laeyrIb.G:
dd;G"
~ydIW dG
lAdG>"
tWldoG>
lDog>m i / lD; g>m ;
al' Dg> m: .
ha' lD' > g>m ;
rwg
lyGI
dl,G<
~G"
amg
[mg
l[g
!pg
rr:G"
ad
qb;D '
~h;D "
~hd
dwd

21, 22, 26, 123, 389
51
117
163, 164
159, 163–166, 173
23
386
128
128, 158, 178, 181
176, 177, 178
131, 133
175
155, 156
107
342
342
338, 347
339–341, 343,
344, 347, 348, 354
338, 354
126, 127, 155
121
201
181
23
23
23
117
156
345, 357
368, 372
218
84, 86, 88, 92
54, 55, 360

~wd
hm'WD
sWD
rAD / hr"AD
rWD
gY" D:
%k;D "
~d
~WDm.D I
hm'D "
~m; d '
qq;D "
sr:D "
vr:D "
yrwdh
rhh
hy"h '
lk'y he
~Wh
zlh
$lh
~l;h '
lmh
%p;h '
rh;
wrh
!wor h> ;
lbz
rh;zO
!Wz
!z
hn"Wz
!Azm'
~ynIzy" mU .

465
84, 86, 88, 92
80
266
260, 261, 285
31, 180, 217, 260
280
122, 155
97, 216–219
95
93, 181
81, 92, 93, 181
122, 155
266, 282
266
48, 54
17
151
233
61
185
183
161, 388
161, 388
216
381, 385, 386, 387
351
351
30
75
72, 77, 153
79
72, 78, 80
77
151, 155

466

INDICES

lxz

3

hnFz F

72, 79

hn"Az
twnz
~ynIWnz>
rkz
lz
h[z
!qez"
rbx
!yrIb . x ;
ld: x '
yl;d > x ;
rdx
yrwdx
aywx
rwx
rWx
!yzx
rz:x '
~yrIZx: ; / rZ"x ;
ajx
@j; x '
hyx
lyIx ;
@lx
@l, x e
@ Olxi
@Wlxi
@yLix ;
@ylix '
@leAx
twqlx

72, 78
354
80
355
54, 56
14
362
360
372, 373
65, 67, 68, 70
70
54, 55
55
1
381
116
110
269, 271
260, 262, 263,
269–272
385, 386
358
2
344
306–314
306, 313, 314
306, 307, 314
305, 306, 314
305, 307, 311
305, 307
305, 311
394, 395, 401

tWql'x ]
qm;x '
qm;x u
!nx
rxo / rAx
arx
br, x ,
%v,x o
!Amv.x ;
yan:A mv.x ;
hn"A mv.x ;
rWhj'
bAj
hl,j '
h[' T ' / h['j '
@rt / @rj
@yrjm / @rjm
va;y"
rg:y"
hd' y"
yWdy"
!z"y"
~ynIzW" m
~ynIz"y Um.
lk;y"
~y
dAsy>
l[;y"
hqy
dry
hr"y"
hr<Ay

342, 394, 395
172, 185
172, 177
166, 179
381–385, 387, 388
381
305, 311, 312
216
391, 398
391, 392, 398
391, 398
253, 255, 256,
259, 271, 272
145, 149, 150
371
266
266, 269, 271
267, 268
60, 131
126
194
194
153
152, 153, 155, 157
151–155, 157
130
334, 335, 336, 349
251
172
125, 127, 132
132
260, 268, 271
260

INDICES

hr<Am
hr"AT

260
253, 261, 262,
271, 285, 286
202
155, 157
139

#r,a'- yteK.r >y:
%f;y"
rvy
!heK o
362
lWK
130
alk
130
bL'K;
255, 258, 262, 270–273
bl, K ,
258, 259, 271
byleK '
279
bylIK '
279
hB' lK. ;
279
hl'k ' / ll; k '
130, 181
#r,a'h ' tApn>K;
202
rK; Ki
234, 237
hsk
193
ts,K ,
193
rp' K '
399
rypiK .
399
~yrIK '
310
hrk
389
lm, rK. ;
51
~srk
266, 267, 268,
sP;r>K ;
vKev.K i
alu / lu
ja;l ' / jh;l '
dwl
jWl / jh;l '

269, 281, 283
116, 117
122
71, 86, 96, 97, 129,
133, 136, 144, 145, 148,
203, 224, 225, 230
31, 217
345
31, 180, 217

!t'yw" l> i
$xl
~xl
ha' yrI a m'
dg<m ,
lDo g>m i / lD; g>m ;
al'D.g :m
ha' lD' > g>m ;
hn"y liD ' g>m ;
aY"[;B 'c; lD' gm> ;
aynwn -ldgm
!med > m ; / hn"m e dm> ;
hm'
%Wm
hr,Am
hY"rIAm
@l' xm} ;
~yIm ;
tymi
%k; m '
~ynIh ] K o tk,l , mm. ;
hrwnm
dWcm.
!AYci td; cmu .
hwcm
arm
hrm
hy"r " m .
!Ayr>m ,
~y"r > m i
ht' rm> '
ayFim ; / aFi m ;
bbevo m.

467
373
1, 3
3, 373
334, 345, 349
353
338, 347
339, 341, 343
344, 347, 348, 354
338, 354
334, 345
339, 354
338
267
132
110
260, 350
346, 351
305
334, 349
289
110
165
244
203
180
117
188, 334, 336
334
351
352
334, 345, 349
337
128, 133
111

468

INDICES

lv; m '
12
hn<v . m i
103, 105
!T'm ;
335
~ytim .
295
~yTim ;
295
~ytim e
295
hT' Tm; ;
294, 295
hy"t . Tm; ;
39, 294, 295, 298
~aun>
128
aybin"
221, 222, 224, 230
ha'ybin>
101
dgn
346
dd;n"
110
rh;n"
31, 85, 217, 219
dWn
110
rWn / rh;n'
180
rWn
31, 85, 217, 219
~x;nI
166
vxn
1
rxn
385, 389
vj'n"
67
Xkn
122
hkn
385, 389
lp'n"
30
arb tqpn
72
~yrcn
285
bqn
108
hb'q en>
158, 170, 174, 177, 181
hb'qon> / hb'yqin>
172, 173, 175,
dqn
~ydIq.nO / dqenO
hdqn
zqn

176, 178, 179
163
221, 223, 226, 229
162, 170, 177
163

hzqn
rq;n"
vq;n"
rn
af'n"
qv;n"
bb; s '
bbwf / bbws
tl, Bso i
gWs / gWf
adAs / dAs
hjwv
$kws
~Af / ~As
sWs
rWs / rWf
tj; s '
!ysi
rys
lk' s '
!ks
[l;s
lm, s e
anEf ' / aN"s ;
xP;s .
tx; P;s ;
hx' Ps' . m i
wyt's .
rts
bg[
~g: [ '
ddE[ o
wd[ / yd[

162, 170, 177
222, 223
122
244
128, 133
122, 370
158, 173, 186
175, 176, 177, 178
181
227
247, 248, 251
344
208
203
151, 155, 157
227
345, 357
386
247, 248, 249
172
214
213
236
319, 321, 322,
323, 324, 326, 330
227
227
193, 194
181
244
182
23
110, 111
396

INDICES

dw[
lw[
!W[
@W[
rW[
z[
bz:[ '
lzaz[
lazz[
lz[
rz[
tw<m z' [> ;
al'zy> [i
!yI[ ;
@y[i
hj'l [' ]
!Ayl.[ ,
ll'[ o
~[ '
#rah ~[
laey Mi[ ;
yMi[; a Ol
tAml'[ ]
dm[
gn:[ '
tgOW n[]T ;
hn[
wn"[ '
~ywIn[" ]
wyNI [;
rp[
tr<p [, o
@[;p [. ;

23
385, 386
235
247, 250
337
47, 49, 50, 54 , 56
67
47, 48
51, 53, 56
47, 54
15
51
54
233, 235
247, 250
85
132
362
361, 362
255, 258,
259, 263, 270
361
80
144
81, 84, 86, 88, 241, 243
365
142
61, 62
59, 62
63
61–63
1, 58, 234
234
250

bc,[ ,
!wbc[
yTi[ i
hP,
%WP
vg<l , yPi
~ySiP ;
rqp
arp
tyGIr > P;
drp
!wzrp
xrp
[rp
[wrp
vrp
vr" P "
vWrP'
rv, P ,
~atp
~yTiP i
[tp
ha'Ac
!ac
~y[bc
ddc
lh; c '
rh; c o
~yIr ; hc' o
~y" rh; c .
dWc
qAc
rWc / rAc

469
13, 16
3, 13, 14, 16
50, 54
234
213
79
117
201
18, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27
201
28, 308, 309
10
196, 201
22, 26, 27
23
395
280
165, 395
291
23
333
23
267
222, 226, 228, 371
346
195, 203
152
75
336
336, 350
195
48
212, 213

470
qyDIc ;
!AYci
!WYci
rAYc;
blc
rmc
hd[c
ry[ic '
!pc
bbq
rbeq '
vd,q o
vdeq ' / hv'd qe .
ayq / hyq
hl'q ' / ll;q '
anq / hnq
ha'nq> i
#r,a'h ' tAcq.
[r:q '
atrq
yFiq ;
vqiv q. i
tvq
~ae r >
~a; r "
yWar"
gm'- br:
!keA s-br:
syrIs ' -br:
hke v-' br:
lg:r "
~g<r <
hdr
~d" r "

INDICES
396
166, 168, 169, 180
159, 176, 180, 182
212
327
117
28
366
386, 387
108, 115
120
255
258
135
181
236
236
202
270, 271
297
383, 388
122
193
337
31
194
214
214
214
214
1, 268, 269
373
132
218

~Wr
~wr / ~yr
[;Wr
#Wr
~xr
hm' xr' U
lxe r '
x; yrE
$kr
hm' r "
fm, r <
a[r / y[r
hd" [r' >
h[' r '
[; r E
[; rme e
[r / [[r
[r:
lae W[r>
apr
hpr
qr
qqr
[v; r :
h[' vr. I
hdf
~Ws / ~Wf
lamof .
hx'm f. i
anEf '
~yrIy [if .

30, 132, 224
350
372
31, 180, 217
35, 360
80
168
144, 146
183
168
2
369
121
360, 362, 363,
365, 366, 368, 370, 372
113, 254, 294, 298,
316, 319, 329, 330,
362, 370, 372, 373
329, 363
363, 372
319, 372
294, 361
41
41, 67
145
182
236
236, 237
2
201, 303, 311
146
152
322, 325
52

INDICES

tp;f .
353
rf'
108
hr'f '
184
bbX
159, 173, 175, 176, 177
v,
228
hy"b.v i
107
tl,Bov i
181
hg"v ' / gg: v'
181
hdevo / tAdvo
140
hjwv
344
hx'v ' / xx;v '
181
!Wxvi
346
!kX
18, 26
x;y liv '
272
~Lev i
304, 311
~l,v ,
304, 306, 311
~AlX'
303
~wlX ~yX
310
~Wlvi
304, 306
~ve
109, 146, 147, 149
Wmvu
132, 133
!m'v '
145, 149
!m,v ,
143, 145, 147, 149
ynw[mv
391
!a'nv> i
322
hn"v '
322, 325, 328, 331, 332
anEv '
322, 323, 325, 326, 328
hn"v e / ynIv . / ynIv e
323
hs'v ' / ss;v '
181
xP;v i
227
jqv
283
~ymiq v. i
221, 228
~yrIv u
108

bat
~yrIW rm.a T'
!bt
hnwbt
rbt
ar" W"T ;
aP'r>AT
hr"AT

471
23
168
3, 8
211, 213
201
280
267
253, 261, 262,
271, 285, 286
260, 261, 285, 286
280
283
143, 147
211, 213
50, 56

rAT / hr"AT
~yrIAT
@rEAT
qr:WT
tynkt
lTe
al' T ' / hl'T
326, 327
dymil . T ;
264, 272
~t / ~mt
289
rmt
183
~yrIW rm.T ; 159, 168, 176, 178, 182
!yNIT ;
373
b[t
23
h[' T ' / h['j '
266
rpt
201
[q; T '
24
hm' WrT.
224
$rt
396
@rt / @rj
266, 269, 271
tWPr>T ; / !Ayp.r : T .
267
hq' WvT.
14

472

INDICES
LATIN

celeres
equites
currus
caper
emitto

30
30
30
30
47

carbasus
clavus
effusum
virgio intacta
modius

116
119
143
164
249

SYRIAC
) Rv (be7ra )
lDg (ge
7 dal)
)+ `wd (dû c ata c )
?wd (duš)
Rvx (h. e7bar
n+} (h. 7atan)
YF\x (h. alpay)
%c
ab R} (h. arba
)jW- (t. ura% c )
A] t (te7na%a )
% ba%( )
AB |> (kalla
LI\> (ke
7 lî l)
A% bR> (karba sâ c )
A% fR> (ke
7 rapsâ c )
+I# (m î t)
O&[ (ne7 šqû )
c

120
339, 340
70
266
360
42
314
311, 314
381
322
258
231
116
116, 118
289
120

D~` ( ca7 mad)
84, 91, 241–243
c
c
)rAf (pe ra )
20
)=W@\p (pelgûta% c)
307
% c)
Ag wRf (parûga
201
% rûh. e c)
A} wRf (pa
201
c
%
%
Aø wc (s.e wa ya )
180
nWØhc ( s. ehyûn)
180
% c)
A]W[o (qanuna
266
L g r (r e7 gal)
268
c
%
A #r (r e7 ma )
260
% na% c)
A[I`j (re cya
307
% c)
AdW* (sûda
247, 248
%c )
AfI* (saypa
307, 314
%
A[* (se7naa )
322
% c)
A[I$ (šayna
314
A[$ (še7na%a )
322 , 324

UG AR ITIC
c

ap
a .t r
dc
c
dd
dry
hdrm
.
.h zr
.h nzr
c

233
184
70
110
70
233
280, 282
282

mr c
mt
skn
) lm
g'dd
r h.
šna
šnw

278
289
214
144
110
144, 145
322
322

INDICES

473

BIBLICAL REFERENCE INDEX
GENESIS
1:5
1:21
1:27
2
2:18
2:24
3:1
3:7
3:14
3:16
5:2
6
10–12
12:1
12:3
15:5
15:17
16:12
17:20
22:2
22:17
24:47
25:12–18
25:17
29:31–33
30:20
36:43
37:3
38:15
38:28
42:30
43:33

236
374
139
208
15
308, 325
2
201
1–8
12–15, 173
139
52
18, 26, 27
32
27
34
85, 218
24, 26, 29
20
351
34
276
24–30
18, 27
331
30
353
117
73
184
214
330

45:14
45:23
49:8
49:22
50:1
50:17
EXODUS
2:22
4:24
4:24–26
7:8–20
7:11
7:20
8:5–19
11:3
14:25
15:23
19:1
19:5–6
21:2
22:30
22:31
23:5
26:1
29:33
32:27
LEVITICUS
2:3
10:14
16
16:8–26
17:17

25
77
214
20, 28
25
135
43
294–295
38, 43–44, 298
352
31, 217
219
352
58–59
136
334
180
165
115
257
259
330
344
254, 259
301
254
255
47, 53
47–57
52

474
18:5
19:17–18, 34
19:18
20:14
20:24, 26
21:20
22:10–16
24:14, 16, 23
25:36
25:39–43
26:18
NUMBERS
1:17
12:1
12:3
16:1
16:9
17:6–8
18:8–19
20:1
22:3
22:38
24:17
26:14
32:36
33:29
33:32–33
DEUTERONOMY
4:19
6:4
10:7
11:3
12:15
15:4–11

INDICES
281
316
113, 318
142
164
154
254
373
136
115
136
115
40, 334
58–63, 136
32
165
352
254
349
135
310
243
391
48
391
383
237
318, 360
388
203
254
64–71

15:12–18
21:15–17
21:16
21:18–20
22:11
23:18–19
27:2
27:21
28:1–14
28:43
29:20
29:26
30:20
32:8
33:4
33:3
33:8
JOSHUA
1:5
2:1
5:14
6:17, 25
9:17
10
10:6–15
10:12–13
12:2
15:27
18:26
21:4
22:5
JUDGES
4:21

115
331
20
335
368
258
99
258
212
136
99
237
368
237
263
135
38
67
72, 73, 77, 78
96
72
399
91
81–92
81, 82, 84–86,
91, 92, 97, 218, 243
353
391
399
391
368
31, 217

INDICES
5
5:7
5:19–21
5:20
5:21
5:22
5:26
6:9
6:13
8:26
9:46
12:6
14:20
18:30–31
19:2

43
10, 66, 70, 228
183
95
161, 388
96
312
310
67
119
314
181, 331
363, 365
43
75, 78, 79

RUTH
1:14

368

I SAMUEL
2:5
2:16
4:4
14:9
17:8
17:21
20:2
25:25

70
70
232
93
123
181
70
146

II SAMUEL
3:35
7:19
11:3
13:18
13:18–19
19:7
19:28

84, 241
261
362
118
117
331
268

20:10–11
21:13
22:40
23:31
24:9
I KINGS
6:13
7:12, 40–51
7:15
8:53
8:57
14:3
20:28–30
22:6–33
22:36

475
202
154
136
51
181
67
233
103, 168
164
68
222
114
225
84, 241

II KINGS
4:38–41
247
7:13
257
10:1
115
14:3
222
15:26
398
16:5
106
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